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General Information About This Document
What Is in This Document

The California Department of Transportation (Caltrans), as assigned by the Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA) to act as the lead agency, in cooperation with the
Capital SouthEast Connector Joint Powers Authority (JPA), has prepared this
Environmental Assessment with Finding of No Significant Impact for the proposed
Project in Sacramento County, California. The JPA is proposing to use funds from
FHWA for this local roadway project. The document describes why the Project is
being proposed, what alternatives we have considered for the Project, how the
existing environment that could be affected by the Project, the potential impacts of
each of the alternatives, and the proposed avoidance, minimization, and/or mitigation
measures. The Draft Environmental Assessment circulated to the public for 32 days
between May 4, 2018 and June 6, 2018. Comments received during this period are
included in Appendix J. Elsewhere throughout this document, a vertical line in the
margin indicates a change made since the draft document circulation. Additional
copies of this document and the related technical studies are available for review at
the Caltrans District 3 Office, 703 B Street, Marysville, CA 95901, and available for
download on the Caltrans website:
http://www.dot.ca.gov/dist3/departments/envinternet/envdoc.htm. This
Environmental Assessment may also be viewed at the JPA office, 10640 Mather
Boulevard #120, Mather, CA 95655, and downloaded at the following website:
http://www.connectorjpa.com.
Alternative Formats
For individuals with sensory disabilities, this document can be made available in
Braille, in large print, on audiocassette, or on computer disk. To obtain a copy in one
of these alternative formats, please call or write to: Caltrans, District 3, Division of
Environmental, Attention: Laura Loeffler, Branch Chief, 703 B Street, Marysville,
CA 95901; (530) 741-4592 (voice), (530) 741-4509 (District 3 Office of Equal
Opportunity TTY). Or use the California Relay Service 1 (800) 735-2929 (TTY),
1 (800) 735-2929 (Voice) or 711.
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Executive Summary
Introduction
California participated in the “Surface Transportation Project Delivery Pilot
Program” (Pilot Program) pursuant to 23 USC 327, for more than five years,
beginning July 1, 2007, and ending September 30, 2012. MAP-21 (P.L. 112-141),
signed by President Obama on July 6, 2012, amended 23 USC 327 to establish a
permanent Surface Transportation Project Delivery Program. As a result, Caltrans
entered into a Memorandum of Understanding pursuant to 23 USC 327 (National
Environmental Policy Act [NEPA] Assignment MOU) with the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA). The NEPA Assignment MOU became effective October 1,
2012, and was renewed on December 23, 2016 for a term of five years. In summary,
Caltrans continues to assume FHWA responsibilities under NEPA and other federal
environmental laws in the same manner as was assigned under the Pilot Program,
with minor changes. With NEPA Assignment, FHWA assigned and Caltrans assumed
all of the United States Department of Transportation (USDOT) Secretary's
responsibilities under NEPA. This assignment includes projects on the State Highway
System and Local Assistance Projects off of the State Highway System within the
State of California, except for certain categorical exclusions that FHWA assigned to
Caltrans under the 23 USC 326 Categorical Exclusion Assignment MOU, projects
excluded by definition, and specific project exclusions.
The Project is subject to federal as well as state environmental review requirements
because the Capital SouthEast Corridor Joint Powers Authority (JPA) proposes the
use of federal funds from the FHWA and/or the Project requires an approval from
FHWA. Project documentation, therefore, has been prepared in compliance with the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). The JPA is the project proponent and
the lead agency under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). FHWA’s
responsibility for environmental review, consultation, and any other actions required
by applicable federal environmental laws for this Project are being, or have been,
carried out by Caltrans pursuant to 23 United States Code Section 327 (23 USC 327)
and the Memorandum of Understanding dated December 23, 2016 and executed by
FHWA and Caltrans.
While this Project is subject to the requirements of both NEPA and CEQA, separate
environmental documents have been prepared, one that complies with NEPA and
another that complies with CEQA. This Environmental Assessment (EA) complies
with the requirements of NEPA and other federal environmental laws. Compliance
with CEQA and state environmental laws is provided in the Initial Study/Mitigated
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Negative Declaration, which was approved for public circulation by the JPA on
March 30, 2017.
The Draft EA was circulated from May 4 through June 6, 2018. The JPA received
seven comments from federal, state, and local agencies during the public review
period. The comments and the responses to the comments are included in Appendix J.
Elsewhere throughout this document, a vertical line in the margin indicates a change
made since the draft document circulation.

Overview of the Project Limits
The Project is located at the City of Rancho Cordova’s southeastern boundary with
Sacramento County (Figures 1-1 and 1-2 in Chapter 1 show the Project vicinity and
area, respectively). The Project will reconstruct Grant Line Road starting just north of
the intersection of White Rock Road, moving south to State Route 16 (Jackson Road).
The Project is approximately 7.4 miles long.
Grant Line Road runs in a north-south orientation. At the north end, Grant Line Road
connects to White Rock Road, which has been recently improved to the east as four
lanes with a landscaped median. White Rock Road is also approved to be widened to
four lanes with a landscaped median to the west of the Project. At the south end,
Grant Line Road connects to Jackson Road, which is another east-west regional
collector connecting Sacramento County to Amador County, as well as west from
Grant Line Road toward the City of Sacramento and other rural communities, such as
Rancho Murieta.
The Project would be implemented so as to be consistent with the South Sacramento
Habitat Conservation Plan (SSHCP), which provides a regional conservation strategy
to comply with federal and state endangered species regulations. The Project has been
designed to be consistent with the SSHCP conservation strategy, including providing
wildlife crossings and retaining walls to avoid sensitive areas.

Other Projects in the Proposed Project Vicinity
There are several planned and/or approved development plans, in addition to the
expansion of the Prairie City State Vehicular Recreation Area and plans for the Draft
South Sacramento Habitat Conservation Plan, within the Project vicinity. These
improvements are listed below (also see Table 1-1 and Figure 1-3 in Chapter 1).
Refer to Section 2.4, Cumulative Impacts, for more detailed descriptions of recent
updates to the general plans as well as the following projects:

x
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•

Cordova Hills Development

•

Suncreek Development

•

Arboretum Development

•

Westborough Specific Plan

•

SunRidge Specific Plan Development

•

Rio de Oro Development

In addition, the following locally sponsored roadway improvements in the Project
area are planned to be constructed:
•

Centennial Drive would be integrated with Raymer Way and remain a two-lane
roadway.

•

Douglas Road would become a four-lane roadway east of Rancho Cordova
Parkway to Grant Line Road.

•

North Loop Road (planned to replace Glory Lane) would be developed as a twolane roadway.

•

Chrysanthy Boulevard (planned) would be developed as a four-lane roadway.

•

Rancho Cordova Parkway would be developed as a four-lane roadway from
Grant Line Road to Douglas Road.

•

Jackson Road would be converted to a Sacramento County arterial.

Purpose and Need
Purpose
The primary purpose of the Project is to fulfill the following objectives:
•

Improve Traffic Operations and Accommodate Projected Travel Demand.
Planning for projected traffic demand (due to currently planned growth/approved
development) to improve traffic operations and reduce congestion.

•

Improve Mobility for All Modes, including Bicycles and Pedestrians.
Planning a multimodal corridor in advance of substantial planned development
provides opportunity to control access, and design for optimum safety standards
for vehicular, transit, bicycles and pedestrian movements.
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•

Implement a Transportation Network that will Help Achieve the Goals of
Regional and Local Plans for Sustainable and Managed Growth Patterns.
Implementing adopted transportation plans supports sustainable planned growth
and development patterns and principles from the SACOG 2016 Metropolitan
Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy: Building a Sustainable
System (2016 MTP/SCS; SACOG 2016a).

Need
The Project is needed to address:
•

Existing operational deficiencies and

•

Forecasted traffic demand that will exceed Grant Line Road capacity

•

The lack of separate travel facilities for alternative modes (e.g., bicyclists,
pedestrians)

•

Transportation system consistency with 2016 MTP/SCS

Abbreviated Project Description
This document examines two alternatives: a No-Build Alternative and a proposed
Build Alternative. Under the Build Alternative, the Project is an access-controlled
four-lane expressway that would reconstruct Grant Line Road starting just north of
the intersection of White Rock Road, moving south to Jackson Road. Grant Line
Road will be reconstructed as a four-lane expressway with a center earth median and
an adjacent Class I bike/pedestrian trail on the west side of the alignment. The
proposed alignment would generally follow the existing Grant Line Road with
adjustments to avoid wetlands and lands dedicated for wetland preserves. The Project
anticipates limiting the expressway to nine existing and planned connections along
Grant Line Road in the Project area: at White Rock Road, Centennial Avenue
(planned to join with Raymer Road), Douglas Road, North Loop Road (planned to
replace existing Glory lane), Chrysanthy Boulevard (planned), University Avenue
(planned), Kiefer Boulevard, Rancho Cordova Parkway (planned), and Jackson Road.
The Project anticipates improvements to Mitchlen Court to retain access to the
Jackson Road Estates. Where needed, the Project would include frontage roads to
redirect current access points to one of the nine access points listed above. Chapter 1
of this Environmental Assessment provides a full description of the Project;
Figure 1-4 in that chapter shows a typical cross section of the Project.
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Typical features of the Project include the following:
•

Four 12-foot-wide through lanes with turn lanes at intersections

•

Shoulders (10 feet wide on the outside and 5 feet wide on the inside)

•

Median (32 to 36 feet wide)

•

Separated Class I Multi-Use Path (12-foot-wide paved path with 2-foot-wide
shoulders on each side)

•

Frontage roads, residential, access roads, or driveways where necessary to
maintain existing access (proposed minimum 16- to 28-foot width depending on
long-term use)

•

Undercrossings for pedestrian and bicycles and culverts or bridge structures for
wildlife

•

Noise walls as warranted for noise attenuation (required under CEQA only)

•

Drainage features

•

Landscaping

•

Lighting at signalized intersections

•

Roadway signage (e.g., speed limits, street names)

The Project would also entail relocating existing utilities and accommodation for
future planned utilities to be developed by others, including electrical, gas, water, and
sewer facilities that are owned by Sacramento Municipal Utility District, Sacramento
County Water Agency, Sacramento Area Sewer District, and Aerojet. The Project
would also create drainage facilities, including drainage basins and linear basins,
along the proposed roadway. These features are included in the environmental study
footprint and discussed in detail where relevant to this Environmental Assessment.
Under the No-Build Alternative, none of the Project features described above would
be constructed. The No-Build Alternative represents the existing transportation
system plus the committed local and regional improvements described in SACOG’s
adopted 2016 MTP/SCS, except this Project. Under the No-Build Alternative, the
Project footprint would not include programmed improvements adding capacity, or
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any upgrading of Grant Line Road beyond local access as needed when adjacent
planned developments occur. The No-Build Alternative serves as the baseline for
comparing environmental effects to the Build Alternatives under the National
Environmental Policy Act. The No-Build Alternative is a viable alternative that can
be chosen as the preferred alternative.

Construction Cost and Timeline
The Project is fully funded through the Preliminary Engineering phase using federal
funds and local sales tax matching funds. The Project is included in the SACOG
Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program as Project VAR56128. Funding
for the Project right-of-way and construction phase will come from a considerable
number of sources because no single source of revenue can fund delivery of a project
of this size. Each funding source contains its own requirements, constraints,
limitations, and matches. For the Project, there are three broad categories of revenue
sources (which are discussed further in Chapter 1): Committed Sources of Revenue,
Anticipated Sources of Revenue, and Other.
The total Project cost is estimated to be $150 million: $129 million in direct capital
outlay such as construction, right-of-way acquisition, and environmental mitigation,
and $21 million for capital outlay support, which includes preliminary engineering
and environmental documentation, final engineering design, right-of-way appraisal,
and acquisition services and construction management. Construction would begin
within 5 years of the completion of the environmental document, and the Project
would take approximately 2 years to build.

Summary of Project Effects
Table ES-1 summarizes the potential environmental effects of the Build Alternative
in comparison to the No-Build Alternative. The proposed avoidance, minimization,
and/or mitigation measures to reduce the effects of the Build Alternative are also
summarized. For a complete description of potential adverse effects and
recommended measures, including temporary construction effects, refer to Chapter 2.
The proposed avoidance and minimization measures and mitigation measures are also
compiled in the Avoidance, Minimization, and/or Mitigation Summary in
Appendix H.
Additionally, the Project would be implemented so as to be consistent with the
SSHCP, which provides a regional, streamlined approach conservation strategy to
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comply with federal and state endangered species regulations. The Project has been
designed to be consistent with the SSHCP conservation strategy, including providing
wildlife crossings and retaining walls to avoid sensitive areas. Since publication of
the Draft EA, the Final SSHCP was adopted by the Sacramento County Board of
Supervisors on September 11, 2018, an Incidental Take Permit under Section 10 of
FESA was issued by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service on June 12, 2019, and an
Incidental Take Permit under Section 2081 of the California Endangered Species Act
was issued by the California Department of Fish and Wildlife on August 19, 2019.
The Final SSHCP provides a streamlined regulatory compliance approach for impacts
to endangered and threatened species covered under the federal Endangered Species
Act and California Endangered Species Act. The Biological Opinion issued for the
Project describes an “on ramp” process in which the Project’s biological resources
compensatory mitigation obligations will be incorporated into the SSHCP reserve
system.
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Table ES-1. Summary of Environmental Effects and Avoidance, Minimization, and/or Mitigation Measures by Alternative
Environmental Effects
Environmental Topic

No-Build Alternative

Build Alternative

Avoidance, Minimization, and/or Mitigation Measures

Existing and Planned Land Use
Converting lands to
transportation use

None.

Approximately 116.46 acres converted from
other uses.

None, beyond implementation of the Uniform Relocation
Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of
1970.

Division of an
established community

None

None

None.

Consistency with state,
regional, and local plans
and programs

Not consistent with local
and regional
transportation plans and
policies for the
Sacramento County and
City of Rancho Cordova
area.

Project is consistent with state, local, and
regional plans and programs.

None.

Compatibility with habitat
conservation plan

No conflict.

Compatible.

None.

Located in a Coastal
Zone or timberland

None.

None.

None.

Parks and Recreational Facilities
Displace park or
recreational facilities

None.

Construction effects to parks and wetland
resources and temporary disturbances; this
includes approximately 2.2 acres of state parks.

None, beyond implementation of the Uniform Relocation
Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of
1970.

Include or require
recreational facilities

None

None expected

None.

None expected

None expected

None

Timberlands

None

None

None

Farmlands

None

4.3 acres of Unique Farmland and 107.7.1 acres
of grazing lands, of which 31 acres is protected
by Williamson Act Contract.

MM FARM-A: Compensate for Unique Farmlands. To
compensate for loss of farmlands, the JPA will mitigate by
preserving farmlands in a 1:1.

None

None expected.

None.

Growth
Induce unplanned
growth
Farmlands/Timberlands

Community Impacts
Community character
and cohesion
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Table ES-1. Summary of Environmental Effects and Avoidance, Minimization, and/or Mitigation Measures by Alternative
Environmental Effects
Environmental Topic

No-Build Alternative

Build Alternative

Avoidance, Minimization, and/or Mitigation Measures

Relocations and real
property acquisition

None

Full acquisition of up to 8 residential properties;
permanent full or partial acquisition of 45 parcels
in compliance with Uniform Relocation
Assistance and Real Property Acquisition
Policies Act of 1970.

MM REL-A: Collaborate with Property Owners to Develop
Access Easement Prior to construction, the JPA will
collaborate with property owners to develop and access
easement for the properties to the north of the new access
road.

Disproportionate impacts
on Environmental Justice
population

None.

None.

None.

Utilities and Emergency Services
Utilities

None.

Some relocations of existing water, sewer, gas,
and electrical facilities consistent with future
plans.

AMM UTIL-1: Coordinate with Utility Providers.
Construction Management Plan will include a utility relocation
plan addressing how the JPA will coordinate with utility
providers.

Emergency services

None.

Potential detours during construction.

AMM Public-1: Emergency Services Coordination Plan.
JPA or Contactor will develop and share an Emergency
Services Plan with local emergency service providers for
review and approval prior to construction.

Traffic and Transportation/Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities
Conflict with applicable
plans, ordinances,
policies or programs

Yes.

None

None.

Increase traffic
congestion

Yes: 5 intersections would
fail (LOS F) under the NoBuild Alternative.

Temporary traffic congestion during the
construction phase.
Reduce traffic congestion for multiple
intersections in opening year 2025 and future
forecast year 2035.
White Rock Road may degrade beyond LOS C
triggering exploration of interchange prior to
2035.

AMM TRANS-1: Develop a Traffic Management Plan.
Develop and implement a Transportation Management Plan
with notifications of delays and/or detours during
construction.

Increase hazards as a
result of a design feature

None.

None.

None.

None expected.

No damage to scenic resources.

None.

Visual Resources
Adverse effect on scenic
views/damage scenic
resources
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Table ES-1. Summary of Environmental Effects and Avoidance, Minimization, and/or Mitigation Measures by Alternative
Environmental Effects
Environmental Topic

No-Build Alternative

Build Alternative

Avoidance, Minimization, and/or Mitigation Measures

Degradation of existing
visual character or
quality

None expected.

Slightly lower visual quality due to noise walls.

None.

Create a new source of
light or glare

None expected.

New light sources at intersections.
Temporary construction lighting and visual
disturbance of construction equipment.

None.

Create an adverse
change in the
significance of a
historical resource

No effect.

No Historic Properties affected.

None.

Create an adverse
change in the
significance of an
archaeological resource

No effect.

No Historic Properties affected; however,
potential for unidentified resources cannot be
known.

None.

Disturbance to human
remains

No effect.

No Historic Properties affected; however,
potential for unidentified resources cannot be
known.

None.

Within a 100-year
floodplain

No effects.

Not within 100-year floodplain.

None.

Expose
people/structures to a
significant risk of loss

None expected.

None expected.

None.

No change. Culverts would continue to convey
existing drainage patterns. Planned roadway
storm drainage plans would adequately
accommodate increase impervious surface runoff.

AMM HYD-1: Implement Permanent Hydromodification,
Low-Impact Development, and Permanent Treatment
Control BMPs. BMPs from the Stormwater Quality Design
Manual for the Sacramento Region that will be implemented
to minimize potential hydromodification impacts.

Cultural Resources

Hydrology and Floodplain

Water Quality and Stormwater Runoff
Result in substantial
drainage pattern
alteration

None expected.
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Table ES-1. Summary of Environmental Effects and Avoidance, Minimization, and/or Mitigation Measures by Alternative
Environmental Effects
Environmental Topic

No-Build Alternative

Build Alternative

Avoidance, Minimization, and/or Mitigation Measures

Violation of water quality
standards

None expected.

No violations of water quality. Potential
hydromodification effects due to excavation and
construction activities.

AMM HYD-1: Implement Permanent Hydromodification,
Low-Impact Development, And Permanent Treatment
Control BMPs.
AMM HYD-2: Construction Project Risk Level.
AMM HYD-3: Comply with Provisions for Dewatering.
AMM HYD-4: Stormwater Pollution Prevention Program.

Change to groundwater
supply or groundwater
recharge

None expected.

None expected.

AMM HYD-1: (See Water Quality and Stormwater Runoff,
above.)

Substantially degrade
water quality

None expected.

Potential construction effects.

AMM HYD-1 through AMM HYD-4: (See above.)

Geology/Soils/Seismic/Topography
Expected likelihood of
seismic related issues,
including ground shaking
and liquefaction

None expected.

None expected.

None.

Expose people or
structures to potential
adverse effects

None.

None.

None.

Mineral Resources

None.

None.

None.

Hazardous Waste/Materials
Create a hazard to the
environment

None.

Low risk.

None.

Create a hazard to the
public

None, but no additional
cleanup would occur
either.

Low risk.

None.

Be located on a site
which is included on a
list of hazardous
materials sites, and, as a
result, would create a
hazard to the public or
the environment

No.

Potential effects as a result of three sites.

None.
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Table ES-1. Summary of Environmental Effects and Avoidance, Minimization, and/or Mitigation Measures by Alternative
Environmental Effects
Environmental Topic

No-Build Alternative

Build Alternative

Avoidance, Minimization, and/or Mitigation Measures

Operational emissions

Increase of emissions due
to congestion at
intersections during peakhour conditions due to
non-conformance with
SACOG’s 2016
MTP/SCS.

Lower emissions. Received a not a Project of Air
Quality Concern rating.

None.

Emissions from
construction equipment

None.

Potential temporary construction effects to air
quality.

AMM AQ-1: Implement SMAQMD Basic and Enhanced
Construction Emission Control Practices to Reduce
Fugitive Dust. Construction contractor(s) will implement
basic and enhanced control measures to reduce
construction-related fugitive dust.
AMM AQ-2: Limit Maximum Daily Disturbed Area to
15 acres. Construction contractor(s) will limit the maximum
daily disturbed area to 15 acres or 1,800 centerline-feet per
day.
AMM AQ-3: Implement SMAQMD Basic Construction
Emission Control Practices to Reduce NOx Emissions.
Construction contractor(s) will implement basic control
measures to reduce NOx emissions from diesel-powered
construction equipment.
AMM AQ-4: Implement SMAQMD Enhanced Construction
Emission Control Practices to Reduce NOx Emissions.
Construction contractor(s) will implement enhanced control
measures to reduce NOx emissions from diesel-powered
construction equipment.
AMM AQ-5: Implement Additional Exposure Reduction
Strategies to Further Minimize Potential Health Risks.
Implement strategies to reduce the potential for sensitive
receptors along the Project corridor to be exposed to diesel
particulate matter.

Air Quality
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Table ES-1. Summary of Environmental Effects and Avoidance, Minimization, and/or Mitigation Measures by Alternative
Environmental Effects
Environmental Topic

No-Build Alternative

Build Alternative

Avoidance, Minimization, and/or Mitigation Measures

Noise and Vibration
Expose sensitive noise
receptors to noise levels
in excess of noise
standards established by
FHWA and other
applicable agencies

None expected.

Under NEPA, the two soundwalls proposed do
not meet the federal criteria for “reasonableness”
under the noise regulation; therefore, abatement
costs for the soundwalls do not qualify for federal
reimbursement. However, if the JPA decides to
build soundwalls under CEQA requirements,
then the costs are not covered under federal
reimbursement.

None.

A substantial increase in
temporary noise levels

None expected.

Short-term noise due to construction activities.

None.

Increase in greenhouse
gas emissions due to
regional increases in
vehicle miles traveled.

Temporary increase in greenhouse gas
emissions during construction. During operation,
the Project would result in a reduction in
greenhouse gas emissions and would be
consistent with Sacramento County’s Climate
Action Plan.

None.

Effects to habitat or
sensitive natural
communities

None.

Temporary and permanent effects to upland,
natural vegetation communities and to wildlife
migration and movement corridors are likely to
occur during construction and operation.

Adhere to Final SSHCP measures for ratios of vegetation
replacement by vegetation communities (see Appendix E2).

Conflict with local
preservation policies/
plans

No Conflict.

No Conflict.

None.

Effects to wetlands and
other waters

None.

Potential direct permanent effects (7.78 acres) to
wetlands and other waters of the U.S. and state.

AMM BIO-1: Environmental Awareness Training.
Construction personnel will participate in an environmental
awareness training program to become aware of and know
what to do with sensitive resources on and adjacent to the
site.
AMM HYD-4: SWPPP. (See Water Quality and Storm Water
Runoff, above.)
AMM BIO-2: Restore Site to Pre-Project Conditions.
Restore to pre-Project conditions and revegetate areas
where vegetation is removed using a Caltrans-approved
native seed mixture.

Greenhouse Gases
A substantial increase in
greenhouse gas
emissions

Biological Resources
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Table ES-1. Summary of Environmental Effects and Avoidance, Minimization, and/or Mitigation Measures by Alternative
Environmental Effects
Environmental Topic

No-Build Alternative

Build Alternative

Avoidance, Minimization, and/or Mitigation Measures
AMM BIO-3: Installation of Environmentally Sensitive
Area Fencing/Flagging. High visibility environmentally
sensitive area fencing will be installed around the limits of
construction to prevent the encroachment of the Project into
sensitive habitats or the disturbance of sensitive resources
outside of the Project footprint.
AMM BIO-4: Biological Monitor. A qualified biologist will be
retained to monitor construction activities occurring within
100 feet of adjacent Preserves.
MM BIO-A: Obtain USACE, RWQCB, USEPA, and CDFW
Permits and Complete Compensatory Mitigation. JPA will
obtain all necessary permits and monitor through completion.

Effects to sensitive or
special-status plant
species

None

Permanent removal of 27 trees, including
8 native, is expected to occur.

AMM BIO-2: Restore Site to Pre-Project Conditions. (See
above.)
AMM BIO-5: Rare Plant Surveys. Prior to construction, rare
plant surveys will be conducted within all potential habitat
within the wetland delineation area.
MM BIO-B: Restore or Establish Rare Plant Habitat. If
special-status plant species other than SSHCP No-Take
species are identified in new surveys under AMM BIO-5,
additional measures may include the preparation of a
Mitigation and Monitoring Plan.
MM BIO-C: Mitigate for the Removal of Trees.
Compensatory mitigation for the removal of trees will be
determined in coordination with the City of Rancho Cordova
and Sacramento County.

Effects to sensitive or
special-status animal
species

None.

Potential temporary and permanent effects may
occur to habitats of non-listed vernal pool
invertebrates, western spadefoot western pond
turtle, nesting birds, and raptors.

AMM BIO-1: Environmental Awareness Training. (See
above.)
AMM BIO-6: Conduct Nesting Bird Survey.
Preconstruction nesting bird survey will be conducted within
300 feet of the Project footprint by a qualified biologist.
AMM BIO-7: Conduct Protocol Burrowing Owl Surveys.
Preconstruction surveys for burrowing owl shall be
conducted. The burrowing owl surveys will follow the 2012
CDFW Staff Report on Burrowing Owl Mitigation.
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Table ES-1. Summary of Environmental Effects and Avoidance, Minimization, and/or Mitigation Measures by Alternative
Environmental Effects
Environmental Topic

No-Build Alternative

Build Alternative

Avoidance, Minimization, and/or Mitigation Measures

Effects to threatened and
endangered species

None.

Potential temporary and permanent effects may
occur to habitats of slender Orcutt grass,
Sacramento Orcutt grass, vernal pool fairy
shrimp, and vernal pool tadpole shrimp..

AMM BIO-1: Environmental Awareness Training. (See
above.)
AMM BIO-2: Restore Site to Pre-Project Conditions. (See
above.)
AMM BIO-3: Installation of Environmentally Sensitive
Area Fencing/Flagging. (See above.)
AMM BIO-4: Biological Monitor. (See above.)
AMM BIO-5: Rare Plant Surveys. (See above.)
AMM HYD-4: SWPPP. (See Water Quality and Stormwater
Runoff, above.)
MM BIO-D: Monitor Sacramento Orcutt Grass Population.
The JPA will monitor the Sacramento Orcutt grass population
prior to construction to provide baseline data, and in years 1
and 3 following the completion of construction. Baseline and
post-construction monitoring results will be presented to the
USFWS, along with any recommendations regarding how
similar road/retaining wall designs could be improved in the
future to reduce indirect effects on vernal pools and/or
Sacramento Orcutt grass.
MM BIO-E: Obtain CDFW Incidental Take Permit and
Complete Required Compensatory Mitigation. JPA will
obtain CDFW Incidental Take Permit (Section 2081) .

Invasive species effects

None

None with Compliance with the Executive Order
on Invasive Species (EO 13112).

AMM BIO-8: Spread of Invasive Plant Species.
Construction will be held in compliance with EO 13112
Invasive Species and FHWA guidance.

BMP = best management practice
CDFW = California Department of Fish and Wildlife
EO = Executive Order
FESA = Federal Endangered Species Act
LOS = level of service
POAQC =- Project of Air Quality Concern
PRC = Public Resources Code
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RWQCB = Regional Water Quality Control Board
SMAQMD = Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District
SSHCP = South Sacramento Habitat Conservation Plan
SWPPP = Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan
USACE = U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
USEPA = U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
USFWS = U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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Chapter 1 Proposed Project
1.1

Introduction

The California Department of Transportation (Caltrans), as assigned by the Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA) as the Lead Agency under the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), in cooperation with the Capital SouthEast
Connector Joint Powers Authority (JPA), proposes to reconstruct Grant Line Road
starting just north of the intersection of White Rock Road, moving south to State
Route 16 (Jackson Road). The Capital SouthEast Connector: D2 Expressway Project
(Project) is proposed as an access-controlled four-lane expressway with a center earth
median and an adjacent Class I bicycle/pedestrian trail on the west side of the
alignment. The Project is approximately 7.4 miles long. Figure 1-1 and Figure 1-2
show the Project’s vicinity and area.
Grant Line Road runs in a north-south orientation. At the northern end, Grant Line
Road connects to White Rock Road, which was recently improved to the northeast to
a four-lane road with a landscaped median. White Rock Road is also approved to be
widened to four lanes with a landscaped median to the west of the Project. At the
southern end, Grant Line Road connects to Jackson Road, which is an east-west
regional collector connecting Sacramento County to Amador County and other rural
communities, such as Rancho Murieta to the east and the City of Sacramento to
the west.
The Project is included in the 2014/15 to 2018/19 Federal Statewide Transportation
Improvement Program and is proposed for funding from local agencies and the
Regional Surface Transportation Program. The Project is also included in the 2016
Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy: Building a
Sustainable System (2016 MTP/SCS; Sacramento Area Council of Governments
[SACOG] 2016a) and 2015 cost-constrained Metropolitan Transportation
Improvement Program (MTIP; SACOG 2016c).
The Project is fully funded through the Preliminary Engineering phase using federal
funds and local sales tax matching funds. The Project is included in the MTIP as
Project VAR56128. Funding for the Project right-of-way and construction phase will
come from a considerable number of sources because no single source of revenue can
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Chapter 1 Proposed Project

fund delivery of a project of this size. Each funding source contains its own
requirements, constraints, limitations, and matches. For the Project, there are three
broad categories of revenue sources:
•

Committed Sources of Revenue: These are funds that are or have been
specifically programmed to the Project. The Connector Plan of Finance identifies
$118 million in committed revenue sources, such as Measure A ($108.3 million),
member jurisdiction contributions ($1.3 million), and SACOG regional/local
grants ($8.4 million).

•

Anticipated Sources of Revenue: These are funds that can be expected for the
Project but have not yet been programmed or received. The Connector JPA
Approved Plan of Finance (Resolution 2014-3) includes $302.2 million in
anticipated revenue sources, such as development impact fees ($161.3 million),
state and federal funds ($92.2 million), quarry mitigation fees ($23.8 million), and
frontage improvements in lieu of development fees ($24.9 million).

•

Other: These are revenue supplements that typically have become available from
a variety of sources. While it is not possible to anticipate the future of
transportation funding over the life of the Plan of Finance, historical trending
since the year 2000 has shown that one-time funding sources do occur, such as
“stimulus” funding. The Plan of Finance identifies $60 million in other revenue
sources such as new local sales tax measures or a federal transportation grant.

The total Project cost is estimated to be approximately $150 million: $129 million in
direct capital outlay such as construction, right-of-way acquisition, and environmental
mitigation, and $21 million for capital outlay support, which includes preliminary
engineering and environmental documentation, final engineering design, right-of-way
appraisal, and acquisition services and construction management. Construction would
begin within 5 years of the completion of the environmental document, and the
Project would take approximately 2 years to build.

1.2

Purpose and Need

The primary purposes of the Project are as follows:
•

1-4

Improve Traffic Operations and Accommodate Projected Travel Demand.
Planning for projected traffic demand (based on currently planned growth and
approved development) to improve traffic operations and reduce congestion.
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•

Improve Mobility for All Modes, including Bicycles and Pedestrians.
Planning a multimodal corridor in advance of substantial planned development
provides an opportunity to control access and design for optimum safety standards
for vehicular, transit, bicyclist, and pedestrian movements.

•

Implement a Transportation Network that will Help Achieve the Goals of
Regional and Local Plans for Sustainable and Managed Growth Patterns.
Implementing adopted transportation plans supports sustainable planned growth
and development patterns and principles from the 2016 MTP/SCS (SACOG
2016a).

The Project is needed to address:
•

Existing operational deficiencies

•

Forecasted traffic demand that will exceed the capacity of Grant Line Road

•

The lack of travel facilities for alternative transportation modes (e.g., bicyclists,
pedestrians)

•

Transportation system consistency with the 2016 MTP/SCS and local plans

1.2.1 Existing Operational Deficiencies
Level of service (LOS) is a qualitative description of traffic operating conditions that
range from LOS A (i.e., free-flow conditions with little or no delay) to LOS F (i.e.,
forced-flow conditions with extreme delays and congestion). Sacramento County’s
2030 General Plan (Sacramento County 2011a) establishes LOS E as the standard for
areas within the Urban Services Boundary, which includes the Project alignment. The
City of Rancho Cordova has identified LOS D as the minimum acceptable LOS for
roadways and intersections within the city limits (although roadway facilities can
operate below LOS D under certain circumstances identified in the City’s Circulation
Element [City of Rancho Cordova 2006a]).
Tables 1-1 and 1-2 summarize existing intersection and roadway segment level of
service. There is existing congestion on Grant Line Road, as summarized in
Table 1 1. Several segments of the roadway within the Project limits are currently
operating at LOS D or worse. The intersections along Grant Line Road are also
exceeding the LOS standards of Rancho Cordova and Sacramento County, as shown
in Table 1-2.
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Table 1-1. Existing (2016) Roadway Level of Service Without Project

Segment

Facility
Type

Capacity

Average Daily
Trips
(vehicles/day)

LOS

(vehicles/day)

Grant Line Road, south of White
Rock Road

Rural, two-lane

17,000

10,080

D

Grant Line Road, south of Glory
lane/North Loop Road

Rural, two-lane

20,000

8,010

D

White Rock Road, west of Grant
Line Road

Rural, two-lane

17,000

3,550

B

Douglas Road, west of Grant
Line Road

Arterial, two-lane

18,000

3,650

A

Grant Line Road, south of Kiefer
Boulevard

Rural, two-lane

20,000

7,460

D

Grant Line Road, south of
Jackson Road

Rural, two-lane

20,000

6,880

C

Kiefer Boulevard, east of Grant
Line Road

Rural, two-lane

17,000

1,890

B

Jackson Road, east of Grant
Line Road

Rural, Highway

22,900

14,960

E

Jackson Road, west of Grant
Line Road

Rural Highway

22,900

14,040

E

Source: Kimley-Horn 2016a

Table 1-2. Existing (2016) Intersection Level of Service Without Project
Morning Peak-Hour

Evening Peak-Hour

Delay
(seconds)

LOS

Delay
(seconds)

LOS

Grant Line at White Rock

6.4

A

12.5

B

Grant Line at Douglas Road

25.8

D

43.1

E

Grant Line at Kiefer Boulevard.

12.7

B

22.7

C

Grant Line at Jackson Road

83.9

F

123.6

F

Existing Intersection

Source: Kimley-Horn 2016a

1.2.2 Forecasted Traffic Demand Exceeds Grant Line Road Capacity
Grant Line Road will need to accommodate substantial planned and approved growth
in the southwest areas of the City of Rancho Cordova and Sacramento County
(Table 1-3). Approximately 48,000 dwelling units are planned along or near Grant
Line Road in both Sacramento County and the City of Rancho Cordova. Figure 1-3 is
an illustration of the planned development within 1 mile of the Project limits, most of
which will depend heavily on access from Grant Line Road.
1-6
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Table 1-3. Development Plans Within or Near the Project Area

Development
Name
Cordova Hills

Primary Arterial
Access Points
Grant Line Road

Planned
Dwelling
Unitsa
8,000

Other Key Elements
(Acres of
Commercial/
Jobs/Students)
31 acres of
commercial

Status
Adopted, approved
for development

College campus
(6,000 students)
SunCreek
Specific Plan

Grant Line Road

5,104

80 acres of
commercial

Adopted.

Arboretum –
Waegell Specific
Plan

Grant Line Road
and Jackson Road

5,037

48 acres of
commercial

In planning phase

Sunridge
Specific Plan

Grant Line Road
and Chrysanthy
Boulevard

9,337

218 acres of
commercial

Adopted, approved
for development

The Preserve

Access from
Chrysanthy Road

2,681

27.9 acres of
commercial

In planning phase

Westborough
Specific Plan

North of White
Rock Road

6,078

5,521 (jobs)

In planning phase

Del Oro Specific
Plan

White Rock Road
and Sunrise
Boulevard

11,601

522 acres of
commercial

Adopted, portions
approved for
development

47,838

Approximately 928
acres of commercial
land use

--

Southwest Planning Area Totals

a The dwelling unit projections were estimated to be a reasonable assumption for 2035 within or near
the Project area.

Source: Rancho Cordova and Sacramento County-adopted Specific Plans are under planning review
for each listing. Unit projections for 2035 by Kimley-Horn are in cooperation with JPA (Kimley-Horn
2016a).

Based on May 2015 projections, SACOG (2016a) estimates that the number of
Rancho Cordova households in 2036 will nearly double, from 23,649 in 2012 to
43,396 in 2036. The result will be a population of 117,766 by 2036. Rancho
Cordova’s General Plan projects an even faster rate of growth, reaching potentially
169,081 residents by 2025 (City of Rancho Cordova 2006a). Sacramento County is
under similar pressure in unincorporated areas, with growth projections strongest in
the northeast and southeast.
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Jobs are also expected to increase in the Project area. The City of Rancho Cordova is
centrally located to many regional employment centers, such as Sacramento State
University, Mather Field, Aerojet, and nearby job centers in Sacramento and Folsom.
Based on projections in the Final Program Environmental Impact Report (PEIR) for
the 2016 MTP/SCS (SACOG 2016b), between 2015 and 2035 employment in the
Sacramento region is expected to increase by approximately a half a million jobs
(54 percent). The job growth in Rancho Cordova is expected to increase by
approximately 74 percent from 42,307 to 73,520, which is a change of 31,223 jobs
over 24 years. The planned developments along Grant Line Road include a large
college. Given the development patterns in Rancho Cordova, other planned job
growth would naturally occur in the southeastern portion of the City, towards Grant
Line Road.
As a two-lane facility, Grant Line Road will not provide sufficient capacity to serve
the traffic volumes associated with the planned growth. The existing daily capacity of
Grant Line Road in the Project study area is estimated at approximately
20,000 vehicles. Projected volumes in 2035 exceed 29,000 daily vehicles, requiring
capacity improvements to meet LOS standards. Without any improvements to Grant
Line Road in the Project area, traffic operations would significantly deteriorate by
2035 (Kimley-Horn 2016a). As shown in Table 1-4, all segments of Grant Line Road
in the Project area would operate at LOS E or worse in the future no-build condition
(2035).
Most existing and planned intersections in the Project study area are projected to
operate at an unacceptable LOS during both peak hours under the future no-build
scenario. Table 1-5 shows that all of the Project area intersections would operate at
LOS E or worse during one or both peak hours.

Capital SouthEast Connector: D2 Expressway Project
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Table 1-4. Future (2035) Daily Roadway Volumes and Level of Service
Without Project
No-Build Alternative
Volumes

Volume to
Capacity Ratioa, b

LOSc

South of White Rock

29,030

1.45

F

South of Glory Lane

25,190

1.26

F

South of Kiefer Boulevard

19,600

0.98

E

South of Jackson Road

17,620

0.88

E

Roadway
Grant Line Road

Segment

a Volume

to capacity is a measure of traffic density at a given location or within a given segment. A
volume to capacity ratio less than 0.85 generally indicates that adequate capacity is available and
vehicles are not expected to experience substantial queues and delays. As the volume to capacity
ratio approaches 1.0, traffic flow may become unstable, and delay and queuing conditions may
occur. Once demand exceeds capacity (a volume to capacity ratio greater than 1.0), traffic flow is
unstable and excessive delays and queuing is expected.
b Grant Line Road in the Project study area has an estimated existing daily capacity of 20,000
vehicles. With the Project, the daily capacity will increase to 72,000 vehicles.
c Bold indicates an unacceptable LOS in accordance with the jurisdiction’s policy in which the
roadway intersection lies: City of Rancho Cordova considers LOS D acceptable and Sacramento
County considers LOS E acceptable.
Source: Kimley-Horn 2016a

Table 1-5. Future (2035) Intersection Levels of Service Without Project

Intersection

Morning Peak Hour

Evening Peak Hour

No-Build Alternative

No-Build Alternative

Delaya

Delaya

LOSb

LOSb

Grant Line Road/White Rock Road

99.0

F

59.1

E

Grant Line Road/Centennial Drive (Planned)

38.3

D

113.3

F

Grant Line Road/Douglas Road

176.1

F

266.3

F

Grant Line Road/North Loop Road (Planned)

53.4

D

98.9

F

Grant Line Road/Chrysanthy Boulevard
(Planned)

115.6

F

220.4

F

Grant Line Road/University Avenue (Planned)

115.0

F

214.8

F

Grant Line Road/Kiefer Boulevard

87.5

F

67.3

E

Grant Line Road/Rancho Cordova Parkway
(Planned)

69.4

E

72.6

E

Grant Line Road/Jackson Road

441.7

F

575.2

F

Delay is measured in seconds.
Bold indicates unacceptable LOS in accordance with the jurisdiction’s policy in which the roadway
intersection lies; City of Rancho Cordova considers LOS D acceptable and Sacramento County
considers LOS E acceptable.
Source: Kimley-Horn 2016a
a
b
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1.2.3 Lack of Facilities for Alternative Travel Modes
Currently, bicycle, pedestrian, or transit options are not accommodated within the
Project area.
PEDESTRIAN AND BICYCLE CONNECTIONS

There are currently no separate bicycle or pedestrian facilities in any portion of the
Project area. The shoulders are narrow to nonexistent and the roadside ditches are
deep, causing a hazard for bicycles pushed to the edge of the road. However, there is
a need to support key bikeway and pedestrian connections to fulfill the local and
regional goals of both the City of Rancho Cordova and Sacramento County. As stated
in the Circulation Element of the Sacramento County General Plan, “providing
greater mobility through a balanced transportation system provides benefits beyond
the efficient movement of people and goods. A number of beneficial external impacts
may also be realized, including cleaner and more energy-efficient travel options,
reduced vehicle miles traveled and associated improvements to air quality, and
increased physical activity of residents through more appealing and plentiful walking
and biking opportunities” (Sacramento County 2011b).
As noted in the 2016 City of Rancho Cordova Bicycle Master Plan (City of Rancho
Cordova 2016a), bicycling is becoming an increasingly significant mode of
transportation as communities seek to clean their air and develop healthy living
habits. A comprehensive and safe bicycle network can encourage people to get on a
bike and ride to work, to school, to run errands, or simply exercise. In newly
developing areas of the City of Rancho Cordova, the City has a policy to provide
trails and bike lanes that will connect neighborhoods to the future Upper Laguna
Creek Trail System, and ultimately to provide connections to other communities in
the region. The City of Rancho Cordova Bicycle Master Plan notes that 14 percent of
the City’s residents travel less than 10 minutes to work, showing great opportunity to
increase commuting by bicycle. It also notes that traffic-free bike routes could
produce as much as a 100 percent increase in biking.
The City’s planned Upper Laguna Creek Trail is expected to connect to a planned
Class I pedestrian and bicycle trail parallel to Grant Line Road with a possible
planned grade separation to connect with Cordova Hills Development in Sacramento
County southeast of Grant Line Road (City of Rancho Cordova 2016a). The City of
Rancho Cordova Bicycle Master Plan also proposes new bike paths on Kiefer
Boulevard, Chrysanthy Boulevard, and Douglas Road; numerous other bike paths are
planned just east of Grant Line Road. The Sacramento County Bicycle Master Plan
Capital SouthEast Connector: D2 Expressway Project
Environmental Assessment
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(Sacramento County 2011c) includes Class I bikeways along White Rock Road in the
Project area and along Grant Line Road, Prairie City Road, and Scott Road.
PUBLIC TRANSIT CONNECTIONS

There are no existing public transit facilities along Grant Line Road within the Project
area; however, transit is proposed in the area. The Rancho Cordova Transit Master
Plan (City of Rancho Cordova 2006b) proposes a dedicated bus rapid transit route to
travel along the Project corridor with stops at Kiefer Boulevard, Douglas Road,
Chrysanthy Boulevard, and White Rock Road. The Rancho Cordova Transit Master
Plan also considers development of a high-occupancy vehicle or exclusive transit
lane.
The TransitAction Regional Plan for Sacramento (Sacramento Regional Transit
District 2009b) identifies a street tram connecting downtown Rancho Cordova to
Grant Line Road via the Rancho Cordova Parkway, and a high-capacity, highfrequency bus loop along Jackson Road to Sunrise Boulevard to Bradshaw Road.
Limited transit service routes are planned along Jackson Road between Sacramento
and Amador counties according to the 2016 MTP/SCS (SACOG 2016a). Although it
is unknown exactly when the land use density in surrounding areas of the Project will
justify the implementation of these transit plans, it is important to secure adequate
right-of-way to accommodate these transit plans and related facilities.
1.2.4 Transportation System Consistency with the 2016 MTP/SCS and
Local Plans
The following sections outline regional planning efforts to coordinate projected
growth and transportation needs in an efficient manner. Consistency with these plans
is needed to adhere to sustainability and smart growth practices and to minimize air
emissions associated with projected growth in the Project vicinity and the anticipated
transportation needs associated with that growth.
SMART GROWTH PRINCIPLES

Projected employment and residential growth rates for southeast Sacramento County
and the City of Rancho Cordova demand efficient transportation solutions. To that
end, local and regional plans have identified transportation strategies to proactively
accommodate planned growth.
The sustainability principles from the 2016 MTP/SCS (SACOG 2016a) and the
Sacramento Region Blueprint (SACOG 2004) include the following:
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•

Provide limited-access roadway facilities to maintain maximum capacity and
reduce the likelihood that unplanned growth will result

•

Improve access and provide connectivity among these communities and
throughout the region

•

Complement other new or improved roadways identified in the 2016 MTP/SCS to
serve focused residential and employment growth

The intent of these measures is to direct growth in accordance with the regionally
planned Blueprint, to preserve open space, and to preserve agricultural and valuable
habitat resources.
In an effort to provide policy and technical approaches to address or avoid impacts to
rural resources in the Sacramento region, SACOG launched the Rural-Urban
Connections Strategy in 2008 as part of the Environmental Sustainability principle
specified in the 2016 MTP/SCS. The region’s approach to urban growth, as laid out in
the 2016 MTP/SCS, minimizes the amount of open land that will be needed to
accommodate growth through the planning horizon. This result is important for
balancing the need for future growth with conserving open space resources that
provide economic and environmental benefit for rural areas, and for the entire region
(SACOG 2016a). Through strategic investments in the current transportation system,
sustainable planned growth and development patterns can be supported, which in turn
can help preserve the region’s natural resources and open space. There continues to
be a need to relieve direct growth pressure on adjacent properties not designated for
growth. Through strategic barriers of access and advanced planning, areas can be
permanently set aside and maintained for sustainable balance of mobility, livability,
and ecosystem preservation. Without a commitment to developing an accesscontrolled transportation system, there are no mechanisms to restrict access and
development entitlements.
LEGISLATION

Sacramento County is implementing a County-wide program of projects that are
funded through the Measure A tax initiative. The Sacramento Transportation
Authority is the governing board, and together with the taxpayer oversight committee,
they manage the allocation of the one-half cent sales tax for roadway and transit
improvements. The Measure A program is called SacramentoGO, which received
75 percent voter approval for needed transportation infrastructural improvements,
specifically for the area of Rancho Cordova and other key growth areas.
Capital SouthEast Connector: D2 Expressway Project
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The 2016 MTP/SCS includes transportation improvements and investments that will
serve the Sacramento region’s projected land use pattern and population growth. All
transportation projects that are regionally significant for potential air quality impacts
must also be included in the 2016 MTP/SCS. SACOG worked collaboratively with
local government planning and public works departments, transit service providers,
air quality management districts, state and federal transportation departments,
stakeholder interests, and residents across the region to develop the 2016 MTP/SCS.
SACOG’s listing of projects in the 2016 MTP/SCS includes this Project, the Capital
SouthEast Connector, D2 Expressway (Project SAC24193), and has been granted
federal funding (Federal Aid Project number STPL 6498 [001]) through planning and
preliminary engineering.
LOCAL PLANS

An improved Grant Line Road, between White Rock Road and Jackson Road, has
been identified by the City of Rancho Cordova, Sacramento County, and SACOG as
a critical link in the regional and local transportation system; it is also part of the
regional thoroughfare that connects the city of Elk Grove, the city of Folsom, and El
Dorado County. The D2 Expressway is identified in Rancho Cordova’s Circulation
Element, in Sacramento County’s Circulation Element, and in SACOG’s 2016
MTP/SCS. Without transportation improvements, the objectives of the SACOG
Blueprint related to having projected land use and the transportation network planned
to minimize vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and air quality emissions in SACOG’s six‐
county, 22-city region would not be realized (SACOG 2004).
Filling gaps in the transportation network for Southeast Sacramento County and the
City of Rancho Cordova are necessary to link residential areas and employment
centers in the Project corridor, supporting both local and regional travel needs and
reducing excessive traffic volumes that currently overburden surrounding two‐lane
roadways, which were never intended to serve as major commuter routes.
Specifically, the Project area is located between two important roadways: White Rock
Road and Jackson Road. To the north of the Project, Sacramento County has already
widened White Rock Road to four lanes northward to Prairie City Road and is further
approved and funded to be widened to four lanes further north to Latrobe Road in
El Dorado County. Both Prairie City Road and Latrobe Road provide access to
Highway 50. At the southern end of the Project area, Jackson Road serves much of
Rancho Cordova’s community to the south, and provides a valuable link between the
rural communities in southeastern Sacramento County, Amador County, and the City
of Sacramento.
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AIR QUALITY IMPROVEMENTS

In 2008, California passed Senate Bill 375, the Sustainable Communities and Climate
Protection Act. This law requires metropolitan planning organizations to develop an
SCS as part of their MTP, which identifies policies and strategies to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions from passenger vehicles to targets set by the California Air
Resources Board (ARB) (ARB 2016a). The 2016 MTP/SCS for the Sacramento
region proactively links land use, air quality, and transportation needs and identifies
projects to balance these needs. This compendium of projects, including the D2
Expressway Project, are envisioned to reduce delay and congestion and support smart
growth principles. Solutions such as this Project are necessary to minimize congestion
and reduce daily traffic delay and vehicle idling, which in turn would reduce vehicle
emissions and improves air quality.
1.2.5 Independent Utility and Logical Termini
Logical termini for project development are defined as (1) rational end points for a
transportation improvement and (2) rational end points for a review of the
environmental impacts. A problem of “segmentation” may arise if a transportation
need extends throughout an entire corridor but environmental issues and
transportation needs are discussed for only a segment of the corridor for each project.
Therefore, each project must demonstrate independent utility to avoid
mischaracterization of corridor need and associated impacts. FHWA regulations
(Title 23 of the Code of Federal Regulations [CFR] in Section 771.111 [f]) require
that the Project takes the following actions:
•

Connect logical termini and be of sufficient length to address environmental
matters on a broad scope

•

Have independent utility or independent significance (be usable and require a
reasonable expenditure even if no additional transportation improvements in the
area are made)

•

Not restrict consideration of alternatives for other reasonably foreseeable
transportation improvements.

The Project has logical termini by connecting between White Rock Road to the north
and terminating at Jackson Road to the south. The project limits for the D2
Expressway were determined from traffic analyses conducted for Capital SouthEast
Connector Project’s Volume 2 of the Final Program Environmental Impact Report –
Revisions to the Draft Program Environmental Impact Report (JPA 2012a) and are
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based on the need to support regional as well as local transportation; this includes the
need to support Sacramento County’s and the City of Rancho Cordova’s current and
planned transportation circulation.
At the northeast terminus, Grant Line Road connects into White Rock Road, which is
a four-lane facility to the north. The JPA has approved widening of White Rock Road
to a northern connection with US 50 at Carson Crossing Road. To the west, White
Rock Road is approved to be widened to four lanes connecting Grant Line Road with
Sunrise Boulevard and major portions of Rancho Cordova; the Project would
accommodate the additional traffic south of Grant Line Road/White Rock Road
intersection north and west on White Rock Road.
The southern terminus is the intersection of Grant Line Road and Jackson Road.
Jackson Road is a major arterial collector serving much of Rancho Cordova’s
southern community. Jackson Road connects to US 50 and points far east, such as
Rancho Murieta, which are major destinations for traffic traveling east-west, making
it a logical terminus for this segment
These termini provide valuable connections to regional facilities and service for the
highest-growth area of Rancho Cordova, which is also the fastest-growing area in the
Sacramento County region. As noted above, several developments are anticipated to
be constructed in the immediate Project area, and none are proposed south of Jackson
Road, requiring access to Grant Line Road. Improvements along the Project limits
would serve those planned developments. The Project has both a local and a regional
transportation need.
Another requirement of the FHWA regulations is that the Project have independent
utility—meaning that it does not need any other transportation improvements to be
made for it to function. To function and fulfill its purpose and need, the Project would
not require additional improvements north, south, east, or west of the Grant Line
Road project limits.
Table 1-6 provides forecasts (2035) segment capacity with and without the Project.
This reveals that the LOS F segments within the project limits would be improved
with the Project, and that the segments outside the Project limits would remain at the
same LOS and would meet both City of Rancho Cordova and Sacramento County
LOS standards. Additionally, all forecast (2035) LOS Project intersections that would
fail without the Project, are brought within Rancho Cordova and Sacramento County
standards with the Project.
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Table 1-6. Future (2035) Segment Capacity and Levels of Service With
and Without Project

Segment

Scenario

Facility
Type

Capacity

Average
Daily Trips

(vehicles/day)

(vehicles/day)

LOS

Grant Line Road,
south of White Rock
Road

No-Build

Rural, two-lane

17,000

29,030

F

Build

Four-lane expressway

72,000

33,270

A

Grant Line Road,
south of Glory
lane/North Loop
Road

No-Build

Rural, two-lane

20,000

25,190

F

Build

Four-lane expressway

72,000

31,100

A

White Rock Road,
west of Grant Line
Road

No-Build

Arterial, four-lane

36,000

8,300

A

Build

Arterial, four-lane

36,000

8,270

A

Douglas Road, west
of Grant Line Road

No-Build

Rural, two-lane

36,000

13,680

A

Build

Rural, two-lane

36,000

15,380

A

Grant Line Road,
south of Kiefer
Boulevard

No-Build

Rural, two-lane

20,000

19,600

E

Build

Four-lane expressway

72,000

22,160

A

Grant Line Road,
south of Jackson
Road

No-Build

Rural, two-lane

20,000

17,620

E

Build

Rural, two-lane

20,000

19,450

E

Kiefer Boulevard,
east of Grant Line
Road

No-Build

Rural, two-lane

17,000

4,510

C

Build

Rural, two-lane

17,000

4,910

C

Jackson Road, east
of Grant Line Road

No-Build

Rural, two-lane

22,900

16,660

E

Build

Rural, two-lane

22,900

16,530

E

Jackson Road, west
of Grant Line Road

No-Build

Rural, two-lane

22,900

20,930

E

Build

Rural, two-lane

22,900

21,660

E

Source: Kimley-Horn 2016a

White Rock Road was already widened to the north of the Project and is approved to
be widened west of the Project, and so the Project does not depend on any other
improvements at the north terminus to function effectively.
Jackson Road and Grant Line Road would remain two-lane rural arterials outside of
the Project limits and maintain acceptable LOS into 2035, and no improvements to
Jackson Road are needed in order for the Project to function (Kimley-Horn 2016a).
The Project would improve future traffic operations on Grant Line Road between and
including White Rock Road and Jackson Road to meet acceptable LOS established by
both City of Rancho Cordova and County of Sacramento. In summary, the D2
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Expressway study limits were identified to have independent utility because they
address the future projected circulation needs for planned growth within Rancho
Cordova, and within this segment of the larger Capital SouthEast Connector, without
requiring improvements beyond this segment.
The logical termini (White Rock Road and Jackson Road) define the Project limits to
address environmental matters, in that this portion of Grant Line Road would service
the highest-growth area of Rancho Cordova, which is also the fastest-growing area in
Sacramento County and improve connections with existing major arterials that link
with other major regional destinations, such as Downtown Sacramento, City of
Rancho Cordova, and Highway 50. The Project would improve or would not worsen
acceptable LOS at these connections. Therefore, the Project does not depend on
further transportation improvements to, or adjacent to, Grant Line Road to have
usefulness and to achieve local and regional benefits.
Finally, the Project limits do not restrict consideration of alternatives for other
reasonably foreseeable transportation improvements, because it builds on the existing
roadway of Grant Line Road and does not inhibit or result in a new division or barrier
to existing or planned transportation or development projects.

1.3

Project Description

This section describes the Project and the design option that were developed by an
interdisciplinary development team to achieve the Project purpose and need while
avoiding or minimizing environmental impacts. These alternatives are the Build
Alternative and the No-Build Alternative.
The Project is proposed along Grant Line Road, which is already experiencing
increasing congestion and yet, will need to accommodate substantial planned growth.
The Project will address existing and projected operational deficiencies, improve
access for bicycles and pedestrians, and implement adopted transportation plans by
reconstructing Grant Line Road as a four-lane expressway with a center median and
an adjacent Class I bike/pedestrian trail on the west side of the expressway.

1.4

Project Alternatives

This section describes the Build Alternative, including a Residential Access Design
Option near the Jackson Road/Grant Line Road intersection, the Transportation
System Management (TSM)/Transportation Demand Management (TDM)
1-18
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Alternative, the No-Build Alternative, and various alternatives that were considered
during earlier phases of the Project that were eliminated from further consideration in
this Environmental Assessment. The Build Alternative is consistent with SACOG’s
2016 MTP/SCS, the City of Rancho Cordova’s General Plan, and Sacramento
County’s General Plan for a four-lane expressway with at-grade intersections. The
proposed design for the Project is consistent with the SouthEast Connector
Programmatic Environmental Impact Report (PEIR) (JPA 2012a), a California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) environmental review document that received a
Notice of Decision in February 2012. Furthermore, this Project is incorporated into
the South Sacramento Habitat Conservation Plan, a regional approach to
consolidating environmental efforts to protect and enhance wetlands (primarily vernal
pools) and upland habitats to provide ecologically viable conservation areas
(Sacramento County et al. 2018).
1.4.1 Build Alternative: D2 Expressway
The JPA is proposing to develop the Project, which is an access-controlled
expressway that would reconstruct Grant Line Road starting just north of the
intersection of White Rock Road, moving south to Jackson Road. The Project is
located at the City of Rancho Cordova’s southeastern boundary with Sacramento
County. Figure 1-1 and Figure 1-2 show the Project’s vicinity and location.
Grant Line Road would be reconstructed on a new alignment as a four-lane
expressway with a center earth median and an adjacent Class I bike/pedestrian trail on
the west side of the alignment (Figure 1-4 shows a typical proposed cross section),
with a Project undercrossing at Laguna Creek. The Project anticipates limiting the
expressway to nine approved connections along Grant Line Road in the Project area,
including White Rock Road, Centennial Avenue (planned to join with Raymer Road,
Douglas Road, North Loop Road (planned to replace existing Glory lane),
Chrysanthy Boulevard (planned), University Avenue (planned), Kiefer Boulevard,
Rancho Cordova Parkway (planned), and Jackson Road. Where needed, the Project
would include frontage roads to redirect current access points to one of the nine
intersections listed. The Project would accommodate wildlife undercrossings in the
form of bottomless culverts and bridges.
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Figure 1-4. Typical Proposed Cross Section
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In addition to the Expressway upgrade to Grant Line Road, the Project includes four
types of roadways to maintain existing access for adjacent uses: access roads,
driveways, residential roads, and frontage roads. These supplementary roadways
would vary based on the type of land use being served, and each would be designed
to Sacramento County standards.
At Raymer Way/Centennial Boulevard, an access road extending east and northward
would be developed to maintain access to portions of the Teichert Aggregates gravel
yard. Additionally, at Raymer Way, a driveway would extend east and southward to
maintain access to a single residence. Similarly, because direct driveway access onto
an expressway would potentially result in operational conflicts, the Project proposes
two approaches to maintain access to residences near Jackson Road that currently
have direct access onto Grant Line Road. The Project proposes to divert residential
access to Jackson Road by extending a cul-de-sac west from Mitchlen Court. This
would require acquisition of eight properties fronting Grant Line Road. The area
beyond the right-of-way would remain as open space and would buffer the remaining
residential properties from Grant Line Road.
In summary, typical features of the Project include the following:
•

Four 12-foot-wide through lanes with turn lanes at intersections

•

Shoulders (10 feet wide on the outside and 5 feet wide on the inside)

•

Median (32 to 36 feet wide)

•

Separated Class I Multi-Use Path (12-foot-wide paved path with 2-foot-wide
shoulders on each side)

•

Frontage roads, residential, access roads, or driveways where necessary to
maintain existing access (proposed minimum 16- to 28-foot width depending on
long-term use)

•

Undercrossings for pedestrian and bicycles and culverts or bridge structures for
wildlife

•

Noise walls as warranted for noise attenuation (required under CEQA only)

•

Drainage features (see the Stormwater Drainage section below for more detail)

•

Landscaping

•

Lighting at signalized intersections

•

Roadway signage (e.g., speed limits, street names)
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PROPERTY ACQUISITION

The Project right-of-way would require partial acquisitions from 36 parcels and full
acquisition of up to nine parcels, totaling 45 parcels. Easements would be obtained
for areas where cut-and-fill slopes extend beyond the planned right-of-way. The
existing Grant Line Road right-of-way is generally 60 feet wide with small areas of
variation, ranging from 135 feet at the recently widened White Rock Road to 40 feet
at Raymer Way. The planned Project cross section ranges from a typical 200 feet to
230 feet when accommodating a frontage road per adopted design guidelines (JPA
2015). Other access roads would be built to Sacramento County design standards.
There are approximately 52 properties that adjoin the Project corridor, eight of which
are small farm or single-family rural parcels. Several large parcels are in varying
stages of approval for master planned residential and commercial development. In
addition, there are two wetland preserves (i.e., Kiefer and Sunridge) that border Grant
Line Road and the Prairie City State Vehicle Recreation Area (SRVA). The Project
has been designed to minimize impacts to wetland and waters of the U.S. and to avoid
the adopted preserve boundaries to the extent possible. During final design, further
avoidance measures would include potentially narrowing areas needed for cut and fill,
and/or employing wing walls at the opening of culverts to retain soil slopes and/or
retaining walls.
The Project would require a strip of land along the SRVA, an area that is undeveloped
and in which there are currently no recreational activities that would be affected. The
City of Rancho Cordova and Sacramento County have been actively working with
planned developments to set aside necessary setbacks consistent with the Rancho
Cordova and Sacramento County transportation master plans for a four-lane
transportation facility along Grant Line Road. Information about right-of-way impacts
is discussed further in Section 2.1.5, Community Impacts.
IN-CORRIDOR PEDESTRIAN/BICYCLE FACILITIES

The Project would include a separated, Class I non-motorized paved multi-use path
within proposed right‐of‐way on the west side of the Project, separated from the
vehicular expressway by a 20-foot wide drainage swale. The multi-use path would
join at the intersection curb corners to cross at the intersection crosswalks. A Class I
Bikeway, as defined by the California Streets and Highways Code, provides a
completely separated right‐of‐way for the exclusive use of bicycles and pedestrians
with direct cross‐flow of vehicular traffic minimized (California Streets and
Highways Code Section 890.4). The path would be continuous from White Rock
Road to Jackson Road, with at-grade crossings at each intersection; it would have
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connections to existing and planned bikeways on Kiefer Boulevard and Douglas
Road, as well as the City of Rancho Cordova’s planned Upper Laguna Creek Trail.
The path would include a grade-separated undercrossing to connect with Cordova
Hills Development in Sacramento County southeast of the Project (City of Rancho
Cordova 2016a, see Figure 4-5 in that report).
UTILITIES

The Project may require minor electrical and water improvements to power
streetlights and provide landscaping irrigation in portions of the Project. Overhead
electrical power utilities exist in and near the Project area but not for the length of
Grant Line Road. No improvements to utility lines outside of the Project area would
be necessary to provide services to the Project.
New utility infrastructure would be constructed within designated utility easements in
and adjacent to the Project right-of-way. Several utilities are planned to be installed
by others in the Project limits to serve planned development in both Sacramento
County and the City of Rancho Cordova. These utilities include sewer, water, gas,
electrical sub-transmission, and possibly fiber optic cabling. These new utilities
would be constructed as part of the adjacent development projects and would not
directly be part of the D2 Expressway Project. The Project team has coordinated with
the utility companies and is collaborating to identify a public utility easement for
construction of these utilities adjacent to the roadway and, as necessary, to provide a
utility easement within the right-of-way where conflicts with the transportation use
would be avoided. Utility providers that use the utility easement within the Project
right-of-way would be required to place utilities to avoid wetlands and other waters of
the U.S. that the Project avoids or tunnel the utility conduits under these delineated
wetlands. At intersections, conduits would be installed to facilitate the incorporation
of future utilities without requiring reconstruction of the intersection. Utility
easements required for adjacent development projects that are outside the Project
right-of-way would not be covered by this environmental document; therefore,
separate environmental clearance may be required.
Construction of the Project would require the relocation of power distribution and
sub-transmission lines, and communication facilities and may have an effect on the
American River Aggregate Substation located north of the Raymer Road intersection
on the west side of Grant Line Road. For additional information on utilities, see
Section 2.1.6, Utilities and Emergency Services.
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STORMWATER DRAINAGE

To provide stormwater drainage for the Project, a roadside drainage system would be
constructed within the Project limits to convey collected stormwater runoff. In an
effort to maintain historical east–west drainage patterns through the roadway, the
Project would construct several pipe and box culverts under the roadway that would
allow sheet flow stormwater originating from the east to be conveyed under the
roadway and then continue to flow westward. Runoff from the roadway would be
collected from the pavement surface into shallow roadside ditches and/or basins,
where it would receive water quality treatment through bioswales or other appropriate
operational best management practices (BMPs) before being released on the side of
the roadway to join sheet flows that move through the area. The access and frontage
roads would be designed in accordance with the most current Stormwater Quality
Design Manual for the Sacramento and South Placer Regions and the Sacramento
County Drainage Manual.
Many of the culverts would also serve was wildlife crossings. Culverts over a stream,
drainage, or swale would have an open bottom to provide access across the Project
for wildlife. Up to 15 wildlife crossings would be created along the length of the
Project. The minimum crossing dimensions would be 3 feet tall by 7.5 feet wide.
Either a bridge structure or bottomless culvert with retaining walls would be placed
north of Raymer Way (planned to become Centennial Boulevard) where there is
currently a conveyor belt that moves gravel material, and a combined wildlife
crossing and bicycle and pedestrian path at Laguna Creek crossing would be located
just north of the planned University Avenue intersection.
CONSTRUCTION CONSIDERATIONS

Construction activities would include clearing, grading (cut and fill), installing road
base materials, paving, constructing bridge supports over drainages, striping,
connecting into street intersections, installing signals, installing lighting, installing
utilities, and developing a storm drainage system.
Prior to commencing construction, the JPA, Sacramento County, and the City of
Rancho Cordova would require and have approval authority of a construction
management plan (CMP) that would include, at a minimum, a traffic management
plan, a lighting plan, a sensitive species and ground restoration plan, a dust and air
quality management plan, a hazardous materials handling plan, an emergency service
communication and access plan, a utility relocation plan, a litter and maintenance
plan, a noise management plan, a public and agency information plan, and a permits
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management plan. Each portion of the CMP would include requirements that would
need to be met, anticipated schedule expectations, points of contact for
implementation, and specific responsibilities. The CMP would also become the
implementation plan for how avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures are
to be met and achieved before and during the construction phase.
The majority of construction-related activities would likely occur within the Project
right-of-way, including remnant parcels acquired for the right-of-way. Within
construction staging areas outside of the right-of-way and cut-and-fill slopes,
sensitive habitats, including wetlands, would be avoided with the installation of
environmental fencing and/or endangered species fencing. Construction access would
be provided from existing roadways, including White Rock Road, Douglas Road,
Kiefer Boulevard, and Jackson Road.
The Project does not intend to retain the existing pavement of Grant Line Road. In
general, construction would follow a two-phased approach. The first phase would
construct two of the four lanes in either the northbound or southbound direction while
maintaining traffic on the existing two lanes of Grant Line Road. Then traffic would
be shifted to the new two-lane area while the opposite two-lane area is under
construction. Where the new alignment is offset from the existing Grant Line Road,
all four lanes of the Project would be constructed at the same time. Intersections
would be phased to maintain movement during operation; some night closures may be
necessary with advanced notice.
Disposal and borrow sites have not been identified and may not be required because
the Project has been designed to balance cut and fill where possible. However,
adjacent to the Project is the Teichert Aggregates gravel yard, which may serve as a
potential borrow site for roadway base material and Kiefer Landfill may serve as the
most likely disposal site for excess materials that cannot be reused.
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM MANAGEMENT AND TRANSPORTATION DEMAND
MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

TSM strategies increase the efficiency of existing facilities; they are actions that
increase the number of vehicle trips a facility can carry without increasing the number
of through lanes. TDM measures focus on regional means of reducing the number of
vehicle trips and vehicle miles traveled, as well as increasing vehicle occupancy.
TSM and TDM alternatives have been eliminated as stand-alone alternatives for the
Project because they are not considered feasible, and would fail to meet the purpose
and need of the Project. However, the Project would include intelligent transportation
Capital SouthEast Connector: D2 Expressway Project
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systems (ITS) technology considerations. ITS technologies may consist of
coordinated signal timing, traffic monitoring stations, closed circuit television
cameras, changeable message signs, lane use signs, and transit signal priority to
enhance traffic management and provide drivers with useful real-time traffic
information to make informed decisions. In addition, the Project includes Class I
bicycle and pedestrian facilities that may increase the use of these alternative modes
and thereby decrease the number of overall trips and vehicle miles travelled.
The current design of the Project would also not preclude the addition of bus service
transit stations and/or park and ride facilities when projected growth warrants.
1.4.2 No-Build Alternative
The No-Build Alternative was evaluated for the full range of environmental resource
topics covered in Chapter 2. The purpose of describing and analyzing a No-Build
Alternative is to allow decision-makers to compare the impacts of approving the
Project with the impacts of not approving the Project.
Under the No-Build Alternative, the portion of Grant Line Road between White Rock
Road and Jackson Road would not receive programmed improvements, addition of
capacity, or any upgrade of Grant Line Road, beyond local access as needed and
implemented when adjacent planned developments occur.
The No-Build Alternative assumes the following regarding other locally sponsored
roadway improvements in the Project area that would still be constructed:
•

White Rock Road would remain a four-lane roadway west of the Project and
northward to Latrobe Road in El Dorado County

•

Centennial Drive would be integrated with Raymer Way under the No-Build
Alternative; Raymer Way would remain a two-lane roadway

•

Douglas Road would become a four-lane roadway east of Rancho Cordova
Parkway to Grant Line Road

•

North Loop Road (planned to replace Glory Lane) would be developed as a twolane roadway

•

Chrysanthy Boulevard would be developed as a four-lane roadway

•

University Avenue would not be developed under the No-Build Alternative
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•

Kiefer Boulevard would remain a four-lane roadway

•

Rancho Cordova Parkway would be developed as a four-lane roadway from Grant
Line to Douglas Road

•

Cordova Hills proposes roadway improvements, including four-lane
improvements on Grant Line Road. The improvements would be required as
specific phasing requirements linked to the number of dwelling unit equivalents
implemented.

•

Jackson Road would be converted to a Sacramento County arterial; it would
remain a four-lane road west of Excelsior Road and would remain a two-lane road
from Excelsior Road to Grant Line Road.

•

Grant Line would remain two lanes south of Jackson Road.

The primary difference between the No-Build Alternative and the Build Alternative is
the conversion of Grant Line Road, between White Rock Road and Jackson Road,
from a two-lane arterial to a four-lane, access-controlled expressway under the Build
Alternative. The No-Build Alternative is inconsistent with local, regional, and system
planning and would result in not addressing the needs as described in Section 1.2 of
this chapter.
1.4.3 Decision Process
After the public circulation period, all comments were considered, and Caltrans, in
cooperation with the JPA, has selected a Preferred Alternative and made the final
determination of the Project’s effect on the environment. Caltrans, as assigned by
FHWA, has issued a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI).
1.4.4 Identification of a Preferred Alternative
Caltrans and the JPA have identified the Build Alternative as the Preferred
Alternative. The selected Preferred Alternative will improve traffic operations and
accommodate the projected travel demand from the planned development in Rancho
Cordova and Sacramento County. In addition, the Project will also improve access for
emergency service providers to the area. Further, the Project will replace a two-lane
highway with a multimodal corridor, which will improve safety and mobility for
pedestrians and bicycles for the planned development. This improvement will
encourage and facilitate alternative modes of transportation, a benefit to existing and
future residents that improves community cohesiveness. Overall, these improvements
Capital SouthEast Connector: D2 Expressway Project
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will meet the regional and local plans for sustainable and managed growth patterns in
the region. The Project is the Preferred Alternative because it meets the purpose and
need and will be beneficial to region.
1.4.5 Alternatives Considered but Eliminated from Further Discussion
Prior to “Draft” EA
The JPA has extensive engagement with stakeholders, agencies, residents, and
landowners in a lengthy process to review an array of alternatives to address
transportation in the southeast areas of Sacramento County. This planning process
considered environmental constraints, transportation needs, and avoidance measures
in developing the range of alternatives and narrowing those before initiating the
NEPA process.
The following sections provide an overview of that evaluation including the range of
alternatives considered.
The 2016 MTP/SCS, SACOG’s 2015/2018 Metropolitan Transportation
Improvement Program, the County’s General Plan, City’s General Plan, and
environmental analyses prepared for approved development projects in the area have
all identified that widening Grant Line Road from two lanes to four lanes from White
Rock Road to Jackson Road and beyond is a necessary improvement.
In preparation for the PEIR on the SouthEast Connector, which is a 34-mile program
of projects, JPA conducted an alternatives screening which enveloped the Project.
The screening is recorded in Appendix H of the Capital SouthEast Connector PEIR
(JPA 2012a). The CEQA review process included public and stakeholder as well as
state agency input through the required involvement and notification process.
The initial range of reasonable alternatives followed CEQA Guidelines Section
15126.6 (f)(1), namely that the alternatives are limited to those that avoid or
substantially lessen significant effects; those that are suitable, promote economic
viability, and consider availability of infrastructure; those that are consistent with
general plan and/or other regulatory limitations; and those alternatives that the
proponent can reasonably have access to, acquire, or control.
Screening was measured against the SouthEast Connector’s Project objectives, which
are consistent with the purpose and need of this Project. The SouthEast Connector’s
objectives are:
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•

Objective 1: Enhance mobility options within the Project corridor (and the greater
Sacramento region) to serve and support sustainable planned growth and
development patterns and principles from the approved General Plans and MTP,
while minimizing impacts to the livability of residences and communities along
the Project corridor.

•

Objective 2: Aid economic vitality by improving accessibility to existing and
planned job centers and commercial areas, facilitating goods movement, and
enhancing the attractiveness of existing and planned employment and commercial
areas.

•

Objective 3: Provide a multimodal facility that limits access to the extent
possible to afford efficient transportation options within the corridor that balance
transportation needs between local access and shorter trips and regional needs for
longer trips; enable flexibility among automobile, transit service, bicycle, and
pedestrian uses, while incorporating ITS elements where possible.

•

Objective 4: Preserve open space, wildlife habitat, and productive agricultural
uses in the corridor and minimize growth inducement via sound transportation
facility improvements and implementation.

For the Project area, those alternatives that were considered and dismissed prior to the
draft environmental document included the Stand-Alone Transit-Oriented Alternative,
the TSM/TDM Alternative, and a combined Transit/TSM/TDM Alternative. The JPA
study determined that these alternatives would not attract enough ridership to be costeffective or to substantially reduce the need to widen roadways; as a result, these
alternatives would not achieve Objectives 2 or 3 above. No new alignments off of
existing arterials were considered because it was agreed that building alignments off
of existing arterials would result in substantial environmental impacts and one of the
primary objective continues to be avoiding and minimizing environmental effects.
Additionally, the PEIR analyzed the conversion and upgrade of several existing
arterials as potential alternatives. These were the Sunrise Boulevard Alternative, the
Bradshaw Alternative, and the Grant Line Alternative; each involved widening
existing collector roadways. The Sunrise Boulevard Alternative combined the
widening of White Rock Road and Sunrise Boulevard. The Bradshaw Alternative
traveled on Bradshaw Road to Douglas Road before connecting to Grant Line Road.
The Bradshaw Alternative would extend beyond the Project limits, but could be
accessed via Jackson Road to Douglas Road (Figure 1-5). As part of each of these
Capital SouthEast Connector: D2 Expressway Project
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alternatives, a 12-foot-wide Class I non-motorized, paved, multi-use trail path was
incorporated within the 200-foot-wide right-of-way. As an alternative to the incorridor multi‐use path along Grant Line, another alternative proposed an off-corridor
multi-use path. This is referred to as the Off‐Corridor Multi‐Use Path
Alternative. Under the Off‐Corridor Multi‐Use Path Alternative, a basic multi‐use
path would have been constructed along Laguna Creek, the Folsom South Canal, and
Alder Creek to complete existing disconnected trail segments in the Project’s vicinity.
The off-corridor multi‐use path is already incorporated into specific development
plans and will likely be built as those developments mature. This alternative did not
address the Project needs adequately and therefore, this alternative was not carried
forward into the PEIR. Based on PEIR findings, and for the reasons described below,
the following alternatives were not carried forward into this Environmental
Assessment:
•

Although the Sunrise Boulevard Alternative would have the smallest increase in
VMT of all the alternatives considered, it would generally have the least benefit in
reduction in travel times along most Project segments of the alternatives. This
alternative could avoid some driveway access, but it would still have a significant
impact on driveway access in approved or planned development areas.
Consolidating and eliminating access may result in changes in land use that are
inconsistent with local zoning without providing enough advantage in improving
mobility and reducing congestion.

•

The Bradshaw Alternative would provide the least benefit to improving traffic
operations (in terms of reducing vehicle miles traveled, and vehicle‐hours of
delay—or the amount of delay that would be encountered while travelling) of the
alternatives considered; generally, the alternative would not reduce or avoid many
of the impacts caused by the other alternatives and would also result new or
worsened environmental impacts than other alternatives.

In conclusion, JPA selected the Grant Line Alternative because they found, through
the development of the PEIR, that the Grant Line Alternative significantly reduces
heavy trucks on local streets and travel time from residential areas to large
employment centers. The Grant Line Alternative is consistent with land use and
circulation elements in the General Plans while having the least impacts on planned
development and existing land uses.
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1.5

Permits and Approvals Required

Table 1-7 lists the permits, reviews, and approvals required for Project construction.
In addition, the Project has been designed to be consistent with the South Sacramento
Habitat Conservation Plan (SSHCP), which provides a regional, streamlined approach
to compliance with federal and state endangered species regulations. The Final
SSHCP provides a streamlined regulatory compliance approach for covered activities,
such as transportation projects, within the designed plan area for impacts to
endangered and threatened species covered under the Federal Endangered Species
Act (FESA), Section 10, and California Endangered Species Act (CESA) Section
2081 permits. The Final SSHCP establishes conservation measures to avoid and
minimize impacts to the greatest extent practicable to species covered by the permits.
The Build Alternative is covered under the SSHCP, as the Southeast Connector Joint
Powers Authority is a Plan Permittee. Since publication of the Draft EA, the FESA
Incidental Take Permit was issued by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS)
(June 12, 2019), and the CESA Incidental Take Permit was issued by the California
Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) (August 19, 2019).
Table 1-7. Permits, Reviews, and Approvals Required
Agency

Permit/Approval

Status

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

Section 404 Permit for filling or
dredging waters of the United States.

To be acquired prior to
construction

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Section 7 Consultation for
Threatened and Endangered Species

Complete

Sacramento Area Council of
Government

Regional Air Quality Conformity
approval for Project south of Douglas
Road to Jackson Road

Complete

State Water Resources Control
Board and Regional Water
Quality Control Board, Central
Valley Region

Section 401 permit

To be acquired prior to
construction

California Department of Fish
and Wildlife

1602 Agreement for Streambed
Alteration

To be acquired prior to
construction

California Office of Historic
Preservation

Section 106 Consultation

Complete

Caltrans

Encroachment Permit required for
work within California right-of-way (if
Jackson Road remains a state route).

To be acquired prior to
construction

Sacramento County

Approval of site development
permits/plans in the Project area
within the County

To be acquired prior to
construction
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National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System permit and
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan
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Table 1-7. Permits, Reviews, and Approvals Required
Agency

City of Rancho Cordova

Permit/Approval

Status

County right-of-way and property
acquisition

To be acquired prior to
construction

Encroachment Permit required for
work within Sacramento County’s
right-of-way

To be acquired prior to
construction

Approval of site development
permits/plans in the Project area
within the City of Rancho Cordova

To be acquired prior to
construction

City of Rancho Cordova right-of-way
and property acquisition

To be acquired prior to
construction

Encroachment Permit required for
work within Rancho Cordova’s Rightof-way.

To be acquired prior to
construction
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Chapter 2 Affected Environment;
Environmental Consequences;
and Avoidance, Minimization,
and/or Mitigation Measures
This chapter explains the impacts that the Project would have on the human and
physical environments in the Project area. It describes the existing environment that
could be affected by the Project, potential direct and indirect impacts from each of the
alternatives, and proposed avoidance, minimization, and/or mitigation measures.
As part of the scoping and environmental analysis carried out for the Project, the
following environmental issues were considered, but no adverse impacts were
identified. As a result, there is no further discussion about these issues in this
document:
•

Coastal Zone: The Project is not within the coastal zone.

•

Wild and Scenic Rivers: There are no wild and scenic rivers, only intermittent
streams and ephemeral tributaries, within or adjacent to the Project.

•

Timberlands: There are no timberlands located in the Project area.

•

Hydrology and Floodplain: The Project is within Zone X. Zone X delineates
the 500-year floodplain. Typically, such areas have a 1 percent annual chance of
flooding in a 500-year period. The Project is not within a 100-year base
floodplain.

•

Geology/Soils/Seismic/Topography: Environmental issues associated with
soils/geology/seismic/topography focus on the potential for a project to expose
people or structures to risks associated with rupture of a known earthquake fault
or other seismic activity, loss of soil integrity such as liquefaction or subsidence,
and other geologic and soils risks such as expansive soils. Issues of erosion and
sediment control are relevant; however, these topics are studied in detail in
Section 2.2.2, Water Quality and Stormwater Runoff. Risks associated with
geology and soils conditions have been studied as part of preliminary engineering
design work for the proposed Project and will continue to be studied using
standard industry practices, such as geotechnical investigations. All final design
and other preconstruction engineering design work will follow the California
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Department of Transportation (Caltrans) Highway Design Manual and
engineering reference standards published by the American Association of State
Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO), including the Policy on
Geometric Design of Highways and Streets (the “Green Book”). By following
standard industry practices, all geology and soils risks will be minimized such
that no adverse effects would occur.
•

Paleontology: Paleontology resources found in the Project footprint and vicinity
are likely underlain by a geologic unit of low paleontological sensitivity. The
nearest geologic formations of high geological sensitivity are located 0.5 to
1 mile south of the Project area (the Riverbank and the Mehrten formations) at
soil layers deeper than the Project would excavate. Because the Project is located
on a geologic unit of low paleontological sensitivity and excavation associated
with the Project is relatively shallow, it is unlikely that fossils would be
encountered.

2.1

Human Environment

2.1.1 Land Use
2.1.1.1

EXISTING AND PLANNED LAND USE

Information in this section is based on the Community Impact Assessment (CIA)
prepared for this Project (CH2M 2016b). Information about land uses, including
applicable plans and geographic information system (GIS) data, was collected from
the City of Rancho Cordova and Sacramento County. Land use data were generalized
into major categories to allow information shared between the city and county to be
presented consistently. In addition to collecting data, existing land use conditions
were reviewed via a site visit and the use of aerial photography.
The Project is located along Grant Line Road along the City of Rancho Cordova’s
southeastern boundary with Sacramento County. The study area for this Project is
defined as a 0.25-mile radius around the permanent Project footprint, and is the area
where potential indirect effects during construction and operation would likely occur.
A 0.25-mile radius is appropriate for the proposed widening of an existing
roadway/transportation facility with limited adjacent development (Figure 2.1.1-1).
Since publication of the Environmental Assessment, the Final South Sacramento
Habitat Conservation Plan (SSHCP) (Sacramento County et al. 2018) was adopted by
the Sacramento County Board of Supervisors on September 11, 2018 and the
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Incidental Take Permit was issued by the USFWS on June 12, 2019. The purpose of
the Final SSHCP is to provide a regional, streamlined approach to compliance with
federal and state endangered species regulations. The Final SSHCP provides a
streamlined regulatory compliance approach for covered activities (such as
transportation projects, mining, urban development, and recycled water projects)
within the designed plan area for impacts to endangered and threatened species
covered under the FESA, Section 10, and CESA Section 2081 permits. The SSHCP
also provides permit coverage for the Clean Water Act Sections 401 and 404
permitting process. The Final SSHCP establishes conservation measures to avoid and
minimize impacts to the greatest extent practicable to species covered by the permits.
The Build Alternative is covered under the SSHCP, as the SouthEast Connector Joint
Powers Authority is a Plan Permittee. Appendix E2, Final SSHCP Conservation
Measures and Compensation Proposal, describes the conservation measures from the
Final SSHCP that the Project would incorporate and with which the Project would
comply for consistency with the Final SSHCP.
Existing land use along the Grant Line Road corridor consists of transportation uses
(Grant Line Road and existing intersections). Existing land uses adjacent to Grant
Line Road are primarily large parcels with agricultural-related uses and areas of
vacant land. In the northernmost portion of the Project limits, the Prairie City SVRA
is a public area that is located approximately 0.75 mile off of the White Rock Road
and Grant Line Road intersection. The SVRA recently purchased additional land that
borders this intersection for future expansion. Teichert Quarry is an industrial land
use also located east of Grant Line Road.
The southern portion of the study area includes public land associated with the Kiefer
Landfill. Two wetland preserves are located in the study area. One existing residential
neighborhood borders the southeastern corner of the Grant Line Road/Jackson Road
intersection in the southern portion of the study area (Figure 2.1.1-1). Land use
designations were generalized into dominant land use categories for consistency
between the city and county designations (which may differ from specific land use
designations discussed in other sections of the Environmental Assessment) and
include agricultural, commercial, industrial, mixed use, park and open space, public,
and residential uses, as well as areas designated as vacant. Refer to Figure 2.1.1-1 for
information about existing land uses in the study area.

2-4
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Zoning designations in the study area correspond relatively closely to land use
designations and are mostly open space, agriculture, and low-density or rural
residential with commercial designations in a few small areas.
The Project area is included in the 2016 MTP/SCS and the 2015/2018 MTIP. Planned
growth in the study area and in the area to the west and within Rancho Cordova is
relatively high, as identified in local planning documents such as the 2016 MTP/SCS,
the 2015/2018 Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program (MTIP), the
Sacramento County General Plan, and the Rancho Cordova General Plan. The
population of Rancho Cordova is expected to double by 2036 (SACOG 2016b). The
Rancho Cordova and Sacramento County general plans, and the adopted specific
plans guide where this growth will occur. The adopted specific plans that overlap the
study area are Suncreek, Arboretum-Waegell, SunRidge, and Cordova Hills (see
Table 2.1.1-1). Figure 2.1.1-1 shows the boundaries of Rancho Cordova and adopted
specific plans that overlap the study area. Zoning in Rancho Cordova is consistent
with the planned growth identified in the Suncreek, Arboretum-Waegell, and
SunRidge specific plans. Sacramento County zoning is consistent with the Cordova
Hills development, which sits directly southeast of Grant Line Road. These specific
plans would change current general land use from agriculture to commercial,
residential, public, mixed use, park, and open space (Figure 2.1.1-2). In Sacramento
County, zoning generally focuses on preserving agricultural areas and maintaining
larger parcel sizes. Sacramento County also has one large approved development, the
Cordova Hills Specific Plan.

Table 2.1.1-1 Planned Developments in the Study Area
Name of
Development

Jurisdiction

Proposed Uses

Status

Cordova Hills

Sacramento
County

8,000 planned dwelling units and 31
acres of commercial College campus
(6,000 students)]

Adopted, approved
for development.

Suncreek Specific
Plan

Rancho
Cordova

5,104 planned dwelling units and 80
acres of commercial development.

Adopted

Arboretum-Waegell
Specific Plan

Rancho
Cordova

5,037 planned dwelling units and 48
acres of commercial development.

In planning phase

SunRidge Specific
Plan

Rancho
Cordova

9,337 planned dwelling units and 218
acres of commercial development

Adopted, approved
for development
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2.1.1.2

CONSISTENCY WITH STATE, REGIONAL, AND LOCAL PLANS AND PROGRAMS

Several plans, goals, and policies were reviewed for consistency with the Build
Alternative (see Table 2.1.1-2) and described in the Community Impact Assessment
for the D2 Expressway Technical Report (CH2M 2016b). The plans reviewed include
the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2016 MTP/SCS (SACOG 2016a)
MTIP (SACOG 2014)
Sacramento County General Plan of 2005-2030 (Sacramento County 2011b)
Rancho Cordova General Plan (City of Rancho Cordova 2006a)
Cordova Hills Master Plan (Cordova Hills, LLC 2013)
SunRidge Specific Plan (Sacramento County 2002)
Suncreek Specific Plan (City of Rancho Cordova 2013)
Table 2.1.1-2. Consistency with State, Regional, and Local Plans and
Programs
Policy

Build Alternative

No-Build Alternative

Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy
2016 Metropolitan Transportation Plan and Sustainable Communities Strategy (MTP/SCS)
1. Policy: Project must be consistent with
State Improvement Plan, as modeled by
SACOG regional emissions analysis.

Consistent. The preparation of
the Project approval and
environmental documentation
for the D2 Expressway is
included as Project ID
VAR56128.

Inconsistent.
Transportation
improvements would not
occur consistent with
MTP/SCS.

In addition, a portion of the
Capital SouthEast Connector:
D2 Expressway construction
project (from Douglas Road to
White Rock Road) was
included in the regional
emissions analysis conducted
by the SACOG as Project ID
VAR56133.
This analysis found that the
portion of the Capital
SouthEast Connector: D2
Expressway project from
Douglas Road to White Rock
Road would conform to the
SIP(s) for attaining and
maintaining the NAAQS as
provided in Section 176(c) of
the Clean Air Act.
FHWA determined that the
MTP/SCS conforms to the SIP
on December 16, 2014.
Additional documentation
Capital SouthEast Connector: D2 Expressway Project
Environmental Assessment
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Table 2.1.1-2. Consistency with State, Regional, and Local Plans and
Programs
Policy

Build Alternative

No-Build Alternative

related to the regional
emissions analysis is
contained in Appendix C of
MTP/SCS. Refer to Section,
2.2.4, Air Quality, for the
regional conformity impact
analysis discussion.
Land Use and Environmental Sustainability Policies and Strategies
1. Policy: Provide information, tools,
incentives, and encouragement to local
governments that have chosen to grow
consistent with Blueprint principles.
1.4. Strategy: Create and invest in a
rural strategy and program to improve
transportation systems that affect the
economic viability of rural areas located
in jurisdictions that implement good
growth patterns consistent with the
Blueprint Principles, the Rural-Urban
Connections Strategy, or other rural
initiatives.

Consistent. Project would
improve the existing
transportation system while
being consistent with
sustainability principles. The
proposed Project would
support the sustainable
planned growth and
development patterns that
have been identified in the
Project vicinity by both the
City of Rancho Cordova and
Sacramento County. The
Project would also limit
roadway access within the
Project limits to maintain
transportation efficiency and
reduce the likelihood that
unplanned growth will occur.

Inconsistent.
Transportation
improvements would not
occur consistent with
blueprint principles for
growth patterns. The
transportation system
would not be improved,
which could discourage
the planned growth in
this area and push
development into less
desirable or more
sensitive areas.

System Maintenance and Operations Policies and Strategies
17. Policy: Acknowledge and support
preservation of the existing road and
highway system as the top priority for
local public works agencies and the
Caltrans, and expect to help them
secure adequate funding sources for
necessary work.

Consistent. This Project
preserves and expands the
existing road system.

Consistent. The existing
roadway system would
be preserved.

26. Policy: SACOG intends to preserve
some capacity on major freeways within
the region for freight and other
interregional traffic by providing
additional capacity for local and regional
traffic on major arterials running parallel
to the major freeways.

Consistent. The Project helps
preserve capacity on major
freeways for freight and other
interregional traffic, and it
supports existing highway
investments by improving the
mobility and capacity of Grant
Line Road. The increased
capacity and efficiency of
Grant Line Road could also
route freight around, not
through, the Sacramento area.

Inconsistent. Additional
capacity for local and
regional traffic would not
be provided. With
projected growth, this
would likely result in
inadequate capacity for
freight and other
interregional traffic on
the major freeways in
the region, which could
result in the need for
more highway capacity
and additional highway
investments.

26.2. Strategy: Support rail and highway
investments that route freight around,
not through, the region.
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Table 2.1.1-2. Consistency with State, Regional, and Local Plans and
Programs
Policy

Build Alternative

No-Build Alternative

Consistent. The Project is a
road investment that supports
the MTP/SCS land use
patterns. The Project is
identified in the MTP/SCS and
would assist in maintaining
efficient transportation
connections to and from this
area, which the MTP/SCS
identifies for planned growth.
The proposed Class I
bike/pedestrian path would
provide a completely
separated right‐of‐way for the
exclusive use of bicycles and
pedestrians.

Inconsistent. Road
expansion investment in
the 2016 MTP/SCS
would not be supported.
The transportation
system would not be
improved, which could
discourage the planned
growth in this area and
push development into
less desirable or more
sensitive areas.

Consistent. The Project would
be implemented in
accordance with the MTIP.

Inconsistent. Road
expansion and
improvement investment
included in the MTIP not
be supported.

Consistent. Although the
Project may convert some
farmland, overall the Project
supports the planned growth
in the area by maintaining
efficient access to and from
the Project vicinity, and it
relieves growth pressure on
other areas in the region that
are planned to be preserved
as farmlands.

Consistent. Agricultural
lands would not be
converted by the Project.
However, failure to
improve the
transportation system
could discourage the
planned growth in this
area and push
development into other
agricultural areas.

Consistent. The Project
supports an interconnected
and multimodal transportation
system. Improvement of this
segment of Grant Line Road
has been identified as a
critical link in the regional and

Inconsistent. The
existing road network
would be maintained;
however, planned
development would not
be supported, separate
facilities that would

System Expansion Policies and Strategies
27. Policy: Support road, transit, and
bridge expansion investments that are
supportive of MTP/SCS land use
patterns.
27.2. Strategy: Support corridor mobility
investments along major arterials that
serve multiple modes of travel through
combining road capacity improvements
with operational improvements to
support smart growth. Supportive
investments include enhancements for
high-quality transit, technology
deployment, bicycle and pedestrian
improvements, and safer intersections.

MTIP
Goal: Grant Line Road, from Jackson
Road to White Rock Road: Widen from
two to four lanes as an expressway
including a Class I multi-modal trail. Also
includes intersection improvements at
Rancho Cordova Parkway, Kiefer
Boulevard, University Boulevard,
Chrysanthy Boulevard, North Loop Road
(potential temporary access), Centennial
Drive, and Douglas Road (Phase 1).
Sacramento County General Plan
Agricultural Element
Goal: Protect important farmlands from
conversion and encroachment and
conserve agricultural resources.
Policy AG-1: Protects intensive
agricultural investments from urban
encroachments.

Circulation Element
Goal: Provide mobility for current and
future residents of Sacramento County
through complete streets and through a
balanced and interconnected
transportation system which includes all
modes of travel: automobile, transit,
pedestrian, and bicycling.

Capital SouthEast Connector: D2 Expressway Project
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Table 2.1.1-2. Consistency with State, Regional, and Local Plans and
Programs
Build Alternative

No-Build Alternative

Policy CI-3: Travel modes shall be
interconnected to form an integrated,
coordinated, and balanced multi-modal
transportation system, planned and
developed consistent with land uses to
be served.

Policy

local roadway network.
Additionally, the segment of
the Class I pedestrian and
bicycle trail that is part of the
Project will encourage these
alternative modes of
transportation in the area and
will connect to other planned
pedestrian and bicycle
facilities. Although transit is
not a part of the Project, the
Project will provide capacity
for transit services to expand
their operation in the region.
Additionally, through the
MTP/SCS, the transportation
system, of which this Project
is a part, was planned and
developed consistent with the
land use to be served.

encourage walking and
biking would not be built,
and future transit
facilities would not be
supported.

Goal: Provide a balanced and integrated
roadway system that maximizes the
mobility of people and goods in a safe
and efficient manner.

Consistent. The Project would
integrate existing and planned
roadway systems. The Project
would serve the planned land
uses within the USB by
expanding the roadway to
accommodate the anticipated
increased travel demand.
Also, the Project is designed
to limit access to specific
intersections that are
approximately one-half mile or
further apart. The limited
access helps reduces turning
conflicts while maximizing
mobility of people and goods.

Inconsistent.
Transportation demand
for existing land uses
and future growth within
the USB would not be
realized and access
along the roadway would
not be restricted to the
identified intersections
as proposed.

Consistent. The Project would
include a separated, Class I
non‐motorized paved multi‐
use path. The path would be
continuous and unimpeded,
with connections to the City of
Rancho Cordova’s planned
Upper Laguna Creek Trail with
a possible planned grade
separation to connect with the
Cordova Hills development in
Sacramento County.

Inconsistent. Bicycle and
pedestrian transportation
modes are not provided
along the corridor.

Policy CI-7: The Capital SouthEast
Connector is intended to serve the
transportation demand for both existing
land uses and future growth with the
USB. Sacramento County reserves all of
its rights and powers to assure that
sufficient access to and from the
Connector roadway is available to
accommodate the existing land uses as
well as the future growth within the USB.
For areas of unincorporated Sacramento
County outside of the USB, the County
will limit access to and from the
Connector roadway to only
accommodate the existing and future
land uses permitted outside of the USB.
Goal: Provide safe, continuous, efficient,
integrated, and accessible bicycle and
pedestrian systems that encourages the
use of bicycles and walking as viable
transportation modes and as forms of
recreation and exercise.
Policy CI-34: Construct and maintain
bikeways and multi-use trails to minimize
conflicts between bicyclists, pedestrians,
and motorists.
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Table 2.1.1-2. Consistency with State, Regional, and Local Plans and
Programs
Policy

Build Alternative

No-Build Alternative

Consistent. The Project would
provide the needed
infrastructure to allow those
areas where growth is
targeted to accommodate the
projected employment and
population growth.

Inconsistent. Planned
growth would not be
supported because
roadway infrastructure
improvements would not
occur.

Consistent: The Project would
allow for planned growth in
areas of Rancho Cordova and
Sacramento County that have
been identified as planned
growth areas.

Inconsistent. Planned
growth would not be
supported because
improved roadway
infrastructure would not
occur.

Consistent: The Project would
serve and support the
balanced and integrated land
use patterns identified in the
2016 MTP/SCS by providing
improved mobility to the
Project area, which is
identified for planned growth.

Inconsistent. Support of
sustainable planned
growth would not occur.
Negative effects such as
traffic congestion would
not be minimized.

Consistent: The Project has
been designed to avoid
certain areas including the
Kiefer Landfill and would not
extend east of the existing
Grant Line Road
transportation corridor in the
vicinity of the Kiefer Landfill.

Consistent. Land use
near the Kiefer Landfill
would not change.

Consistent. The Project would
accommodate planned growth
and development patterns for
both the City of Rancho
Cordova and Sacramento
County at the city and

Inconsistent. The
roadway system would
not accommodate the
level of service to
support planned growth
and development

Economic Development Element
Goal: Achieve a balance of land uses,
including adequate commercial and
employment opportunities, in new urban
growth areas. Accommodate a portion of
the projected population and
employment growth where the
appropriate level of public infrastructure
and services are or will be available
during the planning period.
Land Use Element
Goal: Direct new growth to previously
urbanized areas, planned growth areas
and strategically located new growth
areas to promote efficient use of land, to
reduce urban sprawl and its effects, to
preserve valuable environmental
resources, and to protect agricultural and
rangeland operations.
Rancho Cordova General Plan
Land Use Element
Goal LU.1: Achieve a balanced and
integrated land use pattern throughout
the community.
Policy LU.1.4: Promote high-quality,
efficient, and cohesive land utilization
that minimizes negative effects (e.g.,
traffic congestion and visual blight) and
environmental hazards (e.g., flood, soil
instability) on adjacent neighborhoods
and infrastructure, and preserve existing
and future residential neighborhoods
from encroachment of incompatible
activities and land uses.
Policy LU.1.11: Establish proper
buffering for the Kiefer Landfill with a
2,000-foot buffer around the permitted
footprint of the landfill shall be required.
Where appropriate, land use density,
buffers, or other measures should be
used when planning future land uses
near the landfill.
Circulation Element
Goal C.1: Develop a roadway system
that accommodates future land uses at
the city’s desired level of service,
provides multiple options for travel
routes, protects residential areas from
excessive traffic, coexists with other

Capital SouthEast Connector: D2 Expressway Project
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Table 2.1.1-2. Consistency with State, Regional, and Local Plans and
Programs
Build Alternative

No-Build Alternative

travel modes, and contributes to the
quality of the city’s residential,
commercial, office, and industrial areas.

Policy

county’s desired level of
service (see Section 2.1.7.3,
Traffic and Transportation
evaluation methods) and by
limiting access to and from the
Project area as prescribed in
the Circulation Element of the
Rancho Cordova General
Plan.

patterns for both the City
of Rancho Cordova and
Sacramento County.

Policy C.1.5: Design the circulation
system serving the city’s industrial areas
to safely accommodate heavy truck
traffic.

Consistent. The Project would
serve and support existing
industrial areas located in the
northern portion of the Project
area, current and planned
quarries in the vicinity of the
Project, the Kiefer Landfill,
and other industrial uses. The
Project is designed to support
the nearly 3,000 average daily
truck trips that are projected to
use Grant Line Road in 2035.

Inconsistent. The
projected regional use of
Grant Line Road by
nearly 3,000 trucks
average daily trips in
2035 would not be
supported.

Goal C.2: Establish an extensive,
complete, smooth, interconnected, and
continuous pedestrian and bicycle
network that is a safe and attractive
option for local or regional trips or for
recreation, and that connects to the city’s
neighborhoods, parks and schools,
employment areas, and retail centers.

Consistent. The Project would
include a separated, Class I
non‐motorized paved multi‐
use path. The path would be
continuous and unimpeded,
with connections to the City of
Rancho Cordova’s planned
Upper Laguna Creek Trail with
a possible planned grade
separation to connect with the
Cordova Hills development in
Sacramento County. The
multiuse path would join at the
intersection curb corners to
cross at the intersection
crosswalks.

Inconsistent. An existing
interconnected and
continuous pedestrian
bicycle network is not
provided.

Consistent. The Project would
include a separated, Class I
non‐motorized paved multi‐
use path. The path would be
continuous and unimpeded,
with connections to the City of
Rancho Cordova’s planned
Upper Laguna Creek Trail with
a possible planned grade
separation to connect with the
Cordova Hills development in
Sacramento County.

Inconsistent. An existing
system of pedestrian
and bicycle trails is not
provided.

Policy C.2.1: Create a system of on- and
off-street trails and multiuse paths that
are used for walking and bicycling and
that are attractive, natural, and safe
transportation corridors.

Open Space, Parks, and Trails Element
Goal OSPT.3: Create a system of
pedestrian and bicycle trails that
maximizes usage while providing places
for walking and bicycling without conflicts
with motor vehicles.
Policy OSPT.3.3: Provide major offstreet trails with grade-separated
crossings or enhanced at-grade
pedestrian crossings, especially across
four-lane streets and collector roadways,
to provide safe routes free from conflicts
with vehicles.
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Table 2.1.1-2. Consistency with State, Regional, and Local Plans and
Programs
Policy

Build Alternative

No-Build Alternative

intersection crosswalks,
providing a safe route for
crossing the four-lane
collector roadway.
Cordova Hills Master Plan
Circulation Element
Goal 2: Provide a balanced and
integrated roadway system that
maximizes the mobility of people and
goods in a safe and efficient manner.
Policy 2-1: 2-1: Plan and construct the
identified transportation facilities that are
consistent with the Sacramento County
General Plan Circulation Element
(Amended November 9, 2011) and with
the Sacramento County Municipal
Services Agency Improvement
Standards and Construction
Specifications, and shall be
supplemented by Caltrans design
standards. Cordova Hills design
standards deviate from the adopted
County Improvement Standards and
Construction Specifications in
circumstances where local conditions
warrant special treatment and results in
more efficient mobility and public safety.
Goal 3: Provide safe, continuous,
efficient, integrated, and accessible
bicycle and pedestrian systems that
encourage the use of bicycles and
walking as viable transportation modes
and as forms of recreation and exercise.
Policy 3-1: Promote the development of
a comprehensive, safe, convenient, and
accessible bicycle and pedestrian
system that serves and connects
Cordova Hill’s employment, commercial,
recreational, educational, social
services, housing, and other
transportation modes.
Policy 3-2: Construct and maintain
bikeways and multiuse trails to minimize
conflicts among bicyclists, pedestrians,
and motorists.

Consistent. The Project would
improve safety and mobility for
all travel modes, and
maximize mobility of people
and goods through the study
area including the Cordova
Hills area. The Project is
identified in both the
Sacramento General Plan
Circulation Element and the
Cordova Hills Master Plan
Circulation Element. The
Project would be consistent
with the Sacramento County
General Plan Circulation
Element and with the
Sacramento County Municipal
Services Agency Improvement
Standards and Construction
Specifications, and shall be
supplemented by Caltrans
design standards.

Inconsistent. The Project
as identified in both the
Sacramento General
Plan Circulation Element
and the Cordova Hills
Master Plan Circulation
Element would not be
implemented.

Consistent. The Project would
include a separated, Class I
non‐motorized paved multi‐
use path. The path would be
continuous and unimpeded,
with connections to the City of
Rancho Cordova’s planned
Upper Laguna Creek Trail with
a possible planned grade
separation to connect with the
Cordova Hills development in
Sacramento County.

Inconsistent. An existing
system of pedestrian
and bicycle trails is not
provided.

The multiuse path would join
at the intersection curb
corners to cross at the
intersection crosswalks,
providing a safe route for
crossing the four-lane
collector roadway.
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Table 2.1.1-2. Consistency with State, Regional, and Local Plans and
Programs
Policy

Build Alternative

No-Build Alternative

Consistent. The Project would
provide improved mobility to
the specific plan area via
Grant Line Road at Glory
Lane and Douglas Road. The
proposed Project would
include a paved multiuse path
that would encourage
alternative modes of travel at
the eastern edge of the
specific plan area.

Inconsistent. An existing
system of pedestrian
and bicycle trails is not
provided.

Consistent. The Project would
improve mobility and safety for
all travel modes along the
eastern edge of the specific
plan area.

Inconsistent. An existing
system of pedestrian
and bicycle trails is not
provided.

Consistent. The Build
Alternative proposes a bike
class pathway that would
serve as a link to connect
pedestrians and bicyclists in
the Suncreek area to major
destinations in the region.
Moreover, the Build
Alternative and the bike path
in the Suncreek development
would contribute to a
comprehensive and safe
bicycle network in the region.

Inconsistent. The NoBuild Alternative would
not support the bikeway
network because it
would not provide
connection between
Suncreek area to major
destinations in the
region.

SunRidge Specific Plan
Land Use
Policy LU-2: Develop an urban core area
that provides regional automobile access
to the plan area, as well as pedestrian
circulation that ties land uses together
and encourages walking, bicycling, and
use of alternative vehicles within the plan
area.

Circulation
Policy CI-1: Provide a safe, efficient, and
convenient circulation system for
motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians,
and provide for transportation modes
appropriate to authorized land uses.
Suncreek Specific Plan
Circulation
Objective: The street and
pedestrian/bikeway network provide a
convenient, reasonably direct, safe, and
attractive route to major destinations.

a See

Appendix E of this EA.

FHWA = Federal Highway Administration; NAAQS = National Ambient Air Quality Standards; SIP =
State Implementation Plan; USB = Urban Services Boundary

2.1.1.3

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

Impacts to land use include the conversion of existing land uses to a transportationrelated use. These impacts would occur prior to construction; however, because the
impacts require a long-term permanent conversion of land, they are discussed under
operational impacts. Temporary impacts would occur during construction of the
Project, and are discussed below under construction impacts.
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No-Build Alternative

Under the No-Build Alternative, the Project would not be built and there would be no
construction or operational effects on land use classifications. The No-Build
Alternative is not consistent with some policies, as discussed in Table 2.1.1-2.
Build Alternative
Operational Impacts

The Project is proposed within or adjacent to Grant Line Road right-of-way. The
Project would result in direct permanent impacts from full and partial acquisitions,
including conversion of some existing land uses to a transportation-related use.
Permanent land use impacts that would occur as a result of Project operations are
shown in Table 2.1.1-3. The area that would be converted to a transportation related
use represents less than 0.5 percent of the total land area in both Sacramento County
and the City of Rancho Cordova. The majority of the land converted occurs to land use
designated as agricultural. Refer to Section 2.1.4, Farmlands, for more information.
While there would be transitions in land use to transportation use, the change is
planned for and consistent with both City of Rancho Cordova and Sacramento County
land use and transportation elements of their respective general plans. The conversion
of existing land uses to a transportation related use would be located along the edge of
the properties and do not result in any changes to the overall use of the land and the
amount of land required for the Project are small when compared to the land available.
Table 2.1.1-3. Permanent Land Use Impacts
Generalized Land Use
Designationa

Sacramento County
(acres)

Rancho Cordova
(acres)

Total
(acres)

Agricultural

19.17

33.65

52.82

Commercial

6.98

0

6.98

Industrial

19.81

0

19.81

0

0

0

0.06

8.16

8.22

Public

6.11

15.43

21.54

Residential

3.06

1.16

4.22

Vacant

0.74

0.03

0.77

0

0

0

55.93

58.43

114.36

Mixed Use
Park/Open

Spaceb

Wetland Preserves
Totals (acres)

Various land use designations were generalized into dominant land use categories based on current
land use designations for both Rancho Cordova and Sacramento County and should not be compared
with values presented in other sections of this report.
a

b Acreage

is open space associated with the SunRidge Specific Plan (Sacramento County 2002).
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Local and regional plans have identified transportation strategies to proactively
accommodate planned growth. The Project is consistent with all applicable land use
goals, policies, and programs as discussed in Table 2.1.1-3. Therefore, there would be
no adverse effects to land use as a result of this Project.
Construction Impacts

Access to properties within the Project area would be maintained during construction,
and therefore there would not be any effects on existing uses. Construction-related
activities, including staging areas, would be limited to the planned right-of-way and
remnant lands from property acquisition. Therefore, the effect to land use would be
considered negligible. These areas are either vacant or areas of current Grant Line
Road right-of-way that would be later sold or used for non-transportation-related
uses.
2.1.1.4

AVOIDANCE, MINIMIZATION, AND/OR MITIGATION MEASURES

No avoidance, minimization and/or mitigation measures (AMMs) are needed for
conversion of land use.
2.1.2 Growth
2.1.2.1

REGULATORY SETTING

2.1.2.2

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

The Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations, which established the
steps necessary to comply with the NEPA of 1969, require evaluation of the potential
environmental effects of all proposed federal activities and programs. This provision
includes a requirement to examine indirect effects, which may occur in areas beyond
the immediate influence of a proposed action and at some time in the future. The
CEQ regulations (40 Code of Federal Regulations [CFR] 1508.8) refer to these
consequences as indirect impacts. Indirect impacts may include changes in land use,
economic vitality, and population density, which are all elements of growth.
Information in this section is based on the CIA prepared for the Project (CH2M
2016b). The analysis considers how the Project would influence planned growth as
identified within regional and local planning documents as discussed in Section 2.1.1.
In addition, the analysis considers regional growth that could occur with improving
mobility and capacity along the Project. The Project study area defined as a 0.25-mile
radius around the perimeter of the Project area. In addition, for the growth analysis,
the area evaluated was extended to include the region to the west of the Project
footprint, in Rancho Cordova, where development of specific plan areas is projected
to occur, and the region to the east of the Project in Sacramento County where the
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Cordova Hills community is planned for development. These areas are considered in
the growth analysis because a roadway project can affect or be affected by a large
parameter of development.
The SACOG conducts growth projections for the Sacramento Area to plan for needed
multimodal facilities in the interest of air quality emission maintenance. The SACOG
region encompasses the six county areas of El Dorado, Placer, Sacramento, Sutter,
Yolo, Yuba and the 22 cities within these counties. SACOG’s 2016 MTP/SCS
identified Rancho Cordova and southeast Sacramento County as shouldering a
significant share of the projected employment and housing growth in the SACOG
region by 2036. Based on May 2015 projections, SACOG estimates that Rancho
Cordova would grow by 46 percent, from 63,255 in 2012 to 117,766 by 2036. The
number of households would also increase by 46 percent by 2036 (23,649 in 2012 to
43,396), and employment is also expected to increase by 42 percent (42,307 to
73,520) over the 24-year period of 2012 to 2036 (SACOG 2016a).
The City of Rancho Cordova General Plan (City of Rancho Cordova 2006a) has
incorporated smart growth principles, consistent with the 2016 MTP/SCS, including
balanced land uses, transportation choices, housing choices, integrated (mixed) land
uses, compact urban development, walkable neighborhoods, preservation/integration
of natural resources, quality design/sense of place, and regeneration/infill that can
help the city develop in a manner that has a positive effect on the character of the
community. The specific plans have been developed to incorporate the smart growth
principles as applicable. The Sacramento County General Plan includes an objective
for new growth areas that describes the creation of communities with commercial
retail, employment, and residential communities that have a mix of land uses. Within
the county, community and regional growth strategies would emphasize higher
density and mixed-use development along transportation corridors (Sacramento
County 2011a). The Cordova Hills planned area that borders Grant Line Road is
consistent with planned growth strategies in the county and the City of Rancho
Cordova General Plan (City of Rancho Cordova 2006b).
As discussed in Section 2.1.1, existing land use within the study area is primarily
composed of agricultural and vacant uses, with areas of industrial and single-family
residential land use. Although the study area located within 0.25 mile of the Project
footprint is relatively undeveloped, growth is planned in the areas to the west within
the City of Rancho Cordova and to the east in Sacramento County. General plan
zoning and land use designations and the specific plans that have been adopted or are
Capital SouthEast Connector: D2 Expressway Project
Environmental Assessment
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in the process of being adopted would accommodate the planned growth. Three
specific plans within the City of Rancho Cordova (SunRidge Specific Plan and
Suncreek Specific Plans [both adopted] and the Arboretum-Waegell Specific Plan
[under development]) and one master plan community within Sacramento County
(Cordova Hills Master Planned Community [adopted]) overlap with the study area
(Figure 2.1.1-1). Most of the areas identified in these specific plans extend beyond the
0.25-mile study area. The plans identify the development of a mixture of residential
and mixed-use developments that would accommodate the planned growth using
smart growth principles.
Approximately 48,000 dwelling units and 930 acres of commercial land are planned
within or near the study area.
2.1.2.3 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
No-Build Alternative

Under the No-Build Alternative, the Project would not be constructed and the
objectives of the Project would not be implemented. It is anticipated, however, that
the projected growth in the areas surrounding the Project would still occur. Under the
No-Build Alternative, the projected growth pressure, without needed transportation
facilities may also alter the attractiveness of the planned land uses, leading to
unwanted and induced growth outside of the study area.
Proposed Build Alternative

In accordance with Caltrans Standard Environmental Reference and the Guidance for
Growth-Related Indirect Impact Analyses (Caltrans 2006), a first-cut screening
regarding the Project’s potential for growth-related impacts was conducted. The
screening examined the Project’s potential to change accessibility within the Project
footprint and how, if at all, the Project type, Project location, and growth-pressure
may potentially influence growth.
The Project includes improvements to Grant Line Road, including traffic operations
and ability to accommodate travel demand that serves an existing urban area and it
improves accessibility to areas of planned growth. Intersection improvements would
provide improved or new access points to the specific plan areas (Figure 2.1.1-2). The
Project would improve traffic circulation between residential and employment areas
in Rancho Cordova and Sacramento County.
The Project limits are located between two important roadways: White Rock Road
and Jackson Road. White Rock Road is a linkage to arterials connecting to Highway
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50, west and north of the Project area. Jackson Road is a major arterial collector
serving much of Rancho Cordova’s community to the south of the city. It also
provides a valuable link between rural communities in southeastern Sacramento
County and the City of Sacramento. As discussed in Section 1.3, there is growth
pressure in the greater Sacramento area, and a substantial amount of that growth is
being directed to the Project area. Implementation of the Project would potentially
increase the attractiveness of this area for development, thereby supporting the local
plans that propose to direct growth to this area and away from other locations in the
region.
Future growth in this south portion of Sacramento County has the potential to
adversely affect sensitive biological resources and farmlands. Both of these resources
are considered part of Rancho Cordova and Sacramento County General Plans. The
City of Rancho Cordova, Sacramento County, and the JPA are plan permittees of the
SSHCP. The purpose of the SSHCP is to provide a regional approach to addressing
compliance with federal and state endangered species regulations for effects and
issues related to urban development, habitat conservation, and agricultural protection.
The planned and managed growth and associated infrastructure are included in the
planning of the SSHCP. Additionally, in supporting planned growth in the Project
area, the Project would assist in relieving growth pressures elsewhere within the
region, where there may be more sensitive biological resources and farmlands.
The rate and location of growth is not expected to substantially change with the
implementation of the Project beyond what has been anticipated by the City of
Rancho Cordova and SACOG in response to approved and proposed developments.
2.1.2.4

AVOIDANCE, MINIMIZATION, AND/OR MITIGATION MEASURES

No AMMs are needed for growth.

2.1.3 Parks and Recreational Facilities
2.1.3.1

REGULATORY SETTING

2.1.3.2

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

Parks and recreational resources include state, regional, local parks, trails, and
recreational facilities. It also includes wildlife preserves and private facilities that
advertise recreational facilities.
The study area for parks and recreational resources consists of the Project footprint
plus an approximately half-mile buffer beyond the Project footprint that
accommodates potential impacts for both the operational and construction phases.
Capital SouthEast Connector: D2 Expressway Project
Environmental Assessment
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Parks and recreational facilities surrounding the Project area include the following:
•

Prairie City SVRA located in the most northeast portion of the Project footprint

•

SunRidge Wetland Preserve located west and adjacent to Grant Line Road near
North Loop Road

•

Kiefer Landfill Wetland Preserve located southeast and adjacent to Grant Line
Road near Kiefer Boulevard

•

Blodgett Reservoir, located south of the SunRidge Wetland Preserve and adjacent
to the Project on the west side

•

The Upper Laguna Creek Trail is planned to be southwest of the Project area,
paralleling Laguna Creek and eventually connecting to Grant Line Road

These resources collectively provide a network of parks that preserve an ecosystem,
support a broad range of wildlife and native plant species, provide open space
viewing opportunities, and offer recreational spaces. These parks draw local and
regional users for passive uses, wildlife watching and motor recreational vehicles.
Figure 2.1.3-1 shows the parks in the Project vicinity, each of which is described
below.
Prairie City SVRA

The Prairie City SVRA is located to the northeast of the Project, off of White Rock
Road and Grant Line Road. In 1972, Roy and Mary McGill leased 435 acres of the
present park site from Aerojet General Corporation and created a motorcycle riding
and competition facility called McGills Cycle Park. Sacramento County purchased
the area in 1975 with the assistance of the State Off-Highway Vehicle Grants
Program. An additional 401 acres was purchased in 1976 with State Off-Highway
Vehicle Funds, bringing the total acreage to 836, until 2015, when an additional
228.3-acre parcel was purchased connecting to Grant Line Road at the White Rock
Road intersection. Sacramento County managed the park until July 1988 when the
operation was turned over to the Off-Highway Vehicle Division of the Department of
Parks and Recreation (California State Parks 2016). The SVRA includes various offroad groomed and ungroomed trails intended for motorcycles, all-terrain vehicles, and
recreational utility vehicles, in addition to picnic areas and a large presence of birds
and other wildlife.
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The newest parcel (228.3 acres) has not yet been incorporated into the SVRA
Preliminary General Plan (California State Parks 2013). Until such time, the only use
for this parcel is covered under PRC Sections 5090.50-53, which dictates how and
what uses are permitted from the California off-highway motor vehicles grants funds.
This grant is funded by a portion of the gas tax. Until California State Parks can
appropriately plan this land and conduct environmental review, the parcel will be
restricted to overflow parking or temporary camping or uses that are not ground
disturbing. The parcel was sold to the SRVA with an access easement to a parcel
further southeast. Public access will not be permitted via the access easement through
the parcel. Park access to this parcel would always originate from within the current
entrance on White Rock Road farther north of this parcel, except possibly for
emergency use or infrequent maintenance purposes (California State Parks 2013).
The SRVA is considered a 4(f) resource.
SunRidge Wetland Preserve

To the west of the Project off of North Loop Road and Chrysanthy Boulevard is the
SunRidge Wetland Preserve. The SunRidge Wetland Preserve has been set aside as a
requirement for the SunRidge Specific Plan development. The preserve will be owned
and managed by a nonpublic, third-party entity for the management and monitoring
of the habitat for vernal pool vegetation and hydrology. Public access is not
permitted, and the land is not designated as a wildlife refuge. The SunRidge Wetland
Preserve is privately owned and therefore not a Section 4(f) resource.
Kiefer Landfill Wetland Preserve

The Keifer Landfill Wetland Preserve is owned by Sacramento County and located to
the southeast of the Project, between University Avenue and Kiefer Boulevard. In
October 2004, the Sacramento County Board of Supervisors approved the
establishment of the 243-acre Preserve (Resolution 2004-1281). The resolution
approved Sacramento Valley Conservancy as the third party to manage and monitor
threatened and endangered species, vernal pool vegetation, vernal pool hydrology,
and construction activities to restore wetlands on adjacent properties. The Preserve is
not open to the public and does not meet the deifinition of a refuge; therefore it does
not qualify as a Section 4(f) resource.
Blodgett Reservoir

The Blodgett Reservoir is a privately owned hunting and fishing club located off of
Kiefer Boulevard on the west side of Grant Line Road, 1 mile north of Jackson Road.
The property consists of the reservoir and a small watering pond that are used for
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fishing and huntingby club members. The facility is an approximately 21-acre parcel
that includes the reservoir, which is the primary recreational feature, the water stock
pond that is for water collection but does not serve a recreational function, and open
fields for hunting. Because it is a private club, Blodgett Reservoir does not qualify as
a Section 4(f) resource.
Upper Laguna Creek Trail

The Upper Laguna Creek Collaborative envisions a multifunctional corridor that
serves a variety of natural and wildlife habitat preservation functions, along with a
multimodal trail system. The vision connects Elk Grove through unincorporated
Sacramento County to Rancho Cordova and farther east through Cordova Hills,
connecting to future trail systems along the Cosumnes River. The City of Rancho
Cordova envisions a trail undercrossing along Upper Laguna Creek, where it crosses
under Grant Line Road. The Upper Laguna Creek Trail is planned on land owned by
the City of Rancho Cordova. The Upper Laguna Creek Trail qualifies as a
Section 4(f) resource but there would be no Section 4(f) use as the Project would
accommodate the planned trail during final design.
2.1.3.3 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
No-Build Alternative

Under the No-Build Alternative, potential adverse effects to existing parks or public
access in the Project area would not occur.
Build Alternative
Operational Impacts

Under the Proposed Build Alternative, a narrow sliver of the undesignated, newly
acquired State Parks parcel on the frontage of Grant Line Road (approximately
2.2 acres) would be acquired for the Project right-of-way. This is approximately
1 percent of the newly acquired parcel and 0.002 percent of the overall State Park
land adjacent to the Project area, including the SRVA park facility. The new parcel of
land is undeveloped and there are no plans for the park lands; therefore, the impact
would not result in a displacement of park or recreational activities.
The Project would avoid both the SunRidge and Kiefer Wetland Preserves.
The Project would include a separated, Class I non-motorized, multi-use path within
the proposed right-of-way on the west side. The path would join at the existing and
planned intersections to facilitate roadway crossings at intersection crosswalks; the
remainder of the trail would be separated from the roadway, continuous, and
Capital SouthEast Connector: D2 Expressway Project
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uninterrupted. The multi-use path would also connect with the planned Upper Laguna
Creek Trail System, connecting with the pedestrian and bicycle network of the City of
Rancho Cordova and Sacramento County. The Project and the Class I pathway would
be consistent with City of Rancho Cordova Parks and Recreational elements of the
General Plans. Therefore, there would be a beneficial effect as a result of this Project.
While both the reservoir and stock pond located on the Blodgett Reservoir property
appear to be in the study area for the Project, the reservoir would not be affected. An
approximately 7.18-acre strip of the property paralleling Grant Line Road would be
acquired for the Project right-of-way. This acquisition would include part of the stock
pond, which is separated and not part of the recreational aspect of the property. The
Project includes shifting or reshaping the stock pond to maintain the existing volume
to construct the roadway and bicycle pathway. Shifting or reshaping the pond would
not affect recreational activities for fishing or hunting. Additionally, the entrance off
of Grant Line Road would be consolidated to an access point from Kiefer Boulevard.
Recreational aspects of the Blodgett Reservoir property would not be affected.
In addition to this analysis, all parks, recreational facilities, and wildlife and
waterfowl refuges within approximately one-half mile of the Project were reviewed to
determine if they are protected Section 4(f) resources and if the Project would use
them. The Project would result in a de minimis use of the SRVA under Section 4(f).
See Appendix A for more detailed discussion of Section 4(f).
Construction Impacts

During construction of the proposed build alternative, effects to parks, consisting of
dust and visual disturbance, would be short-term (limited to less than 2 years).
Avoidance measures as outlined in AMM AQ-1, Implement SMAQMD Basic and
Enhanced Construction Emission Control Practices to Reduce Fugitive Dust (see
Section 2.2.4.4 for description of the measure), would ensure dust levels are managed
to comply with regulatory thresholds. The temporary visual disturbances would be
from stockpiling construction equipment and construction activities. The stock pond
itself does not serve any recreational functions. Since there are no active recreational
uses adjacent to the proposed Project, these short-term construction disturbances
would result in negligible effects on recreational resources. No direct or permanent
effects on recreational resources are expected from construction.
2.1.3.4

AVOIDANCE, MINIMIZATION, AND/OR MITIGATION MEASURES

As stated in Section 2.1.1.1, Existing and Future Land Use, property acquisition
related to the Prairie City SVRA would comply with the requirements of the Uniform
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Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisitions Policies Act of 1970, as
amended, and with the Caltrans Relocation Assistance Program. No further measures
are required.
2.1.4 Farmlands
2.1.4.1

REGULATORY SETTING

The NEPA and the Farmland Protection Policy Act (FPPA) (7 United States Code
[USC] 4201-4209 and its regulations, 7 CFR Part 658) require federal agencies, such
as FHWA, to coordinate with the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) if
their activities may irreversibly convert farmland (directly or indirectly) to
nonagricultural use. For purposes of the FPPA, farmland includes prime farmland,
unique farmland, and land of statewide or local importance.
Land owners can establish farmland protection through a Williamson Act contract
with state of California, which reduces property taxes for continued farming in order
to remove incentives of converting land to nonagricultural uses. The main purposes of
the Williamson Act are to preserve agricultural land and to encourage open space
preservation and efficient urban growth. The Williamson Act provides incentives to
landowners through reduced property taxes to discourage the early conversion of
agricultural and open space lands to other uses.
2.1.4.2

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

Information in this section is based on the CIA prepared for this Project (CH2M
2016b). The study area is defined as a 0.25-mile radius around the permanent Project
footprint, and is the area where potential indirect and direct impacts during
construction and operation may occur to farmlands and operations of farmlands.
Assessment of the potential impacts of the Project related to farmlands included
collection of data from the California Farmland Conservancy Program (California
Department of Conservation [CDC] 2012), the Farmland Mapping and Monitoring
Program (FMMP), and the Land Conservation (Williamson) Act Program. The
analysis also included a review of aerial imagery, assessor records, and property
information obtained from City of Rancho Cordova and Sacramento County websites
(CH2M 2016b).
Agriculture in Sacramento County remains an important industry and significant
contributor to the local economy by providing hundreds of jobs that are tied directly
to production and thousands more that are indirectly tied to production, processing,
transportation, and marketing of agricultural-related commodities (Sacramento
Capital SouthEast Connector: D2 Expressway Project
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County 2011b). The main agricultural crops produced in Sacramento County include
fruit and nut crops, field crops, and livestock/poultry (Sacramento County
Agricultural Commissioner 2013). Due to soil types and terrain, the primary
agricultural endeavor in the study area is cattle grazing. A few minor orchards remain
but are not being cultivated.
Table 2.1.4-1 presents acreage of Important Farmland, Grazing Land, and Williamson
Act Contract lands within the study area, the City of Rancho Cordova, and
Sacramento County and Figure 2.1.4-1 illustrates the locations within the study area.
Table 2.1.4-1. Important Farmlands and Williamson Act Contract Lands
(Acres)
Important Farmland
Unique
Farmland

Farmland
of Local
Importance

Grazing
Land

Williamson Act
Contract Lands
(Prime/NonPrime)

0

111.66

3.44

2,564.52

0/445.16

31

21.9

190.2

498.9

7,174.0

0/120.3

91,568.6

43,104.5

15,124.6

58,852.3

153,453.2

4,255.9/10,727.7

Prime
Farmland

Farmland of
Statewide
Importance

Study Area

0

Rancho
Cordova

Area

Sacramento
County

Sources: CDC 2012, 2014, 2016b

As shown in Table 2.1.4-1, the majority of farmland in the study area is grazing land
that is not considered Important Farmland. Important Farmland is defined by the
FMMP as the group of Prime Farmland, Farmland of Statewide Importance, and
Unique Farmland. The FMMP classifies agricultural land as follows:
•

Prime Farmland is farmland with the best combination of physical and chemical
features able to sustain long-term agricultural production. This land had the soil
quality, growing season, and moisture supply needed to produce sustained high
yields. Land must have been used for irrigated agricultural production at some
time during the 4 years prior to the mapping date.

•

Farmland of Statewide Importance is farmland similar to Prime Farmland but
with minor shortcomings such as greater slopes or less ability to store soil
moisture. Land must have been used for irrigated agricultural production at some
time during the 4 years prior to the mapping date.
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•

Unique Farmland is farmland of lesser quality soils used for the production of
the state’s leading agricultural crops. This land is usually irrigated, but may
include nonirrigated orchards or vineyards as found in some climatic zones in
California. Land must have been cropped at some time during the 4 years prior to
the mapping date.

•

Farmland of Local Importance is land of importance to the local agricultural
economy as determined by each county's board of supervisors and a local
advisory committee. This may include Confined Animal Agriculture facilities.

•

Grazing Land is land with vegetation suited to the grazing of livestock.

Within the study area, there are about 115 acres of Important Farmland. This
farmland is located in the southern portion of the Project area near Jackson Road.
However, this land is planned for residential development (Arboretum). There are
445 acres of farmland under Williamson Act contracts, none of which are considered
Prime farmland.
2.1.4.3

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

Permanent impacts would result if agricultural property is permanently converted to a
nonagriculture-related use. All lands within the Project area boundary were
considered permanently affected. Temporary impacts would result if agricultural use
of the property is temporarily disrupted (e.g., construction staging) but could
eventually return to agricultural uses.
No-Build Alternative

Under the No-Build Alternative, the Project would not be built and there would be no
Project-related construction or operational effects to farmlands.
Build Alternative
Operational Impacts

The Project is designed to remain close to the existing Grant Line Road, which would
avoid and minimize impacts to farmlands. The Project, however, would require the
partial acquisition of 13 agricultural parcels, resulting in a permanent conversion of
farmland to nonagricultural uses (refer to Table 2.1.4-1 for information on
agricultural parcels). This would include properties that are currently identified as
agricultural and are part of adopted Specific Plans in Rancho Cordova. The Project
would not result in fragmentation of agricultural parcels.
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There is no Prime Farmland, Farmland of Statewide Importance, or Farmland of
Local Importance within the study area. Portions of parcels within the study area
designated as Unique Farmland, Grazing Land, and non-prime Williamson Act
Contract lands would be permanently converted to nonagricultural uses
(Table 2.1.4-2). The amount of Unique Farmland affected by the Project comprises
0.001 percent of the Unique Farmland in Sacramento County. Grazing Land, which
comprises approximately 94 percent of the total land to be acquired in the Project
area, is not classified as Important Farmland under the FMMP.
Table 2.1.4-2. Important Farmlands and Williamson Act Contract Lands
(Acres)
Important Farmland
Prime
Farmland

Farmland of
Statewide
Importance

Unique
Farmland

Farmland
of Local
Importance

Grazing
Land

Williamson
Act Contract
Lands
(Prime/NonPrime)

Project
Impact
(acres)

0

0

4.3

0

107.7

0/31

Percentage
of County
Farmlands

0

0

Less than
0.001%

0

Less
than
0.001%

0% of Prime/
Less than
0.003% of NonPrime

Project Area

Source: FMMP (CDC 2016a)
Project Area is equivalent to 206.1 acres of farmlands.

Four of the agricultural parcels that would be partially acquired are currently
protected under the Williamson Act. Partial acquisition of Williamson Act properties
would result in remaining portions of the parcels staying under contract if minimum
acreage requirements that are established by the local jurisdiction are met. However, a
partial acquisition of land protected by Williamson Act contract could constrain the
potential continued use of that land for farming. This is because the remaining land
acreage might be too small (under 100 acres, Sacramento County, 2017) to meet the
minimum requirements under the program, and the resulting increase in property
taxes on the land might affect the financial feasibility of continued farming. Three of
the parcels would continue to be over 100 acres after partial acquisition. There is one
parcel (APN: 06701300150000) that is currently 74.24 acres and the Project would
require 2.6 acres partial acquisition. Since this parcel is already under 100 acres, it is
either under contract with another parcel to total larger than 100 acres or under
agreement with Sacramento County. As part of the acquisition of the Williamson Act
Capital SouthEast Connector: D2 Expressway Project
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property, the JPA would facilitate compliance with the Williamson Act. All
Williamson Act Contract lands are identified as grazing land.
For lands acquired that are covered under the Williamson Act, JPA would need to
apply to Sacramento County for contract cancellation; as a result, the actual
determination of consistency with the statutory consistency requirements will be
made by the Sacramento County Board of Supervisors. Sacramento County will be
required to make findings supporting the cancellation of all Williamson Act contracts
pursuant to California Government Code Section 51282 by determining if the
cancellation is consistent with the purpose of the California Land Conservation Act or
the cancellation is in the public interest. Cancellation of a Williamson Act contract
involves an extensive review and approval process, in addition to payment by the
landowner of fees of up to 12.5 percent of the property value. The local jurisdiction
approving the cancellation must make either of one of the following findings:
•

The cancellation is consistent with the purpose of the California Land
Conservation Act (Section 51282[a][1] of the California Government Code).

•

The cancellation is in the public interest (Section 51282[a][2] of the California
Government Code).

It is anticipated that, because this Project is within both the Sacramento County and
the Rancho Cordova circulation element of their general plans, the cancellation is in
the public interest to satisfy transportation needs. To support the finding that the
cancellation of a Williamson Act contract is consistent with the purpose of the
California Land Conservation Act, both of the following sub-findings must be made:
•

The cancellation is for land on which a notice of nonrenewal has been served in
accordance with Section 51245 of the California Government Code.

•

The cancellation is not likely to result in the removal of adjacent lands from
agricultural use.

To support the finding that the cancellation of a Williamson Act contract is in the
public interest, both of the following sub-findings must be made:
Sub-finding 1:

•

− Other public concerns substantially outweigh the objectives of the Williamson
Act; and
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− There is no proximate noncontracted land that is both available and suitable
for the use to which it is proposed the contracted land be put, or that
development of the contracted land would provide more contiguous patterns
of urban development than development of proximate noncontracted land.
•

Sub-finding 2:
− Cancellation is for an alternative use that is consistent with the applicable
provisions of the city or county general plan;
− Cancellation will not result in discontinuous patterns of urban development;
and
− There is no proximate noncontracted land that is both available and suitable
for the use to which it is proposed the contracted land be put, or development
of the contracted land would provide more contiguous patterns of urban
development than development of proximate noncontracted land.

NRCS staff and Project analysts evaluated farmland conversion impacts on
agricultural land through completion of Form NRCS-CPA-106, in accordance with
FPPA criteria (see Appendix F). Combined land evaluation and site assessment scores
were determined to be greater than 160; therefore, the Project is subject to FPPA,
which requires consideration of alternatives that avoid or minimize farmland impacts.
As discussed in Section 1.5.3, which references the SouthEast Connector
Programmatic Environmental Impact Report (PEIR) (JPA 2012a), located at
http://www.connectorjpa.net/, two other alternatives were previously reviewed, and it
was determined that the other alternatives would have greater impacts to important
farmlands2. The Project has focused on expanding existing roadways as superior to
new corridors, as new corridors would have greater farmland impacts.
Construction Impacts

Construction-related activities, to include staging areas, would be limited to the
planned right-of-way and remnant lands from property acquisition. The presence of
construction vehicles and equipment may result in short-term traffic delays or
changes in access at specific agricultural properties. Impacts would be temporary and
2 Section 11.3, beginning on page 11-10 of the SouthEast Connector Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
(PEIR) (JPA 2012a) provides the analysis of the farmland impacts of other alternatives previously considered. In
this segment, those alternatives were Bradshaw Road and Sunrise Boulevard. Greenfield alternatives (alternatives
on a new alignment outside of existing roadways) were not carried into further review because of higher farmland
and environmental impacts, and also because they would create new barriers to farming by bifurcating the fields
(see Appendix H of the PEIR).
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short term; once construction is complete, the farmlands that were not converted to a
transportation use would be restored. A portion of one agricultural parcel
(Figure 2.1.4-1) that is under Williamson Act contract would require temporary
acquisition during construction, but it would be returned to agricultural use once
construction is completed. The land would be used for construction-related activities,
such as equipment staging. Because of the size and location of the land, it would
retain useful value after construction is complete and would be returned to the
property owner of record.
2.1.4.4

AVOIDANCE, MINIMIZATION, AND/OR MITIGATION MEASURES

Temporary construction easements and property acquisition would comply with the
requirements of the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisitions
Policies Act of 1970, as amended, and with the Caltrans Relocation Assistance
Program, in addition to the measures outlined below.
MM FARM-A: Compensate for Unique Farmlands

For important farmland (Prime, Statewide, Unique, and Local) converted by the
Project, either directly or indirectly, important farmland of the same category will be
permanently protected from development at a minimum ratio of 1:1. Productive offsite agricultural land subject to conversion will be protected through the purchase or
transfer of its development rights and establishment of a farmland conservation
easement over the agricultural land pursuant to California Civil Code Section 815, et
seq., or other statute providing for its conservation in perpetuity for agricultural use.
The JPA will provide funds prior to construction to an agricultural land trust or
similar nongovernmental entity for the purchase of agricultural land or development
rights on agricultural and establishment of a farmland conservation easement. The
JPA shall fund only a land trust or nongovernmental entity with an established record
of responsible agricultural land stewardship.
2.1.5 Community Impacts
2.1.5.1 COMMUNITY CHARACTER AND COHESION
Regulatory Setting

The NEPA of 1969, as amended, established that the federal government use all
practicable means to ensure that all Americans have safe, healthful, productive, and
aesthetically and culturally pleasing surroundings (42 USC 4331[b][2]). The FHWA
in its implementation of NEPA (23 CFR 109[h]) directs that final decisions on
projects are to be made in the best overall public interest. This requires taking into
account adverse environmental impacts, such as destruction or disruption of human-
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made resources, community cohesion, and the availability of public facilities and
services.
Affected Environment

This section is based on the CIA prepared for this Project (CH2M 2016b).
Demographic data from the 2010-2014 American Community Survey (ACS) were
collected to provide the characteristics on population, age, race, income, and
households for the study area as well as the reference areas of the City of Rancho
Cordova and Sacramento County. The study area is defined as 0.25-mile from the
Project footprint. The study area is predominantly located within the City of Rancho
Cordova on the west side and unincorporated Sacramento County on the east side.
City of Rancho Cordova, Sacramento County, and service providers’ websites were
reviewed to collect information on neighborhoods, community facilities, and service
and utility providers. Community facilities were defined as religious institutions,
libraries, public and private schools, fire departments, police/sheriff departments,
libraries, hospitals, post offices, government facilities, and social service facilities.
The following sections provide information on population characteristics, cohesion,
and community facilities.
Demographics

The following tables provide information on the demographic characteristics of the
Census Block Groups covering the study area. Although most of the population
identified in the Census Block Groups is located beyond the study area boundaries,
this information is still helpful in identifying the likely demographics of those located
within the study area and provides information on the larger community.
Figure 2.1.5-1 illustrates the size of the block groups in the study area. Table 2.1.5-1
provides information on the population characteristics related to age. The study area
has a higher median age, higher concentration of population over 65, and lower
concentration of population under 18 when compared to Rancho Cordova and
Sacramento County.
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Table 2.1.5-1. Age Characteristics
Total
Population

Under 18 (%)

Over 65 (%)

Median Age

Census Block Groups
Covering the Study Area

3,164

19.9

12.5

46.8

Rancho Cordova

67,167

25.5

10.9

34.3

1,450,277

24.9

12.0

35.3

Area

Sacramento County

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 2015

Minority populations account for about 42 percent of the population in the Census
Block Groups covering the study area which is lower than the rates in Rancho
Cordova and Sacramento County, with the highest minority concentration being
Hispanic or Latino, which account for over 20 percent (Table 2.1.5-2). Populations
with limited English proficiency (LEP) (those that do not speak English well or at all)
are also presented in Table 2.1.5-2 because it may indicate the potential for minority
populations. The Census Block Groups covering the study area have lower
percentages of the population considered to have LEP compared to the reference
populations, and the primary language other than English is Spanish.
Table 2.1.5-2. Minority Populations
Nonminority
Population (%)

Minority Population (%)

Area

White Alone

Hispanic or
Latino

African
American

Asian

Others

LEP (%)

Census Block Groups
Covering the Study
Area

58.1

20.4

6.9

7.7

6.9

6.9

52

20.1

9.6

11.3

7.0

16.1

46.7

41.9

2.5

4.8

4.1

13.6

Rancho Cordova
Sacramento County

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 2015

The Block Groups covering the study area have higher concentrations of married
couples, lower average household sizes, and lower percentages of the population
living alone compared to Rancho Cordova and Sacramento County (Table 2.1.5-3).
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Table 2.1.5-3. Households
Households

Family Households (%)

Area

Total

Average
Size

All

Married
Couple

Female
Head

Householder
Living
Alone (%)

Census Block
Groups covering the
Study Area

1,139

2.28

72.8

64.8

6.8

15.6

Rancho Cordova

23,908

2.79

68.0

43.7

18.2

23.9

Sacramento County

519,460

2.74

65.6

44.6

15.1

27.0

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 2015

The Census Block Groups covering the study area has higher median household
incomes, almost double that of Rancho Cordova and Sacramento County and the lowincome population concentration and households with no vehicle in the Census Block
Groups covering the study area are lower than Rancho Cordova and Sacramento
County (Table 2.1.5-4).
Table 2.1.5-4. Household Income and Poverty Status
Median Household
Income

Poverty Level (%)

Households with No
Vehicle Available (%)

Census Block Groups
covering the Study Area

$90,642

4.4

3.5

Rancho Cordova

$53,563

17.1

8.2

Sacramento County

$55,615

18.1

7.8

Area

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 2015

The Census Block Groups covering the study area have higher percentages of the
population that owns, and the median value of houses are higher than Rancho
Cordova and similar to Sacramento County (Table 2.1.5-5).
Table 2.1.5-5. Housing Tenure
Total
Housing
Units

Owner
Occupied
Housing (%)

Renter
Occupied
Housing (%)

Vacant
Housing
Units (%)

Median Value
Owner
Occupied
Housing

Census Block Groups
covering the Study Area

1,311

87.0

13.0

13.1

$381,000

Rancho Cordova

25,705

54.3

45.7

7.0

$195,600

Sacramento County

558,694

55.9

44.1

7.0

$371,400

Area

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 2015
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Community Cohesion

Community cohesion is defined as the degree to which residents have a sense of
belonging to their neighborhood, a level of commitment to the community, or a
strong attachment to neighbors, groups, and institutions, usually as a result of
continued association over time. There are no community facilities (libraries, police
or fire departments, post offices or schools) in the study area. Some indicators of a
higher degree of cohesion include ethnic homogeneity, long-term residents,
households of two or more people, high rates of home ownership, and a high
percentage of elderly residents.
Grant Line Road is a rural two-lane arterial used by residents and commercial
vehicles to avoid the busier roadways to the west when traveling to destinations to the
north and south. The study area includes limited residential development, with the
majority of the area consisting of larger tracts of land used for agricultural related
uses, industrial development, wetland preserves, and open spaces. The only existing
residential development along Grant Line Road is located in the southeastern corner
of the Grant Line Road/Jackson Road intersection within Sacramento County and is
isolated from the larger community of Rancho Cordova. Eight residences and three
private roads have direct access to Grant Line Road just north of Jackson Road.
During a door-to-door survey in April of 2016, few neighbors communicated
knowing nearby neighbors. Other nearby existing residential developments are not
fronting onto Grant Line Road. All of the single-family residences are on lots that are
typically about 2 acres in size and are not associated with any planned development.
Beyond those at Jackson Road, the closest residential development can be accessed
from Raymer Road, but the primary access is from Sunrise Boulevard. There are no
businesses within the study area that provide services for study area residents (outside
of a kennel), and limited areas where residents could gather and interact.
As shown in Table 2.1.5-3 above, a high percentage of homes in the Census Block
Groups covering the study area are family households with married couples with high
rates of home ownership; in addition, there is a higher percentage of elderly residents
compared to Rancho Cordova and Sacramento County (see Table 2.1.5-1). These
statistics can typically be indicators of a stable residential community with some
degree of cohesion. However, given the current rural nature of the study area, the
limited number of residential units, and lack of community facilities with areas to
interact, there seems to be a low level of community cohesion. Within the residential
area near Jackson Road, there are some private and public roads and cul-de-sacs that
may provide some degree of cohesion among the residents.
Capital SouthEast Connector: D2 Expressway Project
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Environmental Consequences
No-Build Alternative

Under the No-Build Alternative, the Project would not be constructed and there
would be no adverse or beneficial impacts on community cohesion.
Build Alternative
Operational Impacts

Community Cohesion
The Project does not divide or bisect any communities. There are no community
facilities or employment centers in close proximity to the Project that would be
affected. The Project widens Grant Line Road, and the majority of the study area is
not associated with any residential development, has limited population, and does not
have businesses that provide services to area residents. Eight residences with direct
access to Grant Line Road, located directly north of the Jackson Road intersection,
would be acquired. These properties mostly front onto Grant Line Road, which
increasingly experiences high traffic that already reduces rural neighborhood
community cohesion. Acquisition of the eight properties could affect the low
cohesiveness in this community; however, the road they front is not conducive to
neighborly communication and the lack of shared community facilities or institutions
indicates a low to limited community cohesiveness. See the Relocations and Real
Property Acquisitions section below for parcels that would be affected by the Project.
The area beyond the right-of-way would remain as open space buffer between the
remaining residential properties and Grant Line Road. Therefore, there would be no
effect on the already limited community cohesion.
Vehicles for three residences would reach their homes via Mitchlen Court. The
residences on Mitchlen Court would experience a slight increase of traffic from cars
that can currently reach their residence from Grant Line Road but would reach their
residence through the proposed new access road via Mitchlen Court with the Project.
The increase of traffic from the three residences on Mitchlen Court would not be
substantial enough to increase or decrease community cohesion. Therefore, there
would be no effect on the already limited community cohesion.
The Project includes a new multi-use pathway that would encourage and facilitate
alternative modes of transportation, which would be beneficial to both existing and
future residents. The Project would displace eight residences that front onto Grant
Line Road, which has increasingly greater traffic volume. The removal of these
homes would provide a buffer of open space from the major arterial to the remaining
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residences. The Project would accommodate planned growth in the area consistent
with regional and local sustainability goals. Planned growth in the area includes the
introduction of public facilities and institutions, which are likely to create a sense of
belonging and community cohesion where it is absent today. Therefore, the Project
would indirectly support creation of community and would not adversely impact
community cohesion.
Community Facilities
There are no community facilities in the study area, but the operation of the Project
would improve access through the area for service providers and the nonmotorized
trail also would improve access through the study area.
Construction Impacts

Community Cohesion
The residences along Grant Line Road would be acquired before construction, and the
limited impacts to the cohesion of the community discussed above would be the same
during construction of the Project.
Community Facilities
There are no community facilities in close proximity that would be affected by
construction. Emergency service access would be maintained. The construction
technique would minimize impacts because construction would occur first on the
west side to add the new southbound lanes, and the existing travel lanes would remain
open. Once construction of the southbound lanes is complete, traffic would be shifted
over so that construction of the northbound improvements could occur.
A TMP would be developed in cooperation with area service providers, which would
be provided advance notice of any access restrictions or lane closures.
Avoidance, Minimization, and/or Mitigation Measures

There are no avoidance, minimization, and/or mitigation measures for community
character and cohesion.
2.1.5.2 RELOCATIONS AND REAL PROPERTY ACQUISITION
Regulatory Setting

The Department’s Relocation Assistance Program (RAP) is based on the Federal
Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970,
as amended (Uniform Act), and Title 49 CFR Part 24. The purpose of the RAP is to
ensure that persons displaced as a result of a transportation project are treated fairly,
Capital SouthEast Connector: D2 Expressway Project
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consistently, and equitably so that such persons will not suffer disproportionate
injuries as a result of projects designed for the benefit of the public as a whole. Please
see Appendix C for a summary of the RAP.
All relocation services and benefits are administered without regard to race, color,
national origin, disabilities, religion, age, or sex. Please see Appendix B for a copy of
the Department’s Title VI Policy Statement.
Affected Environment

Information in this section is based on the CIA and the Draft Relocation Impact
Report (CH2M 2016b, 2017) prepared for this Project. The study area is defined as
0.25 mile from the Project footprint. Parcel boundaries and aerial photographs were
also used to identify parcels within the study area. The majority of development
adjacent to the Project is at the corner of Jackson Road and Grant Line Road. The
development does not have a special composition. In April 2016, JPA’s door-to-door
survey of 26 homes in Jackson Estate neighborhood found that the neighborhood was
predominantly white, with only 2 families visibly another race. However, five
residents were not home during the interview. Seven homes are being rented and two
homes also included businesses (growing and distributing mushrooms and a kennel).
The analysts determined whether the acquisition of parcels within the study area
would be full or partial, whether there would be displacements of people or
structures, and whether these potential effects would be temporary or permanent.
Environmental Consequences

Implementation of the Project would result in both temporary and permanent impacts
to parcels in the study area that would require acquisition. Temporary impacts would
occur during construction and would be relatively short term. While permanent
impacts are related to construction, they result in a long-term permanent acquisition
of land and so are discussed under Operational Impacts. Acquisitions, Relocations,
and Displacements associated with parks/recreation and agricultural property are
presented in Sections 2.1.3 and 2.1.4, respectively.
No-Build Alternative

Under the No-Build Alternative, the Project would not be built, and there would be no
Project-related relocations or acquisitions.
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Build Alternative
Operational Impacts

The Project would result in permanent full or partial acquisition of 45 parcels. Of the
45 parcels the Project would result in full acquisition of eight residential parcels;
additionally, one business, but no community facilities would be displaced. The
majority of the acquisitions would be a row of parcels in a relatively narrow strip
along the sides of the existing roadway, which would not result in the subdivision of
parcels and would not appreciably diminish the size of the parcels. Acquisition of the
row of parcels would change the existing use from residential (with one residence
including a business) to transportation. The roads would be provided as needed to
accommodate existing access points and to provide access to a residence, a well
monitoring tank site, and a small substation on the northern end of the Project. The
residents of the eight residential parcels would need to be relocated.
Relocated residents would be required to move outside of the area immediately
around Grant Line Road and Jackson Road, given the low number of residential
properties adjacent to the Project footprint. Based on a multiple listing service web
search (Realtor.com 2017), there are currently available properties less than 2 miles
from the intersection of Grant Line Road and Jackson Road. Additionally, many
properties north of Jackson Road have approved specific plans for residential
development. These may become available within the timeframe of constructing this
Project; however, the timeframe cannot be validated at this time. There are residential
properties located southeast of the intersection of Grant Line Road and Jackson Road
located on larger Parcels. Replacement housing would likely involve residents
moving to a smaller property in Rancho Cordova to remain in proximity to their
original property location; to find a similar-sized parcel would likely require
consideration of other communities, such as Sacramento, Rancho Murieta, or El
Dorado farther north.
Due to the rural character of the Project area, there are no community facilities,
shopping centers, or employment centers in the vicinity. Therefore, residents’ daily
routines likely involve long-distance travel, likely making real estate farther from
current parcel locations acceptable. Relocation of the eight residential parcels would
comply with the requirements of the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real
Property Acquisitions Policies Act of 1970, as amended, and with the Caltrans
Relocation Assistance Program. Compliance with the Caltrans Relocation Assistance
Program would provide displaced residents with a comparable replacement. As
defined by Caltrans, a comparable replacement is a dwelling unit which is safe,
Capital SouthEast Connector: D2 Expressway Project
Environmental Assessment
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sanitary, and decent; adequate in size to accommodate the family being relocated; in
an area not subject to unreasonable adverse environmental conditions; and in a
location not less desirable than the location of the displaced dwelling with respect to
public utilities and commercial and public facilities, and reasonable accessible to the
place of employment (Caltrans 2017b).
The Project would revise residential access for those properties that currently have
access directly onto Grant Line Road. The new access road would not intersect Grant
Line Road but would intersect Mitchlen Court. The new access road would extend
west from Mitchlen Court and end at a new cul-de sac, providing access to three
residences. Measure REL-A would require the JPA to collaborate with property
owners to develop access easements for the landlocked parcels. The Project’s
property acquisition would not result in adverse effects. Figure 2.1.5-2 and
Table 2.1.5-6 present the potential property impacts to parcels in the Project area.
As discussed in Section 2.1.3, Parks and Recreational Facilities, the Project would
result in partial permanent acquisition of a narrow strip (approximately 2.2 acres) of
land newly purchased by State Parks but that has not been amended into the SVRA
General Plan and a strip of land (7.18 acres) on the same property where Blodgett
Reservoir is located.
Several large parcels affected by the Project are in varying stages of approval for
master planned residential and commercial development, including two wetland
preserves (i.e., Kiefer and SunRidge). The Project design would avoid the adopted
wetland preserve areas. The planned developments adhere to the City of Rancho
Cordova and Sacramento County TMPs by providing setbacks to accommodate the
Project. However, in some portions of the alignment, to avoid and minimize
environmental impacts and residential relocations, the proposed alignment is shifted
beyond the limits of the planned setbacks. Fortunately, many of the developments are
still in early planning phases, which permits them to be adjusted for the Project.
Construction Impacts

The Project would result in the permanent acquisition and temporary construction
easements of parcels in the study area as indicated in Table 2.1.5-6. Temporary
easements would comply with the requirements of the Uniform Real Property and
Relocation Assistance Act of 1970, as amended.
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Table 2.1.5-6. Parcel Impacts Within the Project Area

Land Use

Permanent
Acreage Impact
(Approximate)

Temporary
Acreage Impact
(Approximate)

206.33

Vacant

1.27

0

SunRidge Wetland Preserve is immediately adjacent to the
Project. Permanent impact would be avoided with a
retaining wall. Permanent impact listed here is not included
in the total acreage to be acquired.

12600700640000

1.87

Residential

0.1

0

Full acquisition

12600700650000

2.06

Residential

0.17

0

Full acquisition

12600700850000

1.68

Residential

0.42

0

Full acquisition

12600700860000

0.02

Residential

0.02

0

Full acquisition

12600700770000

2.58

Residential

0.005

0

Partial Acquisition

12600700910000

2.14

Residential

0.19

0

Intersects the cul-de-sac

12600701000000

2.11

Residential

0.1

0

Full acquisition

12600701030000

2.12

Vacant

0.1

0

Full acquisition

12605400020000

1.23

Vacant

0.16

0

Full acquisition

12605400050000

1.89

Residential

0.07

0

Full acquisition

12605400040000

1.9

Residential

0.24

0

Partial acquisition

06700400030000

281.66

Agricultural

5.64

0

Partial acquisition

12600700920000

2.19

Residential

0.06

0

Partial acquisition

12605400010000

2.01

Residential

0.62

0

Partial acquisition

12604200030000

3.42

Residential

0.37

0

Partial acquisition

12600700930000

2.12

Residential

0.04

0

Partial acquisition

12600700750000

1.15

Agricultural

0.36

0

Partial acquisition

12600700950000

4.36

Agricultural

0.03

0

Partial acquisition

06700400060000

2.46

Vacant

1.16

0

Partial acquisition

Parcel
Number

Total Parcel Size

06700400250000
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Table 2.1.5-6. Parcel Impacts Within the Project Area

Land Use

Permanent
Acreage Impact
(Approximate)

Temporary
Acreage Impact
(Approximate)

223.70

Agricultural

0.08

0

Partial acquisition

06700400130000

207.08

Agricultural

1.05

0

SunRidge Wetland Preserve is immediately adjacent to the
Project. Permanent impact would be avoided with a
retaining wall. Permanent impact listed here is not included
in the total acreage to be acquired.

06700400210000

94.04

Vacant

3.58

0

Partial acquisition

06701000030000

114.48

Public

0.05

0

Partial acquisition

06701000050000

579.11

Agricultural

4.79

0

Part of Blodgett Reservoir, private recreation area.

06701000080000

24.92

Agricultural

2.39

0

Part of Blodgett Reservoir, private recreation area.

06701000090000

303.16

Public

9.04

0

Bridge would be built at Laguna Creek.

06701000100000

80.89

Public

5.95

0

Partial acquisition

06701000190000

0.78

Not indicated.
Private
development
within right-of-way.

0.67

0

Within right-of-way

06701200640000

137.59

Agricultural

6.56

0

Partial acquisition

06701200650000

1.10

Public

0.30

0

Partial acquisition

06701300150000

74.24

Agricultural

2.59

0

Parcel includes Williamson Act Contract.

07201000160000

415.56

Industrial

4.8

0

Partial acquisition

07201000220000

173.37

Industrial

7.85

0

Retaining wall to minimize impacts to substation

07231600020000

228.23

Vacant

2.2

0

Newly purchased property by the Prairie City State
Vehicular Recreation Area. Not yet adopted into Park
General Plan.

07300100010000

166.56

Industrial

5.81

1.36

07300100070000

666.73

Agricultural

9.26

0

Parcel includes Williamson Act Contract.

07300100100000

1.39

Vacant

0.03

0

Partial acquisition

Parcel
Number

Total Parcel Size

06700400100000
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Table 2.1.5-6. Parcel Impacts Within the Project Area

Land Use

Permanent
Acreage Impact
(Approximate)

Temporary
Acreage Impact
(Approximate)

118.25

Agricultural

14.27

0

07300100250000

308.23

Agricultural

0.94

1.18

07300400210000

153.05

Vacant

4.47

0

Partial acquisition

12600700790000

0.08

Residential

0.0008

0

Partial acquisition

07309100010000

200.28

Vacant

3.58

0

Partial acquisition

07309100040000

413.44

Vacant

4.3

0

Partial acquisition

12600600250000

15.19

Residential

0.31

0

Partial acquisition

12600600380000

0.33

Agricultural

0.31

0

Full acquisition

12600600390000

166.14

Agricultural

1.26

0

Partial acquisition

12600700870000

0.14

Public

0.14

0

Partial acquisition

12600700780000

0.10

Residential

0.07

0

Full acquisition

12600800020000

582.56

Public

3.14

0

Partial acquisition

12600800220000

414.51

Public

1.71

0

Partial acquisition

12600900010000

140.26

Public

0.01

0

Partial acquisition

12600900160000

203.23

Public

0.03

0

Partial acquisition

12600900190000

92.22

Public

0.01

0

Keifer Landfill Wetland Preserve is immediately adjacent to
the Project. Permanent impact would be avoided with a
retaining wall. Permanent impact listed here is not included
in the total acreage to be acquired.

12600900250000

0.58

Not Indicated.
Private
development
within right-of-way.

0.58

0

Within right-of-way

Parcel
Number

Total Parcel Size

07300100120000
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Table 2.1.5-6. Parcel Impacts Within the Project Area

Land Use

Permanent
Acreage Impact
(Approximate)

Temporary
Acreage Impact
(Approximate)

93.73

Public

0.15

0

Keifer Landfill Wetland Preserve is immediately adjacent to
the Project. Permanent impact would be avoided with a
retaining wall. Permanent impact listed here is not included
in the total acreage to be acquired.

94.28

Public

0.23

0

Keifer Landfill Wetland Preserve is immediately adjacent to
the Project. Permanent impact would be avoided with a
retaining wall. Permanent impact listed here is not included
in the total acreage to be acquired.

113.59

2.54

Parcel
Number

Total Parcel Size

12600900200000

12600900210000

Subtotal:

7012.12

Avoided
TOTAL

Capital SouthEast Connector: D2 Expressway Project
Environmental Assessment

5.63
107.96

Impact Notes

A portion of current drawing permanent impacts to be
avoided with retaining walls or wing walls
2.54
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Avoidance, Minimization, and/or Mitigation Measures

The following measures would reduce the potential for adverse effects from property
acquisition.
MM REL-A: Collaborate with Property Owners to Develop Access Easement

Prior to construction of the Project, the JPA will collaborate with property owners to
develop an access easement for the properties to the north of the new access road.
Options for providing access to properties to the north include creating an access
easement on the acquired parcels or through negotiating with property owners
(trading property or payment) for an access on their property that best serves future
development plans. Other options not listed here could be developed when the JPA
commences to collaborate with property owners.
2.1.5.3 ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE
Regulatory Setting

All projects involving a federal action (funding, permit, or land) must comply with
EO 12898, Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority
Populations and Low-Income Populations, signed by President William J. Clinton on
February 11, 1994. This EO directs federal agencies to take the appropriate and
necessary steps to identify and address disproportionately high and adverse effects of
federal projects on the health or environment of minority and low-income populations
to the greatest extent practicable and permitted by law. Low income is defined based
on the Department of Health and Human Services poverty guidelines. For 2016, this
was $24,300 for a family of four.
All considerations under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and related statutes,
have also been included in this Project. The Department’s commitment to upholding
the mandates of Title VI is demonstrated by its Title VI Policy Statement, signed by
the Director, which can be found in Appendix B of this document.
Affected Environment

Information in this section is based on the CIA prepared for this Project (CH2M
2016b). The environmental justice analysis includes demographic information on the
minority and low-income populations in the study area using the most recent ACS
data (U.S. Census Bureau 2015). The study area is defined as 0.25-mile from the
Project footprint. Information on minority populations and low-income populations
were analyzed at the Census Block Group level using 2010 to 2014 ACS data. Data
from the ACS were also collected for LEP populations and transit-dependent
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households because these data can provide additional information on the minority and
low-income populations.
Section 2.1.5.1, Community Character and Cohesion, provides information on
minority and low-income populations in Tables 2.1.5-3 and 2.1.5-4. The study area
has lower concentrations of both minority and low-income populations when
compared to the larger areas of the City of Rancho Cordova and Sacramento County.
Environmental Consequences
No-Build Alternative

Under the No-Build Alternative, the Project would not be constructed and there
would be no environmental justice impacts.
Build Alternative
Operational Impacts

Operation of the Project would not result in any disproportionately high and adverse
effects to minority or low-income populations. In a door-to-door survey, only one
family of the eight homes that would be relocated appeared to be minority. Given the
lack of development in the area, there are also no resources unique to minority and
low-income populations within the study area. Considering the demographics of the
Project area, any adverse effects, such as long-term noise impacts, are not expected to
disproportionately affect minority or low-income populations. The Project also would
result in a number of benefits that would apply to all populations, including new nonmotorized access through the construction of the multiuse trail, improved access and
regional connections, and improvements in stormwater and air quality. The Project
would also support the planned growth for the area, which would be beneficial by
supporting the regional economy and encouraging continued growth in the economy.
Based on the above discussion and analysis, the build alternative would not cause
disproportionately high and adverse effects on any minority or low-income
populations, in accordance with the provisions of EO 12898. No further
environmental justice analysis is required.
Construction Impacts

Most of the study area contains no population that would be affected by construction
activities, and there are no businesses or community facilities in the study area. Given
the demographics of the area, if any effects were to occur, such as temporary
increases in noise and dust, visual impacts, and traffic congestion, they would affect
all populations to the same degree.
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Avoidance, Minimization, and/or Mitigation Measures

There are no avoidance, minimization, and/or mitigation measures for environmental
justice.
2.1.6 Utilities and Emergency Services
2.1.6.1

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

The utilities and emergency services study area is a 1-mile area surrounding the
Project limits, and the emergency services that provide service to this area. The study
area currently includes the presence of electricity utilities, gas utilities,
communication cables, and potable water. Emergency services are primarily fire,
police/sheriff, and paramedic services. Other public services include the U.S. Postal
Service and solid waste collection and disposal services. The study area includes both
existing and planned utilities that would be affected by the Project.
Existing Utilities and Emergency Services

During Project planning, each utility provider has been reached to gather both
existing and planned utilities alignments. The following are utility providers that
currently exist near the Project area.
Water and Sewer Utilities

Potable drinking water supply in Sacramento County comes from the Sacramento
County Water Agency. The Sacramento Area Sewer District provides sewer utility
service within portions of Rancho Cordova and unincorporated Sacramento County in
the northern part of the study area for Rancho Cordova, and generally for the middle
of the study area in unincorporated Sacramento County. For other areas outside of the
district, sewer services consist of on-site septic that is regulated through the
Sacramento County Environmental Management Department. However, no sewer or
waterlines currently exist in the Project area.
Communication Services

AT&T provides telephone service in the Project area, the surrounding areas of
Rancho Cordova, and the unincorporated Sacramento County. AT&T has both
overhead and underground facilities within the Project area, and both facilities
generally operate and are located on the east side of Grant Line Road. AT&T’s
overhead lines share Sacramento Municipal Utility District (SMUD) poles starting
from the Project’s northern limits to approximately 100 feet south of Raymer, and
from Glory Lane to the future proposed intersection location of Chrysanthy
Boulevard. The underground facilities run from the northern Project limits to
approximately 0.5-mile south of Raymer. A short section of an underground line runs
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along Douglas Road to Grant Line Road, and runs south to Glory Lane, where it
terminates.
Electricity and Gas

Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E) is the primary natural gas service provider for
residences and businesses in Rancho Cordova, Sacramento County, and surrounding
areas. However, no natural gas lines are in the Project area. Near the Project area,
PG&E owns and operates overhead high voltage sub-transmission lines that are
230 kilovolts (kV) in size. These sub-transmission lines currently cross Grant Line
Road, approximately 0.2 mile south of Raymer Way. The overhead sub-transmission
lines and their foundations have minimum clearance requirements that the Project
will need to adhere to comply with local requirements and JPA standards.
SMUD owns and operates several overhead electric lines within the Project limits. An
overhead double circuit 230-kV line crosses Grant Line Road approximately 0.2 mile
south of Raymer Way. This line is immediately south of the 230-kV PG&E subtransmission lines. A 12-kV distribution line runs along Grant Line Road for the
entire length of the Project area. There are three areas where the 12-kV line is
underbuilt to a 69-kV distribution line; along Jackson Road, from Jackson Road to
Kiefer Boulevard, and from the American River Aggregate distribution substation to
the northern Project limits. The substation serves an Aerojet water treatment facility
at this location. South of Grant Line Road, two 12-kV distribution lines run east to
serve the residences at the southeast corner of Grant Line and Jackson roads.
Underground 12-kV lines cross Grant Line Road at two locations: (1) at the
substation, to serve Teichert and the Aerojet treatment facility, and (2) near
Raymer Way at the existing Teichert access driveway. An underground 12-kV line
also runs longitudinally on the east side of Grant Line Road, for approximately
700 feet, in the vicinity of the overhead 230-kV lines.
Solid Waste Processing and Disposal Facilities

The Sacramento County Department of Waste Management and Recycling offer
waste collection services for the unincorporated areas of Sacramento County in
addition to operating the North Area Recovery Station and Kiefer Landfill
(Sacramento County et al. 2018). The western side of the Kiefer Landfill is located in
the study area, and accepts household waste from the public, businesses, and private
waste haulers, as well as accepting recyclable materials and some household
hazardous waste. The landfill also operates a landfill gas to energy plant which
provides energy to 8,900 homes in the Sacramento area (CH2M 2016b).
Capital SouthEast Connector: D2 Expressway Project
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Fire and Law Enforcement Services

Fire protection services for the study area and unincorporated areas of Sacramento
County are provided by the Sacramento Metropolitan Fire District. The nearest fire
station, Station 58, is located approximately 1 mile east of the Project area at 7250
Sloughhouse Road in Sacramento County (Elk Grove). Station 68 is located about
2.5 miles to the west at 4381 Anatolia Drive in Rancho Cordova. Figure 2.1.6-1
shows the locations of all emergency services, including fire and police stations.
Law enforcement services are provided by the Rancho Cordova Police Department
(within city limits) and by the Sacramento County Sheriff’s Department in
unincorporated Sacramento County. Additionally, both the County Sheriff and the
Rancho Cordova Police Department work with the California Highway Patrol in
responding to calls located near Jackson Road. The Rancho Cordova Police
Department station is located approximately 5 miles west of the Project area at 2897
Kilgore Road; the nearest Sacramento County Sheriff’s Department station is about
17 miles west of the study area in Sacramento at 7000 65th Street in Sacramento; the
nearest California Highway Patrol station is approximately 6.5 miles west of the
Project at 3165 Gold Valley Drive in Rancho Cordova.
Emergency Medical Services

No hospitals are located within or near the Project area; the closest hospital is the
Kaiser Permanente Rancho Cordova hospital at 107525 International Road
(approximately 7.5 miles northwest of the Project). There are additional hospitals in
downtown Sacramento, such as Mercy General Hospital, the University of California
at Davis Medical Center, and Sutter Medical Center. The Sacramento Municipal Fire
Department also provides paramedic emergency services.
Planned/Proposed Utilities

The following are planned or proposed changes to utilities in the study area that are
associated with the planned growth in the area. The timing and actual location of
these changes are contingent on the implementation of the planned growth, separate
analyses, and separate approvals from this Project.
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Water Utilities

The Sacramento County Water Agency has planned for two water mains along Grant
Line Road, from Jackson Road to approximately 1 mile south of White Rock Road.
The lines have planned connections at Rancho Cordova Parkway, Kiefer Boulevard,
University Boulevard, Chrysanthy Boulevard, Glory Lane, Douglas Road, and
Raymer Way, to serve development in Rancho Cordova and Sacramento County. The
line locations have not been specified but are being coordinated with the JPA, the
development of Cordova Hills, and the Sacramento County Water Agency to be
consistent with the JPA’s Connector Design Guidelines (JPA 2015).
Electricity and Gas

To serve the Cordova Hills development, an underground PG&E gas line is proposed
to access the development at the Grant Line Road/University Avenue intersection.
The gas line will serve the development from either Kiefer Boulevard to the south or
from Douglas Road to the north. The line locations have not been specified, but the
JPA is working with the Cordova Hills development team to identify the appropriate
location of the future underground gas line.
A 69-kV electric sub-transmission line, to be operated by SMUD, is proposed along
Grant Line Road from the existing 69-kV line at the American River Aggregate
distribution substation to the existing 69-kV line at Kiefer Boulevard. The line
location has not been specified but is being coordinated with JPA, Cordova Hills, and
SMUD to avoid impacts to the future Project right-of-way.
Solid Waste Processing and Disposal Facilities

The Sacramento Regional Sanitation District has planned for two sewer force mains
along Grant Line Road to serve the Cordova Hills development. These facilities are
proposed between Douglas Road and University Boulevard. The line locations have
not been specified but, in conjunction with proposed water facilities, are being
coordinated with the JPA, Cordova Hills, and the Sacramento Regional Sanitation
District to be consistent with the JPA’s Connector Design Guidelines.
2.1.6.2 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
No-Build Alternative

Under the No-Build Alternative, potential adverse effects to existing utilities and
emergency services in and around the Project area would not occur. There would be
no direct, indirect, temporary, or permanent disruption to utilities. Also, there would
not be improvement to response times for emergency services, which may be
adversely affected by existing and increased future congestion during peak-hour
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periods. Planned utilities would be separately implemented to support the planned
development in the area, but they may be placed along the existing Grant Line Road
right-of-way within a dedicated utility corridor instead of outside the Project right-ofway.
Build Alternative
Operational Impacts

Under the proposed Build Alternative, placement of the utilities that are planned to be
separately implemented would be coordinated, and they would be located within a
dedicated utility easement either within or, as a separate utility easement (that would
be established through a separate environmental review) immediately outside of the
Project right-of-way. The Project would not result in additional demand for public
utilities outside of power for lighting and signalizing intersections. This would not
result in major power needs and would be accommodated within existing power
availability. Roadway planting would consist of native seeds; therefore, no water
resources would be required. There are no emergency services facilities (police or fire
stations) within the study area, but the operation of the Project would improve access
through the area for emergency service providers. As a result, the Project would have
a potential beneficial effect on public and emergency services response time.
Construction Impacts

Construction of the Project would result in the relocation of existing power subtransmission and distribution lines which may result in temporary disruption of
service. Near Jackson Estates, Project construction may encounter other unknown
utilities that would require relocation. To the extent possible, utility switchovers to
new pipes or line would occur during low-use periods, so that potential disruptions
would have minimal effect on users. AMM UTIL-1, Coordinate with Utility
Providers, would require coordination with utility providers to reach a mutual
agreement to schedule and relocate utilities. The Project’s Construction Management
Plan would include a utility relocation plan.
Construction would include the excavation of existing asphalt and roadbed as well as
removal of fences. While some of these materials may be considered for re-use, the
Project would likely result in excess materials. The Kiefer Landfill is the main facility
that would receive solid waste generated from the construction of the Project. Project
construction activities would generate solid waste primarily from demolition of
existing streetscape features (e.g., asphalt and concrete) and utilities (e.g., traffic
signals). There are seven construction debris recyclers and inert fill disposal operators
Capital SouthEast Connector: D2 Expressway Project
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in Sacramento County (California Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery
2015). The amount of construction debris is unknown, and to the extent possible,
construction debris would be recycled or reused. With several disposal areas available
and active recycling program implementation during construction, the Project is not
anticipated to adversely affect waste facility availability.
Emergency service access would be maintained despite the possibility of periodic
single-lane closures, but delays to response time could occur. The construction
phasing plan would maintain two lanes of traffic throughout most of the construction
period, with exceptions during off-peak, evening or weekend periods when transitions
or pavement areas need to merge with existing lanes. This would occur with
advanced-notice sign boards and through coordination with emergency services. As a
result, there would be minimal adverse effects to utilities and emergency services
during construction.
2.1.6.3

AVOIDANCE, MINIMIZATION, AND/OR MITIGATION MEASURES

During construction, the proposed Project would temporarily disrupt utility services
during relocation of utilities. Construction activities could affect emergency service
access. These impacts would be minimized by implementing the following avoidance
and minimization measures.
AMM UTIL-1: Coordinate with Utility Providers

The Construction Management Plan will include a utility relocation plan addressing
how the JPA will coordinate and reach mutual agreement with utility providers to
schedule and implement utility relocation in an assigned utility easement prior to
commencing construction. The contractor will work with utility companies to obtain
necessary local permits from Sacramento County at least 2 weeks prior to utility
relocation.
AMM Public-1: Emergency Services Coordination Plan

Prior to construction, the JPA or its contractor will develop and share an Emergency
Services Plan with local emergency service providers for review and approval. This
plan will provide names and contact information for service providers and
construction managers for easy access. The plan will also include proposed
construction phases and schedule and the frequency of routine construction updates.
The plan will also specify a protocol for notifying emergency services providers when
construction activities would interrupt utility services and/or accessibility along the
route, with no less than 48-hour notice.
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2.1.7 Traffic and Transportation/Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities
2.1.7.1

REGULATORY SETTING

Caltrans, as assigned by FHWA, directs that full consideration should be given to the
safe accommodation of pedestrians and bicyclists during the development of federalaid highway projects (23 CFR 652). It further directs that the special needs of the
elderly and the disabled must be considered in all federal-aid projects that include
pedestrian facilities. When current or anticipated pedestrian and/or bicycle traffic
presents a potential conflict with motor vehicle traffic, every effort must be made to
minimize the detrimental effects on all highway users who share the facility.
In July 1999, the U.S. Department of Transportation issued an Accessibility Policy
Statement pledging a fully accessible multimodal transportation system. Accessibility
in federally assisted programs is governed by the U.S. Department of Transportation
regulations (49 CFR Part 27) implementing Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (29
USC 794). The FHWA has enacted regulations for the implementation of the 1990
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), including a commitment to build
transportation facilities that provide equal access for all persons. These regulations
require application of the ADA requirements to federal-aid projects, including
Transportation Enhancement Activities.
Regional Requirements

The 2016 MTP/SCS (SACOG 2016a) is the regional transportation plan for the
SACOG region. MTP/SCS 2035 is the projection of growth and travel that provides
the basis for air quality conformity findings related to the Federal Clean Air Act
(FCAA) and determinations that the region complies with greenhouse gas (GHG)
reduction targets for automobiles and light trucks established under Senate Bill 375.
Major projects that are inconsistent with MTP/SCS 2035 could jeopardize its
effectiveness in reducing air pollution and GHG emissions. Consistency with the
MTP/SCS 2035 is a basis for determining potential adverse effects related to these
environmental topics.
Local Requirements

The Circulation Element of the Sacramento County General Plan (Sacramento
County 2011b) establishes level of service (LOS) standards for intersections and
roadways within the county. Policy CI-9 establishes LOS E as the LOS standard for
areas within the Urban Services Boundary, which includes the Project footprint.
The Circulation Element of the City of Rancho Cordova General Plan (City of
Rancho Cordova 2006a) establishes LOS standards for intersections and roadways
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within the city. Policy C.1.2 identifies LOS D as the minimum LOS for roadways and
intersections within the city limits (although roadway facilities can operate below
LOS D under certain circumstances identified in the City’s Circulation Element).
The JPA’s Guidelines (JPA 2015) specify that where traffic studies indicate proposed
signalized intersections cannot meet LOS C or better criteria, an interchange should
be considered. The Guidelines also state that the preferred intersection type for
expressways is the interchange. The Traffic Evaluation for Capital SouthEast
Connector—Segment D2 Expressway Project (Traffic Evaluation) (Kimley-Horn
2016a) prepared for the Project focused on the D2 Expressway Project alignment in
its role as part of the Capital SouthEast Connector and conservatively used LOS C as
the operational target in the analysis.
2.1.7.2

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

The following is derived from the Traffic Evaluation, which included existing traffic
counts, traffic projections consistent with SACOG’s traffic projections and most
recently released Sacramento Metropolitan Travel Demand Model (SACSIM 2016),
with some adjustment for recently adopted land use plans and more detailed traffic
operations modeling.
Existing Road Network

The Project is a 7.4-mile-long portion of Grant Line Road, beginning at the White
Rock Road/Grant Line Road intersection and ending at Jackson Highway.
Grant Line Road is a southwest‐northeast two lane rural road that extends from
White Rock Road to State Route 99 in Elk Grove. Within the study area, Grant Line
Road has existing intersections at White Rock Road, Raymer Way, Douglas Road,
Glory Lane, Kiefer Boulevard, and Jackson Highway. The lane widths of the existing
two-lane road vary from 11 to 13 feet with 0- to 2-foot-wide shoulders northeast of
Douglas Road and 4- to 6-foot-wide shoulders southwest of Douglas Road.
Figure 2.1.7-1 illustrates the Project’s transportation study area. There are no existing
non-motorized facilities in the corridor. The other major roadways in the study area
are summarized below.
White Rock Road is an east‐west arterial that extends through several jurisdictions
from International Drive in Rancho Cordova to Silva Valley Parkway in El Dorado
County. Within Sacramento County, it is a two-lane road between Sunrise Boulevard
and the El Dorado County line.
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Douglas Road is an east‐west arterial roadway that extends from Mather Boulevard
to Grant Line Road.
Kiefer Boulevard is an east‐west arterial that is planned to extend from Florin‐
Perkins Road to east of Grant Line Road and its connection with Jackson Road.
However, some segments are not complete. Kiefer Boulevard is currently two lanes
between Grant Line Road and Jackson Road.
Jackson Road is a two‐lane highway that extends from Folsom Boulevard east of
Power Inn Road west of Grant Line Road and eastward through unincorporated
Sacramento County and into Amador County. While Jackson Road is currently
maintained by Caltrans as a state route, Caltrans is in the process of relinquishing the
road to Sacramento County. The relinquishment is anticipated to occur by 2018.
2.1.7.3 EVALUATION METHODS
Level of Service

LOS is a qualitative description of roadways and intersection traffic operating
conditions that ranges from LOS A (free-flow conditions with little or no delay) to
LOS F (forced-flow conditions with extreme delays and congestion). LOS is
measured based on a number of factors, including speed, travel time, traffic
interruptions, freedom to maneuver, safety, driving comfort/convenience, and
operation costs. Table 2.1.7-1 presents the minimum acceptable LOS for each
jurisdiction in the study area.
Table 2.1.7-1. Level of Service Standards by Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction/Agency
Sacramento County

LOS Standard
LOS E- Urban
LOS D- Rural

Rancho Cordova

LOS D

JPA Guidelines

LOS C

Sacramento County’s General Plan establishes LOS E as the LOS standard for areas
within the Urban Services Boundary, which includes the Project alignment
(Sacramento County 2011b). Rancho Cordova has identified LOS D as the minimum
LOS for roadways and intersections within the city limits (although roadway facilities
can operate below LOS D under certain circumstances identified in the City’s
Circulation Element [City of Rancho Cordova 2006a]). The JPA’s Guidelines (JPA
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2015) specify that where traffic studies indicate proposed signalized intersections
cannot meet LOS C or better criteria, an interchange should be considered.
Intersection Analysis

Intersection LOS for this study were determined using methods defined in the
Highway Capacity Manual (HCM), 2010 (Transportation Research Board 2010).
Table 2.1.7-2 presents intersection LOS definitions as defined in the HCM.
Table 2.1.7-2. Intersection Level of Service Criteria
LOS

Unsignalized Intersections Average
Control Delay (sec/veh)a

Signalized intersections Average
Control Delay (sec/veh)

A

< 10

< 10

B

> 10 - 15

> 10 - 20

C

> 15 - 25

> 20 - 35

D

> 25 - 35

> 25 – 55

E

> 35 - 50

> 55 – 80

F

> 50

> 80

Applied to the worst lane/lane group(s) for side-street stop controlled (SSSC). sec/veh = seconds per
vehicle.

a

Source: Transportation Research Board 2010

The HCM includes procedures for analyzing side-street stop controlled (SSSC), allway stop controlled, and signalized intersections. An SSSC is a four-way intersection
with stop signs at the minor approaches. The SSSC procedure defines LOS as a
function of average control delay for each side street approach movement.
Conversely, the all-way stop controlled and signalized intersection procedures define
LOS as a function of average control delay for all automobiles that pass through the
intersection. The Traffic Evaluation evaluated the following intersections:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Grant Line Road at Jackson Road
Grant Line Road at Rancho Cordova Parkway (future)
Grant Line Road at Kiefer Boulevard
Grant Line Road at University Avenue (future)
Grant Line Road at Chrysanthy Boulevard (future)
Grant Line Road at North Loop Road (future)
Grant Line Road at Douglas Road
Grant Line Road at Centennial Drive (future)
Grant Line Road at White Rock Road

Capital SouthEast Connector: D2 Expressway Project
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2.1.7.4 EXISTING CONDITIONS
Existing Traffic Operations (2016)

Traffic counts were collected in February 2016 to establish existing year (2016)
conditions (Appendix A of Kimley-Horn 2016a). In addition, historical traffic counts
along the Project were reviewed to document traffic growth in the Project location for
comparison purposes. Traffic volumes have steadily increased since 2011 with the
exception of the period from 2015 to 2016. Table 2.1.7-3 presents the intersection
operating conditions for existing conditions at intersections 1, 3, 7, and 9.
Figure 2.1.7-2 shows the existing year intersections.
Table 2.1.7-3. Existing Year (2016) Intersection Level of Service
AM Peak Hour
#

Intersection

PM Peak Hour

Traffic
Control

Delay
(seconds)

LOS

Delay
(seconds)

LOS

Signal

83.9

F

123.6

F

1

Grant Line Road/Jackson Road

2

Grant Line Road/Rancho Cordova
Parkway

3

Grant Line Road/Kiefer Boulevard

4

Grant Line Road/University Avenue

Future planned intersection. Not analyzed in this
existing conditions evaluation.

5

Grant Line Road/Chrysanthy Boulevard

Future planned intersection. Not analyzed in this
existing conditions evaluation.

6

Grant Line Road/North Loop Road

Future planned intersection. Not analyzed in this
existing conditions evaluation.

7

Grant Line Road/Douglas Road

8

Grant Line Road/Centennial Drive

9
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Grant Line Road/White Rock Road

Future planned intersection. Not analyzed in this
existing conditions evaluation.
All-way
Stop

All-way
Stop

12.7

25.8

B

D

22.7

43.1

C

E

Future planned intersection. Not analyzed in this
existing conditions evaluation.
Signal

6.4

A

12.5

B
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2.1.7.5

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

This section discusses the potential short-term environmental consequences of
constructing the Project, as well as the long-term effects and improvements after
construction of the expressway is complete. The environmental consequences of the
Project are evaluated based on potential to improve or decrease intersection LOS and
other considerations such as pedestrian, bicycle and transit conditions.
Analysis Scenarios

The impact analysis analyzes the following scenarios: Project opening year (2025)
conditions and future year (2035) conditions for the No-Build and Build Alternatives.
The analysis scenarios are described below. Figure 2.1.7-3 shows the proposed
intersection improvements by others that would occur regardless of the proposed
Project. These improvements are divided by those expected to be complete by 2025,
when the Project first opens and 2035, the Project’s planning horizon.
Opening Year (2025) Modeling Scenarios. The Opening Year Modeling Scenarios
include background development that reflect an estimated year 2025 land use
condition with reasonably foreseeable road improvements based on SACOG
documentation to make it compatible with 2025. The following improvements are
planned by 2025:
•

Construction of Centennial Drive to Grant Line Road at the existing Raymer
Way intersection

•

The construction of a frontage road east of Grant Line Road accessing Grant Line
Road at Centennial Drive for the Teichert Quarry and other residences east of
Grant Line Road

•

Signalization of the Douglas Road intersection

•

Widening of Douglas Road to four lanes

•

Construction of University Avenue to Grant Line Road with the intersection built
to its final configuration (two through-lane storage lanes for northbound/
southbound, two southbound left turns, a westbound left-turn pocket, and two
westbound right-turn lanes)

•

Construction of Chrysanthy Boulevard east to Grant Line Road
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The Build Alternative Modeling Scenario includes the background development and
the proposed improvements to Grant Line Road between White Rock Road and
Jackson Road to determine the operational effects of the Project. The No-Build
Alternative Modeling Scenario includes the background development but does not
include the proposed improvements to Grant Line Road between White Rock Road
and Jackson Road.
Future Forecast Year (2035) Modeling Scenarios. The Future Forecast Year
Modeling Scenarios include additional background development that reflect an
estimated Year 2035 land use and transportation improvement condition as derived
from the 2016 MTP/SCS with modifications to planned developments in the
immediate vicinity of the Project. The following improvements are planned by 2035:
•

Construction of Chrysanthy Boulevard east of Grant Line Road for Cordova
Heights access

•

Construction of North Loop Road to Grant Line Road due to the increased
development of Cordova Hills

•

Construction of Kiefer Boulevard between Rancho Cordova Parkway and Grant
Line Road

•

Construction of Rancho Cordova Parkway to Grant Line Road in coordination
with development of Arboretum

The Build Alternative Modeling Scenario includes the background development and
the proposed improvements to Grant Line Road between White Rock Road and
Jackson Road to determine the operational effects of the Project. The No-Build
Alternative Modeling Scenario includes the background development but does not
include the proposed improvements to Grant Line Road between White Rock Road
and Jackson Road.
No-Build Alternative

As presented in Table 2.1.7-4, Table 2.1.7-5 for future intersections LOS, and
Table 2.1.7-6 for future segment LOS operations, the No-Build Alternative would not
address the existing operational deficiencies experienced at many of the surrounding
study intersections. It would conflict with the regional congestion management
program, and it would not enhance non-motorized accessibility.
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Table 2.1.7-4. Opening Year (2025) Intersection Levels of Service
AM Peak-Hourb
#

Intersection

1

Grant Line Road/
Jackson Road

2

Grant Line Road/
Rancho Cordova
Parkway

3

Grant Line Road/Kiefer
Boulevard

4

Grant Line Road/
University Avenue

5

Grant Line Road/
Chrysanthy Boulevard

6

Grant Line Road/North
Loop Road

7

Grant Line Road/
Douglas Road

8

Grant Line Road/
Centennial Drive

9

Grant Line Road/White
Rock Road

Alternativea
No-Build
Build (D2)

Traffic
Control
Signal

No-Build

PM Peak-Hourb

Delay
(seconds)

LOS

Delay
(seconds)

LOS

267.5

F

408.6

F

32.4

C

28.1

C

Not analyzed in this scenario.

Build (D2)
No-Build

All-way Stop

43.6

E

52.2

F

Build (D2)

Signal

10.8

B

12.8

B

10.8

B

11.5

B

10.3

B

10.4

B

8.5

A

22.0

C

4.9

A

7.3

A

No-Build
Build (D2)
No-Build
Build (D2)

Signal

Signal

No-Build

Not analyzed in this scenario.

Build (D2)
No-Build
Build (D2)

Signal

137.1

F

239.2

F

21.2

C

22.1

C

No-Build

Side Street
Stop

2.2 (232.8
WB)

F

6.2 (428.3
WB)

F

Build (D2)

Signal

6.9

A

6.5

A

125.4

F

49.7

D

6.7

A

50.9c

D

No-Build
Build (D2)

Signal

a

No-Build = Opening Year (2025), Build (D2) = Opening Year (2025) plus D2 Expressway Project

b

BOLD represents intersection LOS below the JPA’s target LOS C.

c Represents

intersection LOS with all reasonable mitigations. The LOS is worse than LOS C, therefore
an interchange is triggered.
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Table 2.1.7-5. Future Forecast Year (2035) Intersection Levels of Service
AM Peak-Hourb
#

Intersection

Alternativea

1

Grant Line Road/
Jackson Road

No-Build

2

Grant Line Road/
Rancho Cordova
Parkway

No-Build

3

Grant Line Road/
Kiefer Boulevard

No-Build

4

Grant Line Road/
University Avenue

No-Build

5

Grant Line Road/
Chrysanthy
Boulevard

No-Build

6

Grant Line Road/
North Loop Road

No-Build

7

Grant Line Road/
Douglas Road

No-Build

8

Grant Line Road/
Centennial Drive

No-Build

9

Grant Line Road/
White Rock Road

Build (D2)

Build (D2)

Build (D2)

Build (D2)

Build (D2)

Build (D2)

Build (D2)

Build (D2)
No-Build
Build (D2)

Traffic
Control
Signal

Signal

Signal

Signal

Signal

Signal

Signal

Signal

Signal

PM Peak-Hourb

Delay
(seconds)

LOS

Delay
(seconds)

LOS

441.7

F

575.2

F

32.0

C

31.0

C

69.4

E

72.6

E

21.7

C

30.0

C

87.5

F

67.3

E

34.2

C

29.9

C

25.0

C

33.0

C

16.7

B

28.4

C

115.6

F

220.4

F

22.3

C

34.4

C

53.4

D

98.9

F

25.4

C

21.5

C

176.1

F

266.3

F

29.9

C

34.2

C

38.3

D

113.3

F

11.8

B

12.7

B

99.0

F

59.1

E

8.3

A

69.9c

E

No-Build = Future Forecast Year (2035), Build (D2) = Future Forecast Year (2035) plus D2 Expressway
Project

a

b BOLD

represents intersection LOS below the JPA’s target LOS C.

Represents intersection LOS with all reasonable mitigations. The LOS is worse than LOS C, therefore
an interchange is triggered.

c
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Table 2.1.7-6. Future (2035) Segment Capacity and Levels of Service
With and Without Project

Segment
Grant Line Road,
south of White
Rock Road
Grant Line Road,
south of Glory
lane/North Loop
Road

Grant Line Road,
south of Kiefer
Boulevard
Grant Line Road,
south of Jackson
Road

Scenario

Facility
Type

Capacity

Average Daily
Trips
(vehicles/day)

LOS

(vehicles/day)

No build

Rural, two-lane

17,000

29,030

F

Build

Four-lane
expressway

72,000

33,270

A

No build

Rural, two-lane

20,000

25,190

F

Build

Four-lane
expressway

72,000

31,100

A

Build

Rural, two-lane

36,000

15,380

A

No build

Rural, two-lane

20,000

19,600

E

Build

Four-lane
expressway

72,000

22,160

A

No build

Rural, two-lane

20,000

17,620

E

Build

Rural, two-lane

20,000

19,450

E

Source: Kimley-Horn 2016a

Opening Year (2025) No-Build Conditions

Under the opening year 2025 traffic conditions (Table 2.1.7-5), the Grant Line
Road/Jackson Road intersection is forecast to operate at LOS F during both peak
hours. The Grant Line Road/Kiefer Boulevard is anticipated to operate at LOS E
during the morning peak hour and LOS F during the afternoon peak hour. The Grant
Line Road/Douglas Road intersection and Grant Line Road/Centennial Drive
intersection would operate at LOS F during both peak hours. The Grant Line
Road/White Rock Road intersection is forecast to operate at LOS F during the
morning peak hour and LOS D during the afternoon peak hour. The remaining
intersections would operate at LOS C or better during both peak hours. Figure 2.1.7-4
shows the Opening Year (2025) No-Build Intersection Lanes.
Future Forecast Year (2035) No-Build Conditions

Table 2.1.7-5 presents the intersection operating conditions for future year (2035)
conditions. Under the future 2035 traffic conditions (Table 2.1.7-5), with the
exception of the Grant Line Road/University Avenue intersection, all of the study
intersections are forecast to operate at LOS D or worse during both peak hours with
the No-Build Alternative. Figure 2.1.7-5 shows Future Forecast (2035) No-Build
Intersection Lanes. As indicated in Table 2.1.7-6, the No-Build Alternative shows
that much of the Project segments will fail in 2035.
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Non-Motorized Transportation

Under the No-Build Alternative, there would be no Class I bike/pedestrian trail built
and no improved connection between existing and other proposed bicycle and
pedestrian facilities in the region.
Build Alternative

The Project has been designed to include both existing and planned intersections,
limiting intersections to approximately one-half mile or further apart to maintain
expressway travel conditions. The Project would construct at-grade intersections at
White Rock Road, Centennial Drive (incorporated with Raymer Way), Douglas
Road, North Loop Road (planned to replace Glory Lane), Chrysanthy Boulevard
(planned), University Avenue (planned), Kiefer Boulevard, Rancho Cordova Parkway
(planned), and Jackson Road (see Figure 2.1.7-3). The planned intersection
configurations are set by projected traffic for the 2035 planning horizon year.
Operational Impacts

If the Project were built today, the Grant Line Road segments operate at LOS A with
the addition of the Project. The Project would significantly improve regional and
local traffic patterns for residents and businesses.
Opening Year (2025) D2 Expressway Conditions

Table 2.1.7-5 presents the intersection operating conditions for opening year (2025)
conditions. As reported in Table 2.1.7-5, five of the study intersections are forecast to
operate at LOS E or F without the Project. The Project would improve the operations
at four of these locations to LOS C or better. The White Rock Road intersection is
shown to operate at LOS D with and without the Project. Existing operations would
likely deteriorate as development continues in the area, with intersection potentially
worsening beyond LOS C prior to 2035. Figure 2.1.7-6 shows the opening year
(2025) build intersection lanes.
Future Forecast Year (2035) D2 Conditions

Table 2.1.7-5 presents the intersection operating conditions for future year (2035)
conditions; as shown in the table, with the exception of the Grant Line
Road/University Avenue intersection, all of the study intersections are forecast to
operate at LOS D or worse during both peak hours without the Project. With the
exception of the White Rock Road intersection, the Project would improve the
intersections operations to LOS C or better. The White Rock Road intersection is
forecast to operate LOS E under the future year (2035) conditions with and without
the Project. Advanced modeling determined that operations are anticipated to
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deteriorate to below LOS C as development continues in the area prior to 2035.
Figure 2.1.7-7 show the forecast year (2035) build intersection lanes.
Based on the above analysis, the Project would significantly improve regional and
local traffic patterns for residents and businesses. With the exception of one
intersection (Grant Line Road/White Rock Road), the Project would improve
operation of all of the study intersections and to LOS C or better under opening year
(2025) and future year (2035) conditions.
As indicated in Table 2.1.7-6, with the Project, roadway segments on Grant Line
would operate at LOS A, and south of the Project limits (i.e., south of Jackson Road),
Grant Line would continue to meet Sacramento County LOS operation standards.
Improved Safety Conditions

Access to and from the proposed roadway would be minimized and strictly controlled
to preserve the through travel mobility of the corridor. Access would be limited to
established signalized and limited-access intersections. Other existing and future
access not intended to have direct access to the proposed roadway would be
consolidated and conveyed to appropriate interchanges, traffic signals and/limitedaccess intersections via a frontage roadway. Research from the Transportation
Research Board and the Texas Transportation Institute suggests the following benefits
from improving rural roads, such as Grant Line Road:
•

Accidents are reduced 40 percent to 60 percent when a typical two‐lane roadway
is converted to a four-lane, divided roadway. Accidents are reduced by 12
percent by widening a lane by 1 foot (e.g., from 10 feet to 11 feet).

•

Widening lanes by 2, 3, and 4 feet would reduce related accidents by 23 percent,
32 percent, and 40 percent, respectively.

•

Addition of a left‐turn lane can result in crash reductions of 7 percent to
48 percent.

•

Left‐turn lanes, lighting, and wider right shoulders/right‐turn lanes all contribute
to reduced accident rates.

•

Studies consistently show that the more access points per mile, the higher the
accident rate. Access controls dramatically reduce fatalities, injuries, and
property damage.

The D2 Expressway would improve the safety conditions for all users.
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Non-Motorized Transportation

The Project would include a separated, Class I non-motorized, paved, multi-use path
within proposed right‐of‐way on the west side of the Project, separated from the
vehicular expressway by a 20-foot-wide drainage swale or barrier when the multi-use
path must be closer. The path would be continuous and unimpeded except for stops at
intersections, with connections to existing and planned bikeways on Kiefer Boulevard
and Douglas Road as well as the City of Rancho Cordova’s planned Upper Laguna
Creek Trail, with a possible planned grade separation to connect with Cordova Hills
Development in Sacramento County southeast of the Project.
Construction Impacts

Construction of the Project would result in a temporary short-term increase in local
traffic as a result of construction-related workforce traffic, and equipment and
material deliveries. The majority of construction-related activities would likely occur
within the Project right-of-way and areas where planned frontage roads would be
built. Construction access would be provided from existing roadways, including
White Rock Road, Douglas Road, Kiefer Boulevard, and Jackson Road.
In general, construction would follow a two-phased approach. The first phase would
construct two of the four lanes in either the northbound or southbound direction while
maintaining traffic on the existing two lanes of Grant Line Road. Then traffic would
be shifted to the new two-lane area while the opposite two-lane area is under
construction. Where the new alignment is offset from the existing Grant Line Road,
all four lanes of the Project would be constructed. Intersections would be phased to
maintain movement during operation; some night closures may be necessary with
advanced notice.
Construction of the Project would result in a temporary, short-term increase in local
traffic as a result of construction-related workforce traffic, as well as equipment and
material deliveries. Implementation of AMM TRANS-1, Develop a Traffic
Management Plan, would plan traffic controls and other traffic safety measures,
which would maintain proper traffic flow during temporary construction activities.
There are currently no transit, bicycle, and/or pedestrian facilities in any portion of
the Project area. There would be no effect on bicycles, pedestrians, or transit.
2.1.7.6

AVOIDANCE, MINIMIZATION, AND/OR MITIGATION MEASURES

The following AMM has been developed for traffic and transportation/pedestrian/
bicycle facilities.
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AMM TRANS-1: Develop a Traffic Management Plan

Prior to construction, JPA and Caltrans will develop a Transportation Management
Plan (TMP) to alleviate temporary effects on traffic. The objective of developing the
TMP will be to balance short-term construction effects to the traveling public with the
safe, efficient delivery of the Project and work zone activities. The TMP will provide
a detailed plan on how traffic will be maintained throughout the construction.
2.1.8 Visual Resources
2.1.8.1

REGULATORY SETTING

The NEPA of 1969, as amended, establishes that the federal government use all
practicable means to ensure all Americans safe, healthful, productive, and
aesthetically (emphasis added) and culturally pleasing surroundings (42 USC
4331[b][2]). To further emphasize this point, the FHWA in its implementation of
NEPA (23 109[h]) directs that final decisions on projects are to be made in the best
overall public interest taking into account adverse environmental impacts, including,
among others, the destruction or disruption of aesthetic values.
2.1.8.2 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT
Setting

This section is based on the discussion and analysis of visual resources presented in
the Project Visual Impact Assessment completed in September 2016 (CH2M 2016c).
The study area is the landscape that can be seen from, and including, Grant Line
Road. Generally, without physical barriers such as fields or undulating topography,
viewers can see approximately 0.5 mile on either side of Grant Line Road. No
specific scenic resources along the proposed Project were identified. There are no
state-designated scenic highways near the proposed Project area.
The Project is located in an area of the Sacramento Valley that contains a mix of
agricultural and residential land uses that strongly influence the appearance of its
setting. Most of the lands adjacent to the Project are undeveloped grasslands in which
scattered rural residences and several orchards are found. New residential
developments are seen on the horizon looking westward from Grant Line Road, and
White Rock Road widening at the northern end hints toward a changing landscape,
but the majority of the visual experience is of grassy open spaces, occasional
earthened depression of vernal pools, Teichert quarry operations, large transmission
towers, and unattended orchards. Land use in the vicinity of the Project is changing as
real estate development moves southeast from metropolitan areas into ruralagricultural areas such as those surrounding the Project. This new development is
Capital SouthEast Connector: D2 Expressway Project
Environmental Assessment
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changing the visual resource qualities of the areas it expands into. Recent
improvements to the transportation system near the proposed Project reflect the
anticipated growth in this area. For example, the portion of White Rock Road east of
the Project was recently expanded to four lanes with a landscaped median. The
portion of the White Rock Road west of the proposed Project has been approved to be
widened to four lanes and a landscaped median. The City of Rancho Cordova recently
approved a project to widen Douglas Road (including the area intersecting the
Project) in 2017, and will widen and construct signage at Jackson Road near the
Project’s southern terminus. In addition, specific plans for three projects containing
approximately 22,400 dwelling units and over 300 acres of commercial land use
within view of the Project have been adopted, and they are either approved for
development or are in the planning phase (Section 2.4, Cumulative Impacts). Four
other specific plans that would construct approximately 61,600 new dwelling units
and would develop approximately 1,000 acres of commercial uses are in the planning
phase. The appearance of the Project will dramatically change as these projects are
constructed.
Existing Conditions

The following describes the existing conditions of the affected environment related to
visual resources that may be affected by the Project. These descriptions are based
upon the methodology developed by the U.S. Department of Transportation and
FHWA for assessment of visual impacts (FHWA 2013). To assist in describing the
affected environment and how it might be affected by the Project, four locations
along the Project (the Grant Line Road corridor) were selected. The four locations, or
key views (KVs), are displayed on Figure 2.1.8-1 and described below. Photographs
of existing views from each KV toward the proposed Project can be seen on
Figures 2.1.8-2 through 2.1.8-9 later in this section.
•

KV1: Northward view from just north of the Grant Line Road/Douglas Road
intersection. KV1 was selected to depict areas where residential development is
beginning to develop close to Grant Line Road.

•

KV2: Northward view from the proposed Grant Line Road/North Loop Road
intersection. KV2 was selected to depict how the alignment would avoid impacts
to the SunRidge Wetland Preserve and depict the compatibility of the trail with
the adjacent uses.
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•

KV3: Southwestward view from a location just northeast of the proposed Grant
Line Road/University Avenue intersection. KV3 was selected to depict how the
shift of the curvature of the existing road to meet the design speeds for an
expressway would appear.

•

KV4: Southward view from a location north of the Grant Line/Jackson Road
intersection. KV4 was selected to depict how the roadway would affect the
homes closest to Grant Line Road near the Jackson Road intersection.

Visual Character

Visual character is used to describe a landscape. The existing visual character of the
Grant Line Road corridor that the Project would follow is typical of asphalt-paved
two-lane rural roadways found in the Sacramento Valley.
The landscape that the Grant Line Road corridor passes through consists of flat to
gently rolling terrain that is primarily covered in grasslands. The grasslands are used
for grazing; along with scattered orchards and small-scale rural residential
developments, grasslands give most of the Grant Line Road corridor a ruralagricultural visual character. Additional human-made features such as utility lines and
their wood pole support structures, along with fencing (generally barbed wire),
parallel much of Grant Line Road and contribute to the rural-agricultural character of
the corridor. A small residential area containing eight residences located along
approximately 0.4 mile of the southern end of the corridor (southeast of Grant Line
Road) has a rural-suburban visual character.
Existing Visual Quality

Visual quality is determined by considering and identifying the vividness, intactness,
and unity present in a proposed project setting. Changes in visual quality are one of
the key factors used to determine visual impact. The following three factors
contribute to the visual quality of a viewed landscape:
•

Vividness is the extent to which the landscape is memorable and is associated
with distinctive, contrasting, and diverse visual elements.

•

Intactness is the integrity of visual features in the landscape and the extent to
which the existing landscape is free from nontypical visual intrusions.

•

Unity is the extent to which all visual elements (natural and human) combine to
form a coherent, harmonious visual pattern.
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The FHWA system provides a way to rate these three factors and determine the
overall visual quality of a viewed landscape (CH2M 2016c). Each of the three factors
and overall visual quality are assigned one of the following seven ratings: very low,
low, moderately low, moderate (or average), moderately high, high, and very high.
The following highlights the existing conditions found along the Project that
determine visual quality:
•

Vividness: The landscape along the Grant Line Road corridor is not particularly
vivid, but there are locations along the corridor that offer opportunities to view
undisturbed open space with clear views of the Sacramento Valley to the south
and surrounding undeveloped foothills. The landscape that the corridor passes
through has an overall moderate to moderately high level of vividness.

•

Intactness: Relatively few visual encroachments currently exist along the Grant
Line Road corridor. The majority of the corridor has views of undeveloped
grasslands and agricultural lands, which many people likely consider to be
aesthetically pleasing. The overall intactness of the landscape along the corridor
is considered to be moderately high to high.

•

Unity: The Grant Line Road corridor passes through an area that exemplifies
California’s Central Valley rangeland. The gently rolling hills covered in grass,
as well as the scattered farms and orchards, produce views along the corridor that
are generally coherent and unified, and produce a landscape with a moderately
high degree of unity.

When all these factors are considered, they produce an existing visual quality along
the Grant Line Road corridor that ranges from moderate to moderately high.
Viewers

Viewers, or more specifically the response viewers have to changes in their visual
environment, are one of two variables that determine the extent of visual effects of a
project. The other variable is change to the visual resource. Each viewer group has its
own particular level of viewer exposure and viewer sensitivity. The groups found
along the Grant Line Road corridor are described below.
Highway Neighbors

Highway neighbors are people who have views toward a road. For this Project, there
are two types of highway neighbors: local residents and nonresidential viewers. These
highway neighbor subcategories and their degree of sensitivity are described below:
Capital SouthEast Connector: D2 Expressway Project
Environmental Assessment
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•

Local Residents: These viewers have frequent views of the Grant Line Road
corridor from their properties (although not necessarily from their residences) for
durations of time that range from short to long. Local residents would have
specific awareness regarding Project-related changes to the Grant Line Road
corridor. Most of the corridor passes through areas that are largely undeveloped
and where residences are situated away from Grant Line Road. Therefore, most
local residents would have a low level of exposure and moderate degree of
viewer sensitivity to the Project. Approximately eight residences scattered along
approximately 0.4 mile of the corridor at the southern end of the Project
(northeast of Jackson Road) are close enough to Grant Line Road that the road
can be seen to varying degrees. Although vegetation within the yards of most of
these residences currently partially screens or blocks views to the road, some of
this vegetation may be removed as part of the Project. The local residents at these
eight residences are considered to have a high degree of viewer exposure and
sensitivity. The degree of sensitivity of local residents along the entire proposed
Project ranges from moderate (for the majority who do not have unencumbered
views of Grant Line Road) to high (for the residents in the eight residences
discussed above).

•

Nonresidential Viewers: These viewers are people who work within the Grant
Line Road corridor, such as people working at the Teichert Quarry or on
agricultural lands. These people are generally engaged in their work activities
and do not pay as much attention to the landscape setting around them as local
residents do. They are considered to have moderate to low degrees of viewer
sensitivity.

Highway Users

Highway users are people who have views from the road. For the Project, highway
users can be subdivided into the following two types: (1) motorists and (2) bicyclists
and pedestrians. These highway user subcategories and their degree of sensitivity are
described below:
•
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Motorists: Motorists are people who pass through the Grant Line Road corridor
in a motorized vehicle. They constitute the largest highway user viewer group.
The duration of their exposure is low to moderate. Because this group of viewers
sees the landscape as they are passing through it, they only have general
awareness of the landscape. The viewer sensitivity of motorists to changes along
the Grant Line Road corridor is low to moderate.
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•

Bicyclists and Pedestrians: Relatively few bicyclists and pedestrians currently
use Grant Line Road. Because of their slower speed, bicyclists and pedestrians
have longer duration views of the landscape they pass through and greater
exposure to it than motorists do. Because these users have long exposure time
and uninterrupted views of the landscape, they are considered to have a high
degree of viewer sensitivity to changes along the Grant Line Road corridor.

2.1.8.3 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
No-Build Alternative

Under the No-Build Alternative, there would be no direct, indirect, or temporary
impacts to Grant Line Road. Therefore, there would be no impact on visual resources
in the study area.
Build Alternative
Operational Impacts
Adverse Effect on Scenic Views/Damage Scenic Resources

No designated scenic resources are present. The Project is not located adjacent to a
scenic vista nor located within view of a state scenic highway. The Project would not
block views toward scenic resources. There are no historic buildings within the
Project area. There would be no impact on scenic views or scenic resources. There are
no aesthetic plans or policies in the Sacramento County or Rancho Cordova General
Plans that would apply to the Project; furthermore, this Project and the Project
description are consistent with both jurisdictions’ Circulation Elements of the general
plans.
Degradation of Existing Visual Character or Quality

Visual impacts are determined by combining resource changes and viewer response.
Resource change is determined by the degree to which visual quality and visual
character would be reduced. If, on the seven-point FHWA scale described above,
there would be a reduction of less than one point, the change to the visual resource is
assumed to be low to no impact. If a change in score would decrease the score by
between one and two points, then the resource change is assumed to be moderate or
less than substantial impact; and if the change would result in greater than a two-point
decline, then the resource change is assumed to be high or substantial impact.
Changes in scores between these whole numbers (e.g., 0.4) would produce
moderately low changes or moderately high changes (e.g., 1.4).
Visual impact ratings use both resource changes and viewer response to determine
level of impact. For example, a low degree of visual change that would be seen by
Capital SouthEast Connector: D2 Expressway Project
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viewers with low viewer response would produce a low visual impact, whereas a
moderate degree of visual change that would be seen by viewers with high viewer
sensitivity would produce a moderately high visual impact. The Visual Impact
Assessment (CH2M 2016c) can be consulted for more detailed information; it
includes larger-scale images of existing conditions at each KV and simulations of the
proposed Project.
Section 2.1.8.2, Affected Environment, above, describes existing visual conditions in
the four KVs used in this assessment. The sections below describe the changes to
visual conditions that would occur with the Project and then summarizes the impacts
in each KV and along Grant Line Road.
Assessment of Visual Quality Represented by Key Views

The key views and simulations of the Project included below do not incorporate noise
walls or retaining walls because the locations of these elements are not well defined.
However, noise walls would meet Capital SouthEast Connector JPA Design
Standards for Noise Wall Design. These standards incorporate relief and contextappropriate color tones and vines or drought-tolerant plantings that can deter graffiti
and minimize maintenance efforts. Noise walls would also adhere to local design
standards and would maintain a consistent treatment throughout the Project limits.
Retaining walls are only applied to minimize environmental and property impacts;
they would be low profile and would not be seen from the roadway except for a safety
barrier placed on top of the retaining wall. From the side, the retaining walls would
also follow JPA’s Design Standards for Noise Wall Design. These elements, due to
design standards and common appearance along larger arterials, would not lead to
substantial visual change beyond the widening of the roadway itself.
The paragraphs and figures that follow describe the visual changes that would occur
with the Project, including photographs of existing conditions and Project simulations
for each KV.
KV1: Northward View from South of Grant Line Road/Douglas Road
Intersection. With the Project, the character of the landscape seen from KV1 would
somewhat change from rural-agricultural to more developed (Figures 2.1.8-2 and
2.1.8-3). The Project components would, however, still be located in a landscape that
encompasses flat grasslands on either side of Grant Line Road and that generally
retains the rural-agricultural character of the corridor. The Project expressway would
be larger in scale than the existing Grant Line Road, and would reduce the amount of
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grassland seen from KV1. Although the Project would be a change, it is relatively
compatible with the existing rural-agricultural character of the view, and the level of
change to the landscape character of the view would be considered low. The extra
asphalt and size of the Project’s change from a rural two-lane road, to a four-lane
separated expressway would slightly reduce the visual quality rating of the view from
moderate to between moderately low and moderate and would be considered a low
level of visual quality change. The overall level of visual resource change (change in
visual character combined with change in visual quality) would be low. The view
from KV1 would be seen from the road by motorists (low to moderate viewer
sensitivity). A similar view of the area seen from KV1 would also be seen to the left
of this location (and on the other side of the expressway) by bicyclists and pedestrians
(high viewer sensitivity) using the Project bicyclist/pedestrian path, but the Project
would increase accessibility for most bicyclists and pedestrians that would not
otherwise experience the view. The visual impact of the Build Alternative to
motorists would be low to moderately low and would be moderate to pedestrians and
bicyclists.

Figure 2.1.8-2. KV1 Existing Condition
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Figure 2.1.8-3. KV1 Proposed Project Simulation

KV2: Northward View from Proposed Grant Line Road/North Loop Road
Intersection. Parts of the grassland visible from KV2 would be replaced by
components of the proposed Project such as the four lanes of the expressway, an
intersection, and associated traffic lights (Figures 2.1.8-4 and 2.1.8-5). This change
would give the viewed landscape a slightly more developed character but would still
have a primarily rural-agricultural character, and so the level of change to the
character of the existing view would be low to moderate. The Project’s enlarging of
asphalted area and signalized intersections would reduce visual quality from moderate
to moderately low in this KV. This reduction in visual quality would produce a low
level of visual quality change. The degree of overall visual resource change (change
in visual character combined with change in visual quality) would be moderate
change, which would produce a moderately low to low impact when seen by
motorists and a moderate impact when viewed by bicyclists and pedestrians.
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Figure 2.1.8-4. KV2 Existing Condition

Figure 2.1.8-5. KV2 Proposed Project Simulation
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KV3: Southwestward View from Location Northeast of Proposed Grant Line
Road/University Avenue Intersection. The Project would introduce transportation
elements into the viewed landscape from KV3 and produce a more developed
character than the existing view does (Figures 2.1.8-6 and 2.1.8-7). Despite the
presence of new elements, the character of the view from KV3 would still be ruralagricultural and the level of change to visual character would be low. The
introduction of the transportation elements would reduce the visual quality rating of
the landscape from between moderate and moderately high to between moderately
low and moderate, which would produce a low level of visual quality change. The
overall level of resource change (change in visual character combined with change in
visual quality) would be low. The resource change would produce moderate impacts
to viewers with high viewer response (pedestrians/bicyclists) and moderately low
impacts to viewers with moderate viewer response (motorists).
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Figure 2.1.8-6. KV3 Existing Condition

Figure 2.1.8-7. KV3 Proposed Project Simulation
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KV4: Southward View from a Location North of Grant Line/Jackson Road
(State Highway 16) Intersection. The Project would change the rural character of
KV4 to more of a suburban character and would replace the view of the rolling
grasslands to the right of it with an expressway (and potentially noise walls). This
would result in a moderate change of character. The proposed Project would remove
several residences and dominant landscaping (such as shrubs, trees, and front yard
fences) along Grant Line Road that was planted within the right-of-way and that
screens, or partially screens, views of the road from residences (Figures 2.1.8-8 and
2.1.8-9). The elimination of the structures and vegetation, and the presence of the
expressway and other components, would result in a setback of open space from the
roadway. This area, once vegetation matures, would likely buffer the existing
residences from the widened roadway and conform with the surrounding existing
farming properties. The visual quality rating of the view may be slightly affected by
the expanded signalized intersection, but the addition of the open space setback
would result in no change from the moderately high visual quality. The overall level
of resource change (change in visual character combined with change in visual
quality) would be moderate. These changes would have moderately high impacts to
viewers with high viewer response (residents and pedestrians/bicyclists) and would
have moderate impacts to viewers with moderate viewer response (motorists).
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Figure 2.1.8-8. KV4 Existing Condition

Figure 2.1.8-9. KV4 Proposed Project Simulation
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The following sections expand the discussion of the impacts that the Project would
have on the KVs to encompass the entire Project along Grant Line Road.
Changes to Visual Character

The Project would generally be compatible with the existing rural-agricultural visual
character of the landscape found along the Grant Line Road corridor. Although the
Project would replace a rural two-lane road with a larger-scale four-lane expressway,
bicycle/pedestrian trail, and new intersections, these components would still closely
follow the local terrain. In addition, with the one exception described below, the
components would not impinge upon or block views of the adjacent landscape. The
10-foot shoulders of the expressway would place motorists at a greater distance from
adjacent landscape than the narrow shoulders of Grant Line Road currently do but
would allow views of adjacent areas.
The one area where existing visual character would change would be the
0.4-mile-long section of the Project adjacent to Jackson Estates at the southern end of
the corridor (see Figure 2.1.8-9). The Project would require the removal of vegetation
and several residences. There is a potential for noise walls to be needed between the
expressway and up to 3 residences set back from Grant Line Road which would block
some views. Noise walls, if used, would be made of hard materials (concrete or brick
blocks). The areas where the residences would be acquired would provide a buffer
from the Project and the remaining residences. Potential plantings would be droughttolerant, perennial vines to reduce the likelihood of graffiti on the noise walls.
Changes to Visual Quality

The alignment of the Project would generally follow the existing alignment of Grant
Line Road (with several adjustments made to avoid wetlands and provide greater
turning radii) and so it would only slightly reduce existing visual quality along most
of its route. The moderate degree of vividness found along most of the Project would
be slightly reduced by the change from a two-lane roadway to a 4-lane expressway,
and its presence would also slightly reduce intactness and unity in that the rural road
would be more expansive and change the context of the area (CH2M 2016c). The
overall moderate to moderately high visual quality found along the Grant Line Road
corridor would be reduced to between moderate and moderately low with the Project.
Viewer Response

The Project would be seen by viewers with different degrees of viewer exposure and
sensitivity. Viewers with a high degree of viewer response (exposure and sensitivity)
include local residents living in the eight residences at the southern end of the
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corridor, as well as pedestrians and bicyclists. These viewers would have largely
unencumbered views of the Project. Currently, however, very few pedestrians and
bicyclists use Grant Line Road, and the Project would increase accessibility for most
bicyclists and pedestrians that would not otherwise experience the view. Local
residents living in residences farther away from the Project also have high viewer
sensitivity. However, their views of the Project would generally be blocked by
vegetation or structures, and they would likely not see changes associated with the
Project from their residences. Motorists, who have low to moderate exposure and
sensitivity, would have clear views of the changes as would bicyclists and pedestrians
(high viewer sensitivity), who would view the changes from the new path associated
with the Project.
Changes to Visual Resources

The four-lane expressway (and associated features) of the Project would not greatly
change the rural-agricultural visual character of the Grant Line Road corridor but
would introduce larger transportation elements to the landscape of the corridor. The
larger components of the four-lane expressway would add transportation elements
that would be greater in scale than those associated with existing Grant Line Road
and would require some changes (clearing and grading) to the adjacent landscape.
The Project would reduce the moderate to moderately high visual quality of the
corridor to between moderate and moderately low. The greatest number of viewers
who would see the changes would be motorists, to whom the Project would have a
low to moderately low impact. Most local residents whose residences are situated
away from the Project would not clearly see the changes from their residences and
would be affected to a moderately low degree.
New Light and Glare

Lighting would be added as part of signalized intersections. This would add new light
and glare that is not currently part of the landscape. The proposed Project components
would change the rural-agricultural character at the southern end of the corridor and
give it more of a suburban character. However, by conforming to local design
standards on lighting, the Project would reduce the potential for substantial light or
glare.
Construction Impacts

Construction activities, lighting, equipment, or staging, where visible within the
Project, could represent an adverse effect to motorists or highway neighbors for the
duration of construction, which could be lengthy. In addition, construction staging
Capital SouthEast Connector: D2 Expressway Project
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sites could represent an adverse short-term visual intrusion within the Project for the
duration of construction and, if not remediated after use, could leave visually
disturbed areas.
2.1.8.4

AVOIDANCE, MINIMIZATION, AND/OR MITIGATION MEASURES

Due to established design standards and BMPs, no measures to minimize harm are
necessary.
2.1.9 Cultural Resources
2.1.9.1

REGULATORY SETTING

The term “cultural resources” as used in this document refers to all “built
environment” resources (structures, bridges, railroads, water conveyance systems,
etc.), culturally important resources, and archaeological resources (both prehistoric
and historic), regardless of significance. Under federal law, cultural resources that
meet certain criteria of significance are referred to by various terms, including
“historic properties,” “historic sites,” and “traditional cultural properties.” Laws and
regulations dealing with cultural resources include:
The National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) of 1966, as amended, sets forth
national policy and procedures for historic properties, defined as districts, sites,
buildings, structures, and objects included in or eligible for listing in the National
Register of Historic Places. Section 106 of the NHPA requires federal agencies to
take into account the effects of their undertakings on historic properties and to allow
the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) the opportunity to comment
on those undertakings, following regulations issued by the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation (36 CFR 800)]. On January 1, 2014, the First Amended Section
106 Programmatic Agreement (PA) among the FHWA, the ACHP, the California
State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO), and the Department went into effect for
Department projects, both state and local, with FHWA involvement. The PA
implements the ACHP’s regulations, 36 CFR 800, streamlining the Section 106
process and delegating certain responsibilities to the Department. The FHWA’s
responsibilities under the PA have been assigned to the Department as part of the
Surface Transportation Project Delivery Program (23 USC 327).
2.1.9.2

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

The Area of Potential Effect (APE) is “the geographic area or areas within which an
undertaking may directly or indirectly cause alterations in the character or use of
historic properties, if any such properties exist.” (36 CFR 800.16[d]) The APE
consists of the horizontal and vertical limits of the project and includes the areas
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proposed for vegetation removal, grading, trenching, stockpiling, staging, paving,
utility relocation, construction, and other elements described in the project
description. For this Project, the APE measures approximately 7.4 miles and is
situated between the White Rock Road and just south of Jackson Road along Grant
Line Road. The width of the horizontal APE ranges from 200 to 1,000 feet, with the
majority of the APE within the 200- to 300-foot width range. The vertical APE is
described as the maximum excavation depth below the surface for project foundations
and facilities and the maximum height of project-associated structures. For this
Project, the vertical APE is generally 3 feet deep but can extend to depths of 15 feet
below the surface in some places to install utilities, structure foundations, and
drainage pipe culverts; it is generally up to 15 feet high to include the relocation of
utility poles.
The following documents and studies provide information on historic properties and
cultural resources within the APE and serve as the basis for the analysis in this
section:
•

Historic Property Survey Report, January 31, 2017

•

Confidential Archaeological Survey Report, January 31, 2017

•

Confidential Historic Resource Evaluation Report, January 31, 2017

A records search, archival research, a pedestrian field survey, and consultation with
Native American tribes, individuals, and historical societies were conducted by or
under the supervision of Professionally Qualified Staff in the preparation of these
studies.
Consultation with the Wilton Rancheria resulted in no traditional cultural properties
identified; however, the tribe expressed a concern over excavation activities and the
need for a tribal representative to monitor construction during excavation activities.
Six cultural resources that exceed 50 years of age were identified within the APE, as
summarized in Table 2.1.9-1. Caltrans determined the resources did not meet the
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) criteria to be eligible for preservation
for their historical significance. According to NRHP, an eligible resource must meet
one or more of the following criteria: (a) be associated with events that have made a
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history; (b) be associated with the
lives of persons significant in our past; (c) embody the distinctive characteristics of a
type, period, or method of construction, or represent the work of a master, or possess
high artistic values, or represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose
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components may lack individual distinction, and (d) have yielded, or may likely
yield, information important in prehistory or history. On March 14, 2017, the SHPO
concurred with eligibility determinations listed in Table 2.1.9-1.
Table 2.1.9-1. Cultural Resources Identified Within the APE
Resource
Number

Location

Resource

NRHP-Eligible, or
Significant?

N/A

Grant Line Road

Linear structure-Road

Not Eligible. Resource did not
meet any of the criteria.

P-34-4512

West and East of Grant
Line Road; South of
Raymer Road

Linear structure-Latticetype transmission towers
and line

Not Eligible. Resource did not
meet any of the criteria.

N/A

3601 Grant Line Road,
Rancho Cordova

Built environment Residence

Not Eligible. Resource did not
meet any of the criteria.

N/A

Middle Jackson Road
(Kiefer Boulevard.)

Road

Not Eligible. Resource did not
meet any of the criteria.

N/A

6701 Grant Line Road,
Sloughhouse

Built environment Residence (1955)

Not Eligible. Resource did not
meet any of the criteria.

N/A

6831 Grant Line Road,
Sloughhouse

Built environment Residence (1966)

Not Eligible. Resource did not
meet any of the criteria.

N/A

6989 Grant Line Road,
Sloughhouse

Built environment Residence (1960)

Not Eligible. Resource did not
meet any of the criteria.

2.1.9.3

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

This section describes the results of the assessment of effect under Section 106 and
NEPA, explains why the undertaking was found to have no historic properties
affected, and describes standard efforts that would be undertaken to avoid or
minimize adverse effects from unanticipated discoveries.
No-Build Alternative

The No-Build Alternative will not directly, indirectly, or cumulatively affect any of
the resources identified within the APE for the Project. The No-Build Alternative will
result in No Historic Properties Affected.
Build Alternative
Operational Impacts

Section 1.4 provides an overview of Project activities including the acquisition of
property, excavation of soil for road base, and utility relocation. These activities may
remove human-made structures and disturb soil where unknown sensitive
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archaeological resources may be present. No archaeological, cultural, or historic
resources listed or eligible for the NRHP were found within the APE. On March 14,
2017, the SHPO concurred that no known archaeological, cultural, or historic
resources listed or eligible for the NRHP are present. Therefore, there would be No
Historic Properties Affected under NEPA.
Construction Impacts

There are no known archaeological, cultural, or historic resources listed or eligible for
the NRHP present within the APE that would be affected by the Project. However,
ground-disturbing activities during construction, including grading for the Project and
temporary use for access and staging, could result in a discovery of currently
unknown cultural resources that, if significant, could result in an adverse effect.
Although not anticipated, if cultural materials are discovered during construction, all
earth-moving activity within and around the immediate discovery area will be
diverted until a qualified archaeologist can assess the nature and significance of the
find.
If subsurface deposits believed to be cultural in origin are discovered during
construction, then all work must halt within a 100-foot radius of the discovery. JPA or
its contractor will retain a qualified professional archaeologist to evaluate the
significance of the find. A Native American monitor may also be required. Work
cannot continue at the discovery site until the archaeologist conducts sufficient
research and data collection to make a determination that the resource is either (1) not
cultural in origin or (2) not potentially eligible for listing on the NRHP. If a
potentially eligible resource is encountered, then the archaeologist and JPA shall
arrange for either (1) total avoidance of the resource, if possible, or (2) test
excavations to evaluate eligibility for the NRHP, and, if eligible, data recovery as
mitigation. A data recovery plan will be prepared and, upon approval by the lead
agency, implemented. JPA shall consult with Caltrans in making these
determinations.
Although not anticipated, if human remains are discovered, State Health and Safety
Code Section 7050.5 states that further disturbances and activities shall stop in any
area or nearby area suspected to overlie remains, and the County Coroner contacted.
Pursuant to PRC Section 5097.98, if the remains are thought to be Native American,
the coroner will notify the NAHC, which will then notify the Most Likely Descendent
(MLD). At this time, the person who discovered the remains will contact Laura
Loeffler, Chief Environmental Management, M1 Branch, Caltrans District 3, so that
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they may work with the MLD on the respectful treatment and disposition of the
remains. Further provisions of PRC 5097.98 are to be followed as applicable.
2.1.9.4

AVOIDANCE, MINIMIZATION, AND/OR MITIGATION MEASURES

No historic properties are anticipated to be found or affected as a result of
implementation of the build alternative; therefore, no mitigation is required.

2.2

Physical Environment

2.2.1 Hydrology and Floodplain
2.2.1.1

REGULATORY SETTING

EO 11988 (Floodplain Management) directs all federal agencies to refrain from
conducting, supporting, or allowing actions in floodplains unless it is the only
practicable alternative. FHWA requirements for compliance are outlined in 23 CFR
650 Subpart A.
To comply, the following must be analyzed:
•

The practicability of alternatives to any longitudinal encroachments.

•

Risks of the action.

•

Impacts on natural and beneficial floodplain values.

•

Support of incompatible floodplain development.

•

Measures to minimize floodplain impacts and to preserve/restore any beneficial
floodplain values affected by the Project.

The base floodplain is defined as “the area subject to flooding by the flood or tide
having a one percent chance of being exceeded in any given year.” An encroachment
is defined as “an action within the limits of the base floodplain.”
2.2.1.2

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

The hydrology and floodplain characteristics near the Project are detailed in the
Capital SouthEast Connector: D2 Expressway Project Drainage Report (WRECO
2016b) and the Capital SouthEast Connector: D2 Expressway Project Floodplain
Evaluation Memorandum (WRECO 2016a) and summarized below.
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Hydrology

There are four streams that intersect the Project footprint. These four streams are
Morrison Creek, Laguna Creek, and two tributary streams (Figure 2.2.1-1). Laguna
Creek feeds into Morrison Creek near Beach Lake, northwest of the City of Elk
Grove. Morrison Creek then feeds into the Sacramento River.
Natural drainages within the Project footprint generally flow east to west toward the
Sacramento Valley, ending at the Sacramento River. Natural and artificial drainage
(ditches) range from shallow to deeply incised, and display an ordinary high water
mark (OHWM). Ephemeral drainages are seasonal features that typically convey
runoff for short periods of time, during and immediately following rain events, and
are not influenced by groundwater sources at any time during the year. Intermittent
drainages are linear features that convey both stormwater and groundwater flows.
Intermittent drainages differ from ephemeral drainages in that they receive
groundwater recharge for all or a portion of the year. This usually results in greater
quantities and duration of flow relative to ephemeral drainages. These features tend to
be sparsely vegetated due to the depth and scouring effects of flowing water (Capital
SouthEast Connector: D2 Expressway Project Wetlands Delineation Technical
Report [ECORP 2016a]).
Blodgett Reservoir is a privately owned recreational area located off of Kiefer
Boulevard on the west side of Grant Line Road, 1 mile to the north of Jackson Road.
The property consists of the reservoir and a small watering pond. The pond is located
next to Grant Line Road at the Kiefer Boulevard intersection. The property and the
reservoir are used for recreational purposes such as fishing and hunting.
Most impervious surfaces on or adjacent to the Project footprint direct surface waters
to ditches lined with dirt or gravel. Corrugated metal pipes and reinforced concrete
pipes direct waters along and across Grant Line Road into vernal pools, wetlands, and
existing drainages. Morrison Creek, Laguna Creek, and the Laguna Creek tributary
pass along and across Grant Line Road through corrugated metal pipes. Pipe sizes
range from 24 inches to 54 inches. More information on the pipes and drainage
facilities along Grant Line Road is provided in the Capital SouthEast Connector:
D2 Expressway Project Drainage Report (WRECO 2016b).
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Floodplains

Floodplains are important to recognize in the interest of avoiding risk hazards
associated with flooding as well as to preserve the beneficial values of floodplains.
Natural and beneficial floodplain values include but are not limited to habitat values
for fish, wildlife, plants, open space, natural beauty, scientific study, outdoor
recreation, agriculture, aquaculture, forestry, natural moderation of floods, water
quality maintenance, and groundwater recharge.
The FEMA release Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs) that define regulatory 100year floodplains and floodways throughout the country. The geographic coordinates
shown on the FEMA FIRMs and used in the FIS for Sacramento the County are
referenced to the North American Datum of 1983 (NAD83). See the Floodplain
Evaluation Memorandum (WRECO 2016a) for detailed information. No portion of
the Project footprint lies within the FEMA 100-year floodplains, but localized
flooding does occur within the area based on the wetlands and vernal pools along the
alignment. The entire Project is located in Zone X, an area that may be inundated in a
rare 500-year flood event.
The California Department of Water Resources (DWR) also developed composite
maps (called Best Available Maps [BAM]) displaying the 100- and 200-year
floodplains for areas located in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Valley watershed. A map
displaying flood hazard information from BAM is shown on Figure 2.2.1-2. Four
streams cross the alignment of the Project as including Morrison Creek, Laguna
Creek and two tributary streams. The Morrison Creek delineation in the DWR Flood
Awareness Map runs parallel but does not cross the Project footprint near the
northern terminus. Therefore, there are no floodplains under FEMA, nor mapped as
part of BAM that intersect with the Project footprint.
2.2.1.3 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
No-Build Alternative

The No-Build Alternative would not have any impacts on either the FEMA
Regulatory Floodplain or the natural floodplains of the four streams that are near or
crossing the Project footprint.
Build Alternative
Operational Impacts

The Project is not within the base FEMA floodplain; therefore, no encroachment nor
fill within the floodplain would occur. Therefore, the Project would not affect
beneficial floodplain values.
Capital SouthEast Connector: D2 Expressway Project
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Impacts to non-FEMA drainageways are detailed in the Water Quality and
Stormwater Runoff section and the Water Quality Assessment Report (WRECO
2016c). Cross culverts through the roadway are designed to convey the 100-year flow
(WRECO 2016b). Any increase in runoff attributable to increased impervious area
would be minimal and localized to the Project area and included in sizing the
culverts. Therefore, the increase would not affect downstream regulatory floodplains.
(Section 2.2.2, Water Quality and Stormwater Runoff, contains more information
about increased in impervious surface). Therefore, there would not be a risk of
flooding the travelway from FEMA-delineated streams.
Construction Impacts

Because the Project site is outside the base FEMA floodplain, there would be no
impact to the floodplain during construction.
2.2.1.4

AVOIDANCE, MINIMIZATION, AND/OR MITIGATION MEASURES

The Project would not result in floodplain impacts because all the major
improvements in the Project are outside of the 100-year FEMA floodplain. Therefore,
no floodplain avoidance or AMMs are proposed, and no MMs are required for this
Project under the Build Alternative.
2.2.2 Water Quality and Stormwater Runoff
2.2.2.1 REGULATORY SETTING
Federal Requirements: Clean Water Act

In 1972, Congress amended the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, making the
addition of pollutants to the waters of the U.S. from any point source3 unlawful unless
the discharge is in compliance with an NPDES permit. This act and its amendments
are known today as the Clean Water Act (CWA). Congress has amended the act
several times. In the 1987 amendments, Congress directed dischargers of stormwater
from municipal and industrial/construction point sources to comply with the NPDES
permit scheme. The following are important CWA sections:
•

Sections 303 and 304 require states to issue water quality standards, criteria, and
guidelines.

•

Section 401 requires an applicant for a federal license or permit to conduct any
activity that may result in a discharge to waters of the U.S. to obtain certification
from the state that the discharge will comply with other provisions of the act.

3 A point source is any discrete conveyance such as a pipe or a human-made ditch.
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This is most frequently required in tandem with a Section 404 permit request (see
below).
•

Section 402 establishes the NPDES, a permitting system for the discharges
(except for dredge or fill material) of any pollutant into waters of the U.S.
Regional Water Quality Control Boards (RWQCBs) administer this permitting
program in California. Section 402(p) requires permits for discharges of
stormwater from industrial/construction and municipal separate storm sewer
systems (MS4s).

•

Section 404 establishes a permit program for the discharge of dredge or fill
material into waters of the U.S. This permit program is administered by the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE).

The goal of the CWA is “to restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and
biological integrity of the Nation’s waters.”
USACE issues two types of 404 permits: General and Individual permits. There are
two types of General permits: Regional permits and Nationwide permits. Regional
permits are issued for a general category of activities when they are similar in nature
and cause minimal environmental effect. Nationwide permits are issued to allow a
variety of minor project activities with no more than minimal effects.
Ordinarily, projects that do not meet the criteria for a Nationwide Permit may be
permitted under one of USACE’s Individual permits. There are two types of
Individual permits: Standard permits and Letters of Permission. For Individual
permits, USACE’s decision to approve is based on compliance with U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency’s (USEPA’s) Section 404 (b)(1) Guidelines (CFR
40 Part 230), and whether the permit approval is in the public interest. The Section
404(b)(1) Guidelines (Guidelines) were developed by USEPA in conjunction with the
USACE, and allow the discharge of dredged or fill material into the aquatic system
(waters of the U.S.) only if there is no practicable alternative that would have less
adverse effects. The Guidelines state that USACE may not issue a permit if there is a
least environmentally damaging practicable alternative (LEDPA) to the proposed
discharge that would have lesser effects on waters of the U.S. and not have any other
significant adverse environmental consequences. According to the Guidelines,
documentation is needed that a sequence of avoidance, minimization, and
compensation measures has been followed, in that order. The Guidelines also restrict
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permitting activities that violate water quality or toxic effluent4 standards, jeopardize
the continued existence of listed species, violate marine sanctuary protections, or
cause “significant degradation” to waters of the U.S. In addition, every permit from
the USACE, even if not subject to the Guidelines, must meet general requirements
(33 CFR 320.4). A discussion of the LEDPA determination, if any, for the document
is included in Section 2.3.2, Wetlands and Other Waters.
State Requirements: Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act

California’s Porter-Cologne Act, enacted in 1969, provides the legal basis for water
quality regulation within California. This act requires a “Report of Waste Discharge”
for any discharge of waste (liquid, solid, or gaseous) to land or surface waters that
may impair beneficial uses for surface and/or groundwater of the state. It predates the
CWA and regulates discharges to waters of the state. Waters of the State include
more than just waters of the U.S., like groundwater and surface waters not considered
waters of the U.S. Additionally, it prohibits discharges of “waste” as defined and this
definition is broader than the CWA definition of “pollutant.” Discharges under the
Porter-Cologne Act are permitted by WDRs and may be required even when the
discharge is already permitted or exempt under the CWA.
The State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) and RWQCBs are responsible
for establishing the water quality standards (objectives and beneficial uses) required
by the CWA, and regulating discharges to ensure compliance with the water quality
standards. Details about water quality standards in a project area are included in the
applicable RWQCB Basin Plan. In California, RWQCBs designate beneficial uses for
all water body segments, and then set criteria necessary to protect these uses. As a
result, the water quality standards developed for particular water segments are based
on the designated use and vary depending on that use. In addition, the SWRCB
identifies waters failing to meet standards for specific pollutants. These waters are
then state-listed in accordance with CWA Section 303(d). If a state determines that
waters are impaired for one or more constituents and the standards cannot be met
through point source or non-point source controls (NPDES permits or WDRs), the
CWA requires the establishment of Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs). TMDLs
specify allowable pollutant loads from all sources (point, non-point, and natural) for a
given watershed.

4 USEPA defines “effluent” as “wastewater, treated or untreated, that flows out of a treatment plant, sewer, or
industrial outfall.”
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State Water Resources Control Board and Regional Water Quality Control
Boards

The SWRCB administers water rights, sets water pollution control policy, and issues
water board orders on matters of statewide application, and oversees water quality
functions throughout the state by approving Basin Plans, TMDLs, and NPDES
permits. RWQCBs are responsible for protecting beneficial uses of water resources
within their regional jurisdiction using planning, permitting, and enforcement
authorities to meet this responsibility.
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Program
Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4)

Section 402(p) of the CWA requires the issuance of NPDES permits for five
categories of stormwater discharges, including MS4s. An MS4 is defined as “any
conveyance or system of conveyances (roads with drainage systems, municipal
streets, catch basins, curbs, gutters, ditches, human-made channels, and storm drains)
owned or operated by a state, city, town, county, or other public body having
jurisdiction over stormwater, that is designed or used for collecting or conveying
stormwater.” The SWRCB has identified Caltrans as an owner/operator of an MS4
under federal regulations. Caltrans’s MS4 permit covers all Caltrans rights-of-way,
properties, facilities, and activities within the state right-of-way (only). The SWRCB
or the RWQCB issues NPDES permits for five years, and permit requirements remain
active until a new permit has been adopted.
The Caltrans’s MS4 Permit (Order No. 2012-0011-DWQ) was adopted on September
19, 2012, and became effective on July 1, 2013. it was amended by Order No. 20140077-DWQ (effective July 1, 2014) and Order No. 2015-0036-EXEC (effective
April 7, 2015). The permit has three basic requirements:
1. Caltrans must comply with the requirements of the Construction General Permit
(CGP) (see below).
2. Caltrans must implement a year-round program in all parts of the State to
effectively control stormwater and nonstormwater discharges.
3. Caltrans stormwater discharges must meet water quality standards through
implementation of permanent and temporary (construction) best management
practices (BMPs), to the maximum extent practicable, and other measures as the
SWRCB determines to be necessary to meet the water quality standards.
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To comply with the permit, Caltrans developed the Statewide Storm Water
Management Plan (SWMP) to address stormwater pollution controls related to
highway planning, design, construction, and maintenance activities throughout
California. The SWMP assigns responsibilities within Caltrans for implementing
stormwater management procedures and practices as well as training, public
education and participation, monitoring and research, program evaluation, and
reporting activities. The SWMP describes the minimum procedures and practices
Caltrans uses to reduce pollutants in stormwater and nonstormwater discharges. It
outlines procedures and responsibilities for protecting water quality, including the
selection and implementation of BMPs. The Project will be programmed to follow the
guidelines and procedures outlined in the latest SWMP to address stormwater runoff.
Construction General Permit

The CGP (Order No. 2009-009-DWQ), adopted on September 2, 2009, became
effective on July 1, 2010, and was amended by Order No. 2010-0014-DWQ (effective
February 14, 2011) and Order No. 2012-0006-DWQ (effective on July 17, 2012). The
permit regulates stormwater discharges from construction sites that result in a land
disturbance of 1 acre or more, and/or are smaller sites that are part of a larger
common plan of development. By law, all stormwater discharges associated with
construction activity where clearing, grading, and excavation result in soil disturbance
of at least one acre must comply with the provisions of the CGP. Construction
activity that results in soil disturbances of less than 1 acre is subject to this CGP if
there is potential for significant water quality impairment resulting from the activity
as determined by the RWQCB. Operators of regulated construction sites are required
to develop stormwater pollution prevention plans; to implement sediment, erosion,
and pollution prevention control measures; and to obtain coverage under the CGP.
The CGP separates projects into Risk Levels 1, 2, or 3. Risk levels are determined
during the planning and design phases, and are based on potential erosion and
transport to receiving waters. Requirements apply according to the Risk Level
determined. For example, a Risk Level 3 (highest risk) project would require
compulsory stormwater runoff pH and turbidity monitoring, and before construction
and after construction aquatic biological assessments during specified seasonal
windows. For all projects subject to the permit, applicants are required to develop and
implement an effective Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP). In
accordance with Caltrans’s (2018) Standard Specifications, a Water Pollution Control
Plan is necessary for projects with a land disturbance of less than 1 acre.
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Local Agency NPDES Permit

Stormwater discharges in the City of Rancho Cordova and unincorporated
Sacramento County follow protocols under the Sacramento County Phase I MS4
Stormwater NPDES permit (R5-2016-0040). The permit was first issued in 1990 and
has been reissued four times (1996, 2002, 2008 and 2015). In 2011, the county and
cities adopted the Sacramento Stormwater Quality Partnership (SSQP)
Hydromodification Management Plan to comply with Sacramento County Phase I
MS4 Stormwater NPDES Permit. The Hydromodification Management Plan
establishes mitigation requirements for projects that do not fall within one the
following exemptions under the SSQP Hydromodification Management Plan
(SSQP 2011):
•

The Project is located in an exempt area (direct discharges to Sacramento River
or Lowe American River, highly developed watershed, North Natomas Basin,
Metro Air Park, and Franklin Creek).

•

The Project is previously approved (awarded contract/completed design no later
than February 2015).

•

The Project is not a priority project (building development, street/roads, etc.).

•

The Project discharges directly into exempt channels.

•

The Project meets infill exemption criteria.

Based on the exemption requirements and the applicability map, in the Sacramento
Stormwater Quality Partnership (SSQP) Hydromodification Management Plan, the
Project is not exempt and must implement hydromodification control BMPs.
The CGP (Order 2009-0009-DWQ, as amended by 2010-0014-DWQ and 2012-0006DWQ) was revised on July 17, 2012, and became effective on the same day. This is a
statewide CGP available to local agencies for coverage. The NPDES program
requires coverage for discharges from construction sites under the CGP. The permit
regulates stormwater discharges from construction sites that result in a land
disturbance of 1 acre or greater, and/or are smaller sites that are part of a larger
common plan of development. For all projects subject to the CGP, applicants are
required to develop and implement an effective SWPPP.
By law, all stormwater discharges associated with construction activity where
clearing, grading, and excavation results in soil disturbance of at least 1 acre must
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comply with the provisions of the CGP. Construction activity that results in soil
disturbances of less than 1 acre is subject to this CGP if there is potential for
significant water quality impairment resulting from the activity as determined by the
RWQCB. Operators of regulated construction sites are required to develop SWPPPs;
implement sediment, erosion, and pollution prevention control measures; and obtain
coverage under the CGP.
The CGP separates projects into Risk Levels 1, 2, or 3. Risk Levels are determined
during the planning and design phases and are based on potential erosion and
transport to receiving waters. Requirements apply according to the Risk Level
determined. For example, a Risk Level 3 (highest risk) project would require
compulsory stormwater runoff pH and turbidity monitoring, and pre- and postconstruction aquatic biological assessments during specified seasonal windows.
Section 401 Permitting

Under Section 401 of the CWA, any project requiring a federal license or permit that
may result in a discharge to a water of the U.S. must obtain a 401 Certification, which
certifies that the project will be in compliance with state water quality standards. The
most common federal permits triggering 401 Certification are CWA Section 404
permits issued by USACE. The 401 permit certifications are obtained from the
appropriate RWQCB, dependent on the project location, and are required before the
USACE issues a 404 permit.
In some cases, the RWQCB may have specific concerns with discharges associated
with a project. As a result, the RWQCB may issue a set of requirements known as
WDRs under the State Water Code (Porter-Cologne Act) that define activities, such
as the inclusion of specific features, effluent limitations, monitoring, and plan
submittals that are to be implemented for protecting or benefiting water quality.
WDRs can be issued to address both permanent and temporary discharges of a
project.
2.2.2.2

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

The Water Quality Assessment Report for the SouthEast Connector, Segment D2
Expressway was prepared in November 2016 to address the stormwater requirements
of the Project. The hydrologic study area includes a detailed review of waterways and
groundwater within 500 feet on either side of Grant Line Road for the Project limits
and an overview study for the hydrologic functions within the watershed surrounding
the Project limits. The Project area is within the Sacramento River Hydrologic Region
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(JPA 2012). The Project footprint is within the Morrison Creek watershed, one of the
smaller watersheds within Sacramento River watershed.
Four streams intersect the Project area: Morrison Creek, Laguna Creek, and two
tributary streams. The Project is approximately 0.30 miles east of Blodgett Reservoir,
a private recreational fishing lake in the City of Rancho Cordova owned by the
Waegell Brothers Ranch. Water from Laguna Creek and local drainages flow
downstream into the reservoir. Water features and hydrology are described in more
detail in Section 2.2.1 Hydrology and Floodplains. Additionally, the Project area
supports seasonal wetlands, seasonal wetland swales, vernal pools, drainages, ditches,
and ponds (ECORP 2016a). Refer to Section 2.3.2, Wetlands and Other Waters, for a
discussion on impacts to wetlands and waters in the Project Area.
Surface Water Quality

Per Clean Water Act Section 303(d) the State and Regional Water Boards generate a
list of impaired water bodies that exceed the TMDL every 2 years. The 303(d)-listed
impaired water body within the Project area is Morrison Creek, which starts less than
1 mile upstream of Grant Line Road and continues downstream about 26 miles
southwest of the Project vicinity. The constituents identified as leading to the
impairment of Morrison Creek include sediment toxicity and the pesticides
pentachlorophenol, pyrethroids, and diazinon. However, receiving water risk is based
on whether a project drains to a sediment-sensitive water body, and Morrison Creek is
not sediment-impaired. In addition, USEPA approved the TMDL for sediment
toxicity in 2003. Therefore, the Project area is adjacent to but not within an identified
high-risk receiving watershed.
The South American Subbasin has groundwater contamination at seven sites. Sites
closest to the Project area include the Aerojet Superfund Site north of White Rock
Road and Kiefer Boulevard Landfill southwest of Grant Line Road in the
Unincorporated Community of Sloughhouse (DWR 2004). The Aerojet Superfund
Site is undergoing groundwater treatment and monitoring (Section 2.2.4, Hazardous
Waste).
Municipal Water Supply

The Omochumne-Hartnell Water District receives water from the Central Valley
Project to support agricultural areas. The Sacramento County Water Agency and the
Omochumne-Hartnell Water District have overlapping jurisdiction on the southeast
side of Grant Line Road from Kiefer Boulevard to Kammerer Road in the City of Elk
Grove. There is no water agency jurisdiction from Chrysanthy Boulevard (planned) to
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the left side of Grant Line Road approximately 0.20 miles north of Kiefer Boulevard
(Sacramento County 2012). These entities do not use water resources from within the
Project Area. There are no inland surface water bodies within the Project area that
have beneficial uses (Central Valley RWQCB 2016).
Groundwater Hydrology

The Project is located within the South American Subbasin of the Sacramento Valley
Groundwater Basin (DWR 2004). According to a review of groundwater level records
from the DWR Groundwater Information Center Interactive Map Application,
groundwater has been measured at an approximate depth of 185 feet (approximately
elevation 127 feet) at a well located approximately 0.80 mile southeast of White Rock
Road (DWR 2015). The DWR has 11 well records at sites within approximately
0.5 mile of the Project, four of which contain groundwater level data. These well
records indicated groundwater ranged between approximately 39 feet to 112 feet
below ground surface (WRECO 2016c). However, based on the visual surficial
geology in the vicinity of the Project, groundwater may be encountered at more
shallow depths as perched water within the less permeable upper layered sedimentary
soils (WRECO 2016c). General water quality objectives established for groundwaters
in the Basin Plan include limits on bacteria, chemical constituents, radioactivity,
tastes and odors, and toxicity. The groundwaters are not in need of improvement, so
they are not required to follow regulations under the CWA (Central Valley RWQCB
2016).
All groundwaters within the Basin Plan limits would be suitable or potentially
suitable for municipal and domestic water supply, agricultural supply, industrial
service supply, and industrial process supply. However, the South American Subbasin
has groundwater contamination at seven sites. Sites closest to the study area include
the Aerojet Superfund Site north of White Rock Road and Kiefer Boulevard Landfill
southwest of Grant Line Road in the Unincorporated Community of Sloughhouse
(DWR 2004). The Aerojet Superfund Site is undergoing groundwater treatment and
monitoring. The Hazardous Waste Initial Site Assessment (WRECO 2016d) contains
more detailed information.
2.2.2.3 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
No-Build Alternative

Under the No-Build Alternative, there would be no construction or increase in
impervious surface and thus no adverse effect to water quality or increase in
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stormwater runoff. Roadside ditches would continue to be the primary stormwater
drainage.
Build Alternative
Operational Impacts
Increase in Impervious Surface and Stormwater Runoff

During operation, the Project would increase impervious surface in the Project
footprint. The existing impervious surface in the Project footprint would increase
from 35.7 acres to 82.4 acres. The Project would increase stormwater runoff
dispersing over unpaved surfaces and increase runoff rate. In general, increase in
stormwater runoff could affect water quality by altering drainage patterns that could
increase sedimentation and erosion in downstream surface waters. The Project would
also increase the contaminant load from vehicular traffic and sediment laden-flow
that is transported by stormwater runoff to surface waters in the study area. In
general, this could result in effects to waters of the U.S. and could degrade the quality
of wetlands and waters of the U.S. Waters of the U.S. are regulated by USACE under
Section 404 of the CWA. Waters of the state within the study area are regulated by
the Central Valley RWQCB. For Project direct impacts to wetlands, vernal pools, and
other waters of the U.S., see Section 2.3.2, Wetlands and Other Waters.
The drainage design for the Project, however, would comply with the Capital
SouthEast Connector Project Design Guidelines Version 4.0 (JPA 2015), which
references the Sacramento County Drainage Manual for areas within the County’s
right-of-way. The roadway drainage system that is part of the Project’s design,
including the bioswales (shallow roadside ditches) and other stormwater treatment
measures, would minimize the potential for increased sedimentation and pollutants in
Morrison Creek and Sacramento River. The proposed roadside ditches along the
Project would be sufficient to accommodate the runoff from the increased impervious
area. Diverting new stormwater runoff from the pavement into BMPs such as
bioswales and/or basins would keep contaminants such as heavy metals, oil, and
grease from vehicular traffic in the basins, minimizing sedimentation and erosion in
surface waters downstream of the Project footprint. Therefore, the Project’s effects on
water quality from additional impervious surface would be minimal.
Hydromodification

The study area is susceptible to the effects of hydromodification based on the criteria
stated in the Hydromodification Management Plan (SSQP 2011). Hydromodification
refers to changes in the quantity and timing of stormwater runoff caused by changes
in land use that potentially create adverse environmental effects. The increase in
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impervious area can result in the modification of runoff hydrographs to existing
receiving water bodies by increasing the flow volumes and rates and peak durations
from the loss of unpaved overland flow routes and infiltration capacity. These
hydromodification impacts can increase bed and bank erosion, loss of habitat,
sediment transport and deposition, and flooding potential. However, the Project’s
stormwater management features, such as the ones described above, would reduce
impacts from hydromodification. Based on the Hydromodification Management Plan
(SSQP 2011) and because the Project would add more than 5 acres of impervious
area, the Project must implement permanent hydromodification control BMPs. With
implementation of the BMPs listed below in Table 2.2.2-1 under AMM HYD-1,
impacts from hydromodification would be minimal.
Water Supplies

All Project activities are located directly adjacent to Grant Line Road and within the
City of Rancho Cordova’s, Sacramento County’s, and Caltrans’ rights-of-way. The
Project would not affect existing and potential water supplies because it would not
demand water resources. Additionally, no jurisdictions use water resources from
within the Project area (Central Valley RWQCB 2016).
Change in Groundwater Flow

New impervious areas would reduce the surface area that allows for water infiltration.
However, stormwater from the new impervious surfaces would be diverted to
bioswales or basins, allowing for water infiltration in the basin. Therefore, reduction
in pervious surface would not result in substantial effects to groundwater recharge.
Construction Impacts

In general, construction activities such as grading and clearing have the potential to
increase erosion and result in temporary water quality impacts to Morrison and
Laguna creeks and the Blodgett Reservoir. The Project would disturb an estimated
234 acres of soil during construction. Additional sources of sediment that could result
in increases in turbidity include uncovered or improperly covered active and
nonactive stockpiles, unstabilized slopes and construction staging areas, and
construction equipment not properly maintained or cleaned. The Project, however, is
required to follow the requirements of the CGP, including Risk Level-based analysis.
Requirements of the CGP include determining the risk level of a construction site,
which considers the site’s sediment risk and receiving water risk during periods of
soil exposure (e.g., grading and site stabilization). For instance, Risk Level 2 and 3
require development of a Rain Event Action Plan to ensure that active construction
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sites have adequate erosion and sediment controls implemented prior to the onset of a
storm event, even if construction is planned only during the dry season. This would
minimize sedimentation and erosion during a rain event. Bioassessment monitoring
may be required if the Project’s Risk Level is Risk Level 3. The Risk Level analysis
would be performed during the design phase, after approval of the environmental
document, when the construction schedule and periods of soil exposure are known.
(Refer to the CGP for the different Risk Level requirements.) Additional requirements
of the CGP include preparation of a SWPPP, which establishes measures to reduce
sedimentation and erosion by watering pervious areas, covering stockpiles with
plastic, and installing silt fences. AMM HYD-4 describes the SWPPP.
Compliance with the requirements and conditions of the permits would reduce or
avoid potentially significant construction-related effects to water quality with the
implementation of the SWPPP.
The Project would not involve excavation to depths of known groundwater levels.
However, because visible surficial geology of the study area indicates that
groundwater may be encountered at more shallow depths, there is a potential for
groundwater to be encountered during construction. Encountering groundwater could
affect the water quality of the receiving surface water body. Implementation of
AMM HYD-3 would reduce potential impacts to surface water quality from
dewatering. This AMM will require treatment of potentially polluted groundwater
prior to discharging to surface waters.
Fueling or maintenance of construction vehicles would occur within the Project
footprint during construction. Although not expected to occur, such activities do pose
a risk of accidental spills or releases of fuels, oils, or other potentially toxic materials.
An accidental release of these materials could affect water quality if contaminants
enter the local streams. The magnitude of the effect from an accidental release would
depend on the amount and type of material spilled.
The Project would be subject to Sacramento County’s NPDES permit within the
county’s and city’s rights-of-way, and it would be subject to Caltrans’ NPDES permit
within Caltrans right-of-way. Both NPDES permits adhere to the CGP requirements.
Compliance with the NPDES permits would require JPA or its contractor to
implement a SWPPP, as described in AMM HYD-4, and to maintain BMPs to avoid
releasing sediment and contaminants into surface waters as a result of construction
activities, including earthwork. Installation of the proposed drainage system,
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including bioswales, and compliance with the NPDES permits would minimize the
potential for water quality impacts from stormwater runoff. In addition,
implementation of AMM HYD-1, Implement Permanent Hydromodification, LowImpact Development, and Permanent Treatment Control BMPs, and AMM HYD-2,
Construction Project Risk Level, would further reduce the potential for stormwater
runoff. There would be no adverse effect to water quality from stormwater runoff.
2.2.2.4

AVOIDANCE, MINIMIZATION, AND/OR MITIGATION MEASURES

With proper implementation of BMPs, short-term construction-related water quality
impacts and permanent water quality impacts will be avoided or minimized. The
following AMMs are included to minimize and reduce potential impacts to water
quality during operation and construction.
AMM HYD-1: Implement Permanent Hydromodification, Low-Impact
Development, and Permanent Treatment-Control BMPs

In accordance with Stormwater Quality Design Manual for the Sacramento Region,
because the Project would add more than 5 acres of impervious area, permanent
hydromodification, low-impact development, and treatment-control BMPs must be
implemented by JPA or its contractor during construction. Table 2.2.2-1 lists
permanent BMPs from the Stormwater Quality Design Manual for the Sacramento
Region that will be implemented to minimize potential hydromodification impacts
(Sacramento County et al. 2018).
Table 2.2.2-1. Permanent BMPs for Streets and Roads with Impervious
Area Greater than 5 Acres
BMP

Purpose

Source Control
Landscaping

Reduce runoff volume, peak-flow rate, pollutant load, and water
usage. Protect existing slopes and channels.

Storm Drain Markings and
Signs

Stop illegal dumping at public access points to channels and creeks in
Project footprint.

Hydromodification, Low-Impact Development, and Treatment Control
Constructed Wetland Basin

Retain runoff from stormwater basin (water quality volume). Slowly
release excess water over a specified drawdown period. Remove
sediment, nutrients, trash, metals, bacteria, oil and grease, organics.

Vegetated Swale

Accept and treat runoff from adjacent surfaces. Remove sediment,
metals, bacteria, oil and grease, organics.

Water Quality Detention
Basin

Hold stormwater runoff from small storms (2-year to 10-year) and
initial stormwater runoff from large storms for regulated downstream
release. Remove sediment, nutrients, trash, metals, bacteria, oil and
grease, organics.

Source: Sacramento County et al. 2018
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AMM HYD-2: Construction Project Risk Level

Because the Project would disturb more than 1 acre of soil, JPA or its contractor, in
accordance with the CGP, will conduct a risk assessment to determine the Project risk
level once the construction schedule and periods of soil exposure are known. The
level of measures and type of BMPs required to be implemented as part of the CGP
are dependent on the Project risk level. The Project will comply with the measures
required per its risk level during construction. The Project risk level will be defined
during the plans, specifications, and estimates phase.
AMM HYD-3: Comply with Provisions for Dewatering

The JPA and Caltrans will require the contractor to comply with the following actions
as part of construction contract specifications.
1. Before discharging any dewatered effluent to surface water, the contractor will
obtain 401 certification.
2. The contractor will obtain necessary coverage under an NPDES Low-Threat
Discharge and Dewatering Permit from the Central Valley RWQCB, based on
how the contractor plans to discharge the water, which will require the water from
the dewatering operation to be treated prior to discharge.
AMM HYD-4: Stormwater Pollution Prevention Program (SWPPP)

In compliance with the CGP, Sacramento County Phase I MS4 NPDES, and the
Caltrans MS4 Permit, the Project is required to develop and implement an effective
SWPPP because the land disturbance would be greater than 1 acre. Prior to
commencement of construction activities, a SWPPP must be prepared by the
contractor and approved by Sacramento County, pursuant to the County’s Phase I
MS4 Permit, which includes measures to protect sensitive areas and to prevent and
minimize stormwater and nonstormwater discharges. Water quality inspector(s) will
inspect construction areas to determine if the BMPs are adequate and adjust them, if
necessary.
The SWPPP will detail the implementation of temporary construction site BMPs
during all phases of construction to avoid or minimize stormwater and water quality
effects to surface water, groundwater, or domestic water supplies. The temporary
construction-site BMPs specified in the SWPPP will be implemented throughout the
duration of construction activities to avoid and minimize pollutant loads in potential
stormwater/nonstormwater discharges. Construction-site BMP strategies applicable to
the Project may include the following:
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•

Soil stabilization: temporary environmental sensitive area fence; move-in/moveout; hydroseeding; geotextiles, mats, plastic covers, and erosion control blankets;
hydraulic mulch

•

Sediment control: fiber rolls, silt fence, sediment trap, gravel bag berm, check
dams, and drainage inlet protection

•

Tracking control practices: temporary construction entrance/exit

•

Wind erosion controls: temporary cover

•

Nonstormwater management: dewatering operations; material and equipment use
over water; avoidance of potable water use; and reclaimed water use for
irrigation

•

Waste management and materials pollution control: concrete waste management,
material delivery and storage, material use, stockpile management, spill
prevention and control, soil waste management, hazardous waste and/or
contaminated soil management, and liquid waste management

The SWPPP will also include a construction-site monitoring program detailing the
monitoring and sampling to be completed during construction to verify the
effectiveness of the temporary construction-site BMPs.
2.2.3 Hazardous Waste/Materials
2.2.3.1

REGULATORY SETTING

Hazardous materials including hazardous substances and wastes are regulated by
many federal laws. Statutes govern the generation, treatment, storage and disposal of
hazardous materials, substances, and waste, and the investigation and mitigation of
waste releases, air and water quality, human health, and land use.
The primary federal laws regulating hazardous wastes/materials are the
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980
(CERCLA) and the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 (RCRA). The
purpose of CERCLA, often referred to as “Superfund,” is to identify and clean up
abandoned contaminated sites so that public health and welfare are not compromised.
The RCRA provides for “cradle to grave” regulation of hazardous waste generated by
operating entities. Other federal laws include:
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•

Community Environmental Response Facilitation Act (CERFA) of 1992

•

Clean Water Act

•

Clean Air Act

•

Safe Drinking Water Act

•

Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA)

•
•

Atomic Energy Act
Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA)

•

Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA)

Section 121(d) of CERCLA requires that remedial action plans include consideration
of more stringent state environmental “Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate
Requirements.” The 1990 National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution
Contingency Plan also requires compliance with “Applicable or Relevant and
Appropriate Requirements” during remedial actions and during removal actions, to
the extent practicable. As a result, state laws pertaining to hazardous waste
management and cleanup of contamination are also pertinent.
In addition to the acts listed above, EO 12088, Federal Compliance with Pollution
Control Standards, mandates that necessary actions be taken to prevent and control
environmental pollution when federal activities or federal facilities are involved.
California regulates hazardous materials, waste, and substances under the authority of
the California Health and Safety Code and is also authorized by the federal
government to implement RCRA in the state. California law also addresses specific
handling, storage, transportation, disposal, treatment, reduction, cleanup, and
emergency planning of hazardous waste. The Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control
Act also restricts disposal of wastes and requires cleanup of wastes that are below
hazardous waste concentrations but could affect ground and surface water quality.
California regulations that address waste management and prevention and clean-up of
contamination include Title 22 Division 4.5 Environmental Health Standards for the
Management of Hazardous Waste, Title 23 Waters, and Title 27 Environmental
Protection.
Worker and public health and safety are key issues when addressing hazardous
materials that may affect human health and the environment. Proper management and
disposal of hazardous material is vital if it is found, disturbed, or generated during
Project construction.
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2.2.3.2

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

An Initial Site Assessment (ISA) was prepared for the Project in August 2016
(WRECO 2016d). The purpose of the ISA was to identify potential hazardous waste
and hazardous materials potentially affected with implementation of the Project. The
ISA identified areas where recognized environmental conditions (RECs) or activity
and use limitations (AUL) exist on the property.
RECs include areas with the presence or the likely presence of any hazardous
substances or petroleum hydrocarbons that indicate an existing, past, or a material
threat of a release of any hazardous substances or petroleum hydrocarbons into
structures or into the ground, groundwater, or surface water.
AULs are areas explicitly recognized by a federal, tribal, state, or local agency where
residual levels of hazardous substances or petroleum hydrocarbons may be present on
the property, and that unrestricted use of the property may not be acceptable.
The ISA was prepared in accordance with the Caltrans ISA Guidance Document and
ASTM International (ASTM) Designation E1527-13, Standard Practice for
Environmental Site Assessments: Phase I Environmental Site Assessment Process
(ASTM 2014) and in general compliance with USEPA’s Standards and Practice for
All Appropriate Inquiries (AAI) (Title 40 CFR, Part 312). Property appraisals and
property owner interviews were not conducted and are exceptions to the AAI
standard. The scope of an ISA is limited to anecdotal and visual evidence of
recognized environmental conditions and does not include collection or analysis of
samples. While owners were not interviewed, available regulatory data provided
information on the potential RECs and AULs. The ISA identified several properties
within approximately 1 mile of the Project footprint as potential environmental
concerns.
The study area includes the Prairie City State Vehicular Recreation Area; an
industrial facility (Teichert Quarry) located in the northern vicinity of the Project, east
of Grant Line Road; public land associated with the Kiefer Landfill; wetland preserve
areas; and a residential neighborhood. The remainder of the properties adjacent to the
Project are generally open space and grazing lands.
A search of standard federal state, and local listings identified known hazardous
substance sites within or adjacent to the Project (Table 2.2.3-1, and the EDR
DataMap – Area Study in Appendix D of the ISA [WRECO 2016d]).
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Table 2.2.3-1. Hazardous Substance Sites Within or Adjacent to the
Project Area
Current
Property Use

Release
Information/
Cleanup

Address
Designation

Listing Acronym

3417 Grant Line
Road, 3500
Grant Line Road
(Figure 2.2.3.1 ID
Number: 3)

EMI, FINDS, ECHO,
HAZNET, WDS,
NPDES, Sacramento
County ML, AST, US
MINES

Heavy
industrial,
surface
mining

Polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons
(PAHs) released.
34,760-gallon
aboveground
storage tank (AST)
also on site.
Potential oil
containing waste
present.

Industrial
permitted
facility

Open–
operating

12701 Kiefer
Road
(Figure 2.2.3-1 ID
Number: 8)

WDS, LDS, AST,
WMUDS/SWAT,
SLIC, EMI, CHMIRS,
SWF/LF, NPDES,
Sacramento County
ML

Landfill

Kiefer Landfill
started operating in
1967. Transitioned
into Sacramento
County’s Kiefer
Landfill.

Elevated
landfill gases
(methane)
and
groundwater
VOCs

Open–
operating

Aerojet General
Corp; White Rock
Road and Grant
Line Road Dump
(Figure 2.2.3-1 ID
Number: Not
numbered;
Shown as a
region)

NPL, SEMS,
CORRACTS, US
ENG CONTROLS,
US INST
CONTROLS,
CONSENT, ROD,
PADS, PRP, CA FID
UST, HIST UST,
SWEEPS, UST,
ENVIROSTOR;
CHMIRS, FINDS,
ECHO,
WMUDS/SWAT,
SWF/LF,
ENVIROSTOR

Special
planning area;
Currently light
industrial use.
Past land
disposal site
for Aerojet
Corporation.

Groundwater
contamination
(primarily
trichloroethylene,
perchlorate, and
NDMA most
prevalent);
Groundwater and
soil contamination,
soil vapor (heavy
metals, PAHs, TCE,
VCl, waste/motor
oil).

Groundwater
Extraction
and
Treatment
systems are
operational;
Pump and
treat
groundwater

Ongoing–
remediation;
Open–
remediation

12141 Jackson
Sacramento County
Road
ML, HAZNET
(Figure 2.2.3-1 ID
Number: 11)

Agricultural

Information not
available

Information
not available

Information
not available

1560 Jackson Rd HAZNET
(Figure 2.2.3-1 ID
Number: 11)

Agricultural

Information not
available

Information
not available

Information
not available

7107 Grant Line Sacramento County
Road
ML
(Figure 2.2.3-1 ID
Number: 12)

Agricultural

Information not
available

Information
not available

Information
not available

3601 Grant Line FINDS, ECHO,
Road
Sacramento County
(Figure 2.2.3-1 ID ML
Number: 5)

Agricultural
(historical
orchard)

Information not
available

Information
not available

Information
not available

Summary

Case Status

Notes:
See Executive Summary in ISA, Appendix D for full definitions of listing acronyms (WRECO 2016d).
NDMA = 1,4-dioxane, n-nitrosodimethylamine; PAH = polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbon;
TCE = trichloroethene; VCl = vinyl chloride; VOC = volatile organic compound
Source: Environmental Data Resources (EDR) 2016 (from Appendix D of WRECO 2016d)
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A search of the California Department of Toxic Substances Control’s (DTSC’s)
EnviroStor database and the SWRCB GeoTracker database indicated a number of
historical cleanup and land disposal sites within 1 mile of the Project, current as of
December 12, 2017 (Table 2.2.3-2 and Figure 2.2.3-1).
Table 2.2.3-2. EnviroStor and GeoTracker Historical Pollution Risk Sites
within 1 Mile of the Project
Site Name

Site Address

Database
listing

Aerojet General
Corporation

0 White Rock Road

GeoTracker

Metals, perchlorate, and VOCs in soil
samples collected from the dredge
tailings area. Sampling depths from
surface to 1.75 feet bgs.

Aerojet General
Corporation

0 Nevada Street

GeoTracker

Metals, perchlorate, and VOCs in soil
samples collected from the dredge
tailings area at depths between
surface and 24 feet bgs.

WRD (managed
along with Aerojet
General
Corporation
cleanup efforts)

WRDs 1 and 2 are
located on Aerojet
Property. WRD 1, south
of White Rock Road on
the inactive Rancho
Cordova Test Site. WRD
2, north side of White
Rock Road.

EnviroStor

Dioxins/furans levels exceeding the
California Human Health Screening
Levels. Cadmium, copper, lead,
mercury, molybdenum, silver, and
zinc are present in elevated levels.

WRD North

White Rock Road at
Grant Line Road

EnviroStor;
GeoTracker

Perchlorate and VOCs in
groundwater samples collected from
the former dump area. Sampling
depts. From surface to 170 feet bgs.

American
Environmental
Corporation

11855 White Rock Road

EnviroStor;
GeoTracker

Operating permit handling RCRA,
non-RCRA, and TSCA wastes.

Inactive Rancho
Cordova Test Site

Douglas Road

GeoTracker

Contaminants of concern include
volatile organics, metals, and
kerosene. Kerosene not detected.
Mercury was the only metal over the
detection limit. VOCs were detected
in soil vapor, but are not expected to
affect groundwater.

Sacramento
County Landfill
(Kiefer Landfill)

Sloughhouse Road

EnviroStor;
GeoTracker

RCRA 3012 past Hazardous Waste
Disposal Site with constituents of
concern similar to Kiefer Landfill
Pesticide Container Disposal Site.

Kiefer Landfill
Pesticide Container
Disposal Site

Kiefer and Grant Line
Boulevard

GeoTracker

Ground broken where pesticide
containers buried. Determined not to
be a threat to groundwater quality.

Kiefer Road Class
III

Grant Line and Kiefer
Boulevard

GeoTracker

VOCs in soil vapor extraction
(beginning in 1997) and pump and
treat groundwater extractions
(beginning in 1995). Groundwater
extracted to a depth of up to 200 feet
bgs.
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A site reconnaissance of the Project and surrounding areas was conducted in April
2016. A summary of the Caltrans ISA checklist items observed during the site visit is
presented in Table 2.2.3-3 and Figure 2.2.3-2.
Table 2.2.3-3. Summary of Site Reconnaissance Observations
ISA Parcel Number
Designation(s)a

Observation
Soil stockpile or imported fill

3417 Grant Line Road, 3500 Grant Line Road
(Teichert property 073-0010-001)
Teichert property (072-0010-001)

Hazardous materials storage
Petroleum hydrocarbon storage

Likely on Teichert properties (126-0090-001, 1260090-017, 126-0090-018, 126-0090-019, 126-0090020, 126-0090-021)

Pavement with stains

Most of the roadways within the Project area exhibited
occasional minor surface stains.

Aboveground tanks

Siemens AST observed (072-0100-022)

Groundwater monitoring well

Monitoring well observed near Kiefer Landfill (1260090-021), as well as near Aerojet property (0723160-002)
Aerojet property (072-3160-002), Sacramento
County’s Kiefer Landfill (126-0090-021)

Soil gas well

Sacramento County’s Kiefer Landfill (126-0090-019)

Other: Groundwater extraction and treatment
wells, pole-mounted transformers,
abandoned orchard land, pavement striping,
power substation

Power substation observed (072-0100-022), Gas
monitoring probe observed near Kiefer Landfill (1260090-019), abandoned orchards (073-0010-011, 0730010-010, 072-0100-022, 072-0370-069, 072-0100022, 073-0010-025, 073-0010-0007, 073-0010-012,
067-0040-0003). Numerous treated-wood poles
observed throughout.

a

Italic font indicates observations on the Subject Properties.

2.2.3.3 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
No-Build Alternative

Under the No-Build Alternative, the Project would not be built, and there would be no
Project-related construction or operation impacts related to hazardous waste or
hazardous materials. However, Grant Line Road would still operate as a roadway and
such operation typically includes the transportation of hazardous materials and
wastes. Transportation of hazardous materials and hazardous wastes is governed by
regulations that prescribe the proper handling, transportation, use, and disposal of
such materials.
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Build Alternative
Operation

Similar to the No-Build Alternative, operation of most roadways, including Grant
Line Road, typically includes the transportation of hazardous materials and wastes.
Permanent use (transportation) of hazardous materials and hazardous wastes would be
governed by regulations that prescribe the proper handling, transportation, use, and
disposal of such materials.
Construction

Table 2.2.3-4 identifies recommended actions and regulations/requirements related to
hazardous materials in the Project area.
Construction of the Project would temporarily involve the use, storage, and disposal
of hazardous materials, petroleum products, and hazardous wastes commonly used at
construction sites (e.g., diesel fuel, lubricants, paints, solvents, and lead-based paint).
Temporary use, storage, transportation, and disposal of hazardous materials and
hazardous wastes would be governed by regulations that prescribe the proper
handling, transportation, use, and disposal of these materials. Proper implementation
of these regulations is expected to prevent adverse effects associated with the use,
storage, and disposal of hazardous materials and hazardous waste.
Construction would involve ground disturbance activities, including disturbance of
groundwater, but not below 20 feet bgs, and relocating surface water drainages near
known contaminated sites or sites where contamination could exist. These sites, as
well as recommended actions, are listed in Table 2.2.3-4. For three of the sites, a
Phase II study is recommended to occur prior to construction in order to confirm the
presence or absence of hazardous materials.5 If the presence of hazardous materials is
confirmed, the Phase II study will recommend a treatment plan that includes, at a
minimum, compliance with applicable laws, regulations and permit conditions
governing hazardous materials. Compliance with the NPDES permit is recommended
for one site, and it would require a plan for stormwater runoff diversion or treatment
and groundwater dewatering and disposal to manage the potential risk. To avoid and
reduce the potential exposure of the environment and people to potentially
contaminated groundwater, the JPA or its contractor will comply with Caltrans
Standard Specification 14-11 and conduct a Phase II Site Assessment Testing.

5 A Phase II Study involves collection and analysis of soil, groundwater, or building material samples.
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Table 2.2.3-4. RECs, AULs, and Recommendations
Location
Aerojet Property, former
White Rock Road Landfill
(Identified as WRD on
Figure 2.2.3-3)

Sacramento County’s
Kiefer Road Landfill
(Identified as Kiefer
Landfill on Figure 2.2.3-3)

American River Aggregate Substation
located in the Project area
(Identified as Substation
on Figure 2.2.3-3)

Abandoned orchard
parcel (Identified as
Agricultural on Figure
2.2.3-3)

Exposed soil in the
construction area within
50 feet of the existing
Grant Line Road (Multiple
locations; Not identified
on Figure 2.2.3-3)
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Description of REC/AUL
Evidence Found
Potential groundwater
contamination from Aerojet
operations at the Project
include TCE, Perchlorate and
NDMA. Contamination from
former White Rock Landfill may
include soil vapor, heavy
metals, PAHs, TCE, VCl, and
waste/motor oil.

Recommended Actions and
Regulations/Requirements
Phase II Study
Regulations/Requirements:
ASTM E1903
Sacramento County: Well permit (if soil boring
is advanced within 10 feet of first groundwater)
DTSC: Follow guidance manual for
Representative Sampling of Groundwater for
Hazardous Substances Revised February
2008

Historical landfill disposal
activities since 1967 have
resulted in a number of landfill
permit violations and detections
of hazardous pollutants in
groundwater. Any groundwater,
perched surface water, or
stormwater run-on coming from
the Kiefer Landfill site onto the
Project site would require
diversion around the Project
site or analytical screening for
proper discharge disposal
under NPDES permit.

During construction: Stormwater run-on
diversion or treatment; groundwater
dewatering and disposal.

PCBs and mercury may be
present on site. Solvents, lead,
PAHs, mercury, and other
heavy metals, and TPH
contamination may exist within
the Project from the existing
power substation. As of the
date of this ISA, the existence
and/or levels of contaminants
associated with the power
substation have not been
determined.

Phase II Study

Potential organochlorine and
metal-based pesticides may be
present adjacent to the Project
at the site of an abandoned
orchard seen in historical
aerials and during site
observations.

There is potential for elevated
levels of ADL in the exposed
soil from vehicle exhaust
emissions near the Project.

Regulations/Requirements:
Sacramento Area Sewer District pretreatment
permit for use of sanitary sewer or NPDES
permit CAS082597 Order No. R5-2008-0142
for VOC-affected groundwater treatment and
discharge to surface water

Regulations/Requirements:
ASTM E1903
Sacramento County: Well permit (if soil boring
is advanced within 10 feet of first groundwater)
DTSC: Follow guidance manual for
Representative Sampling of Groundwater for
Hazardous Substances Revised February
2008
Phase II Study
Regulations/Requirements:
ASTM E1903
Sacramento County: Well permit (if soil boring
is advanced within 10 feet of first groundwater)
DTSC: Follow guidance manual for
Representative Sampling of Groundwater for
Hazardous Substances Revised February
2008
ADL Investigation
Regulations/Requirements:
ADL Agreement between Caltrans and DTSC:
Soil sampling/determination of appropriate
handling (reuse or proper disposal)
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Table 2.2.3-4. RECs, AULs, and Recommendations
Location

Description of REC/AUL
Evidence Found

Recommended Actions and
Regulations/Requirements

Linear Structures
Various pole-mounted
electrical transformers
within or immediately
adjacent to the Project
area (Identified as
Transformer on Figure
2.2.3-3)

There are potential PCBs in
pole-mounted electrical
transformers near the Project.
As of the date of this ISA, the
existence and/or levels of PCBs
associated with the polemounted electrical
transformers, which may be
encountered within the planned
construction area, have not
been determined.

Existing roadways within
the Project boundaries
(Multiple locations; Not
identified on Figure 2.2.33)

Implementation of
improvements within the Project
area may require the removal
and disposal of yellow traffic
striping and pavement marking
materials such as paint,
thermoplastic, permanent tape,
and temporary tape, which
potentially contain lead and
heavy metals. Yellow paints
made prior to 1995 may exceed
hazardous waste criteria under
Title 22 of the CCR, and require
disposal in a Class 1 disposal
site.

Wooden posts within the
Project area (Multiple
locations; Not identified
on Figure 2.2.3-3)

There is a potential for
hazardous chemicals used to
treat wooden posts (e.g.,
guardrail posts) throughout the
Project area.

Remove and properly dispose transformers
prior to construction
Regulations/Requirements:
Sacramento County: Must be disposed at a
location that accepts toxic waste including
PCBs
In California, PCBs are regulated by both state
and federal rules under the RCRA and TSCA
Generator requirements: 22 CCR 67426.1
Solid waste landfills: 27 CCR 20870
Remove and properly dispose stripes prior to
construction.
Regulations/Requirements:
Test yellow traffic stripe and pavement
marking prior to construction. If hazardous
concentrations are identified for the waste
stream being generated, construction of the
Project will be required to comply with the
provisions of the Caltrans Standard
Specifications for material containing
hazardous waste residue and to prepare a
lead compliance plan.

Remove and properly dispose wood posts
prior to construction.
Regulations/Requirements:
Construction of the Project will be required to
comply with the provisions of the Caltrans
Standard Specifications for the management
of treated wood waste and the provisions of
the Caltrans Standard Specifications for
material containing hazardous waste residue,
and to prepare a lead compliance plan,
including adherence with the following:
•

Sacramento County Solid Waste
Acceptance Policy, January 2014.

•

Alternative Management Standards for
treated wood waste per Title 22 of the CCR
Sections 67386.1 et seq.

ADL = aerially deposited lead; CCR = California Code of Regulations
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Aerially deposited lead (ADL) from the historical use of leaded gasoline exists along
roadways throughout California. If encountered, soil with elevated concentrations of
lead as a result of ADL on the state highway system right-of-way within the limits of
the Project will be managed under the July 1, 2016, ADL Agreement between
Caltrans and the California Department of Toxic Substances Control. This ADL
Agreement allows such soils to be safely reused within the Project limits as long as
all requirements of the ADL Agreement are met.
Because soil testing was not completed, the potential for unknown contamination is
still present. As a result, a Phase II Site Assessment Testing would occur prior to
construction to confirm the presence of hazardous substance. A Phase II
Environmental Site Assessment (Phase II Study) would be conducted according to
ASTM E1903 for three sites. A Phase II Study involves collection and analysis of
soil, groundwater, or building material samples to confirm presence or absence of
hazardous materials and, as appropriate, recommended materials handling during
construction. Any contaminated materials will be handled and disposed in accordance
with local, state, and federal regulations. Avoidance, minimization, and/or mitigation
measures will be determined following file review and physical investigation of the
parcels identified. Property owners are legally responsible to clean up regulated
contamination on their properties. If contamination is present that cannot be
mitigated, the limits of acquisition may be adjusted to avoid the residual
contamination. If acquisition limits cannot be adjusted, minimization measures may
include indemnification, reduction in price, or acquisition as highway easement
instead of in fee.
In addition, any removal of striping and pavement markings and disposal of treated
wood waste would be done in compliance with Caltrans Standard Specification 2014,
Section 14-11.
Construction would also include the removal of materials such as transformers,
existing roadway, and treated wood posts that have the potential to expose or
introduce contamination to soil or groundwater. These materials are also listed in
Table 2.2.3-4. Proper disposal, as required by federal law such as the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act, would remove the risk associated with removing
these materials without further contamination.
Estimated cost to implement the actions identified in Table 2.2.3-4 is approximately
$40,000 during preconstruction and $203,000 during construction, with some
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estimates dependent upon results of a Phase II study. The duration of implementation
for each required study could range from 1 week (localized soil studies) to 4 weeks
(study of exposed soil on both sides of the roadway). Phase II testing would confirm
the presence of contaminants in the Project area. Finally, a Phase II assessment
testing report would summarize the findings of the testing and would list regulatory
requirement compliance actions that are ongoing or necessary. Locations of the
potential RECs and AULs are shown on Figure 2.2.3-3.
If new hazardous materials are encountered, the construction would follow the
OSHA-required Health and Safety Plan (HASP) and Caltrans Unknown Hazards
Procedures, which would be developed prior to beginning construction.
A site-specific HASP, as required by OSHA, would be prepared by JPA or its
contractor and retained onsite during all field activities. All work should be conducted
according to the HASP. The HASP should contain information on the properties of
the hazardous materials known to be onsite. This information is equivalent to that
contained in Material Safety Data Sheets, which are required by the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration for potentially harmful substances.
2.2.3.4

AVOIDANCE, MINIMIZATION, AND/OR MITIGATION MEASURES

No measures to reduce, avoid, or mitigate adverse effects from hazardous
waste/materials are required.
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2.2.4 Air Quality
2.2.4.1

REGULATORY SETTING

The Federal Clean Air Act (FCAA), as amended, is the primary federal law that
governs air quality while the California Clean Air Act is its companion state law.
These laws, and related regulations by USEPA and the California Air Resources
Board (ARB), set standards for the concentration of pollutants in the air. At the
federal level, these standards are called National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAQS). NAAQS and state ambient air quality standards have been established for
six transportation-related criteria pollutants that have been linked to potential health
concerns: carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), ozone (O3), particulate
matter (PM), which is broken down for regulatory purposes into particles of 10
micrometers or smaller (PM10) and particles of 2.5 micrometers and smaller (PM2.5),
and sulfur dioxide (SO2). In addition, national and state standards exist for lead, and
state standards exist for visibility reducing particles, sulfates, hydrogen sulfide (H2S),
and vinyl chloride. The NAAQS and state standards are set at levels that protect
public health with a margin of safety, and are subject to periodic review and revision.
Both state and federal regulatory schemes also cover toxic air contaminants (air
toxics); some criteria pollutants are also air toxics or may include certain air toxics in
their general definition.
Federal air quality standards and regulations provide the basic scheme for Projectlevel air quality analysis under the NEPA. In addition to this environmental analysis,
a parallel “Conformity” requirement under the FCAA also applies.
Conformity

The conformity requirement is based on FCAA Section 176(c), which prohibits the
U.S. Department of Transportation and other federal agencies from funding,
authorizing, or approving plans, programs, or projects that do not conform to the State
Implementation Plan (SIP, ARB 2004) for attaining the NAAQS. “Transportation
Conformity” applies to highway and transit projects and takes place on two levels: the
regional—or, planning and programming level—and the project level. The Project
must conform at both levels to be approved.
Conformity requirements apply only in nonattainment and maintenance (former
nonattainment) areas for the NAAQS, and only for the specific NAAQS that are or
were violated. USEPA regulations 40 CFR 93 govern the conformity process.
Conformity requirements do not apply in unclassifiable/attainment areas for NAAQS
and do not apply at all for state standards regardless of the status of the area.
Capital SouthEast Connector: D2 Expressway Project
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Regional conformity is concerned with how well the regional transportation system
supports plans for attaining the NAAQS for CO, NO2, O3, PM10, and PM2.5, and in
some areas (although not in California), SO2. California has attainment or
maintenance areas for all of these transportation-related criteria pollutants except
SO2, and also has a nonattainment area for lead; however, lead is not currently
required by the FCAA to be covered in transportation conformity analysis. Regional
conformity is based on emission analysis of Regional Transportation Plans (RTPs)
and Federal Transportation Improvement Programs (FTIPs) that include all
transportation projects planned for a region over a period of at least 20 years for the
RTP, and 4 years for the FTIP. RTP and FTIP conformity uses travel demand and
emission models to determine whether or not the implementation of those projects
would conform to emission budgets or other tests at various analysis years showing
that requirements of the FCAA and the SIP are met. If the conformity analysis is
successful, the Metropolitan Planning Organization, FHWA, and Federal Transit
Administration, make the determinations that the RTP and FTIP are in conformity
with the SIP for achieving the goals of the FCAA. Otherwise, the projects in the RTP
and/or FTIP must be modified until conformity is attained. If the design concept,
scope, and “open-to-traffic” schedule of a proposed transportation project are the
same as described in the RTP and FTIP, then the proposed project meets regional
conformity requirements for purposes of project-level analysis.
Project-level conformity is achieved by demonstrating that the project comes from a
conforming RTP and TIP; the project has a design concept and scope6 that has not
changed significantly from those in the RTP and TIP; project analyses have used the
latest planning assumptions and USEPA-approved emissions models; and in PM
areas, the project complies with any control measures in the SIP. Furthermore,
additional analyses (known as hot-spot analyses) may be required for projects located
in CO and PM nonattainment or maintenance areas to examine localized air quality
impacts.
2.2.4.2

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

This analysis is based on the Air Quality and Climate Change Technical Report
prepared for the Project (ESA 2016).

6 "Design concept" means the type of facility that is proposed, such as a freeway or arterial highway. "Design
scope" refers to those aspects of the Project that would clearly affect capacity and thus any regional emissions
analysis, such as the number of lanes and the length of the project.
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Regional Meteorology, Topography, and Climate

Sacramento County is located within the boundaries of the Sacramento Valley Air
Basin (SVAB). The SVAB is bounded by the North Coast Ranges on the west, the
Northern Sierra Nevada Mountains on the east, Shasta County to the north, and San
Joaquin County to the south. The intervening terrain is flat. Sacramento is often
described as a bowl-shaped valley (SMAQMD 2016a).
The SVAB has a Mediterranean climate, characterized by hot dry summers and mild
rainy winters. During the year the temperature may range from 20 to 115 degrees
Fahrenheit with summer highs usually in the 90s and winter lows occasionally below
freezing. Average annual rainfall is about 20 inches with snowfall being very rare.
The prevailing winds are moderate in strength and vary from moist breezes from the
south to dry land flows from the north (SMAQMD 2016a).
The mountains surrounding the SVAB create a barrier to airflow, which can trap air
pollutants when meteorological conditions are right and a temperature inversion
exists. Air stagnation in the autumn and early winter occurs when large high-pressure
cells lie over the valley. The lack of surface wind during these periods and the
reduced vertical flow caused by less surface heating reduces the influx of outside air
and allows pollutants to become concentrated in the air. The surface concentrations of
pollutants are highest when these conditions are combined with increased levels of
smoke or when temperature inversions trap cool air, fog, and pollutants near the
ground (SMAQMD 2016a).
The ozone season (May through October) in the SVAB is characterized by stagnant
morning air or light winds with the Delta sea breeze arriving in the afternoon out of
the southwest. Usually the evening breeze transports the airborne pollutants to the
north out of the Sacramento Valley. During about half of the days from July to
September, however, a phenomenon called the “Schultz Eddy” prevents this from
occurring. Instead of allowing for the prevailing wind patterns to move north carrying
the pollutants out of the valley, the Schultz Eddy causes the wind pattern and
pollutants to circle back southward. This phenomenon’s effect exacerbates the
pollution levels in the area and increases the likelihood of violating the federal and
state air quality standards (SMAQMD 2016a).
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Air Quality Attainment Status

USEPA must designate areas as meeting (attainment) or not meeting (nonattainment)
the standard. In attainment areas, the states are required to develop a general plan to
attain and maintain the NAAQS, or develop a specific plan to attain the standards in
nonattainment areas. Currently, the Project area is designated as nonattainment for the
federal 8-hour ozone and the federal 24-hour PM2.5 standards. The Project area is
designated as attainment (maintenance) for the federal 24-hour PM10 and federal 8hour CO standards. For all other pollutants, the Project area is in attainment or
unclassified. Figure 2.2.4-1 presents the federal nonattainment and maintenance areas
for the Project area.
States are required to meet the NAAQS or adopt more stringent ambient air quality
standards within the state. The California Clean Air Act establishes California
Ambient Air Quality Standards (CAAQS) which are more stringent than the NAAQS
for certain pollutants and averaging periods. Currently, the Project area is in
nonattainment for the state 1-hour and 8-hour O3 standards, the state 24-hour and
annual PM10 standards, and the state annual PM2.5 standard. In addition to the six
criteria air pollutants identified by USEPA, California has also established state
ambient air quality standards for visibility reducing particulates, sulfates, H2S, and
vinyl chloride. The ambient air quality standards and attainment status of the Project
area are presented in Table 2.2.4-1.
Existing Air Quality

Air pollutant concentrations are measured at several monitoring stations in
Sacramento County. Ambient air quality monitoring data obtained from the nearest
monitoring stations for the last 5 years of available data (2012 through 2016) are
summarized in Table 2.2.4-2. CO monitoring data were obtained from the
Sacramento-Del Paso Manor monitoring station, NO2 and PM2.5 data were obtained
from the Folsom/Natoma Street monitoring station, O3 monitoring data were obtained
from the Sloughhouse monitoring station, and PM10 monitoring data were obtained
from the Sacramento-Branch Center #2 monitoring station (see Figure 2.2.4-2). The
state and national ozone standards were exceeded on numerous occasions during the
past 5 years. The national PM2.5 standard has been exceeded at least one day in 2014
and 2015. The state standard for PM10 was last exceeded in 2012 and 2013.
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Table 2.2.4-1. State and Federal Criteria Air Pollutant Standards, Effects, and Sources

Pollutant
O3

Averaging
Time

Federalb
Standard

Statea Standard

1 hour

0.09 ppm

8 hours

0.070 ppm

c

---

d

0.070 ppm
(4th highest in 3
years)

CO

Respirable
Particulate Matter
(PM10)e

Fine Particulate
Matter (PM2.5)e

2-136

1 hour

20 ppm

35 ppm

8 hours

9.0 ppma

9 ppm

8 hours
(Lake Tahoe)

6 ppm

---

24 hours

50 μg/m3

150 μg/m3
(expected
number of days
above standard
< or equal to 1)

Annual

20 μg/m3

--- e

24 hours

---

35 μg/m3

Annual

12 μg/m3

12.0 μg/m3

24 hours
(conformity
processf)

---

65 μg/m3

Secondary
Standard
(annual; also for
conformity
processe)

---

15 μg/m3

Principal Health and
Atmospheric Effects

Typical Sources

State Project
Area Attainment
Status

Federal Project
Area Attainment
Status

High concentrations irritate
lungs. Long-term exposure may
cause lung tissue damage and
cancer. Long-term exposure
damages plant materials and
reduces crop productivity.
Precursor organic compounds
include many known toxic air
contaminants. Biogenic VOC
may also contribute.

Low-altitude ozone is almost
entirely formed from ROG or VOC
and NOx in the presence of sunlight
and heat. Common precursor
emitters include motor vehicles and
other internal combustion engines,
solvent evaporation, boilers,
furnaces, and industrial processes.

Nonattainment
(both 1 hour and 8
hours)

Nonattainment

CO interferes with the transfer
of oxygen to the blood and
deprives sensitive tissues of
oxygen. CO also is a minor
precursor for photochemical
ozone. Colorless, odorless.

Combustion sources, especially
gasoline-powered engines and
motor vehicles. CO is the traditional
signature pollutant for on-road
mobile sources at the local and
neighborhood scale.

Attainment (both 1
hour and 8 hours)

AttainmentUnclassified (both
1 hour and 8 hours)

Irritates eyes and respiratory
tract. Decreases lung capacity.
Associated with increased
cancer and mortality.
Contributes to haze and
reduced visibility. Includes some
toxic air contaminants. Many
toxic & other aerosol and solid
compounds are part of PM10.

Dust- and fume-producing industrial
and agricultural operations;
combustion smoke and vehicle
exhaust; atmospheric chemical
reactions; construction and other
dust-producing activities; unpaved
road dust and re-entrained paved
road dust; natural sources.

Nonattainment
(both 24 hours and
annual)

AttainmentMaintenance

Increases respiratory disease,
lung damage, cancer, and
premature death. Reduces
visibility and produces surface
soiling. Most diesel exhaust
particulate matter – a toxic air
contaminant – is in the PM2.5
size range. Many toxic and
other aerosol and solid
compounds are part of PM2.5.

Combustion including motor
vehicles, other mobile sources, and
industrial activities; residential and
agricultural burning; also formed
through atmospheric chemical and
photochemical reactions involving
other pollutants including NOx, SOX,
ammonia, and ROG.

Nonattainment

Nonattainment
(Moderate) (24
hours)
AttainmentUnclassified
(Annual)

(98th percentile
over 3 years)
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Table 2.2.4-1. State and Federal Criteria Air Pollutant Standards, Effects, and Sources

Pollutant
NO2

SO2

Lead

Averaging
Time

Federalb
Standard

Statea Standard

1 hour

0.18 ppm

0.100 ppm

Annual

0.030 ppm

0.053 ppm

1 hour

0.25 ppm

0.075 ppmh
(99th percentile
over 3 years)

3 hours

---

0.5 ppmj

24 hours

0.04 ppm

0.14 ppm (for
certain areas)

Annual

---

0.030 ppm (for
certain areas)

Monthly

1.5 μg/m3

---

Calendar Quarter

---

1.5 μg/m3

g

(for certain
areas)

Principal Health and
Atmospheric Effects

Typical Sources

State Project
Area Attainment
Status

Federal Project
Area Attainment
Status

Irritating to eyes and respiratory
tract. Colors atmosphere
reddish-brown. Contributes to
acid rain and nitrate
contamination of stormwater.
Part of the “NOx” group of
ozone precursors.

Motor vehicles and other mobile or
portable engines, especially diesel;
refineries; industrial operations.

Attainment (both 1
hour and annual)

Irritates respiratory tract; injures
lung tissue. Can yellow plant
leaves. Destructive to marble,
iron, steel. Contributes to acid
rain. Limits visibility.

Fuel combustion (especially coal
and high-sulfur oil), chemical plants,
sulfur recovery plants, metal
processing; some natural sources
like active volcanoes. Limited
contribution possible from heavyduty diesel vehicles if ultra-low
sulfur fuel not used.

Attainment (both 1
hour and 24 hours)

AttainmentUnclassified (all
standards)

Disturbs gastrointestinal system.
Causes anemia, kidney disease,
and neuromuscular and
neurological dysfunction. Also a
toxic air contaminant and water
pollutant.

Lead-based industrial processes
like battery production and smelters.
Lead paint, leaded gasoline. Aerially
deposited lead from older gasoline
use may exist in soils along major
roads.

Attainment

AttainmentUnclassified (both
standards)

AttainmentUnclassified (both
1 hour and annual)

Rolling 3-month
average

---

0.15 μg/m3k

Sulfate

24 hours

25 μg/m3

---

Premature mortality and
respiratory effects. Contributes
to acid rain. Some toxic air
contaminants attach to sulfate
aerosol particles.

Industrial processes, refineries and
oil fields, mines, natural sources like
volcanic areas, salt-covered dry
lakes, and large sulfide rock areas.

Attainment

N/A

H2S

1 hour

0.03 ppm

---

Colorless, flammable,
poisonous. Respiratory irritant.
Neurological damage and
premature death. Headache,
nausea. Strong odor.

Industrial processes such as:
refineries and oil fields, asphalt
plants, livestock operations, sewage
treatment plants, and mines. Some
natural sources like volcanic areas
and hot springs.

Unclassified

N/A
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Table 2.2.4-1. State and Federal Criteria Air Pollutant Standards, Effects, and Sources

Pollutant
Visibility Reducing
Particles

Vinyl Chloridek

Averaging
Time
8 hours

24-hour

Federalb
Standard

Statea Standard
Visibility of 10 miles
or more (Tahoe: 30
miles) at relative
humidity less than
70 percent

---

0.01 ppm

---

Principal Health and
Atmospheric Effects
Reduces visibility. Produces
haze.
NOTE: not directly related to the
Regional Haze program under
the FCAA, which is oriented
primarily toward visibility issues
in National Parks and other
“Class I” areas. However, some
issues and measurement
methods are similar.
Neurological effects, liver
damage, cancer.

Typical Sources
See particulate matter above.

State Project
Area Attainment
Status

Federal Project
Area Attainment
Status

Unclassified

N/A

Attainment

N/A

May be related more to aerosols
than to solid particles.

Industrial processes

Also considered a toxic air
contaminant.
a

State standards are “not to exceed” or “not to be equaled or exceeded” unless stated otherwise.

b

Federal standards are “not to exceed more than once a year” or as described above.

Prior to 6/2005, the 1-hour ozone NAAQS was 0.12 ppm. Emission budgets for 1-hour ozone are still be in use in some areas where 8-hour ozone emission budgets have not been developed, such as the
S.F. Bay Area.

c

d

Annual PM10 NAAQS revoked October 2006; was 50 μg/m3. 24-hr. PM2.5 NAAQS tightened October 2006; was 65 μg/m3.

e

Annual PM2.5 NAAQS tightened from 15 μg/m3 to 12 μg/m3 December 2012 and secondary annual standard set at 15 μg/m3.

The 65 μg/m3 PM2.5 (24-hr) NAAQS was not revoked when the 35 μg/m3 NAAQS was promulgated in 2006. The 15 μg/m3 annual PM2.5 standard was not revoked when the 12 μg/m3 standard was
promulgated in 2012. The 0.08 ppm 1997 ozone standard is revoked FOR CONFORMITY PURPOSES ONLY when area designations for the 2008 0.75 ppm standard become effective for conformity use
(7/20/2013). Conformity requirements apply for all NAAQS, including revoked NAAQS, until emission budgets for newer NAAQS are found adequate, SIP amendments for the newer NAAQS are approved
with an emission budget, USEPA specifically revokes conformity requirements for an older standard, or the area becomes attainment/unclassified. SIP-approved emission budgets remain in force
indefinitely unless explicitly replaced or eliminated by a subsequent approved SIP amendment. During the “Interim” period prior to availability of emission budgets, conformity tests may include some
combination of build vs. no build, build vs. baseline, or compliance with prior emission budgets for the same pollutant.

f

g
Final 1-hour NO2 NAAQS published in the Federal Register on 2/9/2010, effective 3/9/2010. Initial area designation for California (2012) was attainment/unclassifiable throughout. Project-level hot spot
analysis requirements do not currently exist. Near-road monitoring starting in 2013 may cause re-designation to nonattainment in some areas after 2016.
h
i

USEPA finalized a 1-hour SO2 standard of 75 ppb (thousand million) in June 2010. Nonattainment areas have not yet been designated as of 9/2012.
Secondary standard, set to protect public welfare rather than health. Conformity and environmental analysis address both primary and secondary NAAQS.

j
The ARB has identified vinyl chloride and the particulate matter fraction of diesel exhaust as toxic air contaminants. Diesel exhaust particulate matter is part of PM10 and, in larger proportion, PM2.5. Both
the ARB and USEPA have identified lead and various organic compounds that are precursors to ozone and PM2.5 as toxic air contaminants. There are no exposure criteria for adverse health effect due to
toxic air contaminants, and control requirements may apply at ambient concentrations below any criteria levels specified above for these pollutants or the general categories of pollutants to which they
belong.
k

Lead NAAQS are not considered in Transportation Conformity analysis.

μg/m3 = micrograms per cubic meter; NOx = nitrogen oxide; ppb =parts per billion; ppm = parts per million; ROG = reactive organic gases; SOX sulfur oxides; VOC = volatile organic compounds
Source: ARB 2016
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Table 2.2.4-2. Existing Air Quality
Pollutant/Parameter

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2.4/2.1

1.9/1.7

2.2/2.0

2.4/2.1

1.9/1.8

Number of days state/national
1-hour standard exceeded

0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

Number of days state/national
8-hour standard exceeded

0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

30

35

26

24

26

*

4

3

3

2

0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0.105/0.08
4

0.099/0.08
0

0.122/0.0
94

0.103/0.08
8

0.091/0.0
83

Number of days state 1-hour
standard exceeded

2

1

4

4

0

Number of days state/national
8-hour standard exceeded

5/2

10/5

14/6

17/17

7/6

Maximum state/national 24-hr
concentration, μg/m3

63.0/59.0

46.0/45.0

45.0/44.0

44.0/45.0

81.0/79.0

Number of days state/national
24-hr standard exceeded

6/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

18.4/0

Maximum state/national 24-hr.
concentration, μg/m3

29.2/29.2

52.0/52.0

38.1/38.1

25.7/25.7

36.7/33.2

Annual state/national average

*/*

7.2/7.1

8.1/7.8

*/6.8

7.6/7.6

Number of days national 24-hr
standard exceeded

*

1

1

0

0

CO
Maximum 1-hour/8-hour average
concentration, ppm

NO2
Maximum 1-hour average
concentration, ppb
Annual average, ppb
Number of days state/national
standard exceeded

O3
Maximum 1-hour/8-hour average
concentration, ppm

Respirable Particulate Matter (PM10)

Fine Particulate Matter (PM2.5)

CO monitoring data obtained from Sacramento-Del Paso Manor monitoring station. NO2 and PM2.5
data obtained from Folsom/Natoma Street monitoring station. O3 monitoring data obtained from
Sloughhouse monitoring station. PM10 monitoring data obtained from Sacramento-Branch Center #2
monitoring station.
* PM2.5 data not available for the Folsom/Natoma Street monitoring station.
Source: ARB 2019, https://www.arb.ca.gov/adam/topfour/topfourdisplay.php
USEPA 2019, https://www.epa.gov/outdoor-air-quality-data/monitor-values-report
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Sensitive Receptors

Sensitive receptors are land uses where an actual person may be located for an
extended period of time, such as residential dwellings (including apartments, houses,
and condominiums), schools, daycares, hospitals, and senior-care facilities. Most
existing sensitive receptors are located near the intersection of Grant Line Road and
Jackson Road. A cluster of approximately 16 single-family residences are located
within 0.25 mile of Grant Line Road, northeast of the intersection of Grant Line Road
and Jackson Road. Approximately 0.3 mile south of the intersection of Grant Line
Road and Jackson Road are five single-family residences (within 0.25 mile of Grant
Line Road). Only two other sensitive receptors were identified near the intersection of
Grant Line Road and Raymer Way (Centennial Drive); one 0.3 mile north (and
225 feet to the west of Grant Line Road) and one 0.3 miles south (and 60 feet to the
east of Grant Line Road). Figures 2.2.4-3 and 2.2.4-4 show the locations of the
identified sensitive receptors.
2.2.4.3 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
No-Build Alternative

Under the No-Build Alternative, the Project would not be built. Construction
emissions associated with building the Project would not occur; therefore, there
would be no construction-related air quality impacts. However, the No-Build
Alternative would not conform to SACOG’s 2016 Metropolitan Transportation
Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy: Building a Sustainable System (MTP/SCS).
As described below, exhaust emissions for the No-Build Alternative compared to the
Build Alternative (for both the 2025 open-to-traffic and 2035 design year) would be
greater for all criteria pollutants because of increased traffic delays. The higher
emissions under No-Build would potentially expose sensitive receptors to elevated
pollutant concentrations at congested intersections, including the Jackson and Grant
Line Road intersection.
Build Alternative
Operational Impacts
Regional Conformity

Projects included in the MTP/SCS and MTIP meet regional conformity requirements
for purposes of Project-level analysis and would be consistent with SMAQMD’s
regional air quality plans. The proposed Project is listed in the financially constrained
2016 MTP/SCS Amendment No. 1, which was found to conform by SACOG on
September 15, 2016, and FHWA made a regional conformity determination finding
on December 16, 2016. The Project is also included in the financially constrained
Capital SouthEast Connector: D2 Expressway Project
Environmental Assessment
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2017/2020 Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program, page 314. The
SACOG 2017/2020 MTIP was determined to conform by FHWA and FTA on
December 16, 2016. The design concept and scope of the proposed Project is
consistent with the Project description in the 2016 MTP/SCS, 2017/2020 MTIP, and
the “open to traffic assumptions of the SACOG regional emissions analysis.”
Therefore, the proposed Project meets regional conformity requirements for purposes
of Project-level analysis and would be consistent with SMAQMD’s regional air
quality plans.
Project-Level Conformity

On October 11, 2018, FHWA issued a conformity determination for particulate
matter for the proposed Project (see Appendix N). On March 21, 2018, the USEPA
issued a letter documenting that as of June 1, 2018, transportation conformity
requirements under the Clean Air Act Section 176(c) no longer apply for the CO
maintenance area of Sacramento.
The proposed Project would have a beneficial effect to air quality due to the decrease
in delay at intersections and easing congestion on road segments. For example, the
intersection of Grant Line Road at Jackson Road experiences a decrease in delay due
to the proposed Project. For the Existing Year (2016) Condition, the intersection
experiences an average PM peak hour delay of 123.6 seconds with a corresponding
LOS of F. The average PM peak hour delay increases to 408.6 seconds (LOS F) for
the 2025 No-Build Condition, and increases to 575.2 seconds (LOS F) for the 2035
No-Build Condition. However, the average PM peak hour delay decreases to 28.1
seconds (LOS C) and 31.0 seconds (LOS C) for the 2025 and 2035 Build Conditions,
respectively. This represents a decrease of 380.5 seconds between the 2025 No-Build
and Build Conditions and a decrease of 544.2 seconds between the 2035 No-Build
and Build Conditions. Table 2.2.4-3 presents the delay and LOS at Grant Line Road
and Jackson Road/SR-16 by condition.
Similarly, the road segment on Grant Line Road, south of White Rock Road and north
of Glory Lane, experiences a decrease in congestion due to the proposed Project. For
the Existing Year (2016) Condition, the road segment experiences a LOS of D, based
on a roadway capacity of 17,000 vehicles and ADT of 10,080 vehicles. The LOS
decreases to F for the 2025 and 2035 No-Build Conditions with an ADT of 27,240
vehicles and 29,030 vehicles, respectively.
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Table 2.2.4-3. Grant Line Road and Jackson Road/SR-16 PM Peak
Hour Delay and Level of Service by Condition
Condition

Delay (seconds)

LOS

2016 Existing Year

123.6

F

2025 No-Build

408.6

F

2025 Build

28.1

C

Net Change: 2025 Build minus 2025 No-Build

-380.5

N/A

2035 No-Build

575.2

F

2035 Build

31.0

C

-544.2

N/A

Net Change: 2035 Build minus 2035 No-Build
Source: Kimley-Horn 2016a

The LOS increases to C for the 2025 and 2035 Build Conditions. For the 2025 Build
Condition, ADT increases to 30,850 vehicles. For the 2035 Build Condition, ADT
increases to 33,270 vehicles. While the ADT increases for the 2025 and 2035 Build
Conditions, the increased roadway capacity of 72,000 vehicles does not result in
increased congestion. Table 2.2.4-4 presents the capacity, ADT, and LOS of the road
segment on Grant Line Road (south of White Rock Road) by condition.
Table 2.2.4-4. Grant Line Road (South of White Rock Road) Roadway
Segment Level of Service by Condition
Capacity

Average
Daily Traffic

LOS

2016 Existing Year

17,000

10,080

D

2025 No-Build

17,000

27,240

F

2025 Build

72,000

30,850

A

2035 No-Build

17,000

29,030

F

2035 Build

72,000

33,270

A

Condition

Source: Kimley-Horn 2016a

Criteria Pollutant Emissions

Long-term operational emissions and impacts associated with the Project include the
operation of motor vehicles along Grant Line Road. Motor vehicle operational
emissions were quantified using CT-EMFAC2014. Emissions include vehicle exhaust
emissions and particulate emissions associated with brake and tire wear. Average
daily traffic and vehicle speeds were derived from the Draft Traffic Evaluation for
Capital SouthEast Connector - Segment D2 Expressway Project (Kimley-Horn
Capital SouthEast Connector: D2 Expressway Project
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2016a). The traffic evaluation and the air quality analysis take into account planned
residential developments (and the associated traffic) that would use both the Project
and the road network in the Project vicinity. The estimated maximum daily
operational emissions are presented in Table 2.2.4-5.
Table 2.2.4-5. Maximum Operational Criteria Pollutant Emissions in
Pounds Per Day
CO

NOX

ROG

Total
PM10

Total
PM2.5

2016 Existing Year

246.20

63.27

18.08

9.83

4.30

2025 No-Build

402.43

123.50

48.11

26.36

11.27

2025 Build

337.30

93.63

29.64

31.32

13.03

Net Change: 2025 Build minus 2025
No-Build

-65.13

-29.87

-18.47

4.96

1.76

2035 No-Build

296.68

113.20

36.09

29.55

12.25

2035 Build

224.37

52.86

20.25

33.66

13.73

Net Change: 2035 Build minus 2035
No-Build

-72.31

-60.34

-15.84

4.11

1.48

Condition

Source: ESA 2016

Operational exhaust emissions of CO, NOX, and ROGs decrease for each build year
condition compared to the no-build. Unlike CO, NOx, and ROGs, PM10 and PM2.5
emissions include both exhaust and nonexhaust components. Nonexhaust emissions
are generated by brake and tire wear, and are a function of vehicle miles traveled
(VMT). While exhaust emissions of PM10 and PM2.5 would decrease for each build
year compared to the no-build condition, total emissions of PM10 and PM2.5 would
increase due to brake and tire wear emissions generated by increases in VMT. The
2025 build condition, when compared to 2025 No Build, would result in a net
decrease in NOx and ROG emissions and only minor increases in PM10 and PM2.5
emissions. Similarly, the 2035 build condition, when compared to 2035 no-build,
would result in a net decrease in NOx and ROG emissions and minor increases in
PM10 and PM2.5 emissions.
Carbon Monoxide Hot-Spot Analysis

The California Project-Level Carbon Monoxide Protocol was used to analyze CO
impacts for the Project (UC Davis 1997). The hot-spot analysis covered the
intersections affected by the Project in 2016 (existing year), 2025 (open-to-traffic
year), and 2035 (20-year horizon year). CO modeling was performed for 36 receptors
located near the following intersections:
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•

Grant Line Road at White Rock Road

•

Grant Line Road at Centennial Road

•

Grant Line Road at Douglas Road

•

Grant Line Road at North Loop Road

•

Grant Line Road at Chrysanthy Boulevard

•
•

Grant Line Road at University Avenue
Grant Line Road at Kiefer Road

•

Grant Line Road at Rancho Cordova Parkway

•

Grant Line Road at Jackson Road

Traffic volumes and operating conditions used in the modeling were obtained from
the traffic analysis prepared for this Project (Kimley-Horn 2016a). CO modeling was
conducted using p.m. peak-hour traffic volumes. The peak hour represents the hour
with the most stable meteorological conditions. Vehicle emission rates were determined
using the ARB’s EMFAC2014 emission rate program. Receptor heights were set at
5.9 feet (1.8 meters). As stated in the California Project-Level Carbon Monoxide
Protocol, the USEPA modeling guidance suggests that receptors normally be modeled
using a standard breathing height (1.8 meters).
Meteorological inputs to the CALINE4 model use the methodology recommended in
the California Project-Level Carbon Monoxide Protocol. The meteorological
conditions represent a calm winter period. The worst-case wind angles option was
used to determine a worst-case concentration for each receptor. The meteorological
inputs include:
•

0.5 meters per second wind speed

•

G stability class ground-level temperature inversion

•

8.2 degrees Celsius (46.8 degrees Fahrenheit) temperature (based on the mean
minimum January temperature during 2014, 2015, and 2016)

•

5-degree wind direction standard deviation

•

1,000-meter mixing height

A background concentration of 2.2 ppm was added to the modeled 1-hour values to
account for sources of CO not included in the modeling. Eight-hour modeled values
were calculated from the 1-hour values using a persistence factor of 0.7. A
background concentration of 2.0 ppm was added to the modeled 8-hour values. All
background concentration data were taken from the monitoring data provided by
Capital SouthEast Connector: D2 Expressway Project
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ARB (2016b) for the Sacramento-Del Paso Manor air quality monitoring site
(Figure 2.2.4-2).
Table 2.2.4-6 presents the CO modeling results, which show that no CO ambient air
quality standards would be exceeded due to the implementation of the Project in both
the open-to-traffic year and the design year.
Health Risk

The PEIR found that the proposed Project would result in no impact or a slightly
decreased cancer risk to receptors adjacent to the Project site. Because cancer risk is
expected to decrease with the implementation of the proposed Project, there would be
minimal effect. Although this environmental effect is considered minimal,
implementation of the exposure reduction strategies outlined in AMM AQ-5,
Implement Additional Exposure Reduction Strategies to Further Minimize Potential
Health Risks, is recommended given the nature of the modeling assumptions used to
estimate diesel particulate matter concentrations in the PEIR. Implementation of this
measure will help reduce any potential increases in cancer risk along the Project
corridor.
Particulate Matter Hot-Spot Analysis

As described below, the Project is not considered a Project of Air Quality Concern
(POAQC) because it does not meet the definition of a POAQC as defined in
USEPA’s Transportation Conformity Guidance. The SMAQMD Project Level
Conformity Group, Caltrans, FHWA, and USEPA concurred on December 23, 2016,
that the D2 Expressway (VAR56128) is not a POAQC, and therefore it is a
conforming project under local transportation plans and programs (see Appendix F of
the Project’s Air Quality Technical Report [ESA 2016]). Additionally, on October 11,
2018, FHWA issued a conformity determination for the proposed Project stating that
the proposed Project would have a beneficial effect to air quality due to the decrease
in delay at intersections and easing congestion on road segments (see Appendix N).
1. New or expanded highway projects that have a significant number of or
significant increase in diesel vehicles.
The Project would construct a new highway, but would not have a significant
number or significant increase in diesel vehicles. A significant number is defined
as greater than 125,000 Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) and 8 percent or
more of such AADT is diesel truck traffic, or in practice 10,000 truck AADT or
more regardless of total AADT. A significant increase is defined in practice as a
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Table 2.2.4-6. CO Modeling Results
2025
Existing
Intersection
White Rock
Road

Centennial
Drive

Douglas Road

North Loop
Road

Chrysanthy
Boulevard

No-Build

2035

Build

Net Change

No-Build

Build

Net Change

Receptor

1-hr

8-hr

1-hr

8-hr

1-hr

8-hr

1-hr

8-hr

1-hr

8-hr

1-hr

8-hr

1-hr

8-hr

1

5.4

4.2

4.5

3.6

4.4

3.5

-0.1

-0.1

4.5

3.6

4.6

3.7

0.1

0.1

2

5.3

4.2

4.3

3.5

4.2

3.4

-0.1

-0.1

4.3

3.5

4.3

3.5

0.0

0.0

3

5.0

4.0

4.5

3.6

4.6

3.7

0.1

0.1

4.5

3.6

4.6

3.7

0.1

0.1

4

4.6

3.7

4.2

3.4

4.4

3.5

0.2

0.1

4.2

3.4

4.4

3.5

0.2

0.1

5

N/A

N/A

3.6

3.0

3.7

3.1

0.1

0.1

3.6

3.0

3.8

3.1

0.2

0.1

6

N/A

N/A

3.4

2.8

3.4

2.8

0.0

0.0

3.4

2.8

3.5

2.9

0.1

0.1

7

N/A

N/A

3.9

3.2

4.1

3.3

0.2

0.1

3.8

3.1

4.0

3.3

0.2

0.2

8

N/A

N/A

3.7

3.1

3.9

3.2

0.2

0.1

3.6

3.0

3.8

3.1

0.2

0.1

9

4.8

3.8

3.8

3.1

4.0

3.3

0.2

0.2

3.9

3.2

3.9

3.2

0.0

0.0

10

4.8

3.8

3.5

2.9

3.5

2.9

0.0

0.0

3.3

2.8

3.6

3.0

0.3

0.2

11

5.4

4.2

4.1

3.3

4.5

3.6

0.4

0.3

4.0

3.3

4.3

3.5

0.3

0.2

12

5.0

4.0

3.8

3.1

3.9

3.2

0.1

0.1

3.7

3.1

4.0

3.3

0.3

0.2

13

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

3.7

3.1

3.9

3.2

0.2

0.1

14

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

3.7

3.1

3.8

3.1

0.1

0.0

15

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

3.8

3.1

4.0

3.3

0.2

0.2

16

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

3.7

3.1

3.8

3.1

0.1

0.0

17

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

4.4

3.5

3.8

3.1

-0.6

-0.4

18

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

3.7

3.1

3.4

2.8

-0.3

-0.3

19

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

3.9

3.2

4.0

3.3

0.1

0.1

20

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

4.2

3.4

3.9

3.2

-0.3

-0.2
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Table 2.2.4-6. CO Modeling Results
2025
Existing
Intersection
University
Avenue

Kiefer
Boulevard

Rancho
Cordova
Parkway

Jackson
Highway

No-Build

2035

Build

Net Change

No-Build

Build

Net Change

Receptor

1-hr

8-hr

1-hr

8-hr

1-hr

8-hr

1-hr

8-hr

1-hr

8-hr

1-hr

8-hr

1-hr

8-hr

21

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

4.0

3.3

4.0

3.3

0.0

0.0

22

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

4.3

3.5

4.4

3.5

0.1

0.0

23

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

3.8

3.1

3.8

3.1

0.0

0.0

24

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

3.5

2.9

3.6

3.0

0.1

0.1

25

4.3

3.5

3.4

2.8

3.4

2.8

0.0

0.0

3.5

2.9

3.6

3.0

0.1

0.1

26

4.7

3.8

3.3

2.8

3.4

2.8

0.1

0.0

3.4

2.8

3.5

2.9

0.1

0.1

27

4.5

3.6

3.3

2.8

3.4

2.8

0.1

0.0

3.5

2.9

3.6

3.0

0.1

0.1

28

4.3

3.5

3.1

2.6

3.2

2.7

0.1

0.1

3.2

2.7

3.3

2.8

0.1

0.1

29

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

3.5

2.9

3.6

3.0

0.1

0.1

30

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

3.4

2.8

3.5

2.9

0.1

0.1

31

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

3.4

2.8

3.6

3.0

0.2

0.2

32

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

3.4

2.8

3.6

3.0

0.2

0.2

33

4.8

3.8

4.0

3.3

3.9

3.2

-0.1

-0.1

3.8

3.1

3.9

3.2

0.1

0.1

34

5.3

4.2

4.2

3.4

3.7

3.1

-0.5

-0.3

3.6

3.0

3.7

3.1

0.1

0.1

35

5.9

4.6

4.0

3.3

3.7

3.1

-0.3

-0.2

3.7

3.1

3.7

3.1

0.0

0.0

36

4.7

3.8

3.7

3.1

3.8

3.1

0.1

0.0

3.8

3.1

3.7

3.1

-0.1

0.0

Note: Values include background concentration of 2.2 ppm for 1-hour CO and 2.0 ppm for 8-hour CO. Receptor numbers start in northeast quadrant of intersection. 8-hour values
based on 1-hour values with 0.7 persistence factor. Intersections of Centennial Drive, North Loop Road, Chrysanthy Boulevard, University Avenue, and Rancho Cordova Parkway
are planned and currently do not exist. Intersections of North Loop Road, Chrysanthy Boulevard, University Avenue, and Rancho Cordova Parkway would not yet exist in 2025.
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10 percent increase in heavy duty truck traffic. The highest AADT the Project is
expected to experience in the opening year (2025) and design year (2035) is
33,270, considerably below 125,000 AADT (Kimley-Horn 2016a). The highest
truck AADT would be 1,829 in 2025 and 2,948 in 2035; furthermore, heavy duty
truck traffic is 0.6 percent below the no-build condition in 2025 and 1.9 percent
below the no-build condition in 2035 (Kimley-Horn 2016b). Therefore, there
would not be a significant number or increase in diesel vehicles due to the
implementation of the Project. Table 2.2.4-7 presents the maximum truck AADT
and percentage of trucks by condition.
Table 2.2.4-7. Maximum Truck AADT and Percentage by Condition
Truck AADT

Percentage of
Trucks

304

3.9

2025 No-Build

1,745

8.8

2025 Build

1,829

8.2

84

-0.6

2035 No-Build

2,775

12.4

2035 Build

2,948

10.5

173

-1.9

Condition
2016 Existing Year

Net Change: 2025 Build minus 2025 No-Build

Net Change: 2035 Build minus 2035 No-Build
Source: Kimley-Horn 2016b

2. Projects affecting intersections that are at a Level of Service D, E, F, with a
significant number of diesel vehicles, or that that will change to Level of
Service D, E, or F because of increased traffic volumes from a significant
number of diesel vehicles related to the project.
As discussed in Section 2.1.7, implementation of the Project would result in an
improved LOS and reduced vehicle delay compared to the no-build condition at
all but one intersection (Grant Line Road at White Rock Road). There would not
be a significant number of diesel vehicles at these intersections, and these
intersections would not change to a LOS D, E, or F because of increased traffic
volumes from a significant number of diesel vehicles (ESA 2016). Table 2.2.4-7
shows the Project would not increase the percentage of diesel vehicles.
3. New bus and rail terminals and transfer points that have a significant
number of diesel vehicles congregating at a single location.
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The Project does not include new bus or rail terminal and transfer points.
4. Expanded bus and rail terminals and transfer points that significantly
increase the number of diesel vehicles congregating at a single location.
The Project does not include expanded bus or rail terminals and transfer points.
5. Projects in or affecting locations, areas, or categories of sites which are
identified in the PM2.5 or PM10 implementation plan or implementation plan
submission, as appropriate, as sites of possible violation.
The Project is not in or affecting locations, areas, or categories of sites that are
identified in the PM10 and PM2.5 applicable implementation plan or
implementation plan submission, as appropriate, as sites of violation or possible
violation.
Therefore, a quantitative particulate matter hot-spot analysis is not required based on
the requirements of the FCAA and 40 CFR 93.116.
Mobile Source Air Toxics

The following discussion is based on the FHWA: Updated Interim Guidance on
Mobile Source Air Toxic Analysis in NEPA Documents, dated October 18, 2016
(FHWA 2016), which advises when and how to analyze mobile source air toxics
(MSATs) in the NEPA process for highways.
The FHWA has developed a three-tiered approach for analyzing MSAT in NEPA
documents. For projects warranting MSAT analysis, all nine priority MSATs should
be considered, as described below.
•

Category 1: No analysis for projects with no potential for meaningful MSAT
effects.
− Projects qualifying as a categorical exclusion under 23 CFR 771.117(c)
− Projects exempt under the Clean Air Act conformity rule under 40 CFR
93.126
− Other projects with no meaningful impacts on traffic volumes or vehicle mix
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•

Category 2: Qualitative analysis for projects with low potential MSAT effects.
− Projects that serve to improve operations of highway, transit, or freight
without adding substantial new capacity or without creating a facility that is
likely to meaningfully increase MSAT emissions.
− Project examples include minor widening projects; new interchanges;
replacing a signalized intersection on a surface street; or projects where
design year traffic is projected to be less than 140,000 to 150,000 AADT.
− Any projects not meeting the criteria in Category (1) or Category (3) should
be included in this category.

•

Category 3: Projects with Higher Potential MSAT Effects.
− Create or significantly alter a major intermodal freight facility that has the
potential to concentrate high levels of diesel particulate matter in a single
location, involving a significant number of diesel vehicles for new projects or
accommodating with a significant increase in the number of diesel vehicles
for expansion projects; or
− Create new capacity or add significant capacity to urban highways such as
interstates, urban arterials, or urban collector-distributor routes with traffic
volumes where the AADT is projected to be in the range of 140,000 to
150,000 or greater by the design year; and
− Proposed to be located in proximity to populated areas.

Evaluation of the Proposed Project MSAT Impacts. The Project does not fall
within the first category because it does not qualify for a categorical exclusion under
23 CFR 771.117(c), is not exempt under the FCAA conformity rule under 40 CFR
93.126, and has a meaningful impact on traffic volumes or vehicle mix. Additionally,
the Project does not fall within the third category because it does not create or
significantly alter a major intermodal freight facility that has the potential to
concentrate high levels of diesel particulate matter in a single location, does not
involve a significant number of diesel vehicles for new projects or a significant
increase in the number of diesel vehicles for expansion projects, or create new
capacity or add significant capacity to urban highways such as interstates, urban
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arterials, or urban collector-distributor routes with traffic volumes where the AADT is
projected to be in the range of 140,000 to 150,000 or greater by the design year.
The Project falls within Category 2, since it does not meet the criteria in Category 1
or Category 3, and is considered a project with low potential MSAT effects.
Therefore, a qualitative assessment of emissions projects should be conducted.
Maximum operational MSAT emissions in pounds per day were calculated using
CT-EMFAC2014. Average daily traffic and vehicle speeds were derived from the
traffic analysis prepared for the Project (Kimley Horn 2016a). Modeling inputs and
results can be found in the Project’s Air Quality Technical Report (ESA 2016).
The estimated maximum daily operational emissions of butadiene, acetaldehyde,
acrolein, benzene, diesel particulate matter (diesel PM), ethylbenzene, formaldehyde,
naphthalene, and polycyclic organic matter are presented in Table 2.2.4-8. Diesel
exhaust organic gases (DEOG) are also quantified, as constituents of DEOG include
gaseous MSATs such as aldehydes (e.g., formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, acrolein),
benzene, 1,3-butadiene, and polycyclic organic compounds. Compared to the 2016
existing condition, most of the MSAT emissions would increase in 2025 and 2035 for
both the no-build and build conditions due to the increase in VMT. However,
emissions of MSATs are reduced for each respective build condition compared to the
no-Build condition (i.e., the net change between the 2025 build and 2025 no-build
conditions, and the 2035 build and 2035 no-build conditions). As described above,
increased speeds and reduced delays contribute to the reduced MSAT emissions as a
result of the Project.
Construction Impacts

Construction activities will not last for more than 5 years at one general location, so
construction-related emissions do not need to be included in regional and Projectlevel conformity analysis (40 CFR 93.123(c)(5)).
During construction, short-term degradation of air quality may occur due to the
release of particulate emissions (airborne dust) generated by excavation, grading,
hauling, and various other construction-related activities. Emissions from
construction equipment also are expected and would include CO, NOX, VOCs,
directly emitted particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5), and toxic air contaminants such
as diesel exhaust particulate matter. Ozone is a regional pollutant that is derived from
NOX and VOCs in the presence of sunlight and heat.
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Table 2.2.4-8. Maximum Operational MSAT Emissions in Pounds Per Day

2016
Existing

2025
No-Build

2025
Build

Net
Change:
2025 Build
minus
2025 NoBuild

Acetaldehyde

0.15

0.58

0.27

-0.31

0.71

0.26

-0.44

Acrolein

0.01

0.02

0.02

0.00

0.02

0.01

-0.01

Benzene

0.38

0.90

0.58

-0.32

0.73

0.42

-0.31

Butadiene

0.06

0.12

0.08

-0.04

0.10

0.06

-0.04

DEOG

1.42

6.74

2.80

-3.94

8.67

2.90

-5.77

Diesel Particulate
Matter

0.47

0.51

0.43

-0.08

0.41

0.33

-0.08

Ethylbenzene

0.07

0.09

0.06

-0.03

0.07

0.04

-0.03

Formaldehyde

0.40

1.33

0.66

-0.67

1.54

0.61

-0.93

Naphthalene

0.02

0.06

0.04

-0.02

0.04

0.02

-0.02

POM

0.01

0.03

0.02

-0.01

0.02

0.01

-0.01

Total MSAT

3.00

10.38

4.95

-5.48

12.31

4.67

-7.64

MSAT

2035
NoBuild

2035
Build

Net
Change:
2035 Build
minus
2035 NoBuild

Notes:
POM = polycyclic organic matter; DEOG = diesel exhaust organic gases (which includes aldehydes,
benzene, 1,3-butadiene, and polycyclic organic compounds)
Source : ESA 2016

Site preparation and roadway construction typically involves clearing, cut-and-fill
activities, grading, removing, or improving existing roadways, building bridges, and
paving roadway surfaces. Construction-related effects on air quality from most
highway projects are greatest during the site preparation phase because most engine
emissions are associated with the excavation, handling, and transport of soils to and
from the site. In general, these activities could temporarily generate PM10, PM2.5, and
small amounts of CO, SO2, NOX, and VOCs. However, AMM AQ-4 require
implementation of SMAQMD’s basic construction emission control practices, such as
minimizing idling time, which would reduce this concern. Additionally, sources of
fugitive dust, in general, would include disturbed soils at the construction site, trucks
carrying uncovered loads of soils, and mud deposited on local streets from vehicles
leaving the site. However, the implementation of SMAQMD’s Basic and Enhanced
Construction Emission Control Practices, as discussed in AMM AQ-1, would address
this concern. PM10 emissions would vary from day to day, depending on the nature
and magnitude of construction activities and local weather conditions. PM10
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emissions would depend on soil moisture, silt content of soil, wind speed, and the
amount of equipment operating. Larger dust particles would settle near the source,
while fine particles would be dispersed over greater distances from the construction
site.
In addition to dust-related PM10 emissions, heavy-duty trucks and construction
equipment powered by gasoline and diesel engines would generate CO, SO2, NOX,
VOCs and some soot particulates (PM10 and PM2.5) in exhaust emissions. If
construction activities were to increase traffic congestion in the area, CO and other
emissions from traffic would increase slightly while those vehicles are delayed. These
emissions would be temporary and limited to the immediate area surrounding the
construction site.
SO2 is generated by oxidation during combustion of organic sulfur compounds
contained in diesel fuel. Under California law and ARB regulations, off-road diesel
fuel used in California must meet the same sulfur and other standards as on-road
diesel fuel (not more than 15 ppm sulfur), so SO2-related issues due to diesel exhaust
will be minimal.
Construction of the proposed Project would be required to comply with Caltrans’
Standard Specifications, Section 14-9 “Air Quality” (2018). Caltrans’ specifications
pertaining to dust control and dust palliative requirements are a required part of
construction contracts and should effectively reduce and control emission impacts
during construction. These requirements include daily watering of areas disturbed by
construction activities to reduce the potential for fugitive dust emissions during
construction. In addition, implementation of SMAQMD’s basic and enhanced control
measures to reduce construction-related fugitive dust (AMM AQ-1) will further
reduce the potential for fugitive dust. Construction impacts to air quality would be
short-term in duration and, therefore, would not result in long-term adverse
conditions.
Implementation of the following measures, some of which may also be required for
other purposes such as stormwater pollution control, would reduce any air quality
impacts resulting from construction activities:
1. The construction contractor shall comply with Caltrans’ Standard Specifications
in Section 14 and, as applicable, Section 18 (Caltrans 2018).
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•

Section 14-9.01 specifically requires compliance by the contractor with all
applicable laws and regulations related to air quality, including air pollution
control district and air quality management district regulations and local
ordinances.

•

If dust palliative materials other than water are to be used, material
specifications are contained in Section 18.

2. Apply water or dust palliative to the site and equipment as frequently as necessary
to control fugitive dust emissions. Fugitive emissions generally must meet a “no
visible dust” criterion either at the point of emission or at the right-of-way line
depending on local regulations.
3. Spread soil binder on any unpaved roads used for construction purposes, and all
Project construction parking areas.
4. Wash off trucks as they leave the right-of-way as necessary to control fugitive
dust emissions.
5. Develop a dust control plan documenting sprinkling, temporary paving, speed
limits, and expedited revegetation of disturbed slopes as needed to minimize
construction impacts to existing communities.
6. Locate equipment and materials storage sites as far away from residential and
park uses as practical. Keep construction areas clean and orderly.
7. Use track-out reduction measures such as gravel pads at Project access points to
minimize dust and mud deposits on roads affected by construction traffic.
8. Cover all transported loads of soils and wet materials prior to transport, or provide
adequate freeboard (space from the top of the material to the top of the truck) to
minimize emission of dust (particulate matter) during transportation.
9. Promptly and regularly remove dust and mud that are deposited on paved, public
roads due to construction activity and traffic to decrease particulate matter.
10. Install mulch or plant vegetation as soon as practical after grading to reduce
windblown particulate in the area. Be aware that certain methods of mulch
placement, such as straw blowing, may themselves cause dust and visible
emission issues and may need to use controls such as dampened straw.
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11. Properly tune and maintain construction equipment and vehicles. Use low-sulfur
fuel in all construction equipment as provided in California Code of Regulations
Title 17, Section 93114.
12. Establish Environmentally Sensitive Areas or their equivalent near sensitive air
receptors within which construction activities involving extended idling of diesel
equipment would be prohibited, to the extent feasible.
13. Route and schedule construction traffic to avoid peak travel times as much as
possible, to reduce congestion and related air quality impacts caused by idling
vehicles along local roads.
Naturally Occurring Asbestos

Serpentine is a mineral commonly found in association with ultramafic rocks and
along associated faults in seismically active regions of California. The proposed
Project would not include construction activities that would involve asbestos and
would not be located in an area with “naturally occurring asbestos”-bearing
serpentine rock (CDC 2000).
Odors

During construction, minor sources of odors would be present. Exhaust odors from
diesel engines and fuel, as well as emissions associated with asphalt paving may be
considered offensive to some individuals. However, because odors would be
temporary and would disperse rapidly with distance from the source, constructiongenerated odors would not be anticipated to result in the frequent exposure of
receptors to objectionable odors.
2.2.4.4 Avoidance, Minimization, and/or Mitigation Measures
AMM AQ-1: Implement SMAQMD Basic and Enhanced Construction Emission
Control Practices to Reduce Fugitive Dust

The JPA will require, as part of its contract, the construction contractor(s) to
implement basic and enhanced control measures to reduce construction-related
fugitive dust. The JPA will ensure, through contract provisions and specifications,
that the contractor adheres to the avoidance measures before and during construction
and documents compliance with the adopted measures.
•

Use wet power vacuum street sweepers to remove any visible track-out mud or
dirt onto adjacent public roads at least once a day. Use of dry power sweeping is
prohibited.
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•

Limit vehicle speeds on unpaved roads to 15 mph.

•

All roadway, driveway, sidewalk, and parking lot paving should be completed as
soon as possible. In addition, building pads should be laid as soon as possible
after grading unless seeding or soil binders are used.

Enhanced Control Measures – Disturbance Areas:
•

Water exposed soil with adequate frequency for continued moist soil. However,
do not overwater to the extent that sediment flows off the site.

•

Suspend excavation, grading, and/or demolition activity when wind speeds
exceed 20 mph.

•

Install wind breaks (e.g., trees, solid fencing) on windward side(s) of
construction areas.

•

Plant vegetative ground cover (fast-germinating native grass seed) in disturbed
areas as soon as possible. Water appropriately until vegetation is established.

Enhanced Control Measures – Unpaved Roads (Entrained Road Dust):
•

Install wheel washers for all exiting trucks, or wash off all trucks and equipment
leaving the site.

•

Treat site accesses to a distance of 100 feet from the paved road with a 6- to 12inch layer of wood chips, mulch, or gravel to reduce generation of road dust and
road dust carryout onto public roads.

•

Post a publicly visible sign with the telephone number and person to contact at
the lead agency regarding dust complaints. This person shall respond and take
corrective action within 48 hours. The phone number of the SMAQMD shall also
be visible to ensure compliance.

Additional Control Measures – Offsite Mitigation Fees Payable to the SMAQMD:
•

In the event that the SMAQMD basic and enhanced construction mitigation
measures are not sufficient to reduce NOx emissions below the SMAQMD’s
construction NOx threshold, the remaining NOx emissions in excess of the
SMAQMD’s threshold will be offset by the JPA through a fee paid to the
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SMAQMD, which will fund cost-effective projects that reduce NOx in the
Project area, to the extent possible, and otherwise within the Sacramento air
basin. The fee will be calculated using the SMAQMD’s current rate of NOx per
ton at the time of construction in addition to SMAQMD administration fees.
Currently, the SMAQMD’s offsite mitigation fee is $18,260 per ton of NOx
(which will be raised to $30,000 per ton on July 1, 2017), in addition to a
5 percent administration fee.
AMM AQ-2: Limit maximum daily disturbed area to 15 Acres

The JPA will require, as part of its contract, that the construction contractor(s) limit
the maximum daily disturbed area to 15 acres or 1,800 centerline-feet (based on an
assumed width of 360 feet) per day.
AMM AQ-3: Implement SMAQMD Basic Construction Emission Control
Practices to Reduce NOx Emissions

To reduce NOx emissions from diesel-powered construction equipment, the JPA will
require, as part of its contract, that the construction contractor(s):
•

Minimize idling time either by shutting equipment off when not in use or by
limiting the time of idling to 3 minutes (5 minutes required by 13 CCR 2449[d]
[3], 2485). Provide clear signage that posts this requirement for workers at the
entrances to the site.

•

Maintain all construction equipment in proper working condition according to
manufacturer’s specifications. The equipment must be checked by a certified
mechanic and determined to be running in proper condition before it is operated.

AMM AQ-4: Implement SMAQMD Enhanced Construction Emission Control
Practices to Reduce NOx Emissions

To reduce NOx emissions from diesel-powered construction equipment, the JPA will
require, as part of its contract, that the construction contractor(s):
•

Provide a plan for approval by the SMAQMD demonstrating that the heavy-duty
(50-horsepower or more) off-road vehicles to be used in the construction project,
including owned, leased, and subcontractor vehicles, will achieve a Project-wide
fleet-average 20 percent NOx reduction and 45 percent PM exhaust reduction
compared to the most recent ARB fleet average. Acceptable options for reducing
emissions may include use of late-model engines, low-emission diesel products,
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alternative fuels, engine-retrofit technology, after-treatment products, or other
options as they become available.
•

Ensure that emissions from all off-road diesel-powered equipment used on the
Project site do not exceed 40 percent opacity for more than 3 minutes in any
1 hour. Any equipment found to exceed 40 percent opacity (or Ringelmann 2.03)
will be repaired immediately. Noncompliant equipment will be documented and
a summary provided periodically to the lead agency and air district. A visual
survey of all in-operation equipment will be made at least periodically by the
JPA, and a periodic summary of the visual survey results will be submitted
throughout the duration of the proposed Project, except that the summary will not
be required for any 30-day period in which no construction activity occurs. The
summary will include the quantity and type of vehicles surveyed, as well as the
dates of each survey. The air districts or other officials may conduct periodic site
inspections to determine compliance. Nothing in this measure will supersede
other air district or state rules or regulations.

AMM AQ-5: Implement additional exposure reduction strategies to further
minimize potential health risks

The JPA will implement strategies to reduce the potential for sensitive receptors (e.g.,
residences) along the Project corridor to be exposed to diesel particulate matter.
Potential strategies include but are not limited to creating a buffer zone of at least
50 feet between the roadway and sensitive land uses (e.g., residences, parks,
churches, and medical facilities), as well as planting additional vegetation along the
Project corridor. The SMAQMD’s Landscaping Guidance for Improving Air Quality
near Roadways (SMAQMD 2017) will be used to help determine exposure reduction
strategies. These strategies should be focused in areas where sensitive receptors are
directly adjacent to the roadway. Selection of plant species listed in the SMAQMD’s
Landscaping Guidance for Improving Air Quality near Roadways should be
maximized to the extent feasible.
2.2.5 Noise and Vibration
2.2.5.1 REGULATORY SETTING

NEPA provides the broad basis for analyzing and abating highway traffic noise
effects. The intent of this law is to promote the general welfare and to foster a healthy
environment. The requirements for noise analysis and consideration of noise
abatement under NEPA are described below.
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National Environmental Policy Act and 23 CFR 772

For highway transportation projects with FHWA (and Caltrans, as assigned)
involvement, the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1970 and associated implementing
regulations (23 CFR 772) govern the analysis and abatement of traffic noise impacts.
The regulations require that potential noise impacts in areas of frequent human use be
identified during the planning and design of a highway project. The regulations
include noise abatement criteria (NAC) that are used to determine when a noise
impact would occur. The NAC differ depending on the type of land use under
analysis. For example, the NAC for residences (67 A-weighted decibels [dBA]) is
lower than the NAC for commercial areas (72 dBA). Table 2.2.5-1 lists the noise
abatement criteria for use in the NEPA 23 CFR 772 analysis.
Table 2.2.5-1. Activity Categories and Noise Abatement Criteria
(23 CFR 772)
Activity
Category

Activity
Leq[h]a

Evaluation
Location

A

57

Exterior

Lands on which serenity and quiet are of extraordinary
significance and serve an important public need and
where the preservation of those qualities is essential if the
area is to continue to serve its intended purpose.

B

67

Exterior

Residential

Cb

67

Exterior

Active sport areas, amphitheaters, auditoriums,
campgrounds, cemeteries, day care centers, hospitals,
libraries, medical facilities, parks, picnic areas, places of
worship, playgrounds, public meeting rooms, public or
nonprofit institutional structures, radio studios, recording
studios, recreation areas, Section 4(f) sites, schools,
television studios, trails, and trail crossings.

D

52

Interior

Auditoriums, day care centers, hospitals, libraries, medical
facilities, places of worship, public meeting rooms, public
or nonprofit institutional structures, radio studios,
recording studios, schools, and television studios.

Eb

72

Exterior

Hotels, motels, offices, restaurants/bars, and other
developed lands, properties, or activities not included in AD or F

Description of Activities

F

No NAC – reporting only

Agriculture, airports, bus yards, emergency services,
industrial, logging, maintenance facilities, manufacturing,
mining, rail yards, retail facilities, shipyards, utilities (water
resources, water treatment, electrical), and warehousing.

G

No NAC – reporting only

Undeveloped lands that are not permitted

The Leq(h) activity criteria values are for impact determination only and are not design standards for
noise abatement measures. All values are dBA.
b Includes undeveloped lands permitted for this activity category.
Leq(h) = hourly equivalent sound level.
Source: Caltrans 2011
a
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Figure 2.2.5-1 shows the noise levels of common activities to enable readers to
compare the actual and predicted highway noise levels discussed in this section with
common activities.

Source: Caltrans 2013a

Figure 2.2.5-1. Noise Levels of Common Activities
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According to the Caltrans’s Traffic Noise Analysis Protocol for New Highway
Construction, Reconstruction, and Retrofit Barrier Projects (2011), a noise impact
occurs when the future noise level with Project results in a substantial increase in
noise level (defined as a 12 dBA or more increase) or when the future noise level of
the Project approaches or exceeds the NAC. Approaching the NAC is defined as
coming within 1 dBA of the NAC.
If it is determined that the Project will have noise impacts, then potential abatement
measures must be considered. Noise abatement measures that are determined to be
reasonable and feasible at the time of final design are incorporated into Project plans
and specifications. This document discusses noise abatement measures that would
likely be incorporated in the Project.
Caltrans’ Traffic Noise Analysis Protocol (Protocol) sets forth the criteria for
determining when an abatement measure is reasonable and feasible. Feasibility of
noise abatement is basically an engineering concern. Under the Caltrans Protocol, a
minimum noise reduction of 5 dBA for all impacted receptors in the future noise
levels must be achieved for an abatement to be considered feasible. Other
considerations include topography, access requirements, other noise sources, and
safety considerations. Additionally, a noise reduction of at least 7 dBA must be
achieved at one or more benefited receptors for an abatement measure to be
considered reasonable. The reasonableness determination is basically a cost-benefit
analysis. Factors used in determining whether a proposed noise abatement measure is
reasonable include residents’ acceptance and the cost per benefited residence.
2.2.5.2

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

The Noise Study Report (NSR), Capital SouthEast Connector: D2 Expressway
Project, STPL 6498(001) (ESA 2017a), was prepared to evaluate noise impacts and
abatement under the requirements of 23 CFR 772, “Procedures for Abatement of
Highway Traffic Noise,” and identify land uses and sensitive receptors, particularly
areas of frequent human use that would benefit from reduced noise levels. In addition,
a Noise Abatement Decision Report (NADR) (ESA 2017b) was prepared for the
Project. The results and conclusions of the NSR and NADR are summarized in this
subchapter.
The existing land uses in the Project area are illustrated on Figure 2.1.1-1 (see
Section 2.1.1). The surrounding land uses in the Project area consist of residential
uses (Activity Category B) north and south of Jackson Road along Grant Line Road
and south of Raymer Way along Grant Line Road. All other land uses consist of a
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Teichert aggregate mine (north of Raymer Way along Grant Line Road) and
undeveloped land (Activity Categories F and G).
Figure 2.2.5-2 shows locations of the noise receivers modeled as part of this study.
Undeveloped lands which have been permitted for development that may be affected
by the Project were identified. However, since none of the identified undeveloped
lands in the Project area have been issued building permits, future individual
receptors were not included in the analysis, only a modeled change in dBA for the
land areas is included. For reporting purposes, modeled receivers (R-4, R-15 to R-23
and R-26) were located in the undeveloped lands. Undeveloped land uses that are not
permitted are considered Activity Category G land uses. There are no impact criteria
for undeveloped land uses for which final discretionary permits have not yet been
issued. The residential properties adjacent to Grant Line Road, north of Jackson
Road, would be acquired by the Project and would be considered undeveloped lands
in the future. However, for reporting purposes, modeled receivers (R-5, R-8, R-9,
R-10, R-12, R-13, and R-14) were located in the acquired land.
Noise Measurements

Short-term and long-term noise measurements were conducted at 10 exterior
locations along Grant Line Road on July 25, 2016, and July 26, 2016, using a Larson
Davis Model 831 Type 1 and Larson Davis Model LxT2 Type 2 sound level meters.
Noise sources within the Project area consisted of vehicular traffic along Grant Line
Road, animal sounds (e.g., cows, dogs, chickens) and wildlife sounds (e.g., birds
chirping). The observed vehicle speed along Grant Line Road ranged from 45 to
65 miles per hour (mph) and vehicles consisted of auto, medium truck, heavy trucks,
buses, and motorcycles.
While conducting the short-term noise measurements, temperatures ranged from 61 to
104 degrees Fahrenheit and wind speeds ranged from 0 to 2 mph. Weather data were
obtained using The Weather Channel phone application.
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Noise measurement locations are shown on Figure 2.2.5-3. The area surrounding the
Project site is dominated by localized traffic noise. The results of the 30-minute shortterm noise measurements, which include the measured equivalent sound levels 7(Leq)
and descriptions of localized noise sources at all seven measurement locations, are
presented in Table 2.2.5-2. The Leq represents an average of the sound energy
occurring over a specified period. The hourly sound levels at the two 24-hour longterm noise measurements can be found on Figures 2.2.5-4 and 2.2.5-5, respectively.
The measured noise levels shown in Table 2.2.5-2, along with their respective traffic
counts, were used to validate the accuracy of the FHWA’s Traffic Noise Model
Version 2.5 used to evaluate traffic noise impacts along Grant Line Road.
Table 2.2.5-2. Summary of Short-Term Measurements
Site

Address/
APN

Land Use
Residential

Start
Time

Duration
(min)

Noise
level, Leq
dBA

Vehicular traffic, dogs 7-25-2016
barking, and chicken
clucking

6:28

30

68.5

Description of
Noise

Date

ST-1

6789 Grant
Line Road

ST-2

12700 Kiefer Undeveloped
Boulevard
land

Vehicular traffic and
natural sounds (e.g.,
birds chirping)

7-25-2016

11:33

30

67.1

ST-3

12701 Kiefer Land Fill
Boulevard

Vehicular traffic and
natural sounds (e.g.,
birds chirping)

7-25-2016

9:58

30

64.9

ST-4

APN:
Undeveloped
0670040025 land
0000

Vehicular traffic and
natural sounds (e.g.,
birds chirping)

7-25-2016

15:12

30

65.6

ST-5

3601 Grant
Line Road

Residential

Vehicular traffic, dogs 7-25-2016
barking, and chicken
clucking

7:23

30

66.2

ST-6

3450 Grant
Line Road

Undeveloped
land

Vehicular traffic and
natural sounds (e.g.,
birds chirping)

7-25-2016

14:21

30

56.7

ST-7

3500 Grant
Line Road

Mine

Vehicular traffic, dogs 7-25-2016
barking and chicken
clucking

8:31

30

65.2

Source: ESA 2017a

7

In effect, Leq is the steady-state sound level containing the same acoustical energy as the time-varying sound that
actually occurs during the same period. The 1-hour A-weighted equivalent sound level (Leq[h]) is the energy
average of A-weighted sound levels occurring during a 1-hour period and is the basis for NAC used by Caltrans
and FHWA.
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Source: ESA 2017a

Figure 2.2.5-4. Long-Term Monitoring at Location LT-1, July 25-26, 2016

Source: ESA 2017a

Figure 2.2.5-5. Long-Term Monitoring at Location LT-2, July 25-26, 2016

The noise level differences between measured and modeled were within ± 3 dBA and
considered validated without adjustment.
2.2.5.3 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
No-Build Alternative

Under the No-Build Alternative, noise increases resulting from the construction and
operation of the Project would not occur because the Project would not be built.
However, noise levels would continue to increase over time because traffic along
Grant Line Road and surrounding roadways, which is the predominant source of
noise in and around the Project area and traffic on these roadways, is anticipated to
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increase as a result of planned development. Table 2.2.5-3 outlines the predicted
noise levels under no-build conditions for the year 2035 as compared to the predicted
noise levels under the build alternative.
Build Alternative

The Project is considered a Type 1 project under 23 CFR 772 because it involves the
widening of Grant Line Road, including the addition of through traffic lanes.
Operational Impacts

Traffic noise levels were predicted using FHWA’s Traffic Noise Model, Version 2.5
(TNM2.5) for the future (2035) build condition. Traffic volumes, mixes, and speeds
on all Project area roadways were taken from the Traffic Operations Analysis
(Kimley-Horn 2016a). Table 2.2.5-3 summarizes the traffic noise modeling results for
existing conditions and design-year conditions with and without the Project. Predicted
design year traffic noise levels with the Project are compared to existing conditions
and to design-year no-project conditions. The comparison to existing conditions is
included in the analysis to identify when future noise levels with the Project would
result in a substantial increase in noise levels or when future noise levels would
exceed the NAC, as required under 23 CFR 772. The comparison to no-project
conditions indicates the direct effect of the Project.
As stated in the Technical Noise Supplement to the Traffic Noise Analysis Protocol
(Caltrans, 2013a), modeling results are rounded to the nearest decibel before
comparisons are made. In some cases, this can result in relative changes that may not
appear intuitive. An example would be a comparison between sound levels of 64.4
and 64.5 dBA. The difference between these two values is 0.1 dB8. However, after
rounding, the difference is reported as 1 dB.
Modeling results in Table 2.2.5-3 indicate that predicted traffic noise levels for the
design year with Project conditions would approach or exceed the NAC of 67 dBA
Leq(h) for Activity Category B land uses at residence at R-7, along Grant Line Road.
However, R-4, R-8, R-9, R-10, R-12, R-13, and R-14 are proposed to be acquired as
part of the Project. Therefore, impacts would be limited to R-6 within the Jackson
Estates and R-24, which is south of Raymer Road along Grant Line Road.
Accordingly, noise abatement must be considered at those locations. Based on the
results of the NSR (ESA 2017a), the only noise abatement for this Project is noise
barriers. The JPA has committed to building noise barriers to reduce noise at both R-6
8 A decibel (or dB) is the unit of measurement used to measure the intensity of sound or loudness.
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and R-24 as part of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) process. The
decision to build the barriers was completed under CEQA, independent of the NEPA23 CFR 772 analysis. Under NEPA, these noise barriers do not meet the federal
criteria for "reasonableness" under the noise regulation; therefore, abatement costs for
the soundwalls do not qualify for federal reimbursement.
The barriers evaluated are identified as Barrier NB-1 and Barrier NB-2, which are
shown on Figures 2.2.5-6 and 2.2.5-7. Barrier NB-1 is 710 feet long and 12 feet high
to protect R-24 (Figure 2.2.5-6), and Barrier NB-2 is 536 feet long and 16 feet high to
reduce noise at R-6 (Figure 2.2.5-7). Barrier heights from 6 to 16 feet were evaluated
in 2-foot increments. Table 2.2.5-4 summarizes the results of the barrier analysis for
R-24 from Barrier NB-1 and for R-6 from Barrier NB-2. Table 2.2.5-4 shows the
future traffic noise reductions from Barrier NB-1 and Barrier NB-2. With these
barriers, the noise is reduced to below the NAC criteria of 67 dBA Leq.
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Table 2.2.5-3. Predicted Future Noise Levels (dBA Leq[h])

Existing
Noise Level
(A)

Design Year
(2035)
No-Build
Alternative
Noise Level
(B)

Design Year
(2035) Build
Alternative
Noise Level
(C)

Increase
Over
Existing
(C – A)

Increase
Over Future
No Build
(A – B)

Impact Type

Receiver
I.D.

Land Use

Number of Units
Represented

Activity
Category
(NAC)

R-1

RES

1

B (67)

54

56

58

4

2

None

R-2

RES

1

B (67)

51

57

58

7

2

None

R-3

RES

1

B (67)

53

59

62

9

3

None

R-4

UDL

0

G (NA)

57

63

65

8

2

None

R-5

UDL

0

G (NA)

63

70

73

10

3

None

R-6

RES

1

B (67)

62

66

66

5

0

Impact

R-7

RES

1

B (67)

59

62

62

3

0

None

R-8

UDL

0

G (NA)

63

69

74

11

4

None

R-9

UDL

0

G (NA)

63

70

74

11

4

None

R-10

UDL

0

G (NA)

63

69

74

11

5

None

R-11

UDL

0

G (NA)

49

56

58

9

2

None

R-12

UDL

0

G (NA)

57

63

65

9

2

None

R-13

UDL

0

G (NA)

52

60

61

9

2

None

R-14

UDL

0

G (NA)

58

65

68

10

3

None

R-15

UDL

0

G (NA)

58

65

67

9

2

None

R-16

UDL

0

G (NA)

58

65

69

11

4

None

R-17

UDL

0

G (NA)

58

65

68

10

3

None

R-18

UDL

0

G (NA)

62

68

69

7

1

None

R-19

UDL

0

G (NA)

57

64

69

12

5

None

R-20

UDL

0

G (NA)

62

69

70

8

1

None
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Table 2.2.5-3. Predicted Future Noise Levels (dBA Leq[h])

Existing
Noise Level
(A)

Design Year
(2035)
No-Build
Alternative
Noise Level
(B)

Design Year
(2035) Build
Alternative
Noise Level
(C)

Increase
Over
Existing
(C – A)

Increase
Over Future
No Build
(A – B)

Impact Type

Receiver
I.D.

Land Use

Number of Units
Represented

Activity
Category
(NAC)

R-21

UDL

0

G (NA)

58

65

70

12

5

None

R-22

UDL

0

G (NA)

62

69

70

8

1

None

R-23

UDL

0

G (NA)

61

68

69

8

2

None

R-24

RES

1

B (67)

67

73

71

3

0

Impact

R-25

UDL

0

G (NA)

58

65

63

5

0

None

R-26

UDL

0

G (NA)

59

66

69

10

3

None

Notes:
Shading indicates that these residential receptors are anticipated to be acquired.
RES = residential; UDL = undeveloped land
Source: ESA 2016

Table 2.2.5-4. Predicted Future Noise and Barrier Analysis (dBA Leq[h])
Activity Category
(NAC)

Existing Noise
Level

Future No Build

Future Build
with noise
Barriers

Length (feet)

Receiver I.D.

# of Dwelling
Units

NB-1

710

R-24

1

B (67)

67

73

63

NB-2

536

R-6

1

B (67)

63

66

61

Noise Barrier

Source: ESA 2017b
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Construction Impacts

During construction of the Project, noise from construction activities may
intermittently dominate the noise environment in the immediate area of construction.
Table 2.2.5-5 summarizes noise levels produced by construction equipment
commonly used on roadway construction projects.
Table 2.2.5-5. Noise Level Ranges of Typical
Construction Equipment
Equipment

Noise Level
(dBA Lmax at 50 feet)

Bulldozers

82

Heavy Trucks

81

Backhoe

78

Pneumatic Tools

85

Concrete Pump

81

Loader

79

Roller

80

Compressor

78

Crane

81

Drill Rig

79

Paver

77

Hoe Ram

90

Source: FHWA 2006

Construction equipment is expected to generate noise levels ranging from 77 to
90 dBA Lmax at a distance of 50 feet only during the time that the type of equipment
listed above is actively being used. Based on field observations and aerial photos of
the Project area the nearest residences are located just north and south of Jackson
Road along Grant Line Road (R-1, R-2, R-3, R-6, R-7, and R-11) that are not
proposed to be acquired and south of Douglas Road along Grant Line Road (R-24).
Residences at Jackson Road and Grant Line Road proposed to be acquired include
R-5, R-8, R-9, R-10, R-12, R-13, and R-14. Noise produced by construction
equipment decreases at a rate of about 6 dB per doubling of distance from the source.
Sacramento County Construction Noise Exemption limits construction to daytime
hours from 6 a.m. to 8 p.m. Monday through Friday and 7 a.m. to 8 p.m. on Saturday
and Sunday. Section 14-8.02, “Noise Control” of the 2018 Standard Specifications ,
construction noise would be monitored and would not exceed 86 dBA Lmax at 50 feet
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from the job site from 9 p.m. to 6 a.m. Therefore, no adverse noise effects from
construction are anticipated because construction would be conducted in accordance
with applicable local noise standards and Caltrans’ provisions in Section 14-8.02,
“Noise Control,” of the 2018 Standard Specifications and applicable local noise
standards.
2.2.5.4

AVOIDANCE, MINIMIZATION, AND/OR ABATEMENT MEASURES

No AMMs are needed for noise and vibration impacts.

2.2.6 Greenhouse Gas
The JPA analyzed GHG emissions in the previously published Capital SouthEast
Connector Project Final PEIR (JPA 2012), and again in the Initial Study/Mitigated
Negative Declaration for the D2 segment prepared to comply with CEQA. Because
there are no federal regulations mandating GHG reductions at the national level, the
following information is provided for informational purposes only.
Climate change refers to long-term changes in temperature, precipitation, wind
patterns, and other elements of the earth's climate system. An ever-increasing body of
scientific research attributes these climatological changes to GHG emissions,
particularly those generated from the production and use of fossil fuels. While climate
change has been a concern for several decades, the establishment of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) by the United Nations and
World Meteorological Organization in 1988 led to increased efforts devoted to GHG
emissions reduction and climate change research and policy. These efforts are
primarily concerned with the emissions of GHGs generated by human activity,
including carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O),
tetrafluoromethane, hexafluoroethane, sulfur hexafluoride (SF6), and various
hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs). CO2 is the most abundant GHG; while it is a naturally
occurring component of Earth’s atmosphere, fossil-fuel combustion is the main
source of additional, human-generated CO2.
Two terms are typically used when discussing how we address the impacts of climate
change: “greenhouse gas mitigation” and “adaptation.” Greenhouse gas mitigation
covers the activities and policies aimed at reducing GHG emissions to limit or
“mitigate” the impacts of climate change. Adaptation, on the other hand, is concerned
with planning for and responding to impacts resulting from climate change (such as
adjusting transportation design standards to withstand more intense storms and higher
sea levels). This analysis will include a discussion of both.
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2.2.6.1

REGULATORY SETTING

To date, no national standards have been established for nationwide mobile-source
GHG reduction targets, nor have any regulations or legislation been enacted
specifically to address climate change and GHG emissions reduction at the project
level.
FHWA recognizes the threats that extreme weather, sea-level change, and other
changes in environmental conditions pose to valuable transportation infrastructure
and those who depend on it. FHWA therefore supports a sustainability approach that
assesses vulnerability to climate risks and incorporates resilience into planning, asset
management, project development and design, and operations and maintenance
practices. This approach encourages planning for sustainable highways by addressing
climate risks while balancing environmental, economic, and social values—“the triple
bottom line of sustainability.” Program and project elements that foster sustainability
and resilience also support economic vitality and global efficiency, increase safety
and mobility, enhance the environment, promote energy conservation, and improve
the quality of life.
Various efforts have been promulgated at the federal level to improve fuel economy
and energy efficiency to address climate change and its associated effects. The most
important of these was the Energy Policy and Conservation Act of 1975 (42 USC
Section 6201) and Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) Standards. This act
establishes fuel economy standards for on-road motor vehicles sold in the United
States. Compliance with federal fuel economy standards is determined through the
CAFE program on the basis of each manufacturer’s average fuel economy for the
portion of its vehicles produced for sale in the United States.
Energy Policy Act of 2005, 109th Congress H.R.6 (2005–2006): This act sets forth an
energy research and development program covering: (1) energy efficiency;
(2) renewable energy; (3) oil and gas; (4) coal; (5) the establishment of the Office of
Indian Energy Policy and Programs within the Department of Energy; (6) nuclear
matters and security; (7) vehicles and motor fuels, including ethanol; (8) hydrogen;
(9) electricity; (10) energy tax incentives; (11) hydropower and geothermal energy;
and (12) climate change technology.
The USEPA in conjunction with the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA) is responsible for setting GHG emission standards for new cars and lightduty vehicles to significantly increase the fuel economy of all new passenger cars and
light trucks sold in the United States. The current standards require vehicles to meet
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an average fuel economy of 34.1 miles per gallon by 2016. USEPA and NHTSA are
currently considering appropriate mileage and GHG emissions standards for 2022–
¬2025 light-duty vehicles for future rulemaking.
NHTSA and USEPA issued a Final Rule for “Phase 2” for medium- and heavy-duty
vehicles to improve fuel efficiency and cut carbon pollution in October 2016. The
agencies estimate that the standards will save up to 2 billion barrels of oil and reduce
CO2 emissions by up to 1.1 billion metric tons over the lifetimes of model year 2018–
2027 vehicles.
2.2.6.2

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

A GHG emissions inventory estimates the amount of GHGs discharged into the
atmosphere by specific sources over a period of time, such as a calendar year.
Tracking annual GHG emissions allows countries, states, and smaller jurisdictions to
understand how emissions are changing and what actions may be needed to attain
emission reduction goals. USEPA is responsible for documenting GHG emissions
nationwide, and ARB does so for the state, as required by California Health and
Safety Code Section 39607.4.
National GHG Inventory

The USEPA prepares a national GHG inventory every year and submits it to the
United Nations in accordance with the Framework Convention on Climate Change.
The inventory provides a comprehensive accounting of all human-produced sources
of GHGs in the United States, reporting emissions of CO2, CH4, N2O, HFCs,
perfluorocarbons, SF6, and nitrogen trifluoride. It also accounts for emissions of CO2
that are removed from the atmosphere by “sinks” such as forests, vegetation, and soils
that uptake and store CO2 (carbon sequestration). The 1990–2016 inventory found
that of 6,511 million metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent (MMTCO2e) GHG
emissions in 2016, 81 percent consisted of CO2, 10 percent were CH4, and 6 percent
were N2O; the balance consisted of fluorinated gases (USEPA 2018). In 2016, GHG
emissions from the transportation sector accounted for nearly 28.5 percent of U.S.
GHG emissions (Figure 2.2.6-1).
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Figure 2.2.6-1. Overview of Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Total U.S.
Greenhouse Gas Emissions by Economic Sector in 2016

State GHG Inventory

ARB collects GHG emissions data for the transportation, electricity,
commercial/residential, industrial, agricultural, and waste management sectors each
year. It then summarizes and highlights major annual changes and trends to
demonstrate the state’s progress in meeting its GHG reduction goals. The 2018
edition of the GHG emissions inventory found total California emissions of 429
MMTCO2e for 2016, with the transportation sector responsible for 41 percent of total
GHGs (Figure 2.2.6-2). It also found that overall statewide GHG emissions declined
from 2000 to 2016 despite growth in population and state economic output.9

9 2018 Edition of the GHG Emission Inventory (July 2018). https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/inventory/data/data.htm
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Figure 2.2.6-2. California 2016 Greenhouse Gas Emissions
2.2.6.3

PROJECT ANALYSIS

GHG emissions from transportation projects can be divided into those produced
during road and highway operation and those produced during construction. The
primary GHGs produced by the transportation sector are CO2, CH4, N2O, and HFCs.
CO2 emissions are a product of the combustion of petroleum-based products, like
gasoline, in internal combustion engines. Relatively small amounts of CH4 and N2O
are emitted during fuel combustion. In addition, a small amount of HFC emissions are
included in the transportation sector.
CO2 accounts for 95 percent of transportation GHG emissions in the U.S. The largest
sources of transportation-related GHG emissions are passenger cars and light-duty
trucks, including sport utility vehicles, pickup trucks, and minivans. These sources
account for over half of the emissions from the sector. The remainder of GHG
emissions comes from other modes of transportation, including freight trucks,
commercial aircraft, ships, boats, and trains, as well as pipelines and lubricants.
Because CO2 emissions represent the greatest percentage of GHG emissions it has
been selected as a proxy within the following analysis for potential climate change
impacts generally expected to occur.
The highest levels of CO2 from mobile sources such as automobiles occur at stopand-go speeds (0–25 miles per hour) and speeds over 55 miles per hour; the most
severe emissions occur from 0–25 miles per hour (see Figure 2.2.6-3). To the extent
that a project relieves congestion by enhancing operations and improving travel times
in high-congestion travel corridors, GHG emissions, particularly CO2, may be
reduced.
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Four primary strategies can reduce GHG emissions from transportation sources: (1)
improving the transportation system and operational efficiencies, (2) reducing travel
activity, (3) transitioning to lower GHG-emitting fuels, and (4) improving vehicle
technologies/efficiency. To be most effective, all four strategies should be pursued
concurrently.

Source: Barth and Boriboonsomsin 2010

Figure 2.2.6-3. Possible Use of Traffic Operation Strategies in Reducing
On-Road CO2 Emissions
2.2.6.4 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
No-Build Alternative

Under the No-Build Alternative, changes in GHG emissions resulting from the
construction and operation of the Project would not occur because the Project would
not be built. However, GHG emissions would continue to increase over time because
traffic volumes are anticipated to increase over time. Table 2.2.6-1 in the next
subsection shows a comparison of the GHG emissions between existing conditions
and the No-Build Alternative.
Build Alternative
Operational Impacts

Estimates of GHG emissions are only useful for a comparison between Build
Alternative and the No-Build Alternative. Actual GHG emissions will vary depending
on multiple factors such as fuel mix, rate of acceleration, and the aerodynamics and
efficiency of the vehicles. EMFAC-type model emission rates are only for direct
engine-out CO2 emissions, not full fuel cycle, and fuel cycle emission rates can vary
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dramatically depending on the amount of additives such as ethanol and the source of
the fuel components.
The JPA estimated the quantity of GHG emissions for the Build and No-Build
Alternatives in metric tons per year using the CT-EMFAC2014 emissions model. The
proposed Project is designed to reduce congestion and vehicle delays. GHG emissions
are expected to increase in the open-to-traffic (2025) and design (2035) years. This
increase in GHG emissions is attributed to projected increases in traffic volume. The
model does not account for the Project’s reduction in vehicle delay; however, if
modeled, these would yield a reduction in GHG emissions for the Build Alternative.
A comparison of the GHG emissions between the Build Alternative and No-Build
Alternative is presented in Table 2.2.6-1. For both the Build and No-Build
Alternatives, GHG emissions would increase from 2016 to 2025 and 2035. However,
the 2025 Build Alternative would reduce GHG emissions by 1,947 metric tons of
CO2e per year as compared to the 2025 No-Build Alternative, and the 2035 Build
Alternative would reduce GHG emissions by 3,029.16 metric tons of CO2e per year.
Table 2.2.6-1. Operational Greenhouse Gas Emissions by Condition
Condition

CO2e (metric tons per year)

2016 Existing Year

10,510.36

2025 No-Build

31,668.49

2025 Build

29,721.49

Net Change: 2025 Build minus 2025 No-Build

-1,947.00

2035 No-Build

32,376.76

2035 Build

29,347.60

Net Change: 2035 Build minus 2035 No-Build

-3,029.16

Source: Air Quality and Climate Change Technical Study (ESA 2016).

The Project is designed to be consistent with the goals set forth in the Sacramento
County Climate Action Plan (CAP), which will reduce VMT as well as help reduce
regional GHG emissions. The Project will integrate intelligent transportation systems
technology, potentially including traffic monitoring stations, closed circuit television
cameras, changeable message signs, ramp metering, lane use signs, and transit signal
priority to enhance traffic management. The Project will also include the construction
of a Class I bicycle facility as a design feature of this Project, consistent with the
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Sacramento County Bicycle Master Plan. These Project features are also consistent
with the Sacramento County CAP.
Construction Impacts

GHG emissions would increase during Project construction because of fuel use by
construction equipment and vehicles. GHG impacts from Project construction were
evaluated based on the GHG emissions from off-road construction equipment and onroad vehicles.
The SMAQMD’s Guide to Air Quality Assessment in Sacramento County establishes
an analysis methodology (SMAQMD 2016a). SMAQMD recommends that an
analysis of potential impacts of project‐generated GHG emissions include a
description of GHGs, summary of existing regulations, and discussion of GHG
emissions sources in the Project area. The guidelines further state that the analysis
should quantify the mass emissions associated with project construction and
operation.
For linear construction projects, such as construction of a new roadway, road
widening, roadway overpass, levees, or pipelines, SMAQMD recommends the use of
the most recent version of the Roadway Construction Emissions Model. Construction
GHG emissions resulting from the Project were estimated using the SMAQMD’s
Road Construction Emissions Model, version 8.1.0 and it is estimated that
construction would result in 2,215.46 metric tons of CO2e a year for the
approximately 2-year construction period.
The JPA would implement BMPs to reduce air quality impacts during Project
construction, some of which would also reduce GHG emissions; these BMPs include
limiting vehicle idling time and maintaining equipment in good operational condition.
Therefore, Project construction would not conflict with the state GHG-reduction goal
or the City and County climate change plans. Additionally, the Project is designed to
be consistent with the goals sets forth in the Sacramento County CAP, and
operational GHG emissions would be reduced when comparing the Build to the NoBuild conditions for the proposed Project.
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2.3

Biological Environment

For all biological resources, the biological study area (BSA) was used to assess
impacts. The BSA is approximately 250 feet from either side of the existing Grant
Line Road centerline. The BSA is much larger than the Project footprint, to provide
an assessment of indirect impacts in case the South Sacramento Habitat Conservation
Plan (SSHCP; Sacramento County et al. 2018) was not approved prior to finalizing
this document (refer to Sections 2.3.1.1, Affected Environment, and 2.3.2.3, Wetlands
and Other Waters, Environmental Consequences, below). The approximately 989acre BSA includes the Project footprint (direct impacts), wetland delineation and rare
plant survey areas, and an additional wetland delineation buffer area to assess
potential indirect impacts to wetlands and vernal pools. Figure 2.3.1-1 shows the
BSA.
2.3.1 Natural Communities
This section of the document discusses natural communities of concern. The focus of
this section is on biological communities, not individual plant or animal species. This
section also includes information on wildlife corridors and habitat fragmentation.
Wildlife corridors are areas of habitat used by wildlife for seasonal or daily migration.
Habitat fragmentation involves the potential for dividing sensitive habitat and thereby
lessening its biological value.
Habitat areas that have been designated as critical habitat under the FESA are
discussed in Section 2.3.5, Threatened and Endangered Species. Wetlands and Other
Waters are also discussed in Section 2.3.2.
2.3.1.1

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

Information regarding natural communities was obtained from the Natural
Environment Study (NES) (ECORP 2016b). The affected environment for natural
communities and wildlife movement is defined as the BSA, as shown on
Figure 2.3.1-1.
Local Plans

The following local plans are applicable to natural communities potentially affected
by the Project.
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South Sacramento Habitat Conservation Plan

The Final South Sacramento Habitat Conservation Plan (Sacramento County et al.
2018) is a regional planning and permitting effort led by a multi-jurisdictional
collaboration including Sacramento County, the cities of Rancho Cordova and Galt,
Sacramento County Water Agency, Sacramento County Regional Sanitation District
and JPA. The purpose of the Final SSHCP is to provide a regional approach to
addressing compliance with federal and state endangered species regulations for
impacts and issues related to urban development, habitat conservation, and
agricultural protection. The BSA is in an area designated as Urban Development in
the Final SSHCP and the Project is a covered activity in the Final SSHCP
(http://www.southsachcp.com/).
Mather Core Recovery Area

Most of the Project area overlaps with the USFWS-designated “Mather Core Area.”
The Mather Core Area is identified in the USFWS’s December 2005 Recovery Plan
for Vernal Pool Ecosystems of California and Southern Oregon (Recovery Plan) as an
area that includes habitat important to the recovery of several federally listed
endangered and threatened vernal pool species, including slender Orcutt grass,
Sacramento Orcutt grass, vernal pool fairy shrimp, and vernal pool tadpole shrimp.
Recovery plan “core areas” are lands that were selected by USFWS because they
contain habitat for the species in question and whose protection and appropriate
management have been determined to be important to the recovery of those species
(i.e., a recovered species is able to be removed from the endangered species list). The
Mather Core Area is identified as a Priority 1 area in the Recovery Plan, which means
an action must be taken to prevent extinction or to prevent a species from declining
irreversibly in the foreseeable future (USFWS 2005). The Recovery Plan states that
the Mather Core Area was designated Priority 1 because of the presence of
Sacramento Orcutt grass and the high number of other rare species in the area
(USFWS 2005). In the Recovery Plan, USFWS set a goal of preserving 85 percent of
the vernal pool fairy shrimp habitat in the Mather Core Area, and 95 percent of the
vernal pool tadpole shrimp, slender Orcutt grass, and Sacramento Orcutt grass habitat
in the Mather Core Area.
Priority 1 and 2 core recovery areas identified in recovery plans are those areas
excluded from FESA-designated critical habitat for economic reasons. Although core
recovery areas do not have the same legal mandate for protection under FESA as
critical habitat, USFWS has determined that these areas are necessary for recovery of
listed species.
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Sacramento County General Plan

The Sacramento County General Plan includes several polices that have been
developed to protect sensitive biological resources and conserve open spaces while
identifying areas that will likely be developed as the Sacramento urban area expands.
The Open Space Element of the Sacramento County General Plan states that
“maintaining intact habitat, productive soils, and mineral resource availability as open
space is essential to resource conservation.” The Open Space Element includes
protections of both rural and urban open space, both of which provide protections for
sensitive plants and wildlife (Sacramento County 2011b).
The Conservation Element of the Sacramento County General Plan (Sacramento
County 2016) establishes goals and objectives for the protection, enhancement, and
restoration of sensitive biological resources in the County, such as sensitive plants
and wildlife, sensitive wetland and aquatic habitat, and sensitive terrestrial habitats,
including landmark, heritage, and urban trees (Sacramento County 2011b).
City of Rancho Cordova General Plan

The Rancho Cordova General Plan, adopted June 26, 2006, establishes the City’s
policy framework for the preservation of natural resources. The Natural Resources
Element of the General Plan states its purpose to “foster the preservation of Rancho
Cordova’s many valuable natural resources, including wildlife, habitat, water
resources, soils and mineral resources.”
Upland Vegetation Communities/Land Cover Types in the BSA

The BSA supports upland vegetation community types including agricultural fields,
annual grassland, developed or disturbed lands, fallow orchard, and rural residential.
These are discussed below. Aquatic land cover types are discussed in Section 2.3.2,
Wetlands and Other Waters. The locations of the upland vegetation community types
within the BSA are shown on Figure 2.3.1-2. Table 2.3.1-1 provides the acreage of
each vegetation community within the BSA.
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Table 2.3.1-1. Vegetation Community Acreagea
Vegetation Community Type

Total Acreageb

Agricultural Fields

26.6

Annual Grassland

751.4

Developed/Disturbed

61.7

Fallow Orchard

68.7

Rural Residential

80.1

Total Vegetation Communities Acreage

988.6

a Includes

wetlands and other waters of the U.S. and state within the general vegetation community
types. See Section 2.3.2 for acreages.

b As

a result of rounding, total acreages may not reflect the sum of the acreages shown in the table.

Natural Vegetation Communities within the BSA
Agricultural Fields

Approximately 26.6 acres of leveled agricultural fields occur within the BSA.
Agricultural vegetation communities within the BSA had previously been planted
with cultivated wheat (Triticum aestivum) and corn (Zea mays); however, during the
habitat assessment field work on April 1, 2016, the fields were disked with scattered
weedy forbs such as sweet fennel (Foeniculum vulgare), hairy hawkbit (Leontodon
saxatilis), and mouse-ear chickweed (Cerastium glomeratum). During the late season
rare plant surveys, the fields were planted with alfalfa (Medicago sativa). Several
other plant species are present, including prickly sowthistle (Sonchus asper), little
quaking grass (Briza minor), scarlet pimpernel (Anagallis arvensis), and Italian
ryegrass (Festuca perennis).
Annual Grassland

Approximately 751.4 acres of annual grassland occurs within the BSA. Annual
grassland vegetation communities within the BSA are dominated by filaree (Erodium
botrys), medusahead grass (Elymus caput-medusae), hairy hawkbit, and winter vetch
(Vicia villosa). Several other plant species are present, including brome fescue
(Festuca bromoides), soft brome (Bromus hordeaceous), barley (Hordeum murinum),
and ripgut brome (Bromus diandrus). Approximately 30.8 acres of the annual
grasslands consist of ruderal grassland occurs within the BSA. The ruderal grassland
vegetation community is similar to the annual grassland vegetation community but is
dominated by Italian thistle (Carduus pycnocephalus), yellow star-thistle (Centaurea
solstitialis), prickly sowthistle, and other mostly nonnative forbs and grasses.
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Developed/Disturbed

Approximately 61.7 acres of developed/disturbed habitat occurs within the BSA.
Developed/disturbed areas include paved roadways and regularly used, heavily
disturbed dirt roads within the BSA. Developed/disturbed areas contain very little, if
any, vegetation.
Fallow Orchard

Approximately 68.7 acres of fallow orchard occurs within the BSA. Fallow orchard
vegetation communities in the BSA are characterized by remnant cultivated cherry
trees (Prunus avium) with an understory of nonnative annual grasses and forbs such
as filaree, medusahead grass, and rose clover (Trifolium hirtum).
Rural Residential

Approximately 80.1 acres of rural residential occurs within the BSA. Rural residential
areas primarily include private residences, out-buildings, and associated lawns and
other plantings. Some of the ornamental plant species present within rural residential
areas are oleander (Nerium oleander) and deodar cedar (Cedrus deodara), among
others.
Wildlife Migration and Movement Corridors/Areas

The BSA consists of mostly open space along Grant Line Road and serves a variety
of wildlife species as migration and movement corridors/areas. Wildlife species that
may use the BSA as a migratory or movement corridor include birds such as
passerines, raptors, wading birds, and waterfowl. Highly mobile mammal species
such as black-tailed deer (Odocoileus hemionus), coyote (Canis latrans), gray fox
(Urocyon cinereoargenteus), opossum (Didelphis virginiana), and raccoon (Procyon
lotor) were not observed, but are expected to occasionally move through the BSA
likely along the drainages, such as Laguna and Morrison Creek.
2.3.1.2

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

This section evaluates potential effects to resources described above under both the
No-Build Alternative and the Build Alternative.
No-Build Alternative

Under the No-Build Alternative, no temporary or permanent impacts would occur to
the natural vegetation communities within the BSA. Current impacts such as road
runoff would continue to occur from the use of the existing facilities and land use
practices under the No-Build Alternative.
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Under the No-Build Alternative, no additional temporary or permanent impacts
would occur to wildlife migration or movement corridors/areas within the BSA. The
current Grant Line Road through the BSA represents an existing barrier to wildlife
movement particularly with regard to vehicular collisions with wildlife. In addition,
existing impacts such as traffic, noise, and roadway lighting that affect wildlife use of
adjacent habitat would continue to occur from the use of the existing facilities and
land use practices under the No-Build Alternative.
Build Alternative

The Build Alternative would result in temporary and permanent impacts to upland,
natural vegetation communities and to wildlife migration and movement corridors
within the BSA. A description of these potential impacts is provided in the following
paragraphs.
Direct impacts (permanent and temporary) to the upland vegetation are shown on
Figure 2.3.1-2 above and summarized in Table 2.3.1-2. The table specifies the
avoided acres (i.e., where no temporary or permanent impacts would occur) within
each natural vegetation community in the BSA.
Table 2.3.1-2. Vegetation Community Impacts of the Project (acres)a
Vegetation Community
Type

Permanent Impacts

Temporary
Impacts

Avoided

Total Acreageb

Agricultural Fields

8.31

0.0

18.29

26.6

Annual Grassland

109.55

0.7

641.15

751.4

Developed/ Disturbed

24.11

0.1

37.49

61.7

Fallow Orchard

11.86

0.0

56.84

68.7

Rural Residential

1.68

0.0

78.42

80.1

155.52

0.8

832.28

988.6

Total Vegetation
Communities Acreage
a Includes

wetlands and other waters of the U.S. and state within the general vegetation community
types. See Section 2.3.2 for acreages.
b As

a result of rounding, total acreages may not reflect the sum of the acreages shown in the table.

Operational Impacts

By being an active partner in the SSHCP, with full intentions of meeting SSHCP
impact, AMM, and MM, as well as regulatory, requirements, the JPA is consistent
with local, regional, and state policy, ordinance, conservation plans, and the goals of
the Mather Core Recovery Area. As stated in Chapter 7 of the SSHCP, the recovery
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goals presented in the Recovery Plan, which includes the Mather Core Recovery
Area, have been incorporated into the SSCHP conservation strategy. The D2
Expressway design has incorporated access management into the design to reinforce
the implementation of managed and planned developments that incorporate
conservation measures.
Potential direct, permanent impacts to natural vegetation communities within the
BSA include habitat destruction, loss, and/or conversion due to the construction of
permanent facilities such as the expanded roadway, culverts, wildlife passage
corridors, and retaining walls. Potential indirect, permanent impacts to natural
vegetation communities within the BSA include increased runoff and increased risk
of fire and litter from additional traffic on the expanded roadway.
Potential direct, permanent impacts to wildlife migration and movement within the
BSA include a reduced area for movement and migration due to the expanded
roadway and the replacement of natural communities by paved and graveled road
lanes and shoulders (Table 2.3.1-2). The expanded roadway and increase in the
volume and speed of vehicle traffic would be expected to result in higher rates of
wildlife injury and mortality from wildlife-vehicle collisions. Multiple wildlife
crossings are included in the Project design at Laguna Creek to help reduce the rate of
vehicle collisions with wildlife expected to result from the wider road and faster
moving traffic. The wildlife crossings would be large enough to allow passage of
native canids (i.e., foxes and coyotes) and would be located along existing natural
drainages (e.g., Laguna Creek) that are often preferred wildlife movement corridors.
The Project design includes the construction of two wildlife movement corridors at
different points along the roadway. Potential wildlife movement corridors may
include oversized, natural-bottom culverts at the major stream crossings.
Potential indirect, permanent impacts to wildlife migration and movement within the
BSA include increased risk of human-caused fire ignitions from increased use of the
roadway. Such fires would temporarily remove vegetation that provide cover for
wildlife movement; the extent of vegetation loss by fire would vary annually, but the
average loss each year is expected to be greater than under no-build conditions with
the expansion of the existing roadway, which would increase the volume of traffic in
the area. Additional use of the roadway increases the likelihood of increases in litter
along the roadway and in adjacent habitat, which could harm wildlife by such
mechanisms as poisoning, entanglement, and entrapment. Continued maintenance and
regulatory restrictions are intended to minimize these occurrences.
Capital SouthEast Connector: D2 Expressway Project
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Construction Impacts

Under the Build Alternative, direct and indirect temporary impacts would occur to the
natural vegetation communities and wildlife migration and movement within the
BSA. Potential direct, temporary impacts to natural vegetation communities within
the BSA include removal of vegetation in temporarily affected areas (Table 2.3.1-2).
These are staging areas and construction access 5-foot area on either side of retaining
walls. These areas would be restored after construction is completed.
Although not anticipated as part of the Project, other direct impacts could include
spills of gasoline or other hazardous substances from vehicles and equipment use and
potential spread of invasive species from equipment and personnel movement within
the BSA. However, AMMs for the Project are included to minimize these risks, as
discussed in Section 2.2.3, Hazardous Waste/Materials and Section 2.3.6, Invasive
Species.
Potential direct, temporary impacts to wildlife migration and movement within the
BSA include ground disturbance and vegetation removal which could injure or kill
wildlife, including nesting birds. However, AMMs for the Project are included to
minimize the risk associated with terrestrial wildlife and migratory birds, as discussed
below in Section 2.3.4, Animal Species.
Potential indirect temporary impacts to natural vegetation communities include
sedimentation within drainages and wetlands and increased erosion due to temporary
ground disturbance. However, construction BMPs would be implemented to avoid
and minimize impacts associated with sedimentation and increased erosion, as
described in Section 2.2.2.4, Water Quality and Stormwater Runoff, Avoidance and
Minimization Measures.
Potential indirect temporary impacts to wildlife migration and movement include
increased noise, lighting, and dust from equipment and construction activities that can
result in wildlife avoiding the construction site and adjacent habitat; removal of
vegetation that provide cover for wildlife movement; and changes in hydrology and
sedimentation that can affect the movement of aquatic and semi-aquatic wildlife.
2.3.1.3

AVOIDANCE, MINIMIZATION, AND/OR MITIGATION MEASURES

The Project is a covered activity under the Final SSHCP as attached in Appendix E2.
Table 2.3.1-3 details the Final SSHCP compensatory mitigation ratios for the
vegetation types that would be affected within the BSA.
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Table 2.3.1-3. Vegetation Replacement Ratio per Final SSHCP
Vegetation Community Type

SSHCP Compensatory Ratio

Agricultural Fields

1:1

Annual Grassland

1:1

Developed/ Disturbed

N/A

Fallow Orchard

N/A

Rural Residential

N/A

Total Vegetation Communities Acreage

N/A

Source: Final South Sacramento Habitat Conservation Plan (Sacramento County et al. 2018)

2.3.2 Wetlands and Other Waters
2.3.2.1

REGULATORY SETTING

Wetlands and other waters are protected under a number of laws and regulations. At
the federal level, the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, more commonly referred
to as the Clean Water Act (CWA) (33 USC 1344), is the primary law regulating
wetlands and surface waters. One purpose of the CWA is to regulate the discharge of
dredged or fill material into waters of the U.S., including wetlands. Waters of the U.S.
include navigable waters, interstate waters, territorial seas, and other waters that may
be used in interstate or foreign commerce. The lateral limits of jurisdiction over
nontidal water bodies extend to the ordinary high water mark (OHWM), in the
absence of adjacent wetlands. When adjacent wetlands are present, CWA jurisdiction
extends beyond the OHWM to the limits of the adjacent wetlands. To classify
wetlands for the purposes of the CWA, a three-parameter approach is used that
includes the presence of hydrophytic (water-loving) vegetation, wetland hydrology,
and hydric soils (soils formed during saturation/inundation). All three parameters
must be present, under normal circumstances, for an area to be designated as a
jurisdictional wetland under the CWA.
Section 404 of the CWA establishes a regulatory program that provides that discharge
of dredged or fill material cannot be permitted if a practicable alternative exists that is
less damaging to the aquatic environment, or if the nation’s waters would be
significantly degraded. The Section 404 permit program is run by USACE with
oversight by USEPA.
USACE issues two types of 404 permits: General and Individual. There are two types
of General permits: Regional and Nationwide. Regional permits are issued for a
general category of activities when they are similar in nature and cause minimal
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environmental effect. Nationwide permits are issued to authorize a variety of minor
project activities with no more than minimal effects.
Ordinarily, projects that do not meet the criteria for a Regional or Nationwide Permit
may be permitted under one of USACE’s Individual Permits. There are two types of
Individual permits: Standard permits and Letters of Permission. For Individual
permits, the USACE decision to approve is based on compliance with USEPA’s
Guidelines (40 CFR Part 230) and whether permit approval is in the public interest.
The Section 404 (b)(1) Guidelines (Guidelines) were developed by the USEPA in
conjunction with the USACE, and allow the discharge of dredged or fill material into
the aquatic system (waters of the U.S.) only if there is no practicable alternative
which would have less adverse effects. The Guidelines state that the USACE may not
issue a permit if there is an LEDPA to the proposed discharge that would have lesser
effects on waters of the U.S., and not have any other significant adverse
environmental consequences.
The EO for the Protection of Wetlands (EO 11990) also regulates the activities of
federal agencies with regard to wetlands. Essentially, EO 11990 states that a federal
agency, such as the FHWA and/or Caltrans, as assigned, cannot undertake or provide
assistance for new construction located in wetlands unless the head of the agency
finds: (1) that there is no practicable alternative to the construction and (2) the
proposed project includes all practicable measures to minimize harm. A Wetlands
Only Practicable Finding must be made.
The RWQCB were established under the Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act
to oversee water quality. Discharges under the Porter-Cologne Act are permitted by
WDRs and may be required even when the discharge is already permitted or exempt
under the CWA. In compliance with Section 401 of the CWA, the RWQCBs also
issue water quality certifications for activities which may result in a discharge to
waters of the U.S. This is most frequently required in tandem with a Section 404
permit request. Please see Section 2.2.2, Water Quality and Stormwater Runoff, for
more details.
2.3.2.2 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT
Data Collection/Agency Coordination

The wetland delineation was conducted in the wetland delineation area in March,
April, and July 2016 by ECORP biologists in accordance with the Corps of Engineers
Wetlands Delineation Manual (Environmental Laboratory 1987), the Regional
Supplement to the Corps of Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual: Arid West
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Region (Arid West Region Supplement) (USACE 2008a), and A Field Guide to the
Identification of the Ordinary High Water Mark (OHWM) in the Arid West Region of
the Western United States (USACE 2008b). The boundaries of potential waters of the
U.S. were delineated through aerial photograph interpretation and standard field
methods (e.g., paired sample set analyses). Munsell Soil Color Charts (Kollmorgen
Instruments Co. 1990) and the Web Soil Survey (NRCS 2016) were used to aid in
identifying hydric soils in the field. The Jepson Manual, 2nd Edition (Baldwin et al.
2012) was used for plant nomenclature and identification.
While compiling available delineation data and conducting the wetland delineation
field investigation, it became apparent that some areas along the Project had two to
three overlapping wetland delineation data sets. In addition, it appeared that several
properties had not been delineated up to the edge of pavement of existing Grant Line
Road, but rather data collection had stopped at the right-of-way/cattle fencing. In
April 2016, USACE lead project coordinator Ms. Gibson provided the following
guidance on how to proceed with mapping for the Project in light of these potential
conflicts:
1) Field-collected data for the Project would likely be more accurate than waters of
the U.S. mapped using LIDAR data, and therefore these areas should be
redelineated for the Project.
2) Due to the apparent void in the wetland mapping in these areas, a new delineation
should be conducted along Grant Line Road to capture any waters of the U.S. that
may be present today. Ms. Gibson indicated that USACE was unlikely to revisit a
permit decision, so the adjacent properties would not likely be affected by this
new delineation work. Ms. Gibson also indicated that, should additional waters of
the U.S. be mapped on a property with a pending permit decision, additional
regulatory analysis may be warranted in such an area.
The field delineation effort was based on the above USACE guidance, which is
reflected in the mapping and reporting associated with the Project’s wetland
delineation effort and deliverables.
All wetlands and waters identified in the wetland delineation area are presumed to
meet the criteria for waters of the U.S. The Wetlands/Waters Delineation Report was
completed for the Project on the August 22, 2016, and submitted to USACE
requesting verification in September 2016. On November 17, 2016, the USACE
conducted a field verification of the wetland delineation. A Preliminary Jurisdictional
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Determination letter was issued by the USACE on February 13, 2017. A wetland
delineation map illustrating the potential waters of the U.S. within the BSA is
presented on Figure 2.3.2-1 (located at the end of this section).
Beyond the area that was delineated, the data for wetlands and waters of the U.S.
within the remainder of the BSA were derived from other sources, including the
SSHCP-gathered data and/or previously approved jurisdictional wetlands databases.
Specifically, jurisdictional wetlands information was obtained from three
developments adjacent to and within the BSA, as these developments require a
USACE Section 404 Permit. These developments are Suncreek, SunRidge, and
Cordova Hills. The South Sacramento Conservation Agency made Lidar information
and their GIS data available for the remainder of the BSA areas. For this reason, there
are two sets of wetlands and waters of the U.S. defined below: those that were
delineated and those datasets from the Final SSHCP. This dual approach is used
because, at the time the Environmental Assessment was prepared, the SSHCP was not
yet approved by the USFWS. On June 12, 2019, the USFWS signed the Incidental
Take Permit for the SSHCP, and on August 19, 2019, the CDFW signed the CESA
Section 2081 Incidental Take Permit.
Description of Delineated Wetlands and Waters of the U.S.

Water and wetland types found in the BSA generally include seasonal wetland,
seasonal wetland swale, vernal pool, ditch, ephemeral drainage, intermittent drainage,
and pond. The BSA is located within the Lower American and Lower Sacramento
watersheds (USGS 2016). The majority of drainages within the BSA are either
identified as Laguna Creek or are tributary to Laguna Creek on the USGS
topographic 7.5-minute quadrangles “Buffalo Creek, California” and “Sloughhouse,
California” (USGS 1980, 1993). Laguna Creek is a tributary to Morrison Creek,
which is a tributary to the Sacramento River, which drains into the San Francisco Bay
and ultimately into the Pacific Ocean.
The ephemeral drainages located within the BSA ultimately drain into Laguna Creek
or Morrison Creek. Other features mapped in the BSA consist of seasonal wetlands,
seasonal wetland swales, vernal pools, drainage ditches, and ponds. These features all
abut or are adjacent to ephemeral and/or intermittent drainages that ultimately
connect to the Sacramento River. A description of the non-wetland vegetation
communities is provided in Section 2.3.1, Natural Communities.
A total of 16.02 acres of potential wetlands and other waters of the U.S. have been
mapped within the wetland delineation area (Figure 2.3.2-1). These acreages
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represent a calculated estimation of the jurisdictional area within the wetland
delineation area and are subject to modification following the USACE review and/or
verification process. Potential waters of the U.S. within the wetland delineation area
include 3.07 acres of seasonal wetland, 3.38 acres of seasonal wetland swale,
7.28 acres of vernal pool, 0.86 acre of ditch, 0.32 acre of ephemeral drainage,
0.16 acre of intermittent drainage, and 0.99 acre of pond (ECORP 2016a). Wetlands
and waters of the U.S. within the BSA vary in function and quality from very low
quality and function, such as roadside ditches, to high function and quality, such as
the vernal pools which provide potential habitat for special-status species.
The delineated wetlands and other waters of the U.S. are described below.
Seasonal Wetland

Approximately 3.07 acres of seasonal wetland occur within the wetland delineation
area. Seasonal wetlands are ephemerally wet because of accumulation of surface
runoff and rainwater or shallow groundwater collecting in low-lying areas. Inundation
periods tend to be relatively short, and seasonal wetlands are commonly dominated
by nonnative annual, and sometimes perennial, hydrophytic species. The seasonal
wetlands are dominated by Mediterranean barley (Hordeum marinum ssp.
gussoneanum), hairy hawkbit, slender popcorn-flower (Plagiobothrys stipitatus), and
Carter’s buttercup (Ranunculus bonariensis var. trisepalus).
Seasonal Wetland Swale

Approximately 3.38 acres of seasonal wetland swale occur within the wetland
delineation area. Seasonal wetland swales are generally linear wetland features that
convey stormwater runoff, but do not exhibit an OHWM typical of stream channels,
and support a predominance of hydrophytic vegetation. These features are typically
inundated for short periods and immediately after rain events, but usually maintain
soil saturation for longer periods into the growing season. Seasonal wetland swales
are dominated by button-celery (Eryngium castrense), mannagrass (Glyceria
declinata), hairy hawkbit, and toad rush (Juncus bufonius).
Vernal Pool

Approximately 7.28 acres of vernal pool occur within the wetland delineation area.
Vernal pools are topographic basins within the annual grassland community that are
typically underlain with an impermeable or semipermeable hardpan or duripan layer.
Direct rainfall and surface runoff inundate the pools during the wet season. The pools
typically remain inundated and/or saturated through spring, and are dry by late spring
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through the following wet season. Vernal pools are dominated by Carter’s buttercup,
winged water-starwort, button-celery, and mannagrass.
Ditch

Approximately 0.86 acre of drainage ditch occurs within the wetland delineation area.
Artificial drainage ditches, where mapped, range from shallow to deeply incised, and
display an OHWM. Drainage ditches are dominated by upland plant species such as
brome fescue, soft brome, and Italian thistle.
Ephemeral Drainage

Approximately 0.32 acre of ephemeral drainage occurs within the wetland delineation
area. Ephemeral drainages are linear features that exhibit an OHWM. These are
seasonal features that typically convey runoff for short periods of time, during and
immediately following rain events, and are not influenced by groundwater sources at
any time during the year. Ephemeral drainages within the wetland delineation area are
sparsely vegetated. However, where vegetation is present, ephemeral drainages are
dominated by button-celery, hairy hawkbit, and filaree.
Intermittent Drainage

Approximately 0.16 acre of intermittent drainage occurs within the wetland
delineation area. Intermittent drainages are linear features that exhibit an OHWM and
convey both stormwater and groundwater flows. Intermittent drainages differ from
ephemeral drainages in that they receive groundwater discharge for all or a portion of
the year. This usually results in greater quantities and duration of flow relative to
ephemeral drainages. These features tend to be sparsely vegetated because of the
depth and scouring effects of flowing water. Hydrophytic vegetation was present
along the banks of these drainages and in areas of sediment accumulation that provide
a substrate suitable for plant establishment and growth. Vegetated portions of
intermittent drainages within the wetland delineation area are dominated by creeping
spikerush.
Pond

Two ponds totaling 0.99 acre occurs in the wetland delineation area. These two ponds
are located within the southern portion of the wetland delineation area. One of the
ponds, located just north of the future Rancho Cordova Parkway intersection, appears
to be a groundwater storage pond that is used to provide irrigation water for nearby
agricultural fields. The other pond is located along a drainage near the southern end
of the wetland delineation area within private property. This pond appears to be
seasonal. Only the irrigation pond within the wetland delineation area was accessible.
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The pond is dominated by least spikerush (Eleocharis acicularis var. acicularis) and
water pygmy-weed (Crassula aquatica). Plant species observed within and adjacent
to the pond include Fremont’s cottonwood (Populus fremontii), least spikerush, water
pygmy-weed, Chilean rabbitsfoot grass (Polypogon australis), and creeping
spikerush.
SSHCP-Defined Aquatic Features

The aquatic features described in this section were identified within the 250-foot
wetland delineation buffer area using data from the SSHCP. The habitat type
descriptions below are consistent with the SSHCP habitat descriptions.
Vernal Pool

In addition to the vernal pools located within the wetland delineation area,
approximately 19.08 acres of vernal pool occur within the wetland delineation area
buffer. Vernal pools are seasonal ephemeral wetlands that fill and dry each year.
Vernal pools within the BSA are dominated by Carter’s buttercup, winged waterstarwort, button-celery, and mannagrass.
Freshwater Marsh

In addition to the wetland delineation area, approximately 1.07 acres of freshwater
marsh occur within the wetland delineation area buffer. The majority of freshwater
marsh in the SSHCP area occurs along the perennial Cosumnes River and Deer
Creek, with additional occurrences along the margins of streams and open water.
Freshwater marsh is typically dominated by perennial herbaceous plant species such
as cattails (Typha spp.), tules (Scirpus spp.), and other emergent plant species, and is
generally found along the edges of aquatic habitats such as ponds, lakes, and rivers.
Plant species observed within and adjacent to the freshwater marsh habitat in the BSA
include Fremont’s cottonwood, least spikerush, water pygmy-weed, Chilean
rabbitsfoot grass, and creeping spikerush.
Swale

In addition to the wetland delineation area, approximately 4.32 acres of swale occur
within the wetland delineation area buffer. The movement of surface water between
vernal pools can occur in a network of narrow and intermittent surface “swales”
(Solomeshch et al. 2007). Swales are shallow seasonal drainages found in flat to
gently rolling Valley Grassland in association with vernal pool complexes, on soils
with an impermeable layer. Swales convey runoff as shallow, gently sloping
ephemeral wetlands during, and for short periods after, winter rainstorms. Soils
within the swale land cover type may remain saturated during the winter and early
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spring, but are dry by summer. Swales within the BSA are dominated by buttoncelery, mannagrass, hairy hawkbit, and toad rush.
Streams/Creeks (Vernal Pool Invertebrate Habitat)

In addition to the wetland delineation area, approximately 0.60 acre of ephemeral and
intermittent streams and creeks that provide vernal pool invertebrate habitat (VPIH)
occurs within the wetland delineation area buffer and are designated “stream/creek
(VPIH)” in the Final SSHCP. The larger SSHCP stream/creek land cover type
includes intermittent and perennial linear water features such as rivers, streams,
creeks, and drainages. The SSHCP stream/creek (VPIH) land cover type is an
ephemeral or intermittent drainage that is vegetated with Valley Grassland plant
species. Unlike the swale land cover type, the stream/creek (VPIH) land cover is less
likely to support vegetation characteristic of vernal pools. Stream/creek (VPIH)
within the BSA is typically dominated by creeping spikerush, button-celery,
mannagrass, hairy hawkbit, filaree, and toad rush.
Open Water

In addition to the wetland delineation area, approximately 1.79 acres of open water
occur within the wetland delineation area buffer. Open water includes perennial water
features such as natural or built ponds, lakes, and reservoirs. Open water may contain
no vegetation or nonrooted aquatic vegetation such as algae, floating pondweeds, and
other plants. Along shorelines, rooted, emergent vegetation may occur, forming
freshwater marsh. Plant species observed within and adjacent to the freshwater marsh
habitat in the BSA include Fremont’s cottonwood, least spikerush, water pygmyweed, Chilean rabbitsfoot grass, and creeping spikerush.
Sensitive Species

Several special-status plant and animal species have the potential to utilize wetlands
and other waters of the U.S. within the BSA. Special-status plants include Boggs
Lake hedge-hyssop (Gratiola heterosepala), slender Orcutt grass (Orcuttia tenuis),
Sacramento Orcutt grass (Orcuttia viscida), dwarf downingia (Downingia pusilla),
Tuolumne button celery (Eryngium pinnatisectum), Ahart’s dwarf rush (Juncus
leiospermus var. ahartii), legenere (Legenere limosa), hoary navarretia (Navarretia
eriocephala), pincushion navarretia (Navarretia myersii ssp. myersii), and Sanford’s
arrowhead (Sagittaria sanfordii). Special-status wildlife includes vernal pool
invertebrates (including federally listed vernal pool fairy shrimp and vernal pool
tadpole shrimp), western spadefoot (Spea hammondii), western pond turtle (Emys
marmorata), Swainson’s hawk (Buteo swainsoni) (foraging), and Cooper’s hawk
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(Accipiter cooperii) (foraging). For a more detailed description of these species’
habitats and potential to occur within the BSA, see Sections 2.3.1, 2.3.3, 2.3.4,
and 2.3.5.
2.3.2.3 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
No-Build Alternative

Under the No-Build Alternative, no temporary or permanent impacts would occur to
the wetlands and other waters of the U.S. within the BSA. Current impacts such as
road runoff would continue to occur from the use of the existing facilities and land
use practices under the No-Build Alternative.
Build Alternative

For the purposes of analyzing impacts to wetlands and waters from the Build
Alternative, two approaches are used to calculate Project impacts. One approach
relies on the analysis as defined in the Final SSHCP (Sacramento County et al. 2018),
which provides direction on assessing both direct and indirect impacts for the Project.
The second approach uses the BSA, which is larger than the Final SSHCP-directed
impact area and is described above in Section 2.3, Biological Environment, and
which was developed specifically for the Project to capture direct and potential
indirect impacts, had the Final SSHCP not been approved by the time the Project is
approved. This will be referred to as the Non-SSHCP Approach.
SSHCP Approach

The criteria set forth in the Final SSHCP can be used to quantify direct and indirect
impacts for vernal pool species and wetlands and waters. For the Final SSHCP, the
JPA provided a Project-specific construction footprint that assumed a 200-foot-wide
construction zone for the roadway and also included any areas where the cut/fill line
extends past the 200-foot construction area. However, during a series of meetings
with SSHCP representatives, the direct impacts were calculated as any waters that are
touched through the construction or final footprint of the Project. Indirect impacts are
those waters where 10 percent of the watershed for the affected waterbody is
impacted, through reduced flow or otherwise. These impacts were refined and agreed
upon following a meeting between the JPA, USFWS, and SSHCP representatives on
February 20, 2018. An email from Jan Knight, Deputy Field Supervisor of the
Sacramento USFWS office to the JPA, confirmed this direction on March 15, 2018.
Using the impact area identified for the Final SSHCP, the Project would result in
approximately 7.78 acres of permanent impacts (both direct and indirect) to waters of
the U.S. (Table 2.3.2-1). All waters of the U.S. are also waters of the State. There
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would be no additional impacts to waters of the State. Permanent impacts would
result from new hardtop and gravel areas for construction of the new roadway.10 Any
jurisdictional features avoided by a bottomless culvert or bridge were excluded from
direct impact calculations, as shown on Figure 2.3.2-1. The bottomless culverts and
bridge would avoid approximately 1.12 acres of waters of the U.S./State. The Project
would not result in temporary impacts to waters of the U.S./State because there are no
temporary construction easements or other areas needed for construction where
wetlands would be affected. The Project would acquire parcels at the south end of the
Project area to be used for potential staging; however, jurisdictional waters within this
area would be fenced off for avoidance (refer to Figure 2.3.2-1).
Table 2.3.2-1. Impacts to Waters of the U.S. Using the SSHCP Approach
Project’s
Permanent
Impacts (acres)

Potential Area of
Impact under
Permits Sought by
Others (acres)a

Total Permanent
Impact Acres

Total Wetlands

6.35

0.74

7.09

Seasonal Wetland

2.82

0.12

2.94

Seasonal Wetland Swale

0.52

0.00

0.52

Vernal Pool

3.01

0.62

3.63

Total Other Waters

0.69

0.00

0.69

Ditch

0.53

0.00

0.53

Ephemeral Drainage

0.07

0.00

0.07

Intermittent Drainage

0.00

0.00

0.00

Pond

0.09

0.00

0.090

Total Wetland and Waters Acreage

7.04

0.74

7.78

Type

For permitting purposes it should be noted that the 7.78 acres of potential impact includes 0.74 acre of
wetlands and waters that may be affected by other projects with pending permit applications. Should
any of those other projects be permitted prior to this Project, the impacts of this Project would be
reduced accordingly.

a

Non-SSHCP Approach

Using a Project-specific, non-SSHCP approach, permanent, direct impacts were
calculated for waters of the U.S./State the same way as described above using the
10 For permitting purposes, it should be noted that the 7.78 acres of potential impact includes 0.74 acre

of wetlands and waters that may be affected by other projects with pending permit applications. Should
any of those other projects be permitted prior to this Project, the impacts of this Project would be
reduced accordingly.
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Project footprint (a 200-foot-wide impact area, plus cut-and-fill areas that extend
beyond the 200-foot area and excluding jurisdictional areas avoided by bottomless
culverts, retaining walls, and bridges). Under the non-SSHCP approach, the
permanent, direct impacts to waters of the U.S./State would equal 7.78 acres,
identical to the impacts shown above in Table 2.3.2-1 for the SSHCP approach.
The difference in using the non-SSHCP approach is in the indirect impact
calculations, shown in Table 2.3.2-2 below. The larger BSA was used to calculate
indirect impacts to waters of the U.S./State. These indirect impacts are conservative.
As previously explained in the beginning of Section 2.3, the BSA boundary is a
buffer of over 250 feet from the Project footprint to assess indirect impacts, in case
the SSHCP is not approved prior to finalizing this document. Permanent, indirect
impacts to waters of the U.S./State may include increased runoff, changes to
hydrological patterns, increased human activity (e.g., increased litter), and increased
erosion. This total potential indirect impact could equal up to 36.62 acres (see
Figure 2.3.2-1).11
Two existing wetland preserves are adjacent to the Project and would be avoided
except for a small linear feature within the existing Grant Line Road right-of-way that
connects to, but was not delineated with, the SunRidge Wetland Preserve. The
hydrologic connectivity is proposed to be maintained with the Project, but the
vegetative features would be affected by the paved shoulder of the Project and are
included in the acreages shown in Tables 2.3.2-1 and 2.3.2-2.
The placement of dredged or fill material into jurisdictional features would require a
permit pursuant to Section 404 of the CWA from USACE and certification or waiver
in compliance with Section 401 of the CWA from RWQCB.
Project activities that result in the alteration of streams under CDFW jurisdiction will
require a Streambed Alteration Notification and Streambed Alteration Agreement
under Section 1602 of the California Fish and Game Code. Streams within the BSA
include intermittent drainages, ephemeral drainages, and ditches.

11 For permitting purposes, it should be noted that the 36.62 acres of potential impact includes 7.21 acres of
wetlands and waters that may be affected by other projects with pending permit applications. Should any of those
projects be permitted prior to this Project, the Project’s potential indirect impacts would be reduced accordingly.
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Table 2.3.2-2. Indirect Impacts to Waters of the U.S./State Using the Non-SSHCP Approach

Project’s
Indirect Impacts
(acres)

Project’s
Indirect
Impacts to
Waters of the
U.S.
(acres)

Project’s
Indirect
Impacts to
Waters of the
State
(acres)

Potential Area
of Impact under
Permits Sought
by Others
(acres)a

Other Permits
Indirect
Impacts to
Waters of the
U.S.
(acres)

Other Permits
Impacts to
Waters of the
State
(acres)

Total
Indirect
Impact
(acres)

Total Wetlands

26.48

6.34

20.14

6.95

2.03

4.92

33.43

Seasonal Wetland

1.53

1.53

0.00

0.17

0.094

0.076

1.7

Seasonal Wetland Swale

1.2

1.2

0.00

1.33

1.18

0.15

2.53

Vernal Pool

18.27

3.61

14.66

5.11

0.76

4.35

23.38

Freshwater Marsh (SSHCP Data)

1.07

0.00

1.07

N/A

N/A

N/A

1.07

Swale (SSHCP Data)

4.15

0.00

4.15

N/A

N/A

N/A

4.15

Streams/Creeks (VPIH – SSHCP Data)

0.26

0.00

0.26

0.34

0.00

0.34

0.6

Total Other Waters

2.93

1.14

1.79

0.26

0.04

0.22

3.19

Ditch

0.13

0.13

0

0.007

0.007

0

0.14

Ephemeral Drainage

0.13

0.13

0

0.14

0.022

0.12

0.27

Intermittent Drainage

0.02

0.02

0.00

0.11

0.01

0.10

0.13

Pond

0.86

0.86

0.00

N/A

N/A

N/A

0.86

Open Water

1.79

0

1.79

N/A

N/A

N/A

1.79

Total Wetland and Waters Acreage

29.41

7.48

21.93

7.21

2.07

5.14

36.62

Type

a

For permitting purposes, should any of those other projects be permitted prior to this Project, the impacts of this Project would be reduced accordingly.

N/A = not available
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2.3.2.4

AVOIDANCE, MINIMIZATION, AND/OR MITIGATION MEASURES

Efforts have already been made to avoid impacts from the Project, including altering
the alignment to avoid contiguous wetland complexes, replacing and enlarging
culverts to hydrologic flow through the roadway, installing bridges and bottomless
culverts at various locations (Figure 2.3.2-1), increasing cut-and-fill slopes in areas
from a 4:1 to a 2:1 slope to reduce the overall Project footprint, installing a retaining
wall to avoid a large vernal pool containing the federally listed Sacramento Orcutt
grass, installing wing walls or retaining walls where preserved wetlands could be
avoided, and altering the Class I bike path to avoid wetlands. The Project design will
continue to be refined to minimize impacts to waters of the U.S. to the greatest extent
practicable by adjustments to new roadway and intersection locations and by the
incorporation of retaining walls, where feasible, into the Project design.
Implementation of the AMMs listed below would further reduce impacts to these
features. Appendix E2 provides a summary of the Final SSHCP AMMs and MMs.
AMM BIO-1: Environmental Awareness Training

Prior to the commencement of construction activities, including grading and
equipment staging, construction personnel will participate in an environmental
awareness training program. This program will include a description of sensitive
resources on and adjacent to the site including waters of the U.S., riparian habitat,
special-status species and their habitat, and nesting birds and raptors. Permit
conditions identified by state and federal agencies regarding the avoidance of these
resources will be discussed and explained during the training.
AMM HYD-4: Stormwater Pollution Prevention Project (SWPPP)

This AMM, described in Section 2.2.1.8, implements requirements and BMPs that
include but are not limited to, minimizing soil disturbance, inlet protection, stabilized
construction access, covering of exposed areas with mulch, use of construction mats,
soil stabilizers, binders, fiber rolls or blankets, temporary vegetation or permanent
seeding, and preservation of existing vegetation. Best management practices will be
implemented during construction to prevent sedimentation and erosion in wetlands
and waters in the BSA. In addition, a stormwater pollution prevention plan will be
prepared for the Project and implemented to minimize potential stormwater pollution
issues.
AMM BIO-2: Restore Site to Pre-Project Conditions

Upon completion of construction activities, temporarily affected areas within the
BSA will be restored to pre-Project conditions and areas where vegetation was
removed will be revegetated using a Caltrans-approved native seed mixture.
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AMM BIO-3: Installation of Environmentally Sensitive Area Fencing/Flagging

High visibility environmentally sensitive area fencing will be installed around the
limits of construction to prevent the encroachment of the Project into sensitive
habitats or the disturbance of sensitive resources outside of the Project footprint. If
construction is occurring within or adjacent to a Preserve, environmentally sensitive
area fencing will be installed at least 25 feet from the edges of wetlands and waters to
be avoided by construction under the supervision of a USFWS-approved biologist. If
construction is occurring outside the limits of an adjacent Preserve, environmentally
sensitive area fencing will be installed at least 20 feet from the edges of wetlands and
waters to be avoided by construction under the supervision of a biological monitor
familiar with wetland habitats. The locations of the fencing will be marked in the
field with stakes and flagging and shown on construction drawings. Constructionrelated activities, vehicle operation, material and equipment storage, and other
surface-disturbing activities within the fenced environmentally sensitive areas will be
prohibited.
AMM BIO-4: Biological Monitor

A qualified biologist will be retained to monitor construction activities occurring
within 100 feet of adjacent Preserves. The Biological Monitor will be on-site on the
first day of ground disturbing activities. Prior to ground disturbance, the monitor will
lead a preconstruction meeting to inform the Contractor and staff of the presence of
sensitive resources. After that, the biological monitor will make regular daily visits to
the site to observe construction activities (minimum once a day). For wetlands and
waters outside of adjacent Preserve limits, a biological monitor will monitor Project
activities and special species habitat periodically throughout the duration of
construction.
2.3.2.5 COMPENSATORY MITIGATION
MM BIO-A: Obtain USACE, RWQCB, USEPA, and CDFW Permits and Complete
Compensatory Mitigation

To permit all temporary and permanent impacts to waters of the U.S., the JPA will
obtain a CWA Section 404 permit from USACE, a Section 401 Water Quality
Certification from RWQCB, a Section 402 National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System Permit from USEPA, and a Section 1602 Streambed Alteration Agreement
from CDFW.
To compensate for permanent impacts on waters of the U.S. and state, the JPA will
purchase credits from a USACE- and/or USFWS-approved mitigation bank at a
minimum ratio of 2:1 for direct impacts and 1:1 for indirect impacts on waters of the
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U.S., pay in-lieu fees to an agency-approved fund, or implement appropriate
permittee-responsible mitigation. These options must include either preservation or
restoration of habitat as identified in the SSHCP (see Table 2.3.2-3). If the SSHCP is
in effect prior to acquisition of Project permits under CWA Section 404 and FESA,
the Project may utilize the SSHCP for take coverage and mitigation of waters of the
U.S. in accordance with the compensation ratio requirements as provided in
Table 2.3.2-3.
Table 2.3.2-3. SSHCP Compensation Ratios for Preservation and
Restoration of Waters of the U.S.
Impacted Habitat Type

Preservation Ratio

Restoration Ratio

Vernal Pool – Direct

2

1

Vernal Pool – Indirect

2

0

Swale – Direct

1

1

Swale – Indirect

1

0

Streams/–reeks (VPIH) - Direct

1

1

Streams/–reeks (VPIH) - Indirect

1

0

2.3.2.6

WETLANDS ONLY PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVE FINDING

Per the Executive Order for the Protection of Wetlands (EO 11990), Caltrans finds
that there is no practicable alternative to the construction that would not affect or that
would further reduce effects on wetlands, and that the proposed Project includes all
practicable measures to minimize harm and represents the least impact on wetlands.
Because wetlands exist along the Project area, an alternative to avoid impacts to
wetlands would require elevating most of Grant Line Road, which would be costprohibitive and therefore an impractical alternative.
The Project has included all practical measures to minimize harm to wetlands. The
bottomless culverts (up to 15 total) and the bridge would avoid direct, permanent
impacts to 1.12 acres of wetlands.
Based on the above considerations, there is no practicable alternative to the proposed
construction in wetlands and the proposed action includes all practicable measures to
minimize harm to wetlands that may result from such use.
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2.3.3 Plant Species
2.3.3.1

REGULATORY SETTING

USFWS is responsible for the protection of federally listed special-status plant
species. “Special-status” species are selected for protection because they are rare
and/or subject to population and habitat declines. “Special status” is a general term
for species that are provided varying levels of regulatory protection. The highest level
of protection is given to threatened and endangered species; these are species that are
formally listed or proposed for listing as endangered or threatened under the FESA.
Please see Section 2.3.5, Threatened and Endangered Species, in this document for
detailed information about these species.
This section of the document discusses all federally protected special-status plant
species, including USFWS candidate species.
The regulatory requirements for the FESA can be found at 16 USC, Section 1531, et
seq. See also 50 CFR Part 402.
Sacramento County’s Tree Preservation Ordinance and General Plan Policies,
CO-138-141 (Landmark and Heritage Tree Protection) and CO-145-146 (Urban
Forest Management), are applicable to portions of the Project within Sacramento
County’s jurisdiction (Sacramento County 2011b, 2016).
These policies outlined in the Sacramento County General Plan protects oak trees,
including the valley oak, which would be affected by the Project (see Section 2.3.3.2).
The County has a non-native tree canopy policy that requires the creation of
equivalent tree canopy onsite or contributions to Greenprint funding (Sacramento
County 2011b). Prior to acquiring a permit from the County to remove any covered
trees, a report from an ISA-certified arborist must be prepared according to the
Sacramento County’s Arborist Report Submittal Requirements. Additionally, a tree
permit will be obtained from the City of Rancho Cordova to remove any oak trees.
2.3.3.2

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

Information regarding special-status plants was obtained from the NES
(ECORP 2016b) and the Special-Status Plant Survey report (ECORP 2016c). The
Special-Status Plant Survey report was completed on August 12, 2016, and is
Appendix H of the NES. Additionally, land use and vegetation types are presented in
Section 2.3.1, Natural Communities, and Threatened and Endangered Species are
discussed in Section 2.3.5.
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Prior to conducting the habitat assessment and rare plant field surveys, queries of the
California Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB), USFWS, and California Native
Plant Society (CNPS) databases were conducted to determine the special-status plant
species that had been documented within or in the vicinity of the BSA. Additional
background information was reviewed from The Status of Rare, Threatened, and
Endangered Plants and Animals of California 2000-2004 (CDFW 2005) regarding
the documented or potential occurrence of special-status plant species within or near
the BSA.
Data from USFWS, CNDDB, and CNPS records were used to compile a table of
special-status plant species in the region (i.e., within the “Buffalo Creek, California”
and “Sloughhouse, California” 7.5-minute quadrangles and 10 surrounding USGS
topographic 7.5-minute topographic quadrangles). Rare plant surveys were performed
and the results are summarized in Table 2.3.3-1.
Potentially Occurring Special-Status Plants within the BSA

Of the 15 special-status plant species included in Table 2.3.3-1, eight special-status
plant species were determined to have the potential to occur within the BSA;
however, these species are not federally protected. Field surveys were conducted in
April, May, and July 2016, during the optimum identifiable period for each of the
target species. Of the parcels, 71 are within the rare plant survey area and 18 were not
accessible to the botanists for surveying. These 18 parcels total 46.77 acres, out of
453.1 acres of potentially suitable rare-plant habitat. Most of these inaccessible
parcels are rural residential properties of 1 to 5 acres that contain livestock or
landscaping; therefore, the habitat on these properties is considered of low quality.
The potential for impacts to the nine special-status plant species with potential to
occur is described in Table 2.3.3-1. Special-status plant survey results are presented
in the Appendix H of the NES (ECORP 2016b). The elevation range of the Project is
from 140 to 285 feet above mean sea level.
Trees in the BSA

During the field survey conducted on April 1, 2016, a total of 58 trees and shrubs were
mapped within the BSA. Nonnative horticultural trees within the rural residential areas
of the BSA were not mapped. There are four native tree species which occur in the
BSA, including California box elder (Acer negundo), Fremont’s cottonwood (Populus
fremontii), red willow (Salix laevigata), and Valley oak (Quercus lobata). There are
nonnative tree species that occur in the BSA, including black locust (Robinia
pseudoacacia), Brazilian pepper tree (Schinus terebinthifolius), deodar cedar (Cedrus
2-238
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Table 2.3.3-1. Special-status Plant Species, and Habitat Potentially Occurring or Known to Occur in the BSA
Common
Name

Scientific Name

General Habitat
Description

Statusa

Approx.
Blooming
Periods

Habitat
Present/
Absentb

Impact/Effect
Determination

Rationale

Brewer’s
calandrinia

Calandrinia
breweri

CNPS List
4.2

Sandy or loamy soils in
disturbed sites and burns in
chaparral, coastal scrub
(elevation 33 feet (‘)) –
4,003’).

Jan-Jun

Absent

No effect

The BSA lacks vegetation
community types for this species.

Red Hills
soaproot

Chlorogalum
grandiflorum

CNPS List
1B.2

Serpentine, gabbroic, and
other soils in chaparral,
cismontane woodland, and
lower montane coniferous
forest (elevation 803’-4,068’).

May-Jun

Absent

No effect

The BSA lacks suitable soils and
vegetation community types for this
species.

Brandegee's
clarkia

Clarkia biloba
ssp.
brandegeeae

CNPS List
4.2

Often roadcuts in chaparral,
cismontane woodland, and
lower montane coniferous
forest (elevation 245’-3,002’).

May-Jul

Absent

No effect

The BSA lacks vegetation
community types for this species.

Bisbee Peak
rush-rose

Crocanthemum
suffrutescens

CNPS List
3.2

Often gabbroic or Ione soil;
often burned or disturbed
areas in chaparral (elevation
246’-2,198’).

Apr-Aug

Absent

No effect

The BSA lacks suitable soils and
vegetation community types for this
species.

Dwarf
downingia

Downingia
pusilla

CNPS List
2B.2

Mesic areas in Valley and
foothill grassland and vernal
pools (elevation 3’-1,460’).

Mar-May

Present

No effect

The annual grassland and vernal
pools in the BSA provide suitable
habitat for this species. This
species was not observed in the
BSA during the 2016 rare plant
surveys (ECORP 2016c).

Jepson's woolly Eriophyllum
sunflower
jepsonii

CNPS List
4.3

Sometimes serpentine soils
in chaparral, cismontane
woodland, and coastal scrub
(elevation 656’-3,363’).

Apr-Jun

Absent

No effect

Project is at a lower elevation;
therefore, the BSA lacks suitable
soils and vegetation community
types for this species.

Tuolumne
button celery

CNPS List
1B.2

Mesic areas of cismontane
woodland, lower montane
coniferous forest, and vernal
pools (elevation 229’-3,002’).

May-Aug

Present

No effect

Vernal pools within the BSA provide
suitable habitat for this species.
This species was not observed in
the BSA during the 2016 rare plant
surveys (ECORP 2016c).

Eryngium
pinnatisectum
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Table 2.3.3-1. Special-status Plant Species, and Habitat Potentially Occurring or Known to Occur in the BSA
Common
Name

General Habitat
Description

Approx.
Blooming
Periods

Habitat
Present/
Absentb

Impact/Effect
Determination

Scientific Name

Statusa

Stinkbells

Fritillaria agrestis

CNPS List
4.2

Clay, sometimes serpentinite
soils in chaparral,
cismontane woodland,
pinyon and juniper woodland,
Valley and foothill grassland
(elevation 32’-5,102’).

Mar-Jun

Present

No effect

The annual grassland in the BSA
provides suitable habitat for this
species. This species was not
observed in the BSA during the
2016 rare plant surveys (ECORP
2016c).

Parry's horkelia

Horkelia parryi

CNPS List
1B.2

Ione formation and other
soils in chaparral and
cismontane woodland
(elevation 262’-3,511’).

Apr-Sep

Absent

No effect

The BSA lacks suitable vegetation
community types for this species.

Ahart's dwarf
rush

Juncus
leiospermus var.
ahartii

CNPS List
1B.2

Mesic areas in Valley and
foothill grassland (elevation
98’-752’).

Mar-May

Present

No effectc

Wetlands within the annual
grasslands in the BSA provide
suitable habitat for this species.
This species was not observed in
the BSA during the 2016 rare plant
surveys (ECORP 2016c).

Legenere

Legenere limosa

CNPS List
1B.1

Vernal pools (elevation 3’2,888’).

Apr-Jun

Present

No effectc

Vernal pools within the BSA provide
suitable habitat for this species.
This species was not observed in
the BSA during the 2016 rare plant
surveys (ECORP 2016c).

Hoary
navarretia

Navarretia
eriocephala

CNPS List
4.3

Vernally mesic areas in
cismontane woodland and
Valley and foothill grassland
(elevation 344’-1,313’).

May-Jun

Present

No effectc

Wetlands within the annual
grasslands in the BSA provide
suitable habitat for this species.
This species was not observed in
the BSA during the 2016 rare plant
surveys (ECORP 2016c).

Pincushion
navarretia

Navarretia
myersii ssp.
myersii

CNPS List
1B.1

Often acidic vernal pools
(elevation 65’-1,083’).

Apr-May

Present

No effectc

Vernal pools within the BSA provide
suitable habitat for this species.
This species was not observed in
the BSA during the 2016 rare plant
surveys (ECORP 2016c).
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Table 2.3.3-1. Special-status Plant Species, and Habitat Potentially Occurring or Known to Occur in the BSA
Common
Name

Scientific Name

General Habitat
Description

Statusa

Approx.
Blooming
Periods

Habitat
Present/
Absentb

Impact/Effect
Determination

Rationale

Sanford's
arrowhead

Sagittaria
sanfordii

CNPS List
1B.2

Assorted shallow freshwater
marshes and swamps
(elevation 0’-2,133’).

May-Nov

Present

No effectc

Wetlands in the BSA provide
suitable habitat for this species.
This species was not observed in
the BSA during the 2016 rare plant
surveys (ECORP 2016c).

El Dorado
County mule
ears

Wyethia
reticulata

CNPS List
1B.2

Clay or gabbroic soils in
chaparral, cismontane
woodland, and lower
montane coniferous forest
(elevation 606’-2,067’).

Apr-Aug

Absent

No effect

Project is at a lower elevation;
therefore, the microclimate in the
BSA is not suitable for this species.

a

Status

CNPS Status
CE=California Endangered
b

Habitat Present/Absent
Absent - No habitat present
Habitat Present - General habitat is or may be present.

There are several small areas of potential habitat that were not surveyed due to private property access issues. However, with the implementation of avoidance and
minimization measures, no effects will occur to this species.
c

List 1B = Rare, Threatened, or Endangered in CA and elsewhere
List 2B = Rare, Threatened, or Endangered in CA, common elsewhere
List 3 = Lack Information/Review List
List 4 = Plants of Limited Distribution/Watch List
0.1 - Seriously threatened in California (over 80% of occurrences threatened)
0.2 - Moderately threatened in California (20-80% occurrences threatened)
0.3 - Not very threatened in California (less than 20% of occurrences threatened)
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deodara), eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.), and other nonnative trees that are located in
inaccessible residential parcels at the southern end of the BSA.
Trees in the BSA provide nesting habitat for several bird species protected by the
Migratory Bird Treaty Act and the California Fish and Game Code, as well as
special-status birds and bats, which have potential to occur in the BSA.
2.3.3.3

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

This section evaluates potential effects to federally protected plant species with
potential to occur in the BSA under the No-Build Alternative and the Build
Alternative. This section also evaluated potential effects to trees within the BSA
under the No-Build Alternative and the Build Alternative.
No-Build Alternative

Under the No-Build Alternative, no temporary or permanent effects would occur to
federally protected plant species with potential to occur within the BSA or to the trees
within the BSA. Existing effects such as road runoff and water quality degradation
due to roadside litter and chemical roadway contaminants would continue to occur
from the use of the existing facilities and land use practices under the No-Build
Alternative.
Build Alternative

Implementation of the Build Alternative would result in neither direct nor indirect
effects, temporary or permanent, to federally protected plant species because none
were identified within the BSA. There is a potential that protected plants could be
found on the unsurveyed parcels, but that is unlikely because the potential habitat is
considered low quality. However, preconstruction surveys will be conducted.
Operational Impacts

If federally protected plants are found during preconstruction surveys, potential
direct, permanent effects to those plants could occur, including habitat destruction,
loss, and/or conversion due to the construction of the proposed permanent facilities.
Potential indirect, permanent effects to special-status plant species include erosion
resulting from the increased runoff from the expanded roadway, as well as water
quality degradation due to increased litter and chemical roadway contaminants from
additional traffic and other uses.
The Project would permanently remove approximately 27 trees, including eight
native trees. Native trees to be removed include three valley oaks, four Fremont’s
cottonwoods, and one red willow. Nonnative trees to be removed include
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16 eucalyptus trees and three Brazilian pepper trees. Approximately 22 of the trees
proposed for removal occur within the limits of the City of Rancho Cordova. The
remaining trees proposed for removal are in Sacramento County. According to the
tree ordinances of Sacramento County and City of Rancho Cordova’s tree policies,
the removal of trees is an adverse impact that must be mitigated. An arborist survey
would be conducted prior to construction to identify trees that would need to be
removed. While Caltrans is exempt from compliance with local regulations, it would
comply with Sacramento County’s and City of Rancho Cordova’s tree policies
because bird species protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act occur within the
BSA. Therefore, the Project’s removal of trees would have an adverse impact on
trees.
Potential indirect effects to trees include erosion resulting from the increased runoff
from the expanded roadway, as well as water quality degradation due to increased
litter and chemical roadway contaminants from additional traffic and other uses.
However, the AMMs noted in Section 2.2.2, Water Quality and Stormwater, address
these indirect effects.
Construction Impacts

If special-status plant species are found during preconstruction surveys, potential
direct effects to special-status plants during construction include soil disturbance and
compaction due to construction equipment, chemical spills from vehicle and
equipment use, and potential spread of invasive species from equipment and
personnel movement within the BSA. Potential indirect, temporary effects to specialstatus plant species include sedimentation within wetland habitats and increased
erosion due to ground disturbance during construction.
Potential direct, temporary effects to trees include construction equipment and
vehicles driving under and parking within driplines and chemical spills from vehicle
and equipment use. Parking or spills in these areas can damage the roots of the tree.
2.3.3.4 AVOIDANCE, MINIMIZATION, AND/OR MITIGATION MEASURES
Special-Status Plants

Although no federally protected special status plants were found during surveys, the
following AMMs will be implemented:
AMM BIO-2, Restore Site to Pre-Project Conditions

(Refer to Section 2.3.2.4.)
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AMM BIO-5: Rare Plant Surveys

During the appropriate season and prior to the start of construction, rare plant surveys
will be conducted within all potential habitat within the wetland delineation area
(same as rare plant survey area) that was not surveyed during the 2016 early season
and late season rare plant surveys. If rare plants are identified during these surveys,
consultation will be conducted with the agencies and additional avoidance and
minimization measures will be implemented. These measures include avoidance of
Ahart’s dwarf rush, Boggs Lake hedge-hyssop, slender Orcutt grass, and Sacramento
Orcutt grass, which are SSHCP No-Take species (see Section 2.3.1.1 for a detailed
description of the SSHCP).
MM BIO-B: Restore or Establish Rare Plant Habitat

If special-status plant species other than SSHCP No-Take species are identified in
new surveys under AMM BIO-5, additional measures may include the preparation of
a mitigation and monitoring plan that describes how the loss of special-status plant
species will be compensated. Potential components of the plan might include the
following:
•

Habitat restoration or establishment, where appropriate and feasible, will be used
in conjunction with translocating the affected population.

•

As directed by Policy CO‐60 in the Sacramento County General Plan
(Sacramento County 2011b), for segments of the Connector in Sacramento
County, mitigation will be directed to lands identified on the Open Space Vision
Diagram and associated component maps identified in the Open Space Element
of the Plan or areas specifically identified in the SSHCP, when adopted.

•

Restoration or new establishment of habitat (on- or offsite) at a minimum ratio of
1:1 (1 acre restored for each acre affected). Within the Mather Core Recovery
Area, habitat will be preserved at a minimum ratio of 2:1 on lands within the
Core Recovery Area (see Section 2.3.1.1 for a detailed description of the Mather
Core Recovery Area).

The mitigation site will be monitored the first year after the mitigation is
implemented and every 5 years thereafter, until the mitigation is considered to be
successful. Mitigation will be considered successful if the translocated population is
determined to be stable and contains at least 60 percent of the number of plants
present in the original occurrence. If the population falls below 60 percent of the
original number of plants, then remediation measures will be initiated.
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Trees in the BSA

Effects to trees will be avoided by the Project wherever possible. Worker
environmental awareness training (AMM BIO-1), described in Section 2.3.2 will
address the goal of the Project to protect trees not scheduled for removal in the BSA.
High visibility environmentally sensitive area fencing (AMM BIO-3), described in
Section 2.3.2, will be installed around trees that are to be retained to protect them
from construction activities. No vehicle parking, equipment storage, vegetation, or
ground-disturbing activities will be allowed beyond the fencing. Removal of these
trees will be mitigated as described in Mitigation Measure-BIO-C: Mitigate for the
Removal of Native Trees.
MM BIO-C: Mitigate for the Removal of Trees

Compensatory mitigation for the removal of trees will be determined in coordination
with the City of Rancho Cordova and Sacramento County. The City of Rancho
Cordova tree ordinance requires replanting or replacement fees for the removal of
native trees, and requires a permit for the removal of living oak trees with at least one
trunk of 6 inches or more dbh, or a multi-trunked native oak with an aggregate
diameter of 10 inches or more dbh. Prior to acquiring a permit an arborist report from
an ISA-certified arborist is required.
As stated above in Section 2.3.3.3, Environmental Consequences, the Sacramento
County tree ordinance protects oak trees and designated native trees with a dbh
greater than 4 inches. The County has a nonnative tree canopy policy that requires
mitigation for nonnative tree canopy effects by creating equivalent canopy onsite. If
onsite mitigation is not possible, mitigation can be achieved through contributions to
Greenprint funding (Sacramento County 2011b). Prior to acquiring a permit from the
County to remove any covered trees, a report from an ISA-certified arborist must be
prepared according to Sacramento County’s Arborist Report Submittal Requirements.
The removal of native trees within the Project footprint shall be compensated by
planting native trees equivalent to the dbh of inches lost based upon ratios set forth by
the City of Rancho Cordova and Sacramento County. The following ratios have been
proposed for similar projects in the past:
•

One dee-pot seedling (40 cubic inches) = 1-inch dbh

•

One 15-gallon tree = 1-inch dbh

•

One 24-inch box tree = 2-inch dbh

•

One 36-inch box tree = 3-inch dbh
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Prior to approval of building permits, the City and County will require the preparation
of a Replacement Native Tree Planting Plan prepared by an ISA-certified arborist and
licensed landscape architect for approval. If the City and County agree that tree
planting onsite is infeasible, then the payment of fees shall be made on a per inch dbh
basis.
2.3.4 Animal Species
2.3.4.1

REGULATORY SETTING

Many federal laws regulate impacts to wildlife. The USFWS and the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s National Marine Fisheries Service
(NOAA Fisheries Service) are responsible for implementing these laws. This section
discusses potential impacts and permit requirements associated with animals not
listed or proposed for listing under the FESA. Species listed or proposed for listing as
threatened or endangered are discussed in Section 2.3.5, Threatened and Endangered
Species. All other federally protected special-status animal species are discussed here,
including USFWS or NOAA Fisheries Service candidate species.
Federal laws and regulations relevant to wildlife include the following:
•

NEPA

•

Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA)

•

Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act

2.3.4.2

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

Information regarding special-status wildlife species was obtained from the NES
(ECORP 2016b).
Prior to conducting the field habitat assessment, queries were conducted of the
CNDDB and USFWS databases to determine the special-status wildlife known to
occur in the vicinity of the BSA or in similar environments elsewhere in the region,
which resulted in a list of the 26 special-status species shown in Table 2.3.4-1
(database search results are provided in Appendix A and B of the NES
[ECORP 2016b]). Field surveys were conducted on March 15-17; March 21-22; April
1, 12, and 25-27; May 9; and July 18-19, 2016, to determine if the BSA contained
suitable habitat for each of the 26 species, and to document observations of any sign
or species on the list.
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Table 2.3.4-1. Special-status Wildlife Species, and Habitat Potentially Occurring or Known to Occur in the BSA
Common
Name

Scientific
Name

Statusa

General Habitat Description

Approximate
Breeding Season

Habitat Present/
Absentb

Potential to
Occur in BSAc

March-May

Present

Occurs

This species has been observed
within the BSA.

Ponds within the BSA provide
suitable habitat for this species.

Rationale

Amphibians
Western
spadefoot

Spea
hammondii

SSC

California endemic species of vernal
pools, swales, wetlands, and adjacent
grasslands throughout the Central
Valley.

Western
pond turtle

Emys
marmorata

SSC

Ponds, marshes, rivers, streams, and
irrigation ditches with aquatic vegetation
and basking sites.

April-October

Present

May occur

Coast
horned lizard

Phrynosoma
blainvillii

SSC

Formerly a widespread horned lizard
found in a wide variety of habitats, often
in lower elevation areas with sandy
washes and scattered low bushes. Also
occurs in Sierra Nevada foothills.
Requires open areas for basking, but
with bushes or grass clumps for cover,
patches of loamy soil or sand for
burrowing and an abundance of ants
(Stebbins and McGinnis 2012). In the
northern Sacramento area, this species
appears restricted to the foothills
between 1,000 to 3,000 feet from
Cameron Park (El Dorado County) north
and west to Grass Valley and Nevada
City.

April-October

Absent

N/Ad

The BSA is located outside of the
range for the species. There are
no records of this species within
the 12 quads surrounding the
BSA. The closest record is
approximately 11 miles northeast
of the BSA in Cameron Park.

Doublecrested
cormorant
(nesting
colony)

Phalacrocorax
auritus

WL

Breeds near ponds, lakes, artificial
impoundments, slow-moving rivers,
lagoons, estuaries, and open coastlines
and typically forages in shallow water.
Non-nesters are found in many coastal
and inland waters.

April-July

Absent

N/A

The BSA lacks aquatic features
used for nesting by this species.

Tricolored
blackbird
(nesting)

Agelaius
tricolor

SC,
SSC,
BCC

Nests primarily within cattail/tule
marshes, although also known to use
blackberries, willows, thistles, etc.

April-June

Absent

N/A

The BSA lacks vegetation which
would provide nesting habitat for
this species.

White-tailed
kite

Elanus
leucurus

SFP

Breeding occurs within trees in low
elevation grassland, agricultural,
wetland, oak woodland, riparian,
savannah, and urban habitats.

March-June

Present

May occur

Trees in the BSA provide suitable
nesting habitat for this species.

Reptiles

Birds
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Table 2.3.4-1. Special-status Wildlife Species, and Habitat Potentially Occurring or Known to Occur in the BSA
Common
Name
Bald eagle
(wintering)

Scientific
Name

Statusa

General Habitat Description

Haliaeetus
leucocephalus

SFP,
BCC

Typically breeds in forested areas near
large bodies of water in the northern half
of California; nest in trees and rarely on
cliffs; wintering habitat includes forest
and woodland communities near water
bodies (e.g., rivers, lakes), wetlands,
flooded agricultural fields, open
grasslands

Approximate
Breeding Season

Habitat Present/
Absentb

Potential to
Occur in BSAc

February-July
(nesting) OctoberMarch (winter)

Wintering habitat
present; lacks
breeding/nesting
habitat

May occur to
wintering habitat

Rationale
The BSA does not provide
suitable nesting habitat for this
species, however the species may
winter in the BSA.

Cooper’s
hawk

Accipiter
cooperii

WL

Nests in trees in riparian woodlands in
deciduous, mixed and evergreen
forests, as well as urban landscapes

April-July

Present

May occur

Ferruginous
hawk

Buteo regalis

WL

Rarely breeds in California (Lassen
County); winter range includes
grassland and shrub-steppe habitats
from Northern California (except
northeast and northwest corners) south
to Mexica and east to Oklahoma,
Nebraska, and Texas.

November-February

Wintering habitat
present; lacks
breeding/nesting
habitat

May occur to
wintering habitat

The BSA does not provide
suitable nesting habitat for this
species, however the species may
winter in the BSA.

SFP,
BCC

Breeding range include mountainous
canyon land, rimrock terrain of open
desert and grasslands, riparian, oak
woodland/savannah, and chaparral.
Nesting occurs on cliff ledges, river
banks, trees, and human-made
structures (e.g., windmills, platforms,
and transmission towers). Breeding
occurs throughout California, except the
immediate coast, Central Valley floor,
Salton Sea region, and the Colorado
River region, where they can be found
during Winter.

Nest FebruaryAugust

Wintering habitat
present; lacks
breeding/nesting
habitat

May occur to
wintering habitat

This species was observed in the
BSA during the fieldwork,
however the BSA does not
provide suitable breeding habitat.
This species may use the BSA for
foraging and/or wintering, but is
not likely to use the BSA for
breeding.

Present

May occur

California ground squirrel burrows
in the ruderal and annual
grasslands in the BSA provide
suitable breeding habitat for this
species.

(wintering)

Golden
eagle

Burrowing
owl
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Aquila
chrysaetos

Athene
cunicularia

SSC,
BCC

Breeds in burrows or burrow surrogates
in open, treeless, areas within
grassland, steppe, and desert biomes.
Often with other burrowing mammals
(e.g., prairie dogs, California ground
squirrels). May also use human-made
habitat such as agricultural fields, golf
courses, cemeteries, roadside, airports,
vacant urban lots, and fairgrounds.

Winter Oct-Feb

March-August

The BSA provides suitable
nesting habitat for this species.
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Table 2.3.4-1. Special-status Wildlife Species, and Habitat Potentially Occurring or Known to Occur in the BSA
Common
Name

Scientific
Name

Approximate
Breeding Season

Habitat Present/
Absentb

Potential to
Occur in BSAc

Breeds in Oregon, Washington north
into Canada. Winters in southern
Canada to South America, including
California. Breeds near forest openings,
fragmented woodlots, and riparian
areas. Wintering habitat includes wide
variety, open forests, grasslands, tidal
flats, plains, and urban settings.

September-April

Wintering habitat
present; lacks
breeding/nesting
habitat

May occur to
wintering habitat

SSC

In California, breeding range includes
most coastal counties south to Baja
California; western Sacramento Valley
and western edge of Sierra Nevada
region. Nests in moderately open
grasslands and prairies with patchy bare
ground. Avoids grasslands with
extensive shrub cover; more likely to
occupy large tracts of habitat than small
fragments; removal of grass cover by
grazing often detrimental.

May-July

Present

May occur

The annual grassland in the BSA
provides suitable nesting habitat
for this species.

Antrozous
pallidus

SSC

Mines, human-made structures, rock
outcrops, and woodland near open
grasslands for foraging.

April-September

Present

May occur

Trees and structures in the BSA
provide suitable roosting habitat
for this species.

Townsend’s
big-eared
bat

Corynorhinus
townsendii

SCT,
SSC

Forage in a variety of habitats near
caves or roosts. Roost in rock
formations with caves, mines,
abandoned buildings outside urban
areas. Nonmigratory.

April-September

Absent

N/A

The BSA does not provide
suitable habitat for this species.
All buildings that could serve as
potential roosting habitat in the
BSA are in active use.

American
badger

Taxidea taxus

SSC

Drier open stages of most shrub, forest,
and herbaceous habitats with friable
soils.

Any season

Present

May occur

The ruderal and annual
grasslands in the BSA provide
suitable habitat for this species.

Statusa

General Habitat Description

Falco
columbarius

WL

Ammodramus
savannarum

Pallid bat

Merlin
(wintering)

Grasshopper
sparrow

Rationale
The BSA does not provide
suitable nesting habitat for this
species, however the species may
winter in the BSA.

Mammals

a

Status

b

Habitat Present/Absent

BCC

c

Based on field surveys and species descriptions

SC

State candidate

N/A indicates the potential to occur is not applicable because the habitat is absent.

SFP

California state fully protected

d

Absent

No habitat present

Habitat Present

General habitat is or may be present.
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USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern;

SSC

California state species of special concern

WBWG

Western Bat Working Group

WL

CDFW Watch List
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Table 2.3.4-1 also provides a general habitat description for each of the 26 specialstatus species and a rationale as to why habitat was determined to be either present or
absent from the BSA. In addition, Table 2.3.4-1 includes information from the field
surveys described in the above paragraph. Specifically, which special-status wildlife
species have potential to occur or were observed during the field surveys.
As shown in Table 2.3.4-1, the following special-status wildlife species were
determined to have the potential to occur within the BSA; however, none are
federally protected: western spadefoot (Spea hammondii), western pond turtle (Emys
marmorata), white-tailed kite (Elanus leucurus), Cooper’s hawk, burrowing owl
(Athene cunicularia), grasshopper sparrow (Ammodramus savannarum), pallid bat
(Antrozous pallidus), and American badger (Taxidea taxus). A brief discussion of
birds protected under the MBTA is also provided.
Nesting Birds and Raptors

Special-status birds and raptors such as the white-tailed kite, Cooper’s hawk,
burrowing owl, and grasshopper sparrow, as shown in Table 2.3.4-1 above, could nest
within and surrounding the BSA on the ground, in and/or on the existing road
infrastructure (culverts), and in trees. The breeding season for most birds, including
raptors, within the Project footprint is generally from February 1 to August 31. The
occupied nests and eggs of these birds are protected by federal and state laws,
including MBTA and California Fish and Game Code Sections 3503 and 3503.5.
Many other bird species protected by the MBTA were observed during the 2016 field
surveys including western scrub jay, black phoebe, American robin, northern
mockingbird, red-winged blackbird, red-tailed hawk, killdeer, mourning dove, and
others. These and other species could potentially nest within the BSA. For a complete
list of wildlife species observed during the field surveys, see Appendix G of the NES
(ECORP 2016b).
Burrowing Owl (Athene cunicularia); SSC, BCC

The burrowing owl is not listed pursuant to either FESA or CESA. However, it is
designated as a bird of conservation concern by the USFWS and a species of special
concern by the CDFW, and requires species-specific surveys. It is also protected from
take, possession, or destruction under California Fish and Game Code Section 3503.5
as a bird of prey in the taxonomic order Strigiformes (owls). Burrowing owls inhabit
dry open rolling hills, grasslands, desert floors, and open bare ground with gullies and
arroyos. They can also inhabit developed areas such as golf courses, cemeteries,
roadsides, airports, vacant lots in residential areas, school campuses, and fairgrounds
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(Haug et al. 1993). This species typically uses burrows created by fossorial mammals,
most notably the California ground squirrel (Ostospermophilus beecheyi), but may
also use human-made structures such as cement culverts or pipes; cement, asphalt, or
wood debris piles; or openings beneath cement or asphalt pavement (CDFW 1995,
2012). The breeding season typically occurs between February 1 and August 31
(CBOC 1993; CDFW 1995, 2012).
The nearest documented occurrence of burrowing owl is approximately 0.15 mile east
of Grant Line Road and 0.47 mile north of Keifer Boulevard, on the Keifer Landfill
wetland preserve. California ground squirrel burrows in the ruderal and annual
grasslands in the BSA provide suitable breeding habitat for this species. No
burrowing owls or sign were observed in the BSA during the field surveys.
Bats

No federally protected bats were identified within the BSA.
Mammals

No federally protected mammals were identified within the BSA.
Common Wildlife Species

A list of wildlife species observed during the field surveys of the BSA is presented in
Appendix G of the NES (ECORP 2016b). Wildlife species observed include birds,
amphibians, reptiles, and mammals such as American crow (Corvus brachyrhynchos),
American goldfinch (Spinus tristis), American kestrel (Falco sparverius), black
phoebe (Sayornis nigricans), brewer’s blackbird (Euphagus cyanocephalus), brownheaded cowbird (Molothrus ater), great egret (Ardea alba), house finch (Haemorhous
mexicanus), mourning dove (Zenaida macroura), northern flicker (Colaptes auratus),
northern harrier (Circus cyaneus), red-tailed hawk (Buteo jamaicensis), turkey vulture
(Cathartes aura), bullfrog (Lithobates catesbeianus), Sierran tree frog (Pseudacris
sierra), California king snake (Lampropeltis californiae), western fence lizard
(Sceloporus occidentalis), black-tailed hare (Lepus californicus), and California
ground squirrel, among others. These species are typical inhabitants within the region.
2.3.4.3

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

This section evaluates potential effects to sensitive wildlife species described above
under both the No-Build Alternative and the Build Alternative.
No-Build Alternative

Under the No-Build Alternative, no construction-related permanent or temporary
impacts would occur to federally protected special-status wildlife species within the
Capital SouthEast Connector: D2 Expressway Project
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BSA. Current impacts to wildlife species which result from the operations and
maintenance of existing facilities and land use practices would continue to occur.
These impacts could potentially include periodic road strikes of mobile sensitive
species such as birds protected under the MBTA. Likewise, potential ongoing
activities that could affect wildlife species include risk of fire and litter from traffic
and other uses, clearing fuel breaks (vernal pool branchiopods), disking of farmland
(vernal pool branchiopods), and other farming-related effects such as cattle and sheep
grazing (vernal pool branchiopods).
Build Alternative
Operational Impacts

The Project would not affect any federally protected special-status species, because
none were identified within the BSA.
Nesting Birds and Raptors

The Project could reduce foraging area for nesting birds such as the white-tailed kite
(Elanus leucurus); grasshopper sparrow (Ammodramus savannarum), burrowing owl
(Athene cunicularia), and Cooper’s hawk (Accipiter cooperii) due to habitat loss from
conversion to paved and gravel roadway and shoulders. In addition, the Project could
destroy a nest during tree removal should a nest be established immediately prior to
or during construction. AMM BIO-6, Conduct Nesting Bird Survey, discussed in
Section 2.3.4.4 below, would avoid these impacts.
Potential indirect, permanent effects to nesting birds and raptors within the BSA
include increased likelihood of litter along the new roadway (which birds and raptors
could incidentally ingest) and increased noise associated with higher speeds and
forecasted traffic, along with the expanded roadway.
Construction Impacts
Nesting Birds and Raptors

The temporary increase in noise and lighting from equipment and construction
activities has the potential to indirectly affect nesting birds and raptors; these effects
may include nest abandonment or failure if a nesting bird is within 50 feet or a
nesting raptor is within 300 feet of the BSA. The removal of vegetation by
construction vehicles could expose the bird and raptor prey (e.g., rodents, snakes,
etc.) that could provide birds and raptors with more accessible meals during limited
time periods.
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2.3.4.4

AVOIDANCE, MINIMIZATION, AND/OR MITIGATION MEASURES

The Project will incorporate the following AMMs to minimize effects to nesting birds
and raptors covered under the MBTA. With the implementation of the following
AMMs, this Project will not adversely affect nesting birds and raptors. AMM BIO-1
is described in Section 2.3.2, Wetlands and Other Waters. In addition, AMM BIO-6 is
described below.
AMM BIO-1: Environmental Awareness Training (see Section 2.3.2)
AMM BIO-6: Conduct Nesting Bird Survey

If construction begins within the nesting season (generally considered February 1
through August 31) for nesting birds and raptors, a preconstruction nesting bird
survey will be conducted within 300 feet of the Project footprint by a qualified
biologist. If nesting birds are found during the survey, the nests will be flagged and
USFWS will be contacted for guidance.
No compensatory mitigation for nesting birds and raptors is necessary.
Burrowing Owl

Implementation of the following AMMs will help to avoid potential effects to
burrowing owl, should they migrate into the Project area. AMM BIO-1 is described in
Section 2.3.2, Wetlands and Other Waters. AMM BIO-6 is described under Nesting
Birds and Raptors above. In addition, AMM BIO-7 is described below.
AMM BIO-1: Environmental Awareness Training
AMM BIO-6: Conduct Nesting Bird Survey
AMM BIO-7: Conduct Protocol Burrowing Owl Surveys

Preconstruction surveys for burrowing owl shall be conducted. The burrowing owl
surveys will follow the 2012 CDFW Staff Report on Burrowing Owl Mitigation
(CDFW 2012). These surveys must be conducted by a qualified biologist no more
than 15 days in advance of the start of construction. If active burrowing owl burrows
are found during the survey, CDFW will be contacted for guidance.
No compensatory mitigation for burrowing owl is necessary.
2.3.5 Threatened and Endangered Species
2.3.5.1

REGULATORY SETTING

The primary federal law protecting threatened and endangered species is the FESA:
16 USC, Section 1531, et seq. See also 50 CFR Part 402. This act and later
amendments provide for the conservation of endangered and threatened species and
the ecosystems upon which they depend. Under Section 7 of this act, federal agencies,
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such as the FHWA (and Caltrans, as assigned), are required to consult with USFWS
and the NOAA Fisheries Service to ensure that they are not undertaking, funding,
permitting, or authorizing actions likely to jeopardize the continued existence of listed
species or destroy or adversely modify designated critical habitat. Critical habitat is
defined as geographic locations critical to the existence of a threatened or endangered
species. The outcome of consultation under Section 7 may include a Biological
Opinion with an Incidental Take statement, or a Letter of Concurrence. Section 3 of
the FESA defines take as “harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture
or collect or any attempt at such conduct.”
2.3.5.2 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT
Data Gathering

Information regarding threatened or endangered plants and wildlife was obtained
from the NES and the Special-Status Plant Survey report, Appendix H of the NES
(ECORP 2016b).
The NES, CNDDB, USFWS, and CNPS databases were queried to determine the
threatened or endangered plant and wildlife species documented within or in the
vicinity of the BSA, which resulted in a list of the 23 species shown in Table 2.3.5-1
(database search results provided in Appendixes A and B of the NES
[ECORP 2016b]).
Table 2.3.5-1 also provides a general habitat description for each species and a
rationale as to why the habitat was determined to either be present or absent in the
BSA.
Of those 23 federally listed species, only four were determined to have the potential
to occur within the BSA: vernal pool fairy shrimp (Branchinecta lynchi), vernal pool
tadpole shrimp (Lepidurus packardi), Sacramento Orcutt grass (Orcuttia viscida), and
slender Orcutt grass (Orcuttia tenuis). Field surveys were conducted in March, April,
May, and July 2016, as described above in Section 2.3.4, Animal Species. Eighteen of
the 71 private properties were not accessible to the botanists and biologists during the
rare plant surveys. These are residential lots, containing livestock and ornamental
landscaping, and one large property, which represent 46.77 of the 453.1 acres of
potentially suitable habitat. Those parcels are considered to be of low habitat quality
due to the presence of livestock and ornamental landscaping.
The potential effect on the four species with potential to occur in the BSA is
described in Table 2.3.5-1.
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Table 2.3.5-1. Listed Species, Proposed Species, Other Special-status Species, and Critical Habitat Potentially
Occurring or Known to Occur in the BSA
Common Name

Scientific Name

Statusa

General Habitat Description

Approximate
Survey
Dates

Habitat
Present/
Absentb

Impact/ Effect
Determination

Rationale

Plants
Ione manzanita

Arctostaphylos
myrtifolia

FT
CNPS List
1B.2

Chaparral, cismontane woodland
within Ione formation (196’-1,903’).

NovemberMarch

Absent

No effect

The BSA lacks suitable soils and vegetation
community types for this species.

Stebbins’
morning-glory

Calystegia
stebbinsii

FE
CE
CNPS List
1B.1

Gabbroic or serpentine soils in
openings in chaparral and
cismontane woodland (606’-3,576’).

April-July

Absent

No effect

The BSA lacks suitable soils and vegetation
community types for this species.

Pine Hill
ceanothus

Ceanothus
roderickii

FE
CR
CNPS List
1B.1

Serpentine or gabbroic (nutrientdeficient forms of gabbro-derived
soils characterized by low
concentrations of available K, P, S,
Fe, and Zn) in chaparral and
cismontane woodland (803’—
3,576’).

April-June

Absent

No effect

The BSA lacks suitable soils and vegetation
community types for this species.

Ione buckwheat

Eriogonum
apricum var.
apricum

FE
CE
CNPS List
1B.1

Openings within chaparral on Ione
soil (196’-476’).

July-October

Absent

No effect

The BSA lacks suitable soils and vegetation
community types for this species.

Irish Hill
buckwheat

Eriogonum
apricum var.
prostratum

FE
CE
CNPS 1B.1

Openings within chaparral on Ione
soil (295’-394’).

June-July

Absent

No effect

The BSA lacks suitable soils and vegetation
community types for this species.

Pine Hill
flannelbush

Fremontodendron
decumbens

FE
CR
CNPS List
1B.2

Gabbroic or serpentine, rocky soils
in chaparral and cismontane
woodland (1,394’-2,494’).

April-July

Absent

No effect

The BSA lacks suitable soils and vegetation
community types for this species.

El Dorado
bedstraw

Galium
californicum ssp.
sierrae

FE
CR
CNPS List
1B.2

Gabbroic soils in chaparral,
cismontane woodland, and lower
montane coniferous forest (328’1,920’).

May-June

Absent

No effect

The BSA lacks suitable soils and vegetation
community types for this species.

Boggs Lake
hedge-hyssop

Gratiola
heterosepala

CE
CNPS List
1B.2

Clay soils in marshes and swamps
along lake margins, and vernal
pools (32’-7,792’).

April-August

Present

No effect

Vernal pools within the BSA provide suitable
habitat for this species. This species has been
documented within the BSA at the Kiefer Landfill
preserve (CNPS 2016b). However, this species
was not observed in the BSA during the 2016
rare plant surveys (ECORP 2016c). Additionally,
the pools within the BSA where the species was
observed in the past are not within the Project
footprint and thus will be avoided.
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Table 2.3.5-1. Listed Species, Proposed Species, Other Special-status Species, and Critical Habitat Potentially
Occurring or Known to Occur in the BSA
Common Name

Scientific Name

Statusa

General Habitat Description

Approximate
Survey
Dates

Habitat
Present/
Absentb

Impact/ Effect
Determination

May-October

Present

No effect

Rationale

Slender Orcutt
grass

Orcuttia tenuis

FT, CH
CE
CNPS List
1B.1

Often gravelly soils in vernal pools
(114’-5,775’).

Sacramento
Orcutt grass

Orcuttia viscida

FE, CH
CE
CNPS List
1B.1

Vernal pools (98’-328’).

AprilSeptember

Present

Potential
effects/May
Affect/Likely to
Adversely
Affectc

Layne’s ragwort

Packera layneae

FT
CR
CNPS List
1B.2

Serpentine or gabbroic soils in
chaparral or cismontane woodland
(656’-3,560’).

April-August

Absent

No effect

The BSA lacks suitable soils and vegetation
community types for this species.

c

Vernal pools in the BSA provide suitable habitat
for this species. The nearest documented
occurrence of slender Orcutt grass occurs
approximately 2.4 miles west of the BSA,
between Sunrise Boulevard and Jaeger Road,
south of Douglas Road. Critical habitat for this
species does not occur within the BSA. This
species was not observed in the BSA during the
2016 rare plant surveys (ECORP 2016c).
Vernal pools in the BSA provide suitable habitat
for this species. There is one documented
occurrence of this species within the BSA.
Critical habitat for this species does not occur
within the BSA. This species was observed in
two vernal pools in the BSA during the 2016 rare
plant surveys (ECORP 2016c). The Project
footprint was modified to avoid direct effects to
this species; however, indirect effects may occur.

Invertebrates
Conservancy
fairy shrimp

Branchinecta
conservatio

FE, CH

Vernal pools/wetlands.

NovemberApril

Absent

No effect

The BSA is outside of the range of this species.
The nearest occurrence of this species is in
Solano County, over 24 miles away. Critical
habitat for this species does not occur within the
BSA.

Vernal pool fairy
shrimp

Branchinecta
lynchi

FT, CH

Vernal pools/wetlands.

NovemberApril

Present

Potential
effects/May
Affect/ Likely
to Adversely
Affect

Vernal pools within the BSA provide suitable
habitat for this species. Records of this species
occur within the BSA. Critical habitat for this
species does not occur within the BSA.

Valley elderberry
longhorn beetle

Desmocerus
californicus
dimorphus

FT, CH

Occurs in association with blue
elderberry (Sambucus nigra ssp.
cerulea) in the Central Valley.

Any season

Absent

No effect
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There are no elderberry shrubs in the BSA.
Critical habitat for this species does not occur
within the BSA.
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Table 2.3.5-1. Listed Species, Proposed Species, Other Special-status Species, and Critical Habitat Potentially
Occurring or Known to Occur in the BSA
General Habitat Description

Approximate
Survey
Dates

Habitat
Present/
Absentb

NovemberApril

Present

Potential
effects/May
Affect/ Likely
to Adversely
Affect

Impact/ Effect
Determination

Common Name

Scientific Name

Statusa

Rationale

Vernal pool
tadpole shrimp

Lepidurus
packardi

FE, CH

Vernal pools/wetlands.

California Central
Valley steelhead

Oncorhynchus
mykiss

FT, CH

Occurs in rivers, streams, and
creeks.

N/A

Absent

No effect

The BSA does not contain suitable aquatic
habitat for this species. Critical habitat for this
species does not occur within the BSA.

California Central
Valley spring-run
Chinook

Oncorhynchus
tshawytscha

FT, CH

Undammed rivers, streams, creeks.

N/A

Absent

No effect

The BSA does not contain suitable aquatic
habitat for this species. Critical habitat for this
species does not occur within the BSA.

Delta smelt

Hypomesus

FT, CH

Occurs in the Sacramento-San
Joaquin Delta and seasonally within
the Suisun Bay, Carquinez Strait
and San Pablo Bay.

N/A

Absent

No effect

The BSA does not contain suitable aquatic
habitat for this species. Critical habitat for this
species does not occur within the BSA.

Occurs in valley and foothill annual
grassland habitats and in a variety
of aquatic and upland
environments. Breeding adults are
often associated with stock ponds
or other ephemeral waters near
underground refugia (e.g., ground
squirrel burrows) including vernal
pools and seasonal wetlands.
Found from sea level to 3,200 feet.

March-May

Absent

No effect

This species is not known to occur north of the
Cosumnes River and East of the Sacramento
River where the BSA is located. The nearest
occurrence is approximately 10 miles to the
southeast of the Project. Many surveys have
been conducted in the vicinity of the Project, and
this species has never been detected. Therefore,
the BSA does not provide suitable habitat for this
species. Critical habitat for this species does not
occur within the BSA.

Lowlands and foothills in a variety
of aquatic, riparian, and upland
environments. Breeding adults are
often associated with areas of
dense, shrubby riparian vegetation
and deep (greater than 2 feet) still
or slow-moving water (Hayes and
Jennings 1988). Requires 11-20
weeks of permanent water for larval
development.

May 1November 1

Absent

No effect

The BSA is outside of the geographic range for
this species. The nearest confirmed breeding
population is located in Spiny Pond in Pollock
Pines, approximately 33 miles northeast of the
BSA. Critical habitat for this species does not
occur within the BSA.

Vernal pools within the BSA provide suitable
habitat for this species. Records of this species
occur within the BSA. Species observed within
the BSA during the wetland delineation. Critical
habitat for this species does not occur within the
BSA.

Fish
SSC

ST

transpacificus

ST

California tiger
salamander
(Central
population)

Ambystoma
californiense

ST, SSC

California redlegged frog

Rana draytonii

Amphibians
FT, CH

FT, CH
SSC
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Table 2.3.5-1. Listed Species, Proposed Species, Other Special-status Species, and Critical Habitat Potentially
Occurring or Known to Occur in the BSA
Common Name

Scientific Name

Approximate
Survey
Dates

Habitat
Present/
Absentb

Impact/ Effect
Determination

Statusa

General Habitat Description

Rationale

FT
ST

Freshwater ditches, sloughs, and
marshes in the Central Valley.
Almost extirpated from the southern
parts of its range.

May 1October 1

Absent

No effect

There are no suitable aquatic features within the
BSA that have perennial water and a reliable
prey source that would provide suitable habitat
for this species in the BSA.

ST, BCC

Nesting occurs in trees in
agricultural, riparian, oak woodland,
scrub, and urban landscapes.
Forages over grassland, agricultural
lands, particularly during
disking/harvesting, irrigated
pastures

MarchAugust

Present

Potential
effects

Trees in the BSA provides suitable nesting
habitat for this species and the ruderal and
annual grassland provide foraging habitat. There
is one documented occurrence of this species
within the BSA.

ST

Nests colonially along coasts,
rivers, streams, lakes, reservoirs,
and wetlands in vertical banks,
cliffs, and bluffs in alluvial, friable
soils. May also nest in sand, gravel
quarries and road cuts. In
California, breeding range includes
northern and central California.

May-July

Absent

No effect

The BSA does not provide suitable nesting
habitat for this species.

Reptiles
Giant garter
snake

Thamnophis
gigas

Birds
Swainson’s hawk

Buteo swainsoni

Bank swallow

Riparia riparia

Status
BCC USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern
FT Federal threatened
CE California endangered
SC CA State candidate
CH Designated critical habitat
SCT CA State candidate threatened
CR CA State rare (plants only)
ST CA State threatened
FE Federal endangered
SSC CA State species of special concern
CNPS Status
List 1B = Rare, Threatened, or Endangered in CA and elsewhere
0.1-Seriously threatened in California (over 80 percent of occurrences threatened)
0.2-Moderately threatened in California (20-80 percent occurrences threatened)
b
Habitat Present/–bsent
Absent - No habitat present
Ha–itat Present - General habitat is or may be present.
+ Species tracked by the CNDDB with no special status
c
There are several small areas of potential habitat that were not surveyed due to private property access issues; however, with the implementation of avoidance and minimization measures, a
not likely to adversely affect determination is made for this species in those areas.
a
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USFWS Consultation

USFWS database searches were conducted on August 31, 2016, February 9, 2017,
and February 15, 2019; the most recent database search is provided in Appendix E1.
USFWS Section 7 consultation was initiated for the Project via a Biological
Assessment. The JPA held a meeting with USFWS on November 16, 2016, to discuss
the implications and timing of the then-Draft SSHCP on the mitigation and permitting
process. The USFWS confirmed that the evaluation of direct and indirect effects and
mitigation measures would be aligned with the requirements set forth in the thenDraft SSHCP. A Biological Assessment was submitted to the USFWS to initiate
consultation under Section 7 in July 2017, and a Biological Opinion (provided in
Appendix N) was issued by the USFWS on February 8, 2019. On June 12, 2019, the
USFWS issued an Incidental Take Permit for the Final SSHCP.
Description of Potentially Present Threatened and Endangered Species within
the BSA
Slender Orcutt grass (Orcuttia tenuis); FT/CH, CE, CNPS 1B.1

Slender Orcutt grass is listed as threatened pursuant to the FESA and endangered
pursuant to the CESA. It is designated by CNPS as a List 1B.1 species and is a
No-Take species under the Final SSHCP. Plants with a CNPS rank of 1B are rare
throughout their range, with the majority of them endemic to California, and are
experiencing a rapid decline. This species is an herbaceous annual that occurs in
vernal pools (CNPS 2016) primarily on substrates of volcanic origin (Crampton 1959,
Corbin and Schoolcraft 1989; as cited in USFWS 2005). This species is known to
occur in the same type of vernal pool complexes as Sacramento Orcutt grass in
Sacramento County; however, these species have not been observed co-existing in the
same vernal pool (USFWS 2005). The median size of pools occupied by populations
studied by Stone et al. (1988, as cited in USFWS 2005) was 1.6 acres and ranged
from 0.2 to 111.0 acres (USFWS 2005). Slender Orcutt grass blooms from May
through October and is known to occur at elevations ranging from 115 to 5,774 feet
above mean sea level (amsl) (CNPS 2016), which is within the elevation range of the
Project. Slender Orcutt grass is endemic to California; the current range for this
species includes Butte, Lake, Lassen, Modoc, Plumas, Sacramento, Shasta, Siskiyou,
and Tehama counties (CNPS 2016).
The nearest documented occurrence of slender Orcutt grass occurs approximately
2.2 miles west of the BSA, between Sunrise Boulevard and Jaeger Road, south of
Douglas Road. Vernal pools within the BSA provide habitat for this species.
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Critical Habitat for vernal pool species, including slender Orcutt grass, was
designated in August 2003 by USFWS (2003) and revised in 2005 (USFWS 2005)
and 2006 (USFWS 2006). There is no proposed or designated critical habitat for
slender Orcutt grass within the BSA. The nearest Critical Habitat subunit for slender
Orcutt grass is approximately 2.4 miles west of the BSA.
Sacramento Orcutt grass (Orcuttia viscida); FE/CH, CE, CNPS 1B.1

Sacramento Orcutt grass is listed as endangered pursuant to both the FESA and
CESA, is designated by CNPS as a List 1B.1 species, and is designated as a No-Take
species under the Final SSHCP. This species is an herbaceous annual that occurs in
vernal pools (CNPS 2016). The median size of occupied pools discovered prior to
1988 was 0.69 acre and ranged from 0.25 to 2.03 acres (USFWS 2005). Sacramento
Orcutt grass blooms from April through September and is known to occur at
elevations ranging from 98 to 328 feet amsl (CNPS 2016), which is within the
elevation range of the Project. Sacramento Orcutt grass is endemic to California and
to the southeastern Sacramento Valley (Keeler-Wolf et al. 1998, as cited in USFWS
2005), with all known occurrences restricted to Sacramento County. Known
occurrences of this species within the general region are limited to a small area east of
Mather Field, Phoenix Field Ecological Reserve, Phoenix Park (introduced
population), and an area near Rancho Seco Lake (USFWS 2005).
There is one documented occurrence of Sacramento Orcutt grass (CNDDB
occurrence #6) within the rare plant survey area, where it was observed during rare
plant surveys. This occurrence is located within a vernal pool within the proposed
Project right-of-way, as shown on Figure 2.3.5-1. There may be additional
undocumented populations within the BSA within the wetland delineation buffer
area. Additionally, Sacramento Orcutt grass was incidentally observed in one
additional vernal pool located outside of the rare plant survey area within the wetland
delineation buffer area (ECORP 2016a). For those pools not surveyed, because they
were located beyond the rare plant survey area, no construction activities would occur
and take of the species would be avoided. Critical Habitat for vernal pool species,
including the Sacramento Orcutt grass, was designated in August 2003 by USFWS
(2003) and revised in 2005 (USFWS 2005) and 2006 (USFWS 2006). There is no
proposed or designated critical habitat for Sacramento Orcutt grass within the BSA.
The nearest Critical Habitat subunit for Sacramento Orcutt grass is approximately
2.4 miles west of the BSA.
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Vernal Pool Fairy Shrimp (Branchinecta lynchi); FT, CH

The vernal pool fairy shrimp is listed as threatened pursuant to the FESA.
Historically, the range of vernal pool fairy shrimp extended throughout the Central
Valley, Central Coast, and Southern California. Vernal pool fairy shrimp populations
have been found in many locations in California, with habitat extending from
Stillwater Plain in Shasta County through the Central Valley to Pixley in Tulare
County, and along the Central Coast range from northern Solano County to Pinnacles
National Monument in San Benito County (Eng et al. 1990; Fugate 1992; Sugnet and
Associates 1993).
Additional populations occur in San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, and Riverside
counties. The historic and current ranges of vernal pool fairy shrimp are similar in
extent; however, the remaining habitat and populations are more fragmented and
isolated than during historical times (USFWS 2005).
The life cycle of vernal pool fairy shrimp is adapted to seasonally inundated features
such as vernal pools, seasonal wetlands, and seasonal wetland swales. Fairy shrimp
embryos survive the dry season in cyst form. Cysts “hatch” soon after pools become
inundated during the wet season. Fairy shrimp complete their life cycle quickly and
feed on small particles of detritus, algae, and bacteria (Eriksen and Belk 1999).
Threats to vernal pool fairy shrimp include agricultural conversion and development
that results in habitat loss. Habitat loss also occurs through changes in natural
hydrology, incompatible livestock grazing, pollution by stormwater, and disturbance
from recreational activities (USFWS 2005).
Documented occurrences of vernal pool fairy shrimp occur within the BSA, just south
and north of Kiefer Boulevard, and just north and east of the intersection of Grant
Line Road and White Rock Road in the most northern portion of the BSA. Wetlands
within the BSA provide habitat for this species.
Although protocol surveys for federal-listed large branchiopods, including vernal
pool fairy shrimp, have not been conducted for the Project, there are multiple records
for this species that occur within the BSA. Large branchiopods of the genus
Branchinecta were observed in wetlands and waters during the wetland delineation
fieldwork and, based on occurrences of vernal pool fairy shrimp in the area, this
species is assumed to be present in the BSA.
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Critical Habitat for vernal pool species, including vernal pool fairy shrimp, was
designated in August 2003 by USFWS (2003) and revised in 2005 (USFWS 2005)
and 2006 (USFWS 2006). There is no proposed or designated critical habitat for
vernal pool fairy shrimp within the BSA. The nearest Critical Habitat subunit for
vernal pool fairy shrimp is approximately 2.4 miles west of the BSA.
Vernal Pool Tadpole Shrimp (Lepidurus packardi); FE, CH

Vernal pool tadpole shrimp is listed as endangered pursuant to the FESA. The historic
range of the vernal pool tadpole shrimp likely extended throughout the Central Valley
of California and has been documented from east of Redding in Shasta County south
to Fresno County and in the San Francisco Bay Wildlife Refuge in Alameda County.
The historic and current ranges of vernal pool tadpole shrimp are similar in extent;
however, the remaining habitat and populations are more fragmented and isolated
than during historical times (USFWS 2005).
This species is associated with low-alkalinity vernal pools, seasonal wetlands, and
seasonal wetland swales in grasslands throughout the northern and eastern portions of
the Central Valley. Suitable vernal pools and seasonal swales are generally underlain
by hardpan or sandstone. Tadpole shrimp embryos survive the dry season in cyst
form. Cysts “hatch” soon after pools become inundated during the wet season.
Sexually mature adults may persist three to four weeks after habitat inundation
(Sugnet and Associates 1993).
The greatest threats to vernal pool tadpole shrimp are loss of habitat from
urbanization. Other threats include encroachment of nonnative annual grasses,
agricultural conversion, and parasitism by flukes (Trematoda) of an undetermined
species (Ahl 1991). Some populations are also threatened by pesticide drift from
adjacent farmlands (USFWS 2005).
Documented occurrences of vernal pool tadpole shrimp occur throughout the BSA,
from just south of Kiefer Boulevard to just north of the intersection of Grant Line
Road and White Rock Road in the northernmost portion of the BSA. Wetlands within
the BSA provide habitat for this species and it was observed during wetland
delineation field surveys.
Although protocol surveys for federally listed large branchiopods have not been
conducted for the Project, there are multiple records for vernal pool tadpole shrimp
that occur within the BSA. Vernal pool tadpole shrimp were observed in wetlands and
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other waters during the wetland delineation fieldwork. This species is present in the
BSA.
Critical Habitat for vernal pool species, including vernal pool tadpole shrimp, was
designated in August 2003 by USFWS (2003) and revised in 2005 (USFWS 2005)
and 2006 (USFWS 2006). There is no proposed or designated critical habitat for this
species within the BSA. The nearest Critical Habitat subunit for vernal pool tadpole
shrimp is approximately 2.4 miles west of the BSA.
2.3.5.3

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

This section evaluates potential effects to threatened or endangered plant and wildlife
species that may occur in the BSA under the No-build Alternative and the Build
Alternative.
No-Build Alternative

Under the No-Build Alternative, no additional temporary or permanent effects would
occur to threatened or endangered plant and wildlife species within the BSA. Existing
effects such as road runoff and water quality degradation due to roadside litter and
chemical roadway contaminants would continue to occur from the use of the existing
facilities and land use practices under the No-Build Alternative.
Build Alternative

The Build Alternative would result in permanent effects to federally threatened or
endangered plant and wildlife species within the BSA. Temporary effects are not
expected, because there are no temporary construction easements or other staging
areas needed for construction where federally listed species occur. Table 2.3.5-2
provides an overview of permanent effects to habitats that support these species.
Effects are described as permanent effects that result from the operational phase of
the Project and construction, but which cease or are restored following construction.
Table 2.3.5-2. Permanent Direct and Indirect Impacts on Threatened
and Endangered Species Habitat Areas
ESA
Designation

Habitat Effects
(acres)

Slender Orcutt grass (Orcuttia tenuis)

T

0

Sacramento Orcutt grass (Orcuttia viscida)

E

0

Vernal Pool Fairy Shrimp (Branchinecta lynchi)

T

6.35

Vernal Pool Tadpole Shrimp (Lepidurus packardi)

E

6.35

Species

E= Endangered; T= Threatened
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Operational Impacts
Slender Orcutt Grass (Orcuttia tenuis)

Slender Orcutt grass was not observed in the BSA, and direct impacts are not
expected to occur. Potential indirect, permanent effects to slender Orcutt grass could
include habitat loss as a result of erosion resulting from the increased runoff from the
expanded roadway, as well as water quality degradation due to increased litter and
chemical roadway contaminants from additional traffic and other uses. Because direct
impacts are not anticipated, a no effect determination is being made for this species.
Sacramento Orcutt Grass (Orcuttia viscida)

Sacramento Orcutt grass was identified within the BSA in the aligning ditch of the
current roadway during the rare plant surveys. The Project footprint has been
designed to avoid the pool in which Sacramento Orcutt grass was identified. Shifting
the project footprint to provide a full, 300-foot buffer, and therefore completely avoid
impacts, is not possible. However, the pool is part of a larger preserve and therefore
would not be isolated by the Project.
Potential indirect, permanent effects to Sacramento Orcutt grass could include habitat
loss as a result of erosion resulting from the increased runoff from the expanded
roadway, as well as water quality degradation due to increased litter and chemical
roadway contaminants from additional traffic and other uses. However, this is
unlikely because adjacent to the pool, the roadway would not be wider as a result of a
natural vegetated swale that would be located between the northbound two lanes and
the southbound two lanes. The swale would absorb the extra stormwater runoff.
With the shift of the Project footprint, and the potential for indirect impacts, the
Project may affect, and is likely to adversely affect, Sacramento Orcutt grass.
Vernal Pool Fairy Shrimp (Branchinecta lynchi); FT, CH and Vernal Pool Tadpole
Shrimp (Lepidurus packardi); FE, CH

Although protocol surveys for federally listed large branchiopods have not been
conducted for the Project, evidence suggests that vernal pool fairy shrimp and vernal
pool tadpole shrimp are located within the BSA. There are multiple records of the
vernal pool fairy shrimp occurring within the BSA. Large branchiopods of the genus
Branchinecta, including vernal pool tadpole shrimp, were observed in wetlands and
waters during the wetland delineation fieldwork. Based on this evidence, it is
assumed that vernal pool fairy shrimp and vernal pool tadpole shrimp are present in
the BSA.
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As stated in Section 2.3.2, Wetlands and Other Waters, for the purposes of analyzing
wetlands and waters effects, which includes vernal pool habitat, two approaches are
used to calculate Project effects. One approach relies on the analysis as defined in the
Final SSHCP, currently in development, which provides direction on assessing both
direct and indirect effects for the Project. The second approach uses the larger BSA
described above in the Affected Environment subsection, which was developed
specifically for the Project to capture direct and potential indirect effects, should the
Final SSHCP not be approved by the time the Project is approved. This will be
referred to as the Non-SSHCP Approach.
It is anticipated that potential indirect effects will be determined in consultation with
the appropriate regulatory agencies and/or the Final SSHCP, should the SSHCP be
permitted prior to Project implementation. Therefore, potential indirect effects were
calculated using the criteria presented in the Final SSHCP and the Project-specific
BSA.
SSHCP Approach

Using the criteria set forth in the Final SSHCP, Table 2.3.5-3 provides the permanent
effects (both direct and indirect) to vernal pool fairy shrimp and vernal pool tadpole
shrimp habitat; therefore, the Project may affect and is likely to adversely affect
vernal pool fairy shrimp and vernal pool tadpole shrimp. Permanent effects would
result from new hardtop and gravel areas for construction of the new roadway. These
effects include wetlands that may be affected by other projects with pending permit
applications (see Figure 2.3.2-1). Should these projects be permitted prior to the
Project, the effects to vernal pool fairy shrimp and vernal pool tadpole shrimp habitat
would be reduced accordingly. Any aquatic features avoided by a bottomless culvert
or bridge were excluded from direct effect calculations, as shown on Figure 2.3.2-1.
Table 2.3.5-3 lists the potential SSHCP effect to vernal pool fairy shrimp habitat.
Table 2.3.5-3. SSHCP Permanent Direct and Indirect Impacts to
Vernal Pool Fairy Shrimp Habitat
Project’s
Permanent
Effects (acres)

Permitted by
Others (acres)

Total Permanent
Effect Acres

Total Wetlands

6.35

0.74

7.09

Seasonal Wetland

2.82

0.12

2.94

Seasonal Wetland Swale

0.52

0.00

0.52

Vernal Pool

3.01

0.62

3.63

Type
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The Project would not result in temporary effects to vernal pool fairy shrimp habitat.
There are no temporary construction easements or other areas needed for construction
where habitat is present. All effects within the Project footprint are considered
permanent.
As stated in Chapter 6 of the Final SSHCP, permanent indirect effects from covered
activities, which include the Project, on the vernal pool ecosystem, include altered
hydrology of vernal pools from removal or disturbance to their micro-watersheds.
Effects to the micro-watersheds would indirectly change the timing, duration, and
depth of vernal pool filling; alter the chemistry of the vernal pool; and reduce the
frequency of flows between swales and vernal pools and connectivity between the
pools (Sacramento County et al. 2018). Collectively, these effects would result in the
affected aquatic habitat becoming unsuitable for vernal pool fairy shrimp (and vernal
pool tadpole shrimp). Additionally, Chapter 6 of the Final SSHCP presents an
analysis of indirect effects to vernal pool habitat in the entire Plan Area. In total,
approximately 17,259 acres, or 17 percent, of the 103,210 acres of the vernal pool
ecosystem in the Plan Area would be removed or indirectly affected over the
proposed 50-year permit term; indirect effects would account for 142 acres of the
total effect acreage. This includes the following effects to the vernal pool ecosystem:
removal of 16,795 acres (64 percent) and indirect effects to 132 acres (0.50 percent)
of the 26,048 acres present inside the Urban Development Area; and removal of 322
acres (0.40 percent) and indirect effects to 9.50 acres (0.01 percent) of 77,162 acres
present outside the Urban Development Area (Sacramento County et al. 2018).
Non-SSHCP Approach

Using a Project-specific, non-SSHCP approach, permanent, direct effects were
calculated for vernal pool fairy shrimp and vernal pool tadpole shrimp the same way
as described above for the SSHCP approach, using the Project footprint but excluding
jurisdictional areas avoided by bottomless culverts and bridges. Under the nonSSHCP approach, the permanent, direct effects would be identical to the effects
shown above in the SSHCP Approach subsection. The difference in using the nonSSHCP approach is in the indirect effect calculations. Rather than using the 200-foot
buffer stated in the SSHCP, the BSA was used to calculate indirect effects to vernal
pool fairy shrimp habitat (albeit conservative). Included in this indirect effect
calculation are the SSHCP designated Streams/Creeks (VPIH), because these areas
may contain potential vernal pool invertebrate habitat. Permanent, indirect effects
may include increased runoff, changes to hydrological patterns, increased human
activity (e.g., increased litter), and increased erosion. This total potential indirect
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effect could equal up to 28.19 acres. These effects include 6.95 acres of wetlands that
may be affected under a current permit application (see Figure 2.3.2-1). Should these
projects be permitted prior to the Project, the Project’s potential indirect effects would
be reduced by 6.95 acres. Table 2.3.5-4 lists the potential non-SSHCP indirect effects.
Table 2.3.5-4. Non-SSHCP Indirect Impacts to Vernal Pool Fairy Shrimp
Project’s Indirect
Effects (acres)

Permitted by
Others (acres)

Total Indirect Effect
Acres

Total Habitat

21.24

6.95

28.19

Seasonal Wetland

1.52

0.17

1.69

Seasonal Wetland Swale

1.19

1.33

2.52

Vernal Pool

18.27

5.11

23.38

SSHCP Streams/Creeks (VPIH)

0.26

0.34

0.60

Type

Construction Impacts
Slender Orcutt Grass (Orcuttia tenuis)

Construction is not anticipated result in direct effects to slender Orcutt grass since it
was not observed in the BSA during rare plant surveys. Implementation of the Project
may result in direct and indirect temporary effects that have the potential to affect
slender Orcutt grass if it is found within the unsurveyed areas during preconstruction
surveys. Potential direct, temporary effects which could affect slender Orcutt grass
within the BSA could include soil disturbance and compaction due to construction
equipment, chemical spills from vehicle and equipment use, and potential spread of
invasive species from equipment and personnel movement within the BSA. Potential
indirect, temporary effects to slender Orcutt grass could include sedimentation within
wetland habitats and increased erosion due to temporary ground disturbance.
Sacramento Orcutt Grass (Orcuttia viscida); FE/CH, CE, CNPS 1B.1

There would be no direct, temporary effects because the Project footprint has been
shifted to avoid Sacramento Orcutt grass. However, there are indirect, temporary
effects that have the potential to affect Sacramento Orcutt grass within the BSA.
Potential indirect, temporary effects to Sacramento Orcutt grass could include
sedimentation within wetland habitats and increased erosion due to temporary ground
disturbance.
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Vernal Pool Fairy Shrimp (Branchinecta lynchi); FT, CH and Vernal Pool Tadpole
Shrimp (Lepidurus packardi); FE, CH

Construction is likely to result in direct and indirect temporary effects that have the
potential to affect vernal pool fairy shrimp and vernal pool tadpole shrimp within the
BSA. Potential direct, temporary effects to vernal pool fairy shrimp within the BSA
in the form of soil disturbance and removal of vegetation, but direct effect may also
include chemical spills from vehicle and equipment use. Potential indirect, temporary
effects to vernal pool tadpole shrimp include sedimentation within wetland habitat
and increased erosion due to temporary ground disturbance.
2.3.5.4 AVOIDANCE, MINIMIZATION, AND/OR MITIGATION MEASURES
Slender Orcutt grass

The following AMMs will be implemented to address potential habitat loss of slender
Orcutt grass. AMM BIO-1, BIO-2, BIO-3, and BIO-4 are described in Section 2.3.2,
Wetlands and Other Waters, and Section 2.2.2 describes water quality control
measures. AMM BIO-5 is described in Section 2.3.3, Plant Species.
These measures are described in Section 2.3.2:
•

AMM BIO-1: Environmental Awareness Training

•

AMM BIO-2: Restore Site to Pre-Project Conditions

•

AMM BIO-3: Installation of Environmentally Sensitive Area
Fencing/Flagging

•

AMM BIO-4: Biological Monitor

•

AMM BIO-5: Rare Plant Surveys

•

AMM HYD-4: Stormwater Pollution Prevention Program (SWPPP)

No compensatory mitigation is proposed.
Sacramento Orcutt Grass

The following AMMs will be implemented to avoid known populations of
Sacramento Orcutt grass and to minimize indirect impacts such as habitat
degradation. AMM BIO-1, BIO-2, BIO-3, and BIO-4 are described in Section 2.3.2,
Wetlands and Other Waters, and Section 2.2.2 describes water quality control
measures AMM HYD-4. AMM BIO-5 is described in Section 2.3.3, Plant Species.
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These measures are described in Section 2.3.2 (BIO measures) and Section 2.2.2
(HYD measure). In addition, MM BIO-D is described below.
•

AMM BIO-1: Environmental Awareness Training

•

AMM HYD-4: Stormwater Pollution Prevention Program (SWPPP)

•

AMM BIO-2: Restore Site to Pre-Project Conditions

•

AMM BIO-3: Installation of Environmentally Sensitive Area
Fencing/Flagging

•

AMM BIO-4: Biological Monitor

•

AMM BIO-5: Rare Plant Surveys

MM BIO-D: Monitor Sacramento Orcutt Grass Population

Caltrans or the JPA will monitor the Sacramento Orcutt grass population prior to
construction, to provide baseline data, and in years 1 and 3 following the completion
of construction. Baseline and post-constrnction monitoring results will be presented
to the USFWS, along with any recommendations regarding how similar
road/retaining wall designs could be improved in the future to reduce indirect effects
on vernal pools and/or Sacramento Orcutt grass.
No compensatory mitigation is necessary.
Vernal Pool Fairy Shrimp and Vernal Pool Tadpole Shrimp

The following AMMs would be implemented to avoid vernal pools that may contain
vernal pool fairy shrimp and vernal pool tadpole shrimp, and to address potential
effects associated with habitat degradation. AMM BIO-1 and AMM BIO-2 are
described in Section 2.3.2, Wetlands and Other Waters, and Section 2.2.2, Water
Quality and Stormwater Runoff, describes water quality control measure
AMM HYD-4. In addition, MM BIO-E is described below.
•

AMM BIO-1: Environmental Awareness Training

•

AMM BIO-2: Restore Site to Pre-Project Conditions

•

AMM BIO-3: Installation of Environmentally Sensitive Area
Fencing/Flagging
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•

AMM BIO-4: Biological Monitor

•

AMM HYD-4: Stormwater Pollution Prevention Program (SWPPP)

MM BIO-E: Obtain USFWS/CDFW Take Authorization and Complete Required
Compensatory Mitigation and Monitoring

All temporary and permanent effects to federally listed large branchiopods and their
habitat are permitted under the SSHCP (via FESA Section 10), FESA Section 7, and
under a CDFW Incidental Take Permit (Section 2081).
For each Project with effects on special-status species, a mitigation and monitoring
plan will be developed and established compensation terms for incidental take. The
mitigation and monitoring plan will be reviewed and approved by USFWS. The JPA
will hire a qualified wildlife biologist approved by USFWS to monitor construction
activities to ensure that no special-status species or wildlife is harmed during
construction and no wildlife habitat outside of the Project area is unintentionally
affected by Project construction. The Project biologist must conduct preconstruction
surveys consistent with USFWS applicable protocols. The Project biologists will
conduct biological construction monitoring of Project areas where work occurs in
proximity to sensitive wildlife or their habitat.
The Project proposes to preserve at least 154.3 acres of vernal pool grassland (upland
only) that contains at least 19.05 acres of aquatic vernal pool crustacean habitat, for a
total of 173.35 acres. If the Project’s mitigation requirements cannot be met at the
Gill Ranch Preserve, additional mitigation will be purchased following approval from
USFWS.
2.3.6 Invasive Species
2.3.6.1

REGULATORY SETTING

On February 3, 1999, President William J. Clinton signed EO 13112 requiring federal
agencies to combat the introduction or spread of invasive species in the United States.
The order defines invasive species as “any species, including its seeds, eggs, spores,
or other biological material capable of propagating that species, that is not native to
that ecosystem whose introduction does or is likely to cause economic or
environmental harm or harm to human health.” FHWA guidance issued August 10,
1999 directs the use of the State’s invasive species list, maintained by the California
Invasive Species Council (Cal-IPC) to define the invasive plants that must be
considered as part of the NEPA analysis for a proposed project.
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2.3.6.2

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

Information regarding invasive species was obtained from the NES (ECORP 2016b).
Invasive Plants Observed within the BSA

Several invasive plant species, identified by the Cal-IPC as being a serious problem in
California, occur within the BSA. These species are identified on the California
Invasive Plant Inventory (CIPI) (Cal-IPC 2006) and the 2007 updated list (Cal-IPC
2007). The CIPI is based on evaluation criteria (i.e., ecological effect, invasive
potential, distribution) to assign plants to an overall inventory category of high,
moderate, or limited. Invasive species located within the BSA are presented in
Table 2.3.6-1.
Table 2.3.6-1. Invasive Plant Species Located Within the BSAa
Scientific Name

Common Name

CIPI Listb

Aegilops triuncialis

Barbed goatgrass

High

Agrostis avenacea

Bentgrass

Limited

Avena fatua

Wild oat

Moderate

Brassica nigra

Black mustard

Moderate

Briza maxima

Big quaking grass

Limited

Bromus diandrus

Ripgut brome

Moderate

Bromus hordeaceus

Soft brome

Limited

Bromus madritensis ssp. rubens

Red brome

High

Carduus pycnocephalus

Italian thistle

Moderate

Centaurea solstitialis

Yellow start-thistle

High

Chondrilla juncea

Skeleton weed

Moderate

Cirsium vulgare

Bull thistle

Moderate

Cotula coronopifolia

Brass buttons

Limited

Cynodon dactylon

Bermuda grass

Moderate

Cynosurus echinatus

Hedgehog dog-tail grass

Moderate

Dittrichia graveolens

Stinkwort

Moderate

Elymus caput-medusae

Medusahead grass

High

Eucalyptus globulus

Blue gum

Limited

Festuca myuros

Rat-tail vulpia

Moderate

Festuca perennis

Italian ryegrass

Moderate

Foeniculum vulgare

Sweet fennel

High
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Table 2.3.6-1. Invasive Plant Species Located Within the BSAa
Scientific Name

Common Name

CIPI Listb

Geranium dissectum

Cut-leaved geranium

Limited

Glyceria declinata

Mannagrass

Moderate

Hirschfeldia incana

Shortpod mustard

Moderate

Hordeum marinum ssp. gussoneanum

Mediterranean barley

Moderate

Hordeum murinum

Barley

Moderate

Hypericum perforatum

Klamath weed

Moderate

Hypochaeris glabra

Smooth cat’s-ear

Limited

Hypochaeris radicata

Perennial cat’s-ear

Moderate

Lepidium latifolium

Broad-leaf pepper grass

High

Lythrum hyssopifolia

Hyssop loosestrife

Limited

Medicago polymorpha

Bur clover

Limited

Plantago lanceolate

English plantain

Limited

Poa pratensis

Kentucky bluegrass

Limited

Polypogon monspeliensis

Annual rabbit-foot grass

Limited

Raphanus sativus

Purple wild radish

Limited

Robinia pseudoacacia*

Black locust

Limited

Rubus armeniacus

Himalayan blackberry

High

Rumex acetosella

Sheep sorrel

Moderate

Rumex crispus

Curly dock

Limited

Silybum marianum

Milk thistle

Limited

Torilis arvensis

Torilis (hedge parsley)

Moderate

Triadica sebifera

Chinese tallow

Moderate

Trifolium hirtum

Rose clover

Limited

Washingtonia robusta

Mexican fan palm

Moderate

This list does not include nonnative species found within the BSA that are not identified on the CIPI
List.
a

b High

= widespread distribution; severe ecological effects

Moderate = limited to widespread distribution; substantial and apparent, but not severe, ecological
effects
Limited = limited distribution; minor ecological effects statewide, but still considered
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Invasive Animals Observed within the BSA

Invasive animal species are identified by the California Invasive Species Advisory
Committee (CISAC) as being invasive species that threaten California in various
ways including ecological, agricultural, infrastructure, cultural, and health. Four
invasive animal species are known to occur within the BSA. These species are
identified on the 2010 list (CISAC 2010). The list is based on evaluation criteria (i.e.,
effect and ability to respond). Each species is assigned a number ranging from 0 to 40
for effect, with a higher score corresponding to greater effect. They are also assigned
a second number ranging from 0 to 25 for ability to respond, with a higher score
corresponding to a greater ability to respond. For the species evaluated in California,
the highest score for effect was 27 (high level of effect) and the highest score for
ability to respond was 23 (meaning we are well equipped to respond). Invasive
animals observed within the BSA are presented in Table 2.3.6-2.
Table 2.3.6-2. Invasive Animal Species Located Within the BSA
Scientific Name

Common Name

Scores from
CISAC 2010 Lista

Lithobates catesbeiana

Bullfrog

12, 8

Molothrus ater

Brown-headed Cowbird

17, 11

Streptopelia decaocto

Eurasian Collared-Dove

13, 7

Sturnus vulgaris

European Starling

23, 7

a The

first number is effect score and can range from 0-27, with 27 being a high level of effect; the
second number is the ability to respond score and can range from 0-23, with 23 meaning we are well
equipped to respond to the threat (CISAC 2010).

2.3.6.3

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

This section evaluates potential effects to resources described above under both the
No-Build Alternative and the Build Alternative.
No-Build Alternative

Several invasive plant species which are relatively common and widespread in the
Central Valley already occur in the BSA (Table 2.3.6-2). These species are currently
being spread by mechanisms and conditions such as the grazing of cattle, use of
contaminated vehicles and equipment, and the widespread occurrence of the species
on sites immediately adjacent to the BSA. These mechanisms and conditions are
likely to continue. Under the No-Build Alternative, invasive species would continue
spread throughout the BSA.
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Build Alternative
Operational Impacts

The Project could result in the potential spread and establishment of invasive plant
species within the BSA through removal of natural communities for the new roadbed,
increased capacity to accommodate planned growth could transport seeds from
outside the area, and new, groomed shoulders that do not support native plants but
remain open to germinate other resilient invasive plant species. Additionally,
increased volume of stormwater and pollutant runoff from the expanded roadway
surface and increased risk of fire from additional traffic as a result of the Project’s
increase in capacity to accommodate planned growth, and other uses, may indirectly
lead to the spread of invasive species. Imported soil and rock for borrow and fill
could harbor invasive species. Invasive species could be present in landscaping seed
mixtures and mulch used in erosion control and roadside landscaping; however, in
compliance with the Executive Order on Invasive Species, EO 13112, and guidance
from the FHWA, the landscaping and erosion control included in the Project will not
use species listed as invasive. None of the species on the California list of invasive
species is used by Caltrans for erosion control or landscaping for the Project. All
equipment and materials will be inspected for the presence of invasive species and
cleaned if necessary. In areas of particular sensitivity, extra precautions will be taken
if invasive species are found in or next to the construction areas. These include the
inspection and cleaning of construction equipment and eradication strategies to be
implemented should an invasion occur.
The Project would not exacerbate the distribution or abundance of the four invasive
animal species known to occur in the BSA: bullfrog, brown-headed cowbird,
Eurasian collared-dove, and European starling. These invasive animal species are
already common in Sacramento County and California and the Project would not
enable the continued spreading of these existing populations.
Construction Impacts

Potential direct, temporary effects from invasive species within the BSA include
removal of vegetation in staging areas or disturbed soils allowing for the potential
spread of invasive species from equipment and personnel movement within the BSA.
All equipment and materials, however, would be inspected for the presence of
invasive species prior to entering the Project site. In general, ground disturbance from
construction activities favors invasive plant species establishment, but temporarily
disturbed areas would be restored using seed mixes that do not include seeds from
plant species on the California list of invasive plant species. Onsite monitoring for
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invasive plant species would occur for a period of 1-year following completion of
construction to avoid the spread of invasive plant species, as described below
(AMM BIO-8).
2.3.6.4

AVOIDANCE, MINIMIZATION, AND/OR MITIGATION MEASURES

The following AMM will reduce the effects of invasive plant species.
AMM BIO-8: Spread of Invasive Plant Species

In compliance with EO 13112 Invasive Species and FHWA guidance, the landscaping
and erosion control included in the Project will not use species listed as invasive.
Management measures will be implemented to prevent the spread of weeds during
construction and disturbed areas will be revegetated with native species appropriate to
the area. Management measures may include (but are not limited to) the following:
•

Use only certified, weed-free straw or rice straw mulch.

•

Use native, noninvasive species or nonpersistent hybrids in erosion control
plantings to stabilize site conditions and prevent invasive species from
colonizing.

•

Minimize ground disturbance to the greatest extent possible and only allow a
maximum daily disturbed area of 15 acres or less.

•

Ensure construction equipment is cleaned to remove debris that could contain
invasive species or their seeds prior to transport to and from the construction
area.

•

Restrict washing of construction vehicles and equipment to approved
maintenance facilities or staging areas.

•

Monitor the Project area annually by a qualified biologist for 1 year to limit the
spread of invasive plants. A variety of methods, including mechanical control or
herbicides, will be used to eradicate invasive plant species identified during
monitoring.
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2.4

Cumulative Impacts

2.4.1 Regulatory Setting
Cumulative impacts are those that result from past, present, and reasonably foreseeable
future actions, combined with the potential impacts of the proposed project. A cumulative
effect assessment looks at the collective impacts posed by individual land use plans and
projects. Cumulative impacts can result from individually minor but collectively
substantial impacts taking place over a period of time.
Cumulative impacts to resources in the Project area may result from residential,
commercial, industrial, and highway development, as well as from agricultural
development and the conversion to more intensive agricultural cultivation. These land
use activities can degrade habitat and species diversity through consequences such as
displacement and fragmentation of habitats and populations, alteration of hydrology,
contamination, erosion, sedimentation, disruption of migration corridors, changes in
water quality, and introduction or promotion of predators. They can also contribute to
potential community impacts identified for the Project, such as changes in community
character, traffic patterns, housing availability, and employment.
A definition of cumulative impacts, under NEPA, can be found in 40 CFR Section
1508.7 of the CEQ Regulations.
2.4.2 Cumulative Analysis
Table 2.4-1 lists the resource areas evaluated in the Environmental Assessment, as
well as the resource study area that corresponds to each.
Geologic risks associated with geology and soil conditions have been studied as part
of the preliminary engineering design (WRECO 2016e), and will continue to be
studied using standard industry practices such as geotechnical investigations. The
Project would comply with Caltrans Highway Design Manual (Caltrans 2016b) and
engineering standards. Therefore, the Project would have no adverse effect, and
would not have a considerable contribution to risks associated from geology, soils,
seismic and topography. There are no timberlands located in the Project area,
therefore cumulative impacts to timberlands would not occur.
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Table 2.4-1. Resource Study Area by Resource
Resource Area

Resource Study Area

Land Use

City of Rancho Cordova and Sacramento
County

Parks and Recreational Facilities

0.5-mile radius from Project site

Growth

City of Rancho Cordova and Sacramento
County

Farmlands

Sacramento County

Community Impacts

City of Rancho Cordova and Sacramento
County

Utilities and Emergency Services

1-mile area surrounding the Project area

Traffic and Transportation/Pedestrian and Bicycle
Facilities

City of Rancho Cordova and Sacramento
County

Visual

0.5-mile radius from Project site

Cultural Resources

APEs

Hydrology and Floodplain

1-mile area surrounding the Project area

Water Quality and Stormwater Runoff

Sacramento River hydrologic region

Paleontology

APEs

Hazardous Waste and Materials

1-mile area surrounding the Project area

Air Quality

Sacramento Valley Air Basin

Noise

1-mile area surrounding the Project area

Biological Environment (natural communities,
wetlands and other waters, plant, animal,
threatened and endangered and invasive species)

BSA

2.4.3 Past, Present, and Foreseeable Projects
Cumulative projects include past, present, and foreseeable projects proposed in
Rancho Cordova and in Sacramento County that are likely to add to the cumulative
impact on a resource.
The earliest evidence of the prehistoric inhabitants of the region surrounding the
Project area comes from a single, deeply buried site in the bank of Arcade Creek,
north of Sacramento, containing grinding tools and large, stemmed projectile points.
The points and grinding implements suggest an occupation date of sometime between
8,000 and 5,000 years before present (Wallace 1978). More recently, though the
Nisenan appear to have escaped being removed to missions by the Spanish, they were
not spared the ravages of European diseases. In 1833, an epidemic—probably
malaria—raged through the Sacramento Valley, killing an estimated 75 percent of the
native population.
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Mining is the dominant historical theme in the surrounding lands. The region,
wherein the Project overlaps, was known as the American River Placer Mining
District was extensively placer-mined during the Gold Rush. The Folsom area was
originally settled in 1849 by African-American miners and, from that circumstance,
the area became known as Negro Bar. By 1855, Chinese miners were reworking
abandoned diggings and a large number of them were employed at various regional
mines up through the 1880s (Westwood et al. 2013). Subsequently, the area
surrounding the Project area became used for agricultural pursuits, which
characterizes the environment to this day. The full cultural context for the Project area
can be found in the PEIR (JPA 2012) and Archaeological Survey Report (January 31,
2017) for the Project and is incorporated by reference. The cultural context includes
information on the prehistory, ethnography, and history of the area.
Present and foreseeable future actions include planned transportation and community
developments in the Project area. The reasonably foreseeable transportation projects
in the Project area include:
•

White Rock Road would remain a four-lane roadway west of the Project and
northward to Latrobe Road in El Dorado County.

•

Centennial Drive would be integrated with Raymer Way under the No-Build
Alternative; Raymer Way would remain a two-lane roadway.

•

Douglas Road would become a four-lane roadway east of Rancho Cordova
Parkway to Grant Line Road.

•

North Loop Road (planned to replace Glory Lane) would be developed as a twolane roadway.

•

Chrysanthy Boulevard would be developed as a four-lane roadway.

•

University Avenue would not be developed under the No-Build Alternative.

•

Kiefer Boulevard would remain a four-lane roadway.

•

Rancho Cordova Parkway would be developed as a four-lane roadway from Grant
Line to Douglas Road.

•

Jackson Road would be converted to a Sacramento County arterial; it would
remain a four-lane road west of Excelsior Road and would remain a two-lane road
from Excelsior Road to Grant Line Road.
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Table 2.4-2 lists the future foreseeable development projects in the vicinity that are
considered in this analysis. To support these planned projects, a series of utility
projects are planned (see Section 2.1.6.1, Utilities, for more detail), including:
•

An underground PG&E gas line is proposed to access the development at the
Grant Line Road/University Avenue intersection.

•

A 69-kV electric sub-transmission line, to be operated by SMUD, is proposed
along Douglas Road and Grant Line Road.

•

The Sacramento Regional Sanitation District has planned for two sewer force
mains along Grant Line Road proposed between Douglas Road and University
Boulevard.

These utilities are being coordinated with the JPA and with planned developments
that are listed in Table 2.4-2; therefore, the effects of these utilities are associated
with these developments in this cumulative review. The locations of the planned
projects are shown on Figure 2.4-1.
This EA describes the effects, AMMs, and MMs associated with each resource area
evaluated. However, the Project would only have a potential effect on the following
resources that could then contribute to the cumulative condition: farmlands,
visual/aesthetics, noise, and the biological environment (natural communities,
wetlands and other waters, plant, animal, threatened and endangered and invasive
species). Based on the evaluations described in the previous sections of Chapter 2,
these resources were determined to have an incremental effect on the cumulative
condition when combined with the other planned projects identified in Table 2.4-2,
and are therefore evaluated in the following subsections.
2.4.4 Farmlands
2.4.4.1

CUMULATIVE CONDITION

The past and present health and context is that farmlands evolved after the Gold Rush
and have remained in grazing and small orchards until current planning by the City of
Rancho Cordova and County of Sacramento adopted zoning that allows farming areas
to be developed.
Under the No-Build Alternative, the planned projects would convert farmlands to
nonfarmland uses. However, the No-Build Alternative would not convert farmlands
to transportation uses, and therefore, would not contribute to a cumulative effect to
farmlands.
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Invasive
Species

Animal
Species

X

Hazardous
Waste/
M t i l
Air Quality

Plant Species

Design

Wetlands and
Other Waters

City of Rancho Cordova Mix-used development on approximately 3,828
acres develop over 25-30 years. Project would
Planning
develop 11,601 residential dwelling units,
commercial uses and a 507-acre wetland
preserve. 25-year development plan.

Natural
Communities

Rio de Oro

The GP includes five use areas: developed use Planning
area (219 acres) for more intense recreational
and administrative uses; distributed OHV
recreational use area (217 acres); route and
trail system use area (353 acres); stormwater
management use area (113 acres) and vernal
pool management area (213 acres).

Noise

California State Parks

Paleontology

Prairie City State
Vehicular Recreation
Area EIR

Water Quality
/Stormwater

2032

Planning

Hydrology/
Floodplain

Project components include extension of
Zinfandel Drive; extension of sanitary trunk
sewer line within the zinfandel ROW;
amendments to the Land Use Diagram
extensive industrial-aggregate resources,
intensive industrial, low density residential,
natural preserve, public quasi-public,
recreation, commercial and office and urban
development for approximately 5,377.6 acres.

Sacramento County

Cultural
Resources

2036

X

Parks

TBD

The project site is on approximately 2,669
Design
acres, adjacent to Grant Line Road, in
unincorporated Sacramento County. The
project proposes a mix of residential uses from
high density residential along the western edge
of the Project to low density residential along
the eastern boundary. The project proposes a
commercial area adjacent to Grant Line Road.
Other proposed uses are a university/college
campus center, schools, parks and trail
network, and offices.

Mather Field General
Plan Amendment,
Specific Plan
Amendment, Zoning
Ordinance
Amendment and
Roadway and Sewer
Extension
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Inactive

Visual

02

Sacramento County

Completion
Year

Traffic

05

City of Rancho Cordova The proposed project includes the
development of a walkable community of
Planning
approximately 5,000 new residential units, 80
acres of public and private use parks and
related facilities, two 10-acre elementary
school sites, one 75-acre joint use middle/high
school site and 465,000 square feet of
commercial development. Approximately 30%
of the project will be devoted to open space
uses including preservation and enhancement
of the Laguna Creek stream corridor and
associated stormwater treatment and
conveyance.

Phase

Utilities

07

Cordova Hills Project
EIR

Description/ Proximity to Project

Community

04

Arboretum Project

Lead Agency/Sponsor

Farmlands/
Timberlands

06

Project Name

Growth

Project
ID

Land Use

Table 2.4-2. List of Projects Considered in the Cumulative Analysis (2010 -2035)
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03

Suncreek EIR/EIS

City of Rancho Cordova Develop 1,253 acres with neighborhoods,
schools, parks, and commercial uses. Project
proposes to develop 4,893 dwelling units.

Design

2032

01

SunRidge Specific
Plan

City of Rancho Cordova Adopted in 2002 the plan is primarily west of
Grant Line Road, encompassing 2,606 acres.
The Plan proposes nine neighborhoods,
totaling 7,748 dwelling units.

Planning

2028
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Invasive
Species

Plant Species

Noise

X

Hazardous
Waste/
M t i l
Air Quality

X

Wetlands and
Other Waters

X

Paleontology

Cultural
Resources

Visual

Traffic

X

Natural
Communities

X

Utilities

2018

Community

Planning

Farmlands/
Timberlands

Rancho Cordova and
Collaboration effort to protect and conserve
Galt, Capital SouthEast wetlands, upland habitat to and streamline the
Connector Joint Powers permitting process for development projects.
Authority, Sacramento
County Regional
Sanitation District, and
Sacramento County
Water Agency

Parks

Completion
Year

Description/ Proximity to Project

Water Quality
/Stormwater

South Sacramento
Habitat Conservation
Plan

Phase

Lead Agency/Sponsor

Hydrology/
Floodplain

08

Project Name

Growth

Project
ID

Land Use

Table 2.4-2. List of Projects Considered in the Cumulative Analysis (2010 -2035)
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2.4.4.2

BUILD ALTERNATIVE

In Sacramento County, there are 15,124.6 acres of unique farmland, 153,453.2 acres
of grazing land, and 10,727.7 acres of non-prime Williamson Act Contract Lands.
The planned projects would convert farmland to residential, commercial, and public
uses. The Project would convert unique farmlands to transportation use. Therefore,
the Project, in combination with other planned projects, would result in a cumulative
impact to farmlands. Rancho Cordova and Sacramento County have determined
where farmlands will be preserved and where planned growth is necessary, in
cooperation with SACOG’s adopted 2016 MTP/SCS (SACOG 2016a), which
identified Rancho Cordova and southeast Sacramento as having the highest potential
for population, housing, and employment growth in the region. The 2016 MTP/SCS
refers to growth areas like this as a “Developing Community.” This Project is
consistent with adopted transportation plans, which support sustainable planned
growth and development patterns and principles from the 2016 MTP/SCS.
Furthermore, implementation of mitigation measure MM FARM-A will require the
JPA to provide funds to an agricultural land trust or nongovernmental entity to
establish a farmland conservation easement to reduce impacts to farmlands.
Therefore, while this cumulative impact discussion recognizes that there is a
cumulative impact on farmlands, the adopted regional plan has identified this area for
planned growth and the JPA will mitigate for permanent impacts related to
acquisition of farmland, and no further mitigation is necessary.
2.4.5 Visual/Aesthetics
2.4.5.1

CUMULATIVE CONDITION

The past and present health and context of the visual resources is a slow evolution
from rolling oak undulating fields, to farming and continuous open lands. Current
planning by the City of Rancho Cordova and County of Sacramento have adopted
zoning that allows farming areas to be developed. This sets a new course in the visual
aesthetic that has begun to change with residential developments in the view angles
from Grant Line Road.
Under the No-Build Alternative, there would be no impacts to the visual landscape of
Grant Line Road. However, the visual landscape in the vicinity of Grant Line Road
would change as a result of planned development in the area.
2.4.5.2

BUILD ALTERNATIVE

Most of the lands adjacent to the Project are undeveloped grasslands with scattered
residences and several orchards. New developments are seen on the horizon looking
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westward from Grant Line road, and the White Rock Road widening at the northern
end, however the majority of the visual experience is of grassy open spaces,
occasional earthened depression of vernal pools, Teichert quarry operations, large
transmission towers, and unattended orchards.
Construction of the Project poses a potential for cumulative visual impacts. Other
planned developments whose construction periods may overlap the Project would
result in ongoing visual nuisance during construction, resulting in a short-term
adverse cumulative impact.
New development from planned projects is changing the visual resource qualities of
the landscape. New development involves widening of nearby roadways, new
residential, and commercial land uses. The Project would widen the existing roadway
and construct new intersections resulting in a change to the visual landscape. The
Project in combination with visual changes resulting from other planned projects
would result in a direct long-term cumulative change to the visual landscape.
However, while the visual landscape would change, the visual quality may not be
degraded. With implementation of design guidelines and required landscaping,
including parks and planned open spaces to preserve the natural ecosystems, the area
would evolve into a new visual experience that would likely also be visually pleasing.
The cumulative discussion for visual and aesthetic resources of the change in visual
quality concludes that the proposed Project, in combination with the other planned
and proposed projects, would result in visual changes but would not result in a
degradation of visual quality with the implementation of design guidelines and
planned landscaping. Therefore, no further mitigation measures are necessary.
2.4.6 Noise
2.4.6.1

CUMULATIVE CONDITION

The past and present health and context of the ambient noise is primarily quiet lands
where wildlife sounds might be heard. The area has been incrementally adding
background noise from the development of quarries, some residential areas, and
increasing traffic noise. The current planning by the City of Rancho Cordova and
County of Sacramento has adopted zoning that allows farming areas to be developed,
which will continue to change the ambient noise levels with increasing traffic and
activities that increase the variety of sounds.
The No-Build Alternative would not involve construction or changes in capacity.
However, traffic on Grant Line Road and surrounding roadways is anticipated to
increase as a result of planned development in the area. While higher traffic volumes
Capital SouthEast Connector: D2 Expressway Project
Environmental Assessment
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are projected, the limitation of two lanes would slow traffic, and thus increases in
noise would be tempered by slower traffic movements. Therefore, there would not be
cumulative noise impacts.
2.4.6.2

BUILD ALTERNATIVE

The Project would increase noise on Grant Line Road and surrounding roadways
because the roadway would carry a larger capacity of traffic during operation. An
increase in capacity would allow higher volumes of traffic to flow, which would
result in higher traffic noise. The transportation analysis in Section 2.1.7 includes the
future foreseeable transportation projects and associated planned development to
accurately review the adequacy of the proposed Project. As such, the noise analysis
applied the 2035 forecast traffic to determine noise impacts. In addition to the impacts
associated with the projected traffic volumes, ambient noise would increase in the
area resulting from development of the planned projects, increased presence of
persons, and associated activities. The Project would include noise abatement by
installing noise walls where reasonable and feasible. However, the increase in traffic
in the region as a result of the Project, in combination with noise from other planned
projects, would result in a cumulative noise impact to receptors located near the
Jackson Road intersection and one residence north of University Avenue. The Noise
Abatement Decision Report (ESA 2017b) has determined that a noise wall would not
be fiscally prudent; however, the JPA has agreed to mitigate noise impacts. It is
expected that new development would plan abatement strategies to avoid noise
impacts on the newer developments. Section 2.2.5, Noise and Vibration, provides a
modeled forecast increase in ambient noise as a result of traffic, which might be used
for determining if new developments may wish to consider incorporating noise walls
into their development plans, which could abate noise impacts to those new receptors.
No further mitigation measures are possible to mitigate the natural occurrence of
increased ambient noise within the planned growth area.
2.4.7 Biological Environment
2.4.7.1

CUMULATIVE CONDITION

The study area overlaps the Mather Core Area (Figure 2.4-2), a designated area in
southeastern Sacramento County and home to some of the highest quality vernal
pools in the state. The Mather Core Area is designated by the Recovery Plan for
Vernal Pool Ecosystems of California and Southern Oregon (Recovery Plan)
(USFWS 2005). The Recovery Plan designates the Mather Core Area as a Tier 1 Core
area and proposes targets for habitat and species protection.
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Figure 2.4-2. Mather Core Area

The USACE has determined that past local and regional wetland/waters of the U.S.
losses in the Mather Core Area have had a substantial adverse effect on vernal pool
ecosystems. As a result, the Sacramento District of the USACE has suspended the use
of nine nationwide permits within the Mather Core Area. A coalition of governments
has organized to create the SSHCP under Section 10 of the FESA to establish clear
and reliable mitigation banks to meet the requirements of the permits under FESA
and CESA. Under the No-Build Alternative, the SSHCP would be adopted in the
foreseeable future to address these cumulative impacts.
The No-Build Alternative would not involve construction, and would therefore not
contribute to cumulative impacts associated with natural communities, wetlands and
other waters, plant species, animal species, threatened and endangered species, or
invasive species.
2.4.7.2

BUILD ALTERNATIVE

Potential direct and permanent effects to natural vegetation communities within the
BSA include habitat destruction, loss, and/or conversion of habitat. Agricultural fields
and annual grassland vegetation communities within the BSA provide foraging
habitat for Swainson’s hawk and compensatory mitigation for loss of these vegetation
communities is required. The Project, in combination with other planned projects,
Capital SouthEast Connector: D2 Expressway Project
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would result in replacement of natural communities therefore reducing a cumulative
loss of habitat, which would include foraging habitat.
The Project would result in potential indirect, permanent effects to wetlands and other
waters of the U.S. within the BSA to include increased runoff from the expanded
roadway and increased risk of fire and litter from additional traffic and other uses.
The Project would follow AMMs to further reduce effects to wetland and other water
features and direct effects would be mitigated by obtaining permits from USACE,
RWQCB, USEPA, and CDFW and complete compensatory mitigation. Planned
projects would result in both direct and indirect effects to wetlands and other waters.
Therefore, the Project, in combination with other planned projects, would result in an
adverse cumulative impact to wetlands and other waters.
The Project would have potential direct, permanent effects to special-status plants due
to habitat destruction, loss and/or conversion of land due to construction of permanent
facilities. Potential indirect permanent impacts could occur due to erosion, and
degradation of water quality. The Project would permanently remove approximately
27 trees, including eight native trees. The Project, in combination with other planned
projects, has the potential to result in cumulative impacts from loss of habitat and
degradation of habitat quality. AMMs would be implemented for special-status plants
with potential to occur within the Project footprint, reducing the cumulative impact to
special-status plant species.
The Project would have potential direct, permanent effects to wildlife migration and
movement within the BSA, including a reduced area for movement and migration due
to the expanded roadway and the replacement of natural communities by paved and
graveled road lanes and shoulders. The expanded roadway and increased traffic
volume and speed of vehicles would result in higher rates of wildlife injury and
mortality from wildlife-vehicle collisions. However, the Project will include multiple
wildlife crossings to reduce the rate of vehicle collisions and wildlife mortality. The
wildlife crossing would be located along existing natural drainages, such as Laguna
Creek, which are preferred for wildlife movement. These crossings would be large
enough to allow passage of native canids (such as foxes and coyotes). The wildlife
corridors would include oversized, natural-bottom culverts at major stream crossings.
Planned projects, such as development on either side of the road, would result in
direct, permanent effects to wildlife migration and movement. Therefore, the Project,
in combination with other planned projects, would result in an adverse cumulative
impact to wildlife movement.
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The Project has the potential to permanently effect vernal pool invertebrates, western
spadefoot, western pond turtle, nesting birds and raptors, bats, and American badger
within the BSA. Avoidance and minimization measures would avoid adversely
affecting all except potentially the nonlisted vernal pool invertebrates. The Project, in
combination with other planned projects has the potential to result in cumulative
impacts to these species. Implementation of AMMs would reduce the potential for the
Project to result in cumulative impacts.
The D2 Expressway project is enveloped into a regional planning process referred to
as the SSHCP. Per the SSHCP website:
The South Sacramento Habitat Conservation Plan (SSHCP) is a regional
approach to addressing issues related to urban development, habitat
conservation and agricultural protection. The SSHCP will consolidate
environmental efforts to protect and enhance wetlands (primarily vernal
pools) and upland habitats to provide ecologically viable conservation areas.
It will also minimize regulatory hurdles and streamline the permitting process
for development projects by delegating permitting authority to Sacramento
County and our partners (City of Rancho Cordova, City of Galt, Sacramento
County Water Agency, Sacramento Regional County Sanitation District, and
the Capital SouthEast Connector JPA).
The County of Sacramento, newly-formed South Sacramento Conservation
Agency, and our partners are currently engaged in a collaborative effort with
state and federal regulatory agencies to complete the South Sacramento
Habitat Conservation Plan.12
The SSHCP’s partner agencies are conscious of the cumulative impacts on sensitive
habitats concerning the Mather Core Area from the Project and other planned projects
in the area. The SSHCP and the partner agencies will implement a collaborative
habitat conservation plan that provides a holistic approach to mitigation, so that the
mitigation and long-term preservation address these cumulative impacts before they
occur. The SSHCP was approved by Sacramento County in September 2018. With
adoption and implementation of the SSHCP, the cumulative impacts from the
proposed Project and other planned and proposed projects would be adequately
mitigated. No further mitigation measures are necessary.

12Sacramento County et al. 2018 (http://www.per.saccounty.net/PlansandProjectsIn-

Progress/Pages/SSHCPPlan.aspx, accessed April 1, 2019).
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2.4.8 Construction Phase
2.4.8.1

NO-BUILD ALTERNATIVE

2.4.8.2

BUILD ALTERNATIVE

Under the No-Build Alternative, construction of the D2 Expressway would not occur
and therefore the No-Build Alternative would not contribute an impact to the
cumulative condition.
Several approved, large multi-use developments are likely to begin construction and
infrastructure development in the next 5 years. Construction would likely continue for
a period of 10 years. Construction is likely to result in temporary visual, noise, air
quality, transportation, water quality, and farmlands impacts. These impacts in turn
would result in indirect impacts on biological resources including wetlands and would
disturb breeding and foraging activities, and they may result in removal of several
special-status species. Construction can also result in the spread of invasive species
that can threaten native and special-status plant species. Multi-use developments must
meet California state regulations protecting farmlands, CESA, and Air Quality.
Additionally, the Final SSHCP encompasses these development projects in the
planning for federally protected species and jurisdictional wetlands, waters of the
U.S., and waters of the state. While the landscape will cumulatively change in
character, each project has incorporated BMPs and required regulations to avoid and
minimize effects on the environment. The Build Alternative would result in the same
effects as the reasonably foreseeable future actions, such as temporary visual, noise,
air quality impacts and impact transportation, water quality, and farmlands. It is likely
the Project and the other developments would overlap in their construction periods.
While the Project would contribute incrementally towards the cumulative condition,
these impacts are temporary and the BMPs, AMMs, and MMs proposed would avoid
and minimize majority of the impacts to moderate intensity and not result in a
cumulatively considerable impact.
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Chapter 3 Comments and Coordination
3.1

Introduction

Early and continuing coordination with the general public and public agencies is an
essential part of the environmental process. It helps planners determine the necessary
scope of environmental documentation and the level of analysis required, and to
identify potential project impacts and the corresponding avoidance, minimization,
and/or mitigation measures and related environmental requirements. This Project has
received preliminary environmental review, conducted consistent with the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). The Capital SouthEast Connector Programmatic
Environmental Impact Report (PEIR) was published in 2012 (JPA 2012). Through
CEQA, this Project has already benefitted from an extensive public and agency
consultation and public participation. Outreach for this Project has been accomplished
through a variety of formal and informal methods, including Project Development
Team meetings, interagency coordination meetings, individual stakeholder meetings,
and door-to-door communication with property owners. This chapter summarizes the
results of these efforts to fully identify, address, and resolve Project-related issues
through early and continuing coordination.

3.2

Scoping Process

The scoping process for the Capital SouthEast Connector PEIR provided the basis for
determining potential environmental constraints for the D2 Expressway Project. The
D2 Expressway Project comprises Segment D2 of the Capital SouthEast Connector.
The 34-mile Capital SouthEast Connector expressway will serve as a beltway through
the southern area of Sacramento County into El Dorado County, enabling travelers to
bypass downtown Sacramento and Highway 50 congestion between Elk Grove,
Rancho Cordova, Folsom, and El Dorado Hills.
The public scoping process for this Capital SouthEast Connector began in February
2010 with the initiation of the PEIR for the Capital SouthEast Connector and the
formal notification of the publication of the Notice of Intent. A public scoping
meeting was held on Wednesday, February 24, 2010, from 6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m., in
the American River Room at the Rancho Cordova City Hall, 2729 Prospect Park
Drive, Rancho Cordova. The meeting was conducted to discuss the Project purpose
and need, the range of alternatives, and potential impacts to the natural and built
environment. There were no comments received at this scoping meeting. The public
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did provide input at the public review of the PEIR in March of 2012, which covered
the D2 Expressway Project as well as the other segments of the Capital SouthEast
Connector Project.
With lack of input from the public during scoping, the scope of the D2 Expressway
Project is built on the agency comments received on the Capital SouthEast Connector
PEIR as pertinent to the portion of the Project between White Rock and Jackson
Roads.

3.3

Project Initiation

For initiation of the D2 Expressway Project, a formal notification of the Project was
communicated in letters sent to property owners, residents, and local and state
agencies on September 13, 2016. The letter announced the preliminary engineering
and environmental analysis beginning for this segment of the corridor that follows
Grant Line Road through the City of Rancho Cordova. The following is list of local
and state agency recipients of this letter:
•

California Air Resources Board

•

•

California Department of Fish and
Wildlife

Housing and Community
Development

•

Native American Heritage
Commission

•

Office of Emergency Services

•

Office of Historic Preservation

•

Prairie City State Recreational
Vehicle Area

•

Public Utilities Commission

•

California Energy Commission

•

California Highway Patrol

•

California Transportation
Commission

•

Central Valley Flood Protection
Board

•

California Department of
Conservation

•

Regional Water Quality Control
Board, Central Valley Region

•

California Department of Parks and
Recreation

•

Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality
Management District
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•

California Department of Toxic
Substances Control

•

Sacramento Area Council of
Governments

•

California Department of
Transportation, Division of
Transportation Planning

•

Sacramento County

•

Sacramento Regional County
Sanitation District

•

California Department of Water
Resources

•

State Lands Commission

•

City of Rancho Cordova

•

State Water Resources Control Board

•

Governor's Office of Planning and
Research

•

South Sacramento Habitat
Conservation Plan

None of the above-listed agencies commented or responded to the letter.

3.4

Federal and Native American Agency Consultation

Specific federal agencies and Native American Tribes received letters offering
consultation and requesting jurisdictional review of Project impact assessments, as
follows:
•

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers: A letter mailed on September 22, 2016
requested a formal consultation to review the Preliminary Jurisdictional
Determination of the waters of the U.S. On November 17, 2016, USACE
conducted a field review of the wetlands and Waters of the United States in the
Project BSA.

•

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service: To permit temporary and permanent impacts to
federally-listed species and their habitats, take authorization from USFWS
through FESA Section 7 (issuance of a biological opinion) or FESA Section 10
(participation in the South Sacramento Habitat Conservation Plan [SSHCP]) is
necessary. Coordination with USFWS has included discussion and
correspondence regarding the Project, technical assistance regarding species to
consider in the analysis, and mitigation for Project impacts. On February 8, 2019,
the JPA obtained a Section 7 biological opinion from USFWS (see Appendix N,
Required Consultation/Concurrence Determination) and the USFWS issued an
Incidental Take Permit for the SSHCP on June 12, 2019.
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•

Wilton Rancheria of Wilton, California: The JPA mailed a letter to this Tribe
on August 8, 2016 introducing the Project and offering an opportunity for formal
consultation. The Tribe responded on September 9, 2016 via email. JPA
responded to their request with phone calls, emails, and a meeting held on
November 6, 2016. The meeting provided the Tribe with an overview of the
Project and cultural research conducted to date. The Tribe will consult with their
elders and provide input as additional information becomes available. JPA and
Caltrans will continue to coordinate with the Tribe throughout the NEPA
process.

•

United Auburn Indian Community (UAIC): The JPA mailed a letter to this
Tribe on August 8, 2016 introducing the Project. The UAIC responded on
September 28, 2016 requesting formal consultation. JPA and Caltrans will
continue to coordinate with the UAIC.

3.5

State and Local Agencies Consultation

3.5.1 State Agencies
On February 27, 2017, Caltrans initiated consultation with the SHPO on Section 106
by providing Cultural Technical Reports. Caltrans seeks concurrence with the Area of
Potential Effect, the determination of eligibility and the determination of effects. On
March 14, 2017, the SHPO office sent their review and concurrence.
3.5.2 Local Agencies
In addition to providing routine updates to JPA Board members, the JPA is engaging
with state and local agencies in the planning, development, and ongoing coordination
of the Project. Specifically, these agencies include Caltrans, the City of Rancho
Cordova, and Sacramento County.
This Project is identified in SACOG’s listing of projects as the “SouthEast Connector
JPA” (project SAC24193), and has been granted federal funding (Federal Aid Project
number STPL 6498 [001]) through planning and preliminary engineering. The
FHWA assigned Caltrans as the Lead Agency under NEPA. The JPA coordinates
with Caltrans through periodic Project Development Team meetings. These meetings
were established to coordinate on the environmental process and other Project
development activities. On May 4, 2016, JPA, Caltrans District 3, and consultant
team staff held a field meeting to review the Project context. The group reviewed the
Preliminary Environmental Study (JPA 2016) that had been submitted to Caltrans for
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review. On October 6, 2016, the JPA, Caltrans District 3, and the consultant team met
to review agency engagement and schedule expectations.
The JPA has coordinated routinely with the affected jurisdiction agencies (i.e., the
City of Rancho Cordova and Sacramento County) to provide up-to-date information
about progress and decisions, and to forward draft studies for review and input.

3.6

Public Outreach

3.6.1 Background
The Capital SouthEast Connector Project has a long history of public participation
going back to the conceptual planning phase of the 34-mile-long Project. A
Stakeholder Advisory Committee (SAC) and Technical Advisory Committee (TAC)
met regularly to develop the elements of the Project’s objectives and purpose and
need, which were presented to a Policy Advisory Committee that included
representatives from each of the five affected jurisdictions. During this pre‐
environmental studies phase, these committees continued to meet regularly.
Community residents and other members of the public attended these meetings as
well as the six public information sessions held during the course of the study. Oral
and written comments were received from committee members, local residents,
community representatives, and other interested parties. The JPA held additional
public workshops in communities along the Capital SouthEast Connector Project to
solicit comments. These comments were used as preliminary scoping input to the JPA
for the formal environmental process.
In February 2010, the formal environmental process was initiated with a PEIR. Public
scoping meetings during this process were held in communities along the Capital
SouthEast Connector Project. As noted above in Section 3.2, the public scoping
meeting for the D2 Expressway Project component (Segment D2) was held on
February 24, 2010, and no comments were recorded during this meeting. Additional
public participation activities including newsletters, website updates, and subsequent
public meetings satisfied the requirements to complete the PEIR for the entire 34-mile
facility.
Following the completion of the PEIR, dated February 2012, the JPA initiated the
development of Design Guidelines that established corridor-wide criteria and
standards for the Capital SouthEast Connector Project segments to follow as each
segment progresses through project development. In order to inform the Design
Guidelines and reflect the individual needs and concerns of the affected communities,
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the JPA formulated a SAC that included community members and stakeholders
representing all segments of the full corridor. The SAC met three times to receive
information regarding the goals and objectives of the Project and to express any
issues or concerns they had concerning the Project. Specifically, the SAC provided
input on access needs for motorized and non-motorized traffic and on aesthetic
elements for the theme of the corridor.
The JPA also initiated a Sustainability Concept Committee consisting of
business/industry, agency, and advocacy representatives with focused interest and
expertise in sustainability. The Sustainability Concept Committee completed a full
assessment of applicable solutions to achieve sustainability in the implementation of
this new facility and recommended approximately 90 solutions to be considered.
3.6.2 Targeted Outreach
For the D2 Expressway Project, public outreach has been targeted to property owners
and residents along the Project corridor. To initiate field information gathering, 54
rights-of-entry letters were distributed to property owners on February 29, 2016,
notifying them that Project team members may need access to their property in order
to complete field surveys and investigations. The letters provided contact information
and a request to return the Temporary Permission to Enter form. To date, 49 rights-ofentry forms have been returned.
Door-to-door visits were made to properties on April 21, 2016 along Grant Line and
Jackson Roads to discuss the Project and/or provide leave-behind information.
Approximately 25 letters were left or handed directly to residences describing the
Project; the letters provided a contact name and telephone number, in addition to the
website address for accessing more information. The focus of the discussions was to
detail Project objectives, describe the environmental process, explain that team
members would be conducting field surveys along the alignment, and discuss the
overall schedule and direction of the Project, as well as to give the affected residents
opportunities to provide input.
On September 13, 2016, letters introducing the Project were mailed to property
owners and other stakeholders along the corridor. Included in the letter was the link to
the website to access additional information about the Project, along with contact
information.
On Tuesday evening, January 24, 2017, the JPA hosted a meeting for residents and
homeowners of the Jackson Road Estates community. In an effort to make the
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meeting as convenient as possible both in time of day and location, it was scheduled
for 6:00 to 7:30 p.m. at the Cosumnes River Elementary School, Library (13580
Jackson Road, Sloughhouse). The purpose of the meeting was to provide a Project
update on the progress of the preliminary engineering and environmental analysis,
while also presenting and receiving input on potential access alternatives for the
Jackson Road Estates community.
The JPA mailed 28 postcard invitations to the Jackson Road Estates community on
January 9, with two weeks’ notice. One community member attended, as well as a
representative from Sacramento County District 5. The meeting was set up as an
informal open house that allowed attendees to walk around the room, view a variety
of Project displays featuring the potential access alternatives and Project area, and
talk one on one with the Project staff and consultants. The attendees reviewed the
alternatives and inquired about access options and how irrigation may be affected.
The JPA developed a Project-specific web page on the Capital SouthEast Connector
website with detailed information about the D2 Expressway. The website is
interactive, enabling users to review Project information including on the
environmental process and documentation. This web page
(https://www.connectorjpa.net/rancho-cordova-d2.html) will continue to be updated
with Project details as they are developed.
3.6.3 Capital SouthEast Connector Joint Powers Authority Board
Meetings
JPA staff provide periodic Project updates at the JPA Board meetings. The following
describes the information covered at the JPA Board meetings:
•

June 24, 2016: Team provided a presentation describing field work performed,
Project design updates, and status on outreach to neighboring property owners
and coordination with Caltrans.

3.6.4 Key Stakeholder Outreach
Regular meetings are held with key stakeholders, including large landowners and
development companies that have foreseeable development projects that would
connect with or be influenced by the development of Grant Line Road. The Project is
intended to serve the southwest region consisting of the City of Rancho Cordova and
the southwest portions of Sacramento County, an area that is planned for considerable
growth. There are already several approved developments and quarry expansions in
the Project vicinity (see Chapter 1 and Section 2.1, Human Environment). The JPA
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held several large landowner meetings in the fall of 2015 and the fall of 2016, as well
as one-on-one meetings with a variety of key stakeholders including affected agencies
and utility companies. The collective landowner meetings have provided
opportunities for two-way conversation and Project development updates, whereas
the one-on-one meetings have occurred during preliminary design development to
review design details, property access, and utility relocation considerations that would
affect individual stakeholders. One-on-one meetings with major stakeholders along
the alignment included the following:
•

AKT Properties, April 27,2016

•

Aerojet, March 30, 2016

•

Arboretum, May 16, 2016

•

Cordova Hills, April 6, 2016 and June 30, 2016

•

SSHCP and USFWS, November 16, 2016

•

Sacramento County Water Agency and Sacramento Area Sewer District,
September 13, 2016

•

Teichert, March 8, 2016

•

Tracy Ranch, May 12, 2016

•

USACE, November 17, 2016

•

Winn Communities, August 4, 2016

Following is a summary of issues and discussion items from these one-on-one
meetings:
•

Utilities (utilities that would be abandoned or continue to function, or future lines
needed for development)

•

Access to and from existing and future development

•

Accommodation for large vehicle-types to access the D2 Expressway

•

Mitigation consistency with local plans for wetland/vernal pool impacts
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•

Minimization of visual impacts for future developments

•

Accommodation for future intersections with Grant Line Road

•

Bicycle and pedestrian facility accommodation/consistency with City of Rancho
Cordova and developer plans

•

High volumes of large truck traffic to/from quarry on alignment

•

Accommodation for frontage road facilities

•

Requests to review concepts and alignment details as they are formulated

3.7

Comments and Responding to Comments

The issuance of the Draft EA provided an opportunity for the public and affected
agencies to review the Project goals, objectives, purpose and need, the Project design,
and the environmental findings. The public comment period was from May 4 through
June 6, 2018. See Appendix M for the Notice of Availability issued to notify the
public of availability for review of the EA.
This EA was modified based on comments received from interested agencies and the
public (see Appendix J, Public Comment Letters). Text that has been revised since
the Draft EA, based on the public and agency comments, is indicated by a vertical
line along the left margin in this EA.
Because no significant issues were identified during the comment period, preparation
of an Environmental Impact Statement will not occur and Caltrans has adopted a
Finding of No Significant Impact.
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The Environmental Assessment (EA) is available on the Caltrans website:
http://www.dot.ca.gov/dist3/departments/envinternet/envdoc.htm, and the JPA
website: http://www.connectorjpa.com. The EA has been distributed to the following
federal, state, and regional responsible agencies.
Federal Agencies

State Agencies

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
Sacramento District
1325 J St
Sacramento, CA 95814

California Air Resources Board,
CEQA Coordinator
1001 “I” Street
Sacramento, CA 95814

U.S. Department of Agriculture
Natural Resources Conservation
Service
9701 Dino Dr, Suite 170
Elk Grove, CA 95624-4042

California Air Resources Board,
Transportation Projects
1001 “I” Street
Sacramento, CA 95814

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Sacramento Fish and Wildlife Office
Attention: Jan Knight, Kellie Berry
2800 Cottage Way, Room W-2605
Sacramento, CA 95825
U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, Region 9
Attention: Zac Appleton
75 Hawthorne Street
San Francisco, CA 94105
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Wildlife, Region 2
1701 Nimbus Road
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
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Recreation
Environmental Steward Section
1416 9th Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
California Department of Toxic
Substances Control
8800 Cal Center Drive
Sacramento, CA 95826
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California Environmental Protection
Agency
1001 I Street
P.O. Box 2415
Sacramento, CA 95812
California Natural Resources Agency
Department of Conservation, Division
of Land Resource Protection
801 K Street, MS 18-01
Sacramento, CA 95814
California Highway Patrol
Special Projects Section
P.O. Box 942898
Sacramento, CA 92298
California Office of Emergency
Services (Cal EMA)
3650 Schriever Avenue
Mather, CA 95655
California Public Utilities Commission
770 L St #1050,
Sacramento, CA 95814

State Historic Preservation Officer
Office of Historic Preservation
1725 23rd Street, Suite 100
Sacramento, CA 95816
State Clearinghouse
1400 Tenth Street
P.O. Box 3044
Sacramento, CA 95812-3044
Regional and Local Agencies

Sacramento Area Council of
Governments
1415 L Street, Suite 300
Sacramento, CA 95814
City of Rancho Cordova

Rancho Cordova Library
9845 Folsom Boulevard
Rancho Cordova, CA 95827
City of Rancho Cordova
2729 Prospect Park Drive
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
Sacramento County

California RWQCB,
Central Valley Region
11020 Sun Center Drive, Suite 200
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670-6114

Planning & Development Services
Department of Transportation
827 7th Street, Suite 304
Sacramento, CA 95814

Central Valley Flood Protection Board
3310 El Camino Ave, Room 151
Sacramento, CA 95821

Sacramento County Planning Agency
Planning and Environmental Review
827 7th Street, Second Floor
Sacramento, CA 95814

Native American Heritage
Commission
915 Capitol Mall, Room 364
Sacramento, CA 95814
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